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 1 
                    Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
1.0 Chapter Overview  
 
This opening chapter will present the rationale for this thesis with an examination of 
the current stance on gender, the self concept, and its manifestation in the field of 
consumption. In continuation, justification will be provided as to why this area of 
consumer behaviour needs to be evaluated. The chapter then offers a brief analysis of 
the central construct of the thesis, self monitoring (SM). In addition to evaluating the 
key components of the work, chapter outlines will be provided.  
 
1.1. Rationale for the Research  
Based on the proposition of Firat and Schultz (1997), who suggested that a better 
understanding of the underlying social forces associated with postmodern 
consumption can be used by marketers to enhance competitive advantage, this thesis 
investigates the relationship between the female consumer, their gendered self 
concept, and the purchase of technological goods, a product category traditionally 
denoted as a male sphere (Mohr, Sengupta, and Slater, 2009), categorised by feminine 
exclusions (Mort, 1996). Further to the above, the research adopts the framework that 
the postmodern society is increasingly 'materialistic' in attitude (Miller, 1987; 
Featherstone, 2007) and that the “average inhabitant of a country such as Britain 
uses, and is associated with, a range of clothing, furnishing, technology, buildings, 
and other objects which is vast in extent, complexity and diversity compared to any 
previous era” (Miller, 1987, p.3). With this mandate, it is considered that 
consumption cannot be categorised by a set of “coherent and consistent set of forms” 
(Miller, 1987, p.161); thus, the potential for female consumers to purchase habitually 
male products warrants investigation.    
 
Despite consumer consumption being steered toward entering a “social universe 
whose processes consist of matching goods to classes of social occasions” (Douglas, 
1976, p.206), there remains a preoccupation that such self-related consumption can 
and does retain the strains of gender (for the most recent contributions, see Mokhlis 
and Salleh, 2009; De Klerk and Lubbe, 2008) with gender continuing to be seen as 
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one of the central analytic categories in marketing and consumer behaviour research. 
Described as a natural process by Mohr, Sengupta, and Slater, (2009), technological 
manufacturers use segmentation, design advertising and promotional techniques that 
identify a product mainly or exclusively with one sex (Alreck, 1994), with Mort 
(1996) suggesting that women are excluded from even the fundamentals, such as 
advertising briefs. Yet while the relationship between self-concept and gender retains 
its appeal (see Eagly and Karau, 2002; Heilman, 2001; Rudman and Glick, 2001; 
Dovidio, Glick, and Rudman, 2005; Rudman and Fairchild, 2004; Peluchette and 
Karl, 2007), very few studies have sought to explore gender and the self concept 
outside of gendered domains, leading Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs and Tamkins (2005) to 
suggest that there remains ample evidence that women are still subjected to gender-
biased evaluations and are shackled by gendered boundaries and a social taxonomy on 
how they ‘should be’.  
 
The assertion that can be derived from the above is that by continuing to view 
consumption as an institutional field, predicated on gendered assumptions, literature 
and practice will continue to produce limitations (Catterall and Maclaran, 2002). With 
constant societal change and with people living more rational, anonymous lives 
(Martin and Barresi, 2003, and Harrison and Hood-Williams, 2002), stable 
frameworks, such as gender, become weakened with the individual free to choose his 
or her path toward self-realization (Bourdieu, 1984). Consequently, it is acknowledged 
that this societal egalitarianism impacts on modern consumption patterns creating a 
“modern consumer society” (Jackson, 2006, p.1) with “its own logic, its own 
dynamics, its own epistemologies and ethics.” Therefore, with consumption seen as a 
means of negating perceived cultural institutions, such as gender, the self concept 
becomes a sphere that scatters and is ever evolving (Buchanan and Colebrook, 2000).  
 
1.2. Self Monitoring 
 
With the need for research established, it was the paradigm of SM (Snyder, 1974), a 
psychological construct that claims that some individuals have a higher expressive 
control motivated by social recognition than have others (Gangestad and Snyder, 
2000; Snyder, 1974) that was considered and that ultimately would provide the best 
context for this exploratory research to evaluate female consumption of technological 
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goods traditionally considered a male preserve (Gurumurthy, 2004). With individuals 
denoted as either high self monitors (HSMs) or low self monitors (LSMs), Snyder 
(1974) encapsulated the phenomenon, stating that HSMs control the images of self 
they project in social interaction while LSMs, in contrast, value congruence between 
who they are and what they do. Succinctly, those with a greater social awareness may 
predicate a decision to purchase a product as a consequence of social norms and 
acceptance rather than any inherent factor, in this case gender, with the proposition 
being that SM is seen as a means of establishing and identifying those individuals for 
whom situational or dispositional variables have a primary influence (Snyder and 
Gangestad, 2000; Czellar, 2005; 2006; Body and Grace, 2006).  
 
To that end, SM as a construct has been effective in establishing the extent to which 
individuals (a) notice and use social cues to guide their behaviour (Snyder and 
Monson, 1975) (b) regulate social displays (Jones and Baumeister, 1976; Snyder and 
Swann, 1976) (c) control various channels of nonverbal communication 
(Cunningham, Steinberg and Rev, 1980; Lippa, 1978), and (d) engage in impression 
management (Lippa, 1983). Subsequently, the Snyder scale (1974) and its usage in 
the consumer field as a means of empirical testing has produced a very sizable 
literature, leading Snyder (2005, p.189) to declare that “self-monitoring encompasses 
a domain of self-conception sufficiently broad and global in scope to capture the 
essence of people's sense of ‘me’”.  
 
From the gendered perspective, there is a small but telling body of research that has 
highlighted the gendered position in relation to the SM phenomenon. Initial 
investigation can be traced back to Becherer and Richard (1978), who found no 
gender variable when participants were exposed to ‘social’ and ‘non social’ products 
(though, unfortunately, the authors do not provide specifics). Solomon’s (1983) work 
established that clothing is used for its symbolic value and that female HSMs are as 
adept at manipulating self presentation as are their male counterparts. Kapferer and 
Laurent (1985;1986) established that female HSMs buy for “outward signs”, immediate 
pleasure and “outward interest” and concluded that products are bought for their ability 
“to express one’s status, one’s personality, or identity” (1986, p. 123). O’Guinn and 
Faber (1989), and Schlosser, Black, Repertinger, and Freet (1994) in their work on 
gender differentiation stated that women perceive social status to be highly associated 
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with the activity of buying, while Browne and Kaldenberg (1997), in the first of two 
significant studies, found female HSMs to be more overtly materialistic than their 
male participants and, in their second study, found female HSMs responded just as 
effectively to the image-oriented advertisements of a pen and car (following Snyder’s 
own initial experiment with cars) as did their male respondents. More recently, Kline 
and Azzi (2001) found no discernable difference in SM attributes regarding gender 
stratification, while O’Cass (2001), conducting research on self monitoring, 
materialism and involvement in fashion clothing, found SM in this domain not to 
be negatively associated with gender.  
 
While these present an anomaly, much of what has been presented provides little but 
absolutes of the stereotype and stereotypic intention when purchasing. Hypotheses 
and research questions have centred on what female consumers ‘might be expected to 
do’ in their evaluations of brands and products, with this essentialist approach still 
present in the SM field (Flynn and Ames, 2006; Jawahar and Mattsson, 2005), as is 
the claim that women do not actively engage in status displays outside of traditional 
spheres. In this respect, Barletta (2003) suggests that the purchase of technological 
goods is the preserve of the male consumer, a reoccurring theme in the work of 
Brumbaugh (2003), who researched ‘Techno-Consumption’ and concluded that 
marketers continue to incorporate biological mainstream images into technological 
games. Palan (2001) also claimed that technology was gendered, while more recently 
Kelan (2007) concurred that the market was segregated while Mohr, Sengupta, and 
Slater, (2009) suggested that male consumers were the ‘omnivores’ of technological 
goods.  This view is also echoed away from the academic field by Forrester Research 
INC, which stated that only 10% of female consumers buy technological goods 
online. These examples are in keeping with an engendered cognitive process as 
proposed by Kohlberg (1966, p. 89), along the lines of “I am a boy, therefore I want 
to do boy things, therefore the opportunity to do boy things (and to gain approval for 
doing them) is rewarding”. Subsequently, in keeping with the locus of this thesis, there 
remains a paucity of investigation; indeed, no studies have been found in which SM 
behaviours have been researched with females and technological goods.    
 
1.3. Research Aim and Objectives 
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1.3.1. The Research Aim and objectives 
This study is discovery orientated, taking an interpretative approach to research, and 
adopting a non-positivistic, progressive rationale that considers consumer behaviour 
as a phenomenon to be understood rather than a “theory to be tested” (Thompson, 
1997, p.442). To that end, this thesis represents an endeavour to broaden the focus of 
gendered technological consumption. In adopting a consumer–centred focus, the 
principal research aim of the thesis is centred on the purchase, and consumption of 
technological products, with particular emphasis on gaining insight into the self 
related and experiential aspects of such consumption within the context of the SM 
paradigm. Specifically the thesis aims to investigate whether female purchasing habits 
of technological goods, a product category traditionally denoted as a male sphere 
(Mohr, Sengupta, and Slater, 2009), and categorised by feminine exclusions (Mort, 
1996), reflected the intricacies and psychological determinants of both HSMs and 
LSMs as associated with Snyder’s (1974) work. In order to address the central aim, 
the research has two objectives:  
 
1.To explore if female consumption orientations have moved on from gendered 
categorisation as evaluated by Mokhlis and Salleh (2009), Belleau et al. (2008), Nam 
et al. (2007), Visser, Du Preez and Van Noordwyk (2006) and, Anderson, Brannon, 
Ulrich, Presley, Woronka, Grasso, and Gray (2000).  
  
2. To investigate if female consumption patterns are predicated on the elements of 
self-presentation, social awareness, social norms and social acceptance rather than any 
inherent factor such as gender as discussed in sections 2.2.1.1, 2.4.1, 2.4.1.1 and 
3.3.2.3.1. 
 
1.4. Research Design and Methodology 
Epistemologically, the research adopts an interpretative paradigm, which, as 
Thompson (1997, p.440) argues, is “highly appropriate to gaining insights into 
consumer experiences”. This approach holds that ‘openness’ is the key, rather than 
adherence to any pre-determined framework. Subsequently, aqualitative rather than a 
quantitative approach was chosen. It is considered that because many of the key 
factors in marketing are socially constructed, this thesis’s research methods should 
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be drawn from that perspective. As emotions and attitudes were to be explored, it 
was felt these elements would not be served with the undertaking of a measurable 
analysis. Focus groups became the chosen method to explore the aims of this thesis, 
in keeping with several recent research undertakings within the self-monitoring field 
(Bodey and Grace, 2007; Rose and Dejesus, 2007; Czellar, 2006; O’Cass, 2001) and, 
historically, Snyder’s (1974) own initial undertakings. Furthermore, this empirically 
proven methodological choice provided the opportunity to implement a “carefully 
planned series of discussions designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of 
interest in a permissive, non-threatening environment” (Krueger and Casey, 2000, 
p.5). Consequently, focus groups were undertaken in Swansea (3) Norwich (1) 
Brundle (1) Bury St Edmunds (3), Motherwell (2), Christchurch (2), Dulverton (2) 
Bristol (2), Richmond (1) and Treforest (2), resulting in 19 focus groups using 213 
participants.  And unlike previous SM research this work did not rely on readily 
available undergraduate classes that have historically offered high return rates. This 
thesis sought larger demographic variables (Snyder, 1984, p.129) in an attempt to 
eradicate “social class, economic status, religious affiliation and geographical 
location” attributed to samples comprising solely of student groups. Therefore, the 
current work addresses a significant gap in the extant research by attempting to 
overcome social class and the variables outlined by Snyder (1984).  
1.4.1. An Egalitarian Perspective 
However, while the thesis is centred on gendered consumption, it is important to state 
that the work itself at no point adopts a feminist perspective as might be expected in 
an exploration of this type. While feminism itself is purported to be “deeply and 
irrevocably connected to a re-evaluation of the personal” (Stanley and Wise, 1993, 
p.21), and has played a critical role in consumption research (Catterall, Maclaran, and 
Stevens, 2006), such a subjective approach was deemed impossible; subsequently, a 
more egalitarian approach was considered and is evident throughout. This is 
purposeful, as due to the ontological and epistemological considerations, the 
researcher, while needing to evaluate the subjective, does not have to adopt the stance 
of the inherent insider; one does not have to be a feminist to consider gendered 
manifestations or give gendered consumption a voice.  
 
1.5. Thesis Structure  
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1.5.1. Chapter One 
Chapter One provides the rationale for the thesis with the tenet and need for the thesis 
evaluated and conceptualised against the significant gap in literature. The chapter also 
provides a synopsis of the thesis as a whole.  
 
 1.5.2. Chapter Two  
Chapter Two focuses on the key theories underpinning the self-concept and its link to 
gender and formation. Adopting a taxonomic approach, the chapter will evaluate the 
biological, and physiological determinates of gender framed by the marketing and 
consumption literature that both supports and negates each determinant. As the 
chapter concludes the sociological self, a stance that advocates every person has a 
potential plethora of self related characteristics, will be discussed and evaluated.  
 
1.5.3. Chapter Three   
 
Chapter Three reviews the SM paradigm. An overview of the SM field is presented 
and the specific view is proposed that people differ meaningfully in the extent to 
which they can and do engage in expressive control (Puntoni and Tavassoli, 2007; 
Yates and Noyes, 2007; Bell, Schoenrock and O’Neal, 2000; Briggs and Cheek, 1988; 
Lennox and Wolfe, 1984; Wolfe, Lennox and Cutler, 1986). The sphere will be 
discussed in relation to its contribution to the consumer field and the consumption 
predicates that have come to be associated with SM, such as conspicuous 
consumption, materialism and signalling. In addition, the chapter evaluates the 
gendered perspective on the above.   
 
1.5.4. Chapter Four  
Methodological choices and justifications are the core of this chapter. As the chapter 
progresses, the inductive and deductive approaches are evaluated, leading into a 
discussion of positivism and interpretivism, and the methodological choices 
associated with each paradigm. As the chapter concludes, succinct materials and 
methods for data collection are discussed and a critique of the measurement scale 
provided.  
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1.5.5. Chapter Five 
Chapter Five is the first of two findings chapters. The chapter presents the findings 
content during the focus groups. The chapter follows the structure of themes 
developed from the findings that provided the key coding categories for analysis, such 
as high self monitoring behavioural patterns (HSMBP), low behavioural patterns 
(LSNBP), overt signalling characteristics (OSC), intentional herd behaviour (IHB) 
and manifestations of self congruency (MSC).   
 
1.5.6. Chapter Six 
This chapter will present the key elements explored and given by the LSM 
participants. An overview of the LSM behavioural norms is presented initially 
followed by subdivisions pertaining to the relevant coding utilised in the analytical 
process. The codes, as discussed in the previous methodological chapter, relate to the 
intrinsic nature of self monitoring behavioural patterns (SMBP) contained and 
outlined within the available academic literature. Additionally, this chapter will 
evaluate the contradictions and anomalies found during the research process.  
 
1.5.7. Chapter Seven 
Chapter Seven provides a discussion and insight into the HSM data collated and 
considers the salient discoveries. Key elements and a conceptual model are also 
presented tracking HSM buying stimuli and the consumption process. The model is 
evaluated in distinct sections, with each element of the consumption process given an 
alpha numeric heading that correlates directly to an appropriate sub heading in the 
text. It is intended that this structure will allow for an appropriate evaluation of the 
properties and relations existing in both subsets’ cognitions.  
 
1.5.8. Chapter Eight 
Chapter Eight follows the format of the previous chapter by providing discussion and 
insight into the LSM data collated during the focus group sessions and considers the 
salient discoveries. As above, key elements are presented and a conceptual model is 
presented tracking LSM buying stimuli and the consumption process.  
 
1.5.9. Chapter Nine  
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Chapter Nine concludes the thesis and considers its contribution to the body of 
knowledge relating to SM and gendered consumption. The chapter emphasises the 
importance of the findings and their integration into practice, and concludes with an 
evaluation of avenues for future research.  
 
1.6. Summary   
In this introductory chapter, it has been postulated that the study of female SM in 
relation to technological goods may yield valuable insights into consumption 
behaviour. Objectives for the investigation have been presented and the structure of 
the chapters to follow outlined. The following chapter will focus on the key theories 
regarding the self concept. The chapter will discuss the parallels between different 
theories and establish their significance to this study. The chapter will take a 
taxonomic approach and will challenge the atavistic notions of self that pervade the 
gendered literature though an exegesis of the sociological perspective.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
                            CHAPTER 2 
 
 
        THE GENDERED SELF CONCEPT  
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                        Chapter 2: The Gendered Self-concept 
 
2.0. Chapter overview 
 
The chapter will begin with a synopsis of the central argument and direction of the 
thesis and the dichotomy of gendered evaluation.  In continuation, the chapter will be 
broken down into distinct sub sections relating to how the self-concept is claimed to 
be created: through biology, psychology and sociology. Arguments and empirical 
evidence will be presented and, in conclusion, the chapter will explore the self-
concept in relation to modernity, symbolic interactionism and the self as an 
evolutionary construct. The initial focus of the chapter is to evaluate the self as a 
changing construct that has a primary influence on modern day consumption.  
 
2.1. Introduction 
“An individual's evaluation of himself will greatly influence his behavior, and thus, 
the more valued the self, the more organized and consistent becomes his behavior” 
(Grubb and Grathwohl, 1967 p.22). While the above represents an appropriate 
encapsulation of the current understanding, much has been gathered since Grubb and 
Grathwohl’s (1967) initial observations of the consumption self-concept. Areas such 
as product perception (Renaud and McConnell, 2002; Renaud and McConnell, 2007), 
specific behaviour (Guttman, 1973), advertising perception (Domzal and Kernan, 
1993; Markus, 1977), advertising effectiveness (Hong and Zinkhan, 1995) and 
symbolic interactionism (Leigh and Gable, 1992), have all been evaluated from a 
gendered consumption perspective. As a consequence of the above, and numerous 
other contributions, a standardised maxim has been presented that the self is 
multifaceted, dependent on societal context and is not a unitary element (Lippa, 
2000). This theme pervades and has been made manifest recently by Perkins and 
Forehand (2006) who state that every individual possesses an array of traits, and 
‘memberships’ that define them as individuals. Subsequently, it is suggested by 
Giddens (1991) that we are not what we are, but what we can potentially make of 
ourselves. Furthermore, and specific to this thesis, Ghaill and Haywood (2007, 
p.28) suggest that this modern approach to the self has “specific implications for women”, 
as it frees “individuals from the normative demands of established social categories” (ibid), 
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all in the context that we are compelled to create new personas and identities. However, 
even as inevitable change has become the hallmark of modern society, the gendered 
self tends to be seen in dualistic and oppositional terms (Henwood and Miller, 2001) 
and, as such, masculinity and femininity continue to be conceptualized as two 
separate dimensions (Heilman, Wallen, Fuchs, and Tamkins, 2004). As Davies and 
Banks (1992) suggest, this is problematic, and from the consumer consumption 
perspective, such problems are still not being properly addressed. Indeed Heilman, 
Wallen, Fuchs, and Tamkins (2004, p.416) go so far as to suggest that there is 
significant evidence that “women are subjected to gender-biased evaluations, with 
their performance on male gender-typed tasks often devalued and their competence 
denied.”  
 
From the above, it would seem that stereotypes are the sole means of evaluating 
gender and the impact on societal norms to ensure consistent behavioural and 
consumption patterns (Dovidio, Glick and Rudman, 2005; Rudman and Fairchild, 
2004; Greenwald, Banaji, Rudman, Farnham, Nosek and Mellott, 2000; 2002). Such a 
prescription, then, is predicated upon the prescriptive stereotypes that are manifest in 
relation to masculine and feminine behaviour, with the caveat that such an inference is 
allocated as a consequence of the male’s higher societal echelon compared to that of 
women (Ridgeway and Bourg, 2004). Consequently, the postulation emerges that the 
self, as a guiding factor, will adhere to these norms and prerequisites, and it is 
suggested that society and cultures reward masculine and feminine behaviours and it 
can be problematic for women to act like men (Bowles, Babcock, and Lai, 2006), 
however, as Rubin (1975) suggests, men and women are not as different as perception 
would suggest, and gender itself is the suppression of natural similarities. The review 
will begin with the biological argument.   
 
2.2. Biological Determinants of the Self  
Gendered research in marketing is said to struggle with issues of definition when it 
comes to masculine and feminine consumption (Moss, Parfitt and Skinner, 2009). 
Indeed untangling the intricate threads of masculinity and femininity with regard to the 
self concept began in the 1930s when the first assessment of gender identity was 
attempted (Terman and Miles 1936). But the term gender itself was not conceived of in 
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the masculine and feminine context until Dr. John Money (1956) introduced it into the 
medical and psychological literature. Subsequently it has come to mean and explain 
differences in male/female habits (Bem, 1974).  
 
However, biology as a determinant of the inherent self-concept, despite James (1890) 
suggesting we are born without a self-concept, indicates that gender differences 
originate from successful ancestral adaptation to the different reproductive demands 
faced by men and women (Simpson, and Kenwick, 1997); therefore, the gendered 
self-concept plays an important role in conformity to sex-typed social norms in 
consumption (Taylor, Lerner, Sherman, Sage, and McDowell, 2003). However, it 
must be stressed that the biological approach is differentiated from the concept of 
gender as a whole. This stance denotes that sexual differences create an inevitable 
gulf and is manifest in conformed behavioural patterns, while the gendered approach 
is predicated on cognitive and social constructions. As intimated above and 
problematically, this Darwinian approach, encapsulated in the field of evolutionary 
psychology, can negate the sociological emphasis of gender and its psychosocial 
variables (Gould, 1996), and to that end, according to Fiske and Dépret (1996), it 
serves simply to maintain masculine social power and social hierarchy.  
 
From the consumption perspective, it is perhaps Grunert-Beckmann (1997) who 
encapsulates this stance, suggesting that while women are the largest group of 
consumers, a woman will purchase for her husband and dependents rather than her 
intrinsic self. What is presented is what Connell (1987) refers to as the ‘doctrine of 
natural difference’ with gender conceptualised as two fixed biological sexes, that is, 
male and female, and from the consumption perspective this biological preponderance 
is manifest in communication strategies, as consumers use products to conform to 
their gender type (Iyer and Debevec, 1986; 1989). Thus, it is suggested that marketing 
has embraced a practice of tailoring products for audiences based on their biological 
determinates (Craig, 1992), with the result that gender and the self-concept are seen as 
dualistic, with images conforming to stereotype (Alreck, 1994) and with technological 
goods historically subject to this process (Mohr, Sengupta and Slater, 2009).  
 
2.2.1. Biology’s Impact on Consumption 
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Biology’s impact on consumption can be seen in the paradigm of spousal deferment. 
Predicated on the work of Blood and Wolfe (1960), who initiated this school of 
thought with their notion of ‘resource theory’ (a theory that held that the balance of 
power will be on the side of that partner who has greater financial control), and 
Rodman (1972) who suggested that such relationships are culturally bound, Scanzony 
(1977) postulated that responsibility for purchase was attributed to one of the spouses 
according to commonly accepted gender roles (the husband/male partner as the party 
who takes care of purchases of cars and electrical goods and the wife/female partner 
as responsible for purchases of furniture and children's clothing). This proposition has 
found a significant following; it has pervaded modern day thinking and has found a 
popular voice in Eagly’s (2000) social role theory as well as in the work of Bem 
(1974); Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1975); Deaux and LaFrance (1998); and 
Hoffman  (2001); with assertions of defined societal roles as the norm. 
However, actual research presents a differentiated and, it would seem, unpopular 
conclusion. Allen and Straus (1984) found weak correlations between decision power 
and resources. Perlman (1989) found that single-career couples did not automatically 
defer to the more affluent partner. In addition, the works of Green and Cunningham 
(1975), Roberts and Wortzel (1979), Qualls (1987), and Lavin (1993), all rejected the 
predisposed cultural assumptions. Work conducted by Hempel (1974) (some twelve 
months before Scanzoni’s proclamations) in the USA and Europe found a 
surprisingly high degree of cross cultural similarity in the household decision-making 
process (1974, p.302) and indicated that there was a “tendency toward a re-
structuring of the sex roles (in Europe) when the wife was employed as has been 
found in the United States” (ibid).  
A similar egalitarianism was witnessed by Michel (1970) in a Parisian study, as did 
work conducted by Douglas (1976) in a Pan European –USA study, and research 
undertaken by Green, Verhage and Cunningham (2001) in a direct correlation 
between Dutch and American couples. Significantly, Green, Verhage and 
Cunningham (2001) utilised an exhaustive list of possible purchase scenarios to 
ensure robust results. In addition, an ethnographical study conducted by Webster 
(2000) in India provided strong evidence that spousal deferment is not a culturally 
determined phenomena, thus enhancing the above findings by stating that “the reality 
of social organization is much more complex than the simplistic unilineal model, 
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which undermines the impact of nonpatriarchal gender relations” (p.1039). 
Furthermore, quantitative research undertaken by GFK indicates that consumption 
habits and innate roles associated with the paradigm have become mingled and 
blurred. However, what the postulation of spousal deferment presents is a female 
consumer devoid of all but the most mundane abilities in relation to consumption and 
imbued with a differentiated cognitive map that circumnavigates the traditional items 
associated with conspicuous consumption. This is not an appropriate representation 
and really the concept lends itself to the self perpetuation of ‘Labelling Theory’, that 
is, the postulation that “people tend to act in accordance with the labels that others 
assign to them” (Krueger and Trussoni, 2005, p.1). Therefore, spousal deferment is 
projected by others and, subsequently, may not reflect actuality or that individual’s 
intrinsic self-concept.  
  
2.2.1.1. Empirical Support for the Biological Argument and Consumption  
 
Despite the above, research is still being undertaken that supports this biological 
divide. Simply researching intrinsic female fields with female consumers provides 
very little insight and there is a subsequent degree of stagnation. Mokhlis and Salleh 
(2009), replicating work carried out some three decades ago by Sproles and Kendall 
(1986), found that women were fashion and price conscious in relation to female 
product categories. Nam et al. (2007) undertook extensive research into female 
consumption of fashion apparel, which revealed that fashion conscious women do buy 
apparel. Belleau et al. (2008) used a sample of 1200 wealthy female American 
consumers and evaluated their habits in relation to media portrayals, pricing strategy 
and probable usage of fashion goods; they found that these factors did have a 
significant impact on decision making. More recently De Klerk and Lubbe (2008) 
researched and found that a female’s perception of fashion apparel is an important 
element in the desire to purchase. Continuing this theme, Visser, Du Preez and Van 
Noordwyk (2006) explored the image of apparel stores and the perceptions of female 
consumers, concluding that women like lots of available sizes, more shoes and 
“something special” (p.56) to wear, as well as establishing stores need more mirrors. 
However, prior to the recent research on apparel, Anderson, Brannon, Ulrich, Presley, 
Woronka, Grasso, and Gray (2000) had suggested that an important area for gender 
research was an investigation into body measurements as a basis for apparel sizing.  
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In relation to a different paradigm, De Fraja (2009) stated that the biological elements 
can be seen vividly in conspicuous consumption where the sexes buy gender-specific 
products to communicate their sexual worth and utility maximization, a theme echoed 
by Cordes (2009), who cites biological heritage and Darwinian concepts as narrow 
but potential motivational factors in consumption. Hogg and Garrow (2003), in an 
evaluation of gender and the consumption of advertising, with a sample of 25 and 
using Bem’s Sex Role Inventory (BSRI), a scale developed to ascertain masculine and 
feminine traits predicated on descriptive adjectives and the individuals resonance with 
them, found that gender groups were neither homogeneous nor isomorphic and found 
considerable gender affinity with traditional gendered television advertising. This 
view was supported by Stern and Russell (2004) in their research into consumer 
responses to product placement in sitcoms; they concluded that both male and female 
respondents acted more favourably toward gendered products.  Problematically, and 
while the contribution is far from negated, the above research serves to highlight 
already established norms, thus adding to the many works that have come to define 
our sense of maleness or femaleness (Spence, 1993), rather than adding to the demand 
for a greater understanding of the gendered self-concept, such as the work of 
McRobbie (1994) who saw and envisaged female consumers as alpha consumers with 
all commodities available to them.   
 
2.3. Psychological and Cognitive Developmental  
       Determinants of the Self 
 
2.3.1 Psychological Determinants 
 
Furthering the above this approach, the developmental stance, incorporating childhood 
development and the inherent learning process (Kohlberg, 1966), denotes that gender 
can become a basic organisational element as the individual develops. While it negates 
the born with paradigm as seen above, it does postulate that gendered behaviour is 
manifest as a consequence of the stereotypic images that a child is subjected to in 
development, with the proposition that they internalize the attitudes, rules, and 
expectations of their parents (Schonpflug, 2001). Through this process, they achieve 
‘gender constancy’ and behaviour is enacted in accordance with what has been 
learned. Furthermore it is suggested that by age three children can, and do manifest an 
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awareness of gendered norms (Huston, 1983) with this increasing dramatically over 
the proceeding years (Aubry et al., 1999) with definitive knowledge of male and 
female behaviour established. In turn Martin, Wood and Little (1990) suggested that 
the individual engages in ‘attribute-attribute’ associations, a process that is enacted by 
the individual conforming to gendered expectations manifest in their interactions as a 
consequence of social and cognitive reinforcement (Robinson, Schmeichel, and 
Inzlicht, 2010). This established sequence of  gendered awareness and  gendered 
rigidity  is claimed to provide ‘cognitive consistency’ and contentment (Kohlberg, 
1966), which in turn stimulates individuals to act in regulated ways that are consistent 
with their gender and self-concept, with the opinion that this determinate is constant 
and ultimately can be witnessed in consumption behaviour.  
 
2.3.2. Developmental Determinants 
However, such propositions fail to account for a lack of potential stereotypic images 
and the direct influence of the development of the individual. Huston (1983) posited 
that while stereotypic information is enacted upon during this developmental stage, he 
concluded it can be in a state of decline with his research indicating that flexibility is 
an inevitable part of the developmental process. The individual is inevitably subjected 
to and encounters greater social nuances (Trautner, Ruble, Cyphers, Kirsten, Behrendt 
and Hartmann, 2005) impacting upon what has been learnt, retained and drawn upon 
to make sense of his/her immediate social environment.  
 
Continuing this theme in relation to gender the available literature does denote that 
developmentally it is adolescence that represents the most significant time of self 
exploration (Steinberg and Morris 2001) as interactions provide important 
information that is used in making choices and forming attitudes (Cialdini, 1984). 
According to Damon and Hart (1988), a differentiated emphasis occurs that shifts 
from biological and gendered inference to the acknowledgement of more socio 
psychological elements. It is posited that at this stage the individual actively and 
wantonly seeks the opinions and attitudes of others establishing a social identity while 
rejecting prescriptive, unitary roles. Manifest in Giddens’s (1984) structuration theory 
there is an emphasis on social structure shaping individuals and individuals shaping 
social structure. This is not to negate the biological, but the possibility of a constantly 
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developing schema is apparent and pertinent to this thesis insofar as the individual 
might align itself with their gender only when they need to.  
 
2.3.2.1. Gender Schema 
 
Central to cognitive psychology and developmental theories, schema theory accounts 
for the integration of social phenomena and key elements such as intrinsic personality 
and interaction. While there are numerous theories as to what a schema is, the basic 
elements are that it consists of an organised structure that is embedded in memory and 
contains relevant knowledge relating to our own environment. It is said to exist more 
consciously than day to day experiences that might influence the individual and is 
“dynamic, amenable to change by general experience or through instruction (Winn 
and Synder, 1996, p.119). Succinctly it is a general manifestation, a cognitive structure 
built upon prior learning in conjunction with the assimilation of new information as 
the individual progresses.  
 
Gender schema, as a distinct element in the schema literature, takes the stance that 
“individuals process information from social interactions based on their assessment 
of that information along the gender dimensions of masculinity and femininity” 
(Grabill et al. 2005, p.7), with individuals who incorporate these gendered roles into 
their self-concepts being said to be gender schematic. This social constructionist 
approach perceives gender as an inevitably occurring phenomenon as this is how 
society seeks to function. It is suggested that need to re-enact traditional roles for the 
sake of conformity makes the process impervious to change. With regard to the lack 
of change Bem (1981) posited three key ‘gender lenses’ conceptualised as ‘hidden 
assumptions’ that promoted a lack of change. Firstly she referred to ‘gender 
polarization’, a simple proposition that men and women are different, secondly 
‘androcentrism’ the notion that males are perceived to be superior and lastly 
‘biological essentialism’ a facet discussed in section 2.2. According to gender schema 
theory (Bem, 1981), gender regulation functions on stereotypical foundations as a 
consequence of the above three elements; therefore as women are alleged to be 
‘warm’ and preoccupied with others they will recall information that manifests those 
qualities in themselves socially.  
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However, a key proposition is predicated on the notion that the individual will form a 
gender and self-concept based on their culture's manifestations of the former and 
latter. Borrowing heavily from the works of Money (1973) and Stoller (1975) who 
suggested gender referred to the equilibrium of masculinity and femininity found in 
each, predicated on the psychological and cultural rather than biological connotations, 
Neisser (1976) argued that schemata can consciously direct us through our social 
worlds and lead us to differentiated sources of information should that be the 
individual desire. The information we encounter and encode can alter our schemata 
and this can become a perpetual cycle.  Subsequently the individual will function and 
behave not only as a consequence of the biological imperative but will incorporate 
pervading social norms as well (Martin and Halverson, 1981); succinctly  if gendered 
perspectives have changed so will the schematic element evolve to countenance the 
pervasive change.   
 
Ultimately such developmental emphasis led to one of gender schema’s main 
protagonists, Bem (1974), acknowledging that gender may not be as distinct as first 
thought. Bem (1981) suggested that this could be as a consequence of direct societal 
influence, its lack of rigidity and normative gendered roles. Such social influence led 
her to the advocacy and proposition of androgyny, applied to both sexes, and 
representing a replacement for the masculine and feminine sex types and the 
aschematic essence of modern society that no longer relied on prescriptive gendered 
behaviour with perhaps the most important feature of this conceptual schema being its 
potential for rapid and significant change.  
 
2.4. Gender Consistency  
2.4.1. Empirical Support for Gender Consistency  
Despite Bem (1974) advocating the concept of androgyny, the continued postulations 
of separateness in relation to male and female schemata have found empirical support, 
and many studies have served to articulate differences and consistencies in the 
gendered self-concept. Using BSRI, work by Eccles, et al. (1993); Hayes, Crocker, 
and Kowalski (1999), and Marsh, Craven, and Debus (1991) have found significant 
consistency in children’s gender perceptions. Likewise, studies by Hare-Mustin and 
Maracek (1990), Stake (1992), and Gilligan (1982) have found similar consistency in 
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young adolescents. More recently, over several papers and several years, authors such 
as Swami and Furnham (2008), and Chamorro-Premuzic and Snelgar (2010) have 
found gendered consistency in relation to attracting romantic partners, body 
assessment, sexual strategies, physical attractiveness, cosmetic surgery, and buttock 
and breast size and their appeal.  
 
2.4.1.1. Gender Consistency and Consumption Studies 
 
While the above supports the non consumption fields, historically, Schmitt, Leclerc, 
and Dubé-Rioux (1988) suggested that to market correctly and strategically, gender 
schematism had to be part of the overall process, and this has been substantiated 
recently. Schertzer, Laufer, Silvera, and McBride (2008), found cross cultural 
evidence to support schemata as a consumption variable. McIntosh (2007), discussing 
the direct marketing of food, suggested that such gender segregation is the only way 
to sustain a brand in a competitive environment. Kwon (2006), with a sample of 233 
undergraduate students (53.2% male and 46.8% female) and an evaluation of 
cosmetics, found that gender played a significant part in brand perception, and the 
evaluation of masculine and feminine brands had an impact on cross-gender brand 
extensions. Andsager, Weintraub, and Pinkleton (2002) also identified strong 
schematic elements in adolescents encoding alcohol-related messages. Watson (1998) 
found feminine and masculine traits were evident when choosing tattoos, with 
masculine and feminine imagery invariably selected by the corresponding groups. 
Worth, Smith, and Mackie (1992), with 40 male and 72 female respondents, found 
that gendered images of beer and jeans were consistent with gender identity self-
ratings. In continuation, Gould and Stern (1993) established that females were more 
privately gender-conscious than were males, while Martin and Roberts (1983) 
found that gender was positively and significantly related to performance 
expectations of women, echoing previous work that established that social reward 
for appropriate manifestations of gender was paramount.   
 
2.4.1.2. A Lack of Gender Consistency  
However, despite the above research, studies in the past decade have found a lack of 
correlation. In a significant undertaking, Palan, Areni, and Kiecker (1999), in re-
examining masculinity, femininity, and gender identity scales, found negligible 
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support for schema and its advocacy, establishing that females identified with 
typically masculine traits just as much as males did. Additionally, in 2001, the same 
authors, with an undergraduate sample of 115 students (51 female and 64 male), using 
Bem's Sex Role Inventory to correlate gender, found that men's involvement in gift 
exchange was sometimes incongruent with society's gender role expectations and the 
men in their sample were very person-orientated in this practice, again a finding that 
is inconsistent with schema theory. Campbell, Shirley and Caygill (2002) stated there 
was no substantial empirical evidence to support cognitive variables; even suggesting 
such parameters had been overestimated. De Gregorio and Sung (2010), in an 
evaluation of product placement using an online survey incorporating 3,340 
respondents, found peer relationships and exposure rather than gender to be a 
distinctive factor in choice. Feiereisen, Broderick, and Douglas (2009) found that 
gendered advertising response was mediated by roles of national culture rather than 
gender as a unitary construct. Fisher and Dube (2005), in an investigation of gender 
differences in responses to emotional advertising, with a sample of 132 undergraduate 
business students (65 male, 67 female), found male and female responses not to be 
significantly different, but with the male participants more responsive to emotional 
appeals, a finding that is incongruent with perceived schematic norms and stereotype. 
Gentry and Dowering (1977), with a sample of 200 (100 male and 100 female), found 
that gender was not a factor in brand awareness. Golden, Allison, and Clee (1979), 
with 614 respondents (307 male and 307 female), in evaluating product sex typing 
found the cognitive elements of gender to be a weak variable in consumer encoding. 
Dittmar, Beattie and Friese (1995), with a much smaller sample of 34 females and 27 
males, found no gender variable in the consumer act of impulse buying; Mowen and 
Spears (1999) replicated those results with a much larger sample while Browne and 
Kaldenberg (1997), with 205 males and 159 females, found no gender divide when 
participants were asked about buying for social effect.  
 
2.5. Social Psychological Determinants 
2.5.1. Socio-cultural Perspective. 
Differentiated from the above this section deals with the social psychological 
elements that are by definition removed from the cognitive and attuned to the social 
processes that can influence, and ultimately structure the dynamics of gender and self.  
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It is the study of how individuals think, feel, and behave in regard to others and how 
an individual’s intrinsic thoughts, feelings, and manifest behaviours are impacted 
upon by other people. It explains how individuals acquire, encode and maintain 
behavioural patterns from the wider community as a consequence of observational 
learning (Glanz, Rimmer, and Lewis, 2002). Environment, media (Dixon, 2002), 
intrinsic situation and culture, conceptualised from this perspective as symbols, signs, 
meanings, values, institutions and pervading behaviours (Ashman, 2006), are 
suggested to be the salient elements in knowledge acquisition (Glanz, Rimmer, and 
Lewis, 2002). While historically it can be traced back to McDougall (1908), Ross 
(1908), and Allport (1924) it has a profound modern resonance and it is suggested that  
“our natural life is a life in community, living in a world of shared objects, shared 
environment, shared language, shared meanings” (Moran, 2000, p.175); in this, as 
consumers, we are believed to have learnt to understand and encode meaning as a 
consequence of pervading social norms, impacting on the individual’s self 
identity, with Giddens (1991, p.52) suggesting that the self, far from being 
biologically or cognitively determined is “somewhat amorphous” and cannot, by 
definition, retain its predominance as a definitive ‘thing’.  From the socio cultural 
perspective gender and self can lack continuity and represent elements that are 
“routinely created and sustained in the reflexive activities of the individual” (ibid).  
 
2.5.2. Socio-cultural Perspective: The Gendered View  
From the gendered perspective Risman (2004) suggest that the elements, outlined the 
table below, can impact on gender socially.  
 
                  TABLE 1:   THE SOCIOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF 
                                          SOCIAL GENDER STRUCTURE                                                                             
 
 
                                    Dimensions of the Gender Structure 
 
     Individual Levels            Interactional Cultural Levels               Institutional levels 
 
     Socialization                      Status Expectations                    Organisation Demands 
     Internalisation                      Cognitive Bias                          Pervasive Ideologies 
     Inherent Identity                       Othering                               Resource Distribution 
     Self Construction                    Altercasting 
 
 
Source: Modified from Risman (2004, p.437) 
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Risman (1998) suggests that on an individual level by adulthood, men and women 
have different personalities as a consequence of social interaction, a popular theme in 
the marketing sphere. She continues that from the interactional perspective, cultural 
expectations are imposed and women behave accordingly and goes onto suggest that 
gender is also maintained at institutional levels as men and women fill different 
positions. While Risman (2004), approaches the above from a feminist perspective 
and feminist ideology that suggests the above can maintain gendered norms, this 
thesis suggests that elements can be the catalyst for significant change and that is the 
stance this research takes and will be manifest in chapters 5,6, 7 and 8.  
 
2.6. The Sociological Self-concept: A Brief History 
2.6.1. The ‘I’ and ‘Me’  
While Giddens (1991) has written relatively recently, the sociological impact on the 
self-concept has a significant history. The work of James (1890) constitutes a 
quantum leap in relation to evaluating the self beyond biological and essentialist 
norms. A development concerned with the deconstruction of the self-concept 
eventually gave prominence to a multi-dimensional entity, the material self, and the 
basis for all other selves. Additionally, there is the development and notion of ‘Me’ 
and ‘I’. The ‘I’ represents the spontaneous, inner, creative, and subjective while the 
‘Me’ represents the organized attitudes of others establishing a connection to the 
wider society. Mead (1934) takes this view further, when he denotes the “I” as the 
unsocialized self, that is, the font of individual desires and needs, and the “Me” as the 
socialized self, the self within society. For Mead (1934, p. 135), the self existed only 
as a result of conversations or significant gestures and clarified, he claimed, how “self 
is something which has a development; it is not there at birth, but arises in the 
process of social experience.”  
 
2.6.1.2. The Social Cognitive Approach: The Importance of Others  
However, a more important conclusion from Mead (1934) was the notion that we 
control our own actions as a consequence of the perceptions of others. In a similar 
fashion, Cooley (1922) argued that the self should be viewed as a social construction, 
arising out of social experience and built by reference to other people's responses to 
the behaviour of the self. For Cooley (1922), significant others constituted a social 
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mirror, with what was reflected being incorporated into the sense of self. Cooley 
(1922) contended, therefore, that what becomes the self is what others think of us. 
Schutz (1932) put the individual human agent at the centre of his analysis in relation 
to the self; he referred to his work as the phenomenological psychology of inner 
experience. Simply, Schutz's (1932) phenomenology assumes that all our knowledge 
is drawn from phenomena, namely, that which is directly experienced by our senses. 
Adopting a Freudian approach, Schutz (1932) posited that we live in the Lebenswelt 
or lifeworld, the world we immediately experience. It is ‘the world of lived 
experience', which is made up of the life experiences of other people and how they 
impact upon us as individuals.  
 
2.6.1.3: Symbolic Interactionism 
Blumer (1969), Mead’s (1934) best known interpreter and the individual who coined 
the term ‘symbolic interaction’ (Baugh and Campbell, 2006), was keen to align a 
greater emphasis on the role of self in relation to outside symbols. From the consumer 
standpoint, the direct application of symbolic interactionism theory means that 
material possessions have a symbolic value (Czellar, 2003) and people acquire and 
use them for self expressive purposes in social contexts (Grubb and Grathwohl, 1967; 
Solomon, 1983), as Blumer (1969, p.73) stated:  
 
“By virtue of self-interaction the human being becomes an acting 
organism coping with situations in place of being an organism merely 
responding to the play of factors. And his action becomes something he 
constructs and directs to meet the situations in place of an unrolling of 
reactions evoked from him”. 
 
Goffman (1959), in ‘The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life’, elaborated upon the 
proposition of symbolic interactionism and, like Mead, advocated the proposition of 
internal conversation (Frink, Treadway and Ferris, 2005). The self he proposed 
consisted and consists of a repertoire of masks, that is, fronts or personas of which we 
are each capable; subsequently, our choice of which mask to wear depends on the 
social situation in which we find ourselves (Goffman and Best, 2005). Goffman 
(1959) saw the self as capable of strategy (Hutter and Crisp, 2006) choosing to 
express the version of self that is most beneficial at a given time, and in doing so 
taking a Machiavellian position on identity (O’Cass, 2001). Goffman (1959) 
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explained that the self resides in social roles and can be divided in two. First, is the 
official self: “during interaction the individual is expected to possess certain 
attributes, capacities, and information which, taken together, fit together into a self 
that is at once coherently unified and appropriate for the occasion” (1956, p.263). 
Second, behind this official self is the unsocialized self, which is referred to by 
Goffman (1959) as the ‘self as performer’.  
 
2.6.2. Sociological Self-concept:  The Consumption Perspective 
 
From the consumption perspective, it is postulated that as consumers enter new 
phases of their lives, moving from childhood and adolescence, they tend to be 
insecure and feel uncertain about how to behave, and as Schertzer, Laufer, Silvera, 
and McBride (2008) suggested, the importance of the relationship between 
consumption, society, and morality continues to be of relevance and interest to the 
consumer researcher. From this perspective, the maintenance of masculine and 
feminine can dissipate as a more socially constructed self is manifest. Consumption, 
therefore, becomes not merely the acquisition of things, but the buying of an identity 
(Clammer, 1992). To that end, Lehtonen and Maenpaa (1997, p.144) stated that “the 
necessities of buying are never absent from the social form of shopping” and 
went on to suggest that these elements are the essence of consumption. From this it 
can be inferred that self and society, from the consumer perspective, are inextricably 
interwoven entities (Berger, 1966) so once gender is conceptually removed from the 
sole grip of biology it can be viewed as being socially constructed (Spence, and  
Buckner, 2000). As Bauman (1988) observed, modern society equates to individual 
freedom opening up the possibility for locating gender, and the gendered self-concept, 
within social interactions rather than within the core of an individual. From the 
consumption paradigm, it might be thought that when biology is removed, gender can 
be seen to be the process of social production in the reality of the individual (Connell, 
1987).  
 
2.6.2.1. Socio Cognitive Approaches as a Moderator for Consumption 
The above proposition is far from new. Ward, Klees and Robertson (1987, p.438) in 
a conceptualization of childhood socialization in relation to consumption from a 
study of American, Japanese and English families, concluded: 
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“From a theoretical perspective, identifying and understanding consumer 
socialization differences across cultures would advance the (marketing) 
field by specifying the concepts, theories and variables which characterize 
consumer behavior in different cultures.”  
 
 
More recently, this approach has witnessed a wide acceptance in relation to the 
understanding of gender. Brett and Juergen (2009), in relation to gendered 
advertising, note that social pressures affect behavioural patterns. Feiereisen, 
Broderick, and Douglas (2009), again in relation to advertising response, postulate 
that ‘national culture as a moderating role’ impacts heavily on perception, a theme 
embraced and substantiated by Lee (2009) in relation to gender differences in Hong 
Kong adolescent consumers' green purchasing behaviour using a sample of 6,010. 
Berg and Teigen (2009), basing their findings on data from 2,000 telephone surveys, 
suggest that that single people should not exhibit gender salience in their 
consumption, as there is no societal expectation and concluded that gendered pattern 
relies on a gendered division rather than a biological or physiological imperative. 
Briñol, Petty, Gallardo, and DeMarree, K. (2006), drawing heavily on Goffman's 
(1959) work, suggest that cultural change has impacted on consumption habits with 
socio-cultural practice, focusing on the symbolic boundaries that construct personal 
and group identities. Cordes (2009) suggests society now creates new social 
identities leading to the diffusion of new consumption behaviours.  
 
Zang and Khare (2009) concur with the above, suggesting there is evidence of a 
global identity. Brooks and Wee (2008), using the conceptual framework of a 
cosmopolitan city, Singapore, suggest that society and modernity allow individuals to 
take more control of, and change their identities from, previous social norms, 
particularly gender-based identities and roles. Previous to this, Healy, Bradley, and 
Mukherjee (2004) had noted a rise in female individualism and a move away from 
collectivism suggesting that “such forms of collectivism emerge from the 
differentiation and marginalisation” (p.454). Brislin (1993), prior to the above, stated 
that it is essential to market to cultures in order to address the realities that emerge in 
consumption. Starr (2004), approaching gender from the economic perspective, 
investigated identity and sociocultural preference, and postulated that a shift in the 
social valuation of female identities - away from those centred on traditional 
feminine pursuits towards those centred on a postmodern approach - should provide 
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an increased awareness of consumerism and a commodified private. Kulik (1999) 
dealt with gender as a cognitive element; using a sample of 204 Israeli students, 
Kulik (1999) found no relationship between gendered personality disposition and 
stereotyped perceptions of gender roles, concluding that women, compared with men, 
had more liberal attitudes toward gender roles. Kashima, Kim, Gelfand, Yamaguchi, 
Sang-Chin, and Yuki (1995) suggested after an analysis of five cultures (Australia, 
the United States, Hawaii, Japan, and Korea) that gender can only really be 
considered with regard to interpersonal relationships. The above evidence, it can be 
concluded that if gender is a product of socialisation “it is a human invention and 
thus subject to reinvention and re-creation” (Risman, 1998, p.156).  

2.7. A Multifaceted, Hierarchical Self-concept  
The above means that, for some people, the self is outwardly guided, that it is the 
‘Me’ that can dictate consumption behaviour rather than gender itself. From a 
consumption perspective, it can be suggested that rather than engaging with 
specifically gendered brands, each brand could have a “different symbolic meaning ... 
Therefore, the brand whose image is closest to the situational self will be selected (or 
will be the most preferred) for consumption in the anticipated situation” (Lee, 1993, 
p.390-391). Therefore, the self is reflexive; it is a responsive, active mechanism 
formed out of past behaviours and experiences that in turn can inform current 
behaviours. Despite this, and as with the majority of academic spheres, there exist 
several models that claim to encapsulate the self-concept. The ‘Unidimensional 
model’ is a more inclusive model that acknowledges all the probable influences on the 
self; however, while this has found favour in some circles, its neglect of individual 
foundations has failed to find universal support even with the most liberal theorists. 
However, a more acceptable alternative was offered at the dawn of the new century.  
 
2.7.1. The ‘Hierarchical’ Model of Self  
Described as “a major turning point in self-concept research” (Cheng and Watkins, 
2000, p.186), Shavelson, Hubner, and Stanton (1976) were the first to propose this 
multi-faceted, hierarchical model of self-concept; collectively, they claimed that the 
intrinsic self-concept is composed of four ‘1st order facets’, namely the academic self-
concept, social self-concept, emotional self-concept and physical self-concept with 
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specifically the social element being comprised of the “peer self-concept and 
significant others self-concept” (Waugh, 1999, p.1). Thus, in the hierarchical model, 
the general self is stable, but as one ascends the hierarchy, the self-concept becomes 
increasingly situation-specific, a key tenet of the self monitoring paradigm, with the 
proposition that if “individuals find a depicted story of success or failure to be 
feasible, they will be likely to imagine themselves in a similar situation and assimilate 
their expectations” (Mandel, Petrova, and Cialdini, 2006, p.60). In continuation, the 
same authors concluded that when evaluating social comparisons, the individual 
actively seeks evidence of similarities or dissimilarities between the self and the 
target, demonstrating that the self focuses on the personal process with an individual 
emphasis, and in relation to this active mechanism, it is suggested that such 
consumption is a means of encoding messages to and from others (Piacentini and 
Mailer 2005).  
                    
2.7.2. A Functional Understanding of the Self 
Furthering the above views, the model below (Figure 1), created by Jacobs (1999), 
represents how for each person there is a unique combination of answers to the 
question of what is their intrinsic self.  
FIGURE 1:  THE SELF-CONCEPT 
 
 
  SELF   
                  Identity                            Evaluation                         Self-concept                     Behaviour  
                                                                                                     (Influenced by self-concept) 
                                                                                                                                                                  
    Core                        Status                   
                                               Realistic                       Unrealistic 
                                                             
                              High- Low                      High- Low   
 
   Source: Jacobs (1999, p.161) 
 
The answers are not static, and a person's identity can change in the course of time 
(Yoder, and Kahn, 2003). Each individual’s identity is thus unique, multifaceted and 
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changeable (Youniss, 1994). To that end, Skaalvic and Skaalvic (2002) reported 
five antecedents to the development of self-concept including (a) frame of reference 
(b) causal attributions (c) reflected appraisals from others considered significant (d) 
mastery experiences, and (e) psychological centrality. Therefore, in different 
situations, different parts of the identity can come to the fore (Jacobs, 1999) during 
which other parts of the identity are less prominent. An individual can therefore 
attach values to a greater or lesser extent to individual components as the situation 
demands (Jacobs, 1999; Martin and Debus, 1998).  
 
Within this functional understanding and in the above conceptualisations can be found 
the foundations of Snyder’s (1974) own work and indeed the locus of this thesis: self 
monitoring. For each identity; there is a specific self-concept; as Hermans (1996, 
p.33) states, the desirable self is able “to move, as in a space, from one position to the 
other in accordance with changes in situation and time”. Evaluation of the identity 
takes place in light of the characteristics of the individual system, environment or 
event that is manifest. The evaluation of the identity (McKay and Fanning, 1992) can 
be either realistically high or low depending upon the individual’s self schema 
(Markus, 1977; Markus and Herzog, 1991; Oyserman and Markus, 1993) or what 
Stryker (1987) has called ‘salient identities. 
 
2.7.3. Emphasis on an Evolving Self-concept                                           
However, in the above lies the caveat of the gendered self; a treatment of the self-
concept, while predicated on a psycho-logical construct, is most certainly witnessing 
at worst stagnation and at best demise: “for investigators to merely describe the self-
theory or the self-concept, as a function of age, gender, ethnicity, social group and so 
on is to miss the very processes through which it comes to be constructed” (Braken, 
1996, p.7). Therefore, emphasis is on an evolving self, socially aware and predicated 
on change; as Epstein (1973; 1996) stated, it is the theory of experiencing as we look 
to significant others (Braken, 1996) to become identified and gain a self perspective 
(Ligas and Cotte, 1999). The individual or consumer, in turn, can gain familiarity with 
brands and goods and learn how to communicate their symbolic meanings (Ligas and 
Cotte, 1999). It is suggested, therefore, by the same authors that in order to interact 
socially, the individual must learn all the implied elements of a product or 
successfully negotiate a product’s intrinsic meaning: “objects have no fixed status 
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except as their meaning is sustained through indications and definitions that people 
make of the objects” (Blumer, 1969, p. 12). This approach allows for an elaboration of 
the view that the self-concept has a motivation affect and actual behaviour (Wang, 
and Lee, 2006). If consumption behavioural patterns are to be properly understood, 
then such an approach becomes a prerequisite; unless we take a more process-oriented 
perspective on the function that individual self-concepts have, we cannot hope to 
progress.  
2.8. Summary 
This chapter has evaluated the major propositions concerning the creation of the self, 
encompassing the biological, psychological and sociological all in the framework of 
their impact on consumption and their variance within that field. The chapter has also 
served to highlight the inherent difficulties of the gendered self-concept and its place 
in consumer research and what is deemed to be the ‘status quo’. With this in mind, 
and in relation to the above, the following chapter will assess the central theme of this 
thesis, namely, self monitoring, its contribution in the consumer field and the 
gendered elements that have emanated from a considerable body of research. 
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                 Chapter 3: Self Monitoring  
 
3.0. Chapter Overview   
Following from the previous chapter, and the proposition of an evolving, independent 
self, this chapter will deal with the concept of self monitoring (SM) (Snyder, 1974). 
SM is a psychological construct concerned with the observation and control of 
expressive behaviour and self-presentation. The chapter will evaluate SM from its 
genesis, nearly four decades ago, to its current use, with particular attention and 
examination in relation to the consumption-based studies that have incorporated the 
construct. Additionally, the chapter will outline the theoretical disposition of  high self 
monitoring (HSM) and low self monitoring (LSM) showing how high self monitors    
(HSMs) regulate their expressive self-presentation and are highly responsive to social 
and interpersonal cues, while low self monitors (LSMs) lack these predispositions and 
are more principled in approach. In addition, the associated consumer behavioural 
elements that have grown around the paradigm will be reviewed.  
 
3.1. An Introduction to Self Monitoring 
Leading on from Chapter Two, it has been suggested that self knowledge can consist 
of a plethora of salient information galvanized into a ‘working self’ (Markus and 
Kunda, 1986). While the working self or schema maintains equilibrium, it is 
conceivable, in view of the self literature available, to suggest that the self, by 
definition, has an inherent flexibility or several differentiated schemas that can 
feasibly change as a consequence of individual predisposition (Bracken, 1986), the 
essence of SMB. Subsequently, Snyder and Gangestad (2000, pp.530-555) state that 
SM is a simple and straightforward proposition with the fundamental elements 
suggesting that some people “out of a concern for the situational appropriateness of 
their expressive self-presentation, have come to monitor their expressive behaviour 
and accordingly regulate their self-presentation for the sake of desired public 
appearances.” 
 
While far from being a new proposition, Freud (1925) and Mead (1934) both 
suggested that human- and self-related behaviour was, and could be, directed by 
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multiple factors; Cattell (1957) asserted that self-concept had a selective perception; 
Jung (1928) provided the concept of Persona, the part of the consciousness that 
negotiates the social world; and Snygg and Combs (1959) hypothesised that 
behaviour was congruent with the individual’s perception of a situation and 
themselves. From the consumer perspective, Burnkrant and Cousineau (1975), Jahoda 
(1972), Witt (1969), Witt and Bruce (1970), and Stafford (1966) all found social 
correlations and self regulatory elements to be evident in consumption, and, more 
widely, Deutsch and Gerard (1955), Kelman (1961) and Bourne (1957) examined 
social influence in a myriad of settings.SMB has come to be described as differences 
in belonging motivation (Rose and Stephanie, 2007).  
 
The proposition is directly concerned with and predicated upon the notion that 
individuals create and project social manifestations of themselves (Gangestad and 
Snyder, 2000). These manifestations are both externally and internally motivated, 
with the external taking prominence in SM theory. Therefore, with life a series of 
social encounters in which we learn about ourselves, it is suggested that self 
manifestations are based on and enacted as a consequence of the interaction with 
those around us. As such, they become an unconscious factor that affects us 
automatically (Snyder 1987; 2005); consequently, writing in 2005, Snyder (p.188) 
stated that SM has “identified the two categories of people who exemplify these 
theories of self.” 
 
3.1.1. Two Distinct Categories: High and Low Self Monitors  
 
As noted above, Snyder (1974) proposes two distinct groups: high self-monitors and 
low self monitors. HSMs are so named because of the extent to which they engage in 
monitoring or controlling the images of themselves in social interaction, and 
contrastingly, LSMs, are so named because they act according to intrinsic 
information, retaining a principled approach in relation to their self identity, inner 
characteristics and personal manifestations, theoretically exuding an unchangeable 
consistency between what they believe and what they do (Snyder and Gangestad, 
2000; Yates and Noyes, 2007; Harnish and Bridges, 2006).  
 
3.1.1.2. Capturing Individual Differences  
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Within these two categories, the construct of self-monitoring was designed to capture 
individual differences in relation to “self-presentation, expressive behaviour, and non-
verbal affective displays’’ (Snyder, 1974, pp.526–527). In conceptualizing self-
monitoring in terms of expressive behaviour and self-presentation, five dimensions 
were established and utilized to create the original Snyder scale: firstly, concern with  
social appropriateness and self-presentation; secondly, personal attention to social 
comparison information; thirdly, control of self-presentation and self expressive 
behaviour; fourthly, strategic displays of self-presentation; and finally, the relevance 
of situational specificity of self-presentation and expressive behaviour. As a 
consequence of the prevalence of the above argument, self-monitoring is, in essence, 
a control process, with Hoyle and Sowards (1993) defining it as a means of 
understanding and encoding self relevant cues in a social situation, and enacting 
behaviours that will achieve the goal of adaptive self-presentation. Borrowing heavily 
from the post–structuralist paradigm, where subjectivity reflects social power, SM 
theory suggests that an individual, in a social context, seeks to construct behaviour 
appropriate to that context, predicated on situational and interpersonal appropriateness 
(Snyder, 1987).  
 
3.1.1.3. A Motivational Construct  
While the above has become something of a focus academically, soon after its initial 
use and subsequent investigations, perceived differences in self-monitoring linked 
individuals and the way they might perceive themselves and their perception of 
others. Consequently, SM became a motivational construct predicated on the 
individual’s personal theory of the intrinsic self (Snyder, 1987), and the modern 
theoretical framework was formed, with HSMs perceived to be in a chronic state of 
public self awareness while LSMs were absorbed in a private self awareness (Snyder, 
1987). 
 
3.2. Self Monitoring: The Impact on Consumption 
 
With the evaluation of SM theory as a motivational construct, the framework has 
found a significant voice in the consumer field as a direct correlation of its perceived 
effect on human behaviour in consumption settings (Gangestad and Snyder, 1985; 
Snyder, 1987). As theory and research have developed, it has become a maxim that 
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SM orientation itself will have implications for the ways consumers perceive a 
product, with this including the assessment of physical appearance, look, colour, feel, 
and other exterior aspects for HSMs, with performance, dependability, reliability, and 
other intrinsic features being the preserve of LSMs. What follows is an evaluation of 
Snyder’s original research, and an account of how the above propositions have spread 
into several consumer spheres.    
 
3.2.1. Initial Research in the Consumer Field.  
Such conclusions were drawn as a consequence of Snyder’s (1974) own initial 
experiments using the original 25 true-false items (as used in this thesis), with an 
emphasis on concern with social appropriateness and self-presentation, attention 
to social comparison, the ability to control and modify self-presentation and the 
extent to which the person's self-presentation is cross-situationally consistent or 
variable. Using two undergraduate student samples of 192 and 146, from Stanford 
and Minnesota, initial development took place (along with sub samples of actors and 
psychiatric patients) leading to a more formative study in which subjects, again 
undergraduates, were allowed to look or not look at social comparison information 
prior to an anticipated task. In this experiment, HSMs were found to be more likely 
than LSMs to seek out social comparison information. The above ultimately led to the 
first consumption analysis, where both HSMs and LSMs were asked to judge the 
quality of two cars from photographs, a sporty Pontiac Fiero and a Volkswagen Rabbit, 
although both were claimed to have similar performance. As predicted by Snyder 
(1974), the HSMs gave more favourable quality ratings and social ratings to the 
sporty car, while the LSMs acted upon the utilitarian attributes of the Volkswagen. 
Within his research, Snyder (1974) did not report any variance in relation to his 
hypothesis once his subjects had been separated into the distinct SM groups. 
Consequently, results were matched to his initial hypotheses, although at this juncture, 
it is appropriate to state that Snyder (1974) provided his participants with extremes in 
relation to the products shown. However, from this stemmed the claim that HSMs 
“perceive that a given product has the potential to be used to create or enhance an 
image,” while LSMs are “less concerned with the images they project to others in 
social situations” (Snyder and DeBono, 1985, p.588). 
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With these elements substantiated, the first true consumer experiment was conducted 
by Becherer and Richard (1978). Using two separate samples (141 respondents in the 
first and 86 respondents in the second sample), they investigated brand proneness, 
asking for the purchase frequency of 28 product types, with the respondents indicating 
whether the products were ‘social’ or ‘non-social’ in purchasing influence or use; the 
two samples were split into HSM or LSM according to Snyder’s (1974) scale. The 
authors concluded that their findings indicated “that while among low self-monitors 
personality influences behavior, among the high self-monitoring group situational 
factors would more likely be related to consumption” (p.161) and, additionally, for 
both groups, the relationship between personality and private brand proneness was 
significant for both social and non-social products.  
 
After these initial studies, Snyder (1987) encapsulated the consumption phenomena in 
the following way: 
 
High self-monitoring consumers may be the ones who purchase the 
sleek, flashy, sporty-looking car (even if it’s performance and handling 
characteristics are far from sports car caliber [sic], the ones who use 
the toothpaste that makes their teeth look the whitest…. the ones who 
pour the ‘super premium’ beer, that special imported beer that says 
something more about its drinker's status (even if it tastes no different 
than the less expensive domestic brands). Such consumers may be 
choosing form over function.  
 
And of LSMs: 
 
By contrast, low self-monitoring consumers may be the ones who 
purchase the nutritious breakfast cereal (even if it isn't the one en-
dorsed by the Olympic gold medal winner), the ones who use the 
mouthwash that is purported to kill the most bacteria (even if it does 
leave their breath with that faint medicinal odor [sic], and the ones 
who choose the energy-efficient refrigerator (even though it's not 
available in the most trendy platinum-toned, designer-styled finish).  
 
From these initial observations, the construct has appeared consistently in the consumer 
field, particularly in research into self presentation (Czellar, 2006; Gangestad and 
Snyder, 2000; DeBono, 1987; DeBono, 2000; Aaker, 1999; DeBono and Harnish, 
1988), hedonic purchase behaviour (Sharma, Sivakumaran and Marshall, 2006; 
Inman, 2004), conspicuous consumption (O'Cass and McEwen, 2004), advertising 
response (Yates and Noyes, 2007; Puntoni and Tavassoli, 2007; Gangestad and 
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Snyder, 2000; DeBono and Harnish, 1988; Shavitt, Lowrey and Han, 1992; Snyder 
and DeBono, 1985), personal susceptibility (Spangenberg and Sprott, 2006), 
materialism (Rose and Dejesus, 2007), personal performance (Day and Kilduff, 2003; 
Gangestad and Snyder, 2000), personal congruity (Puccinelli, Deshpande and Isen, 
2007; Hogg, Cox and Keeling, 2000), individual goal setting (Bagozzi, Utpal, 1999),   
as a means of  social pragmatism (Turnley and Bolino, 2001), and as a method of 
establishing and identifying those individuals for whom situational or dispositional 
variables have primary influence (Snyder and Gangestad, 2000; Puccinelli, 
Deshpande and Isen 2007; Czellar 2005; 2006) with all finding positive correlations 
with the proposed sub sets and the associated propositions.     
 
3.3.   High Self Monitors 
3.3.1. The Adaptive Self 
Of particular relevance to consumer research has been the proposition of the HSM, 
and the associated psychological and social strategies that surround the sub set. With a 
widely proven propensity (De Cremer, Snyder and Dewitte, 2001; Brann and Foddy, 
1987; De Cremer, 1999; Messick, Wilke, Brewer, Kramer, Zemke and Lui, 1983; 
Parks and Hulbert, 1995), Snyder (1995) labelled this particular group ‘chameleon-
like’ because of the extent to which they control images and actions of themselves in 
social interaction  and construct their activities to the given social context; to that end, 
Snyder (1984 pp.34-35) declared, as a consequence of his own research that: 
 
High self-monitors usually use their harvest of information to tailor their 
public images to fit their social circumstances by using techniques of 
impression management—words and deeds chosen not so much for what 
they say about private attitudes and feelings, but rather for their tactical 
value in setting up appearances. And, in fact, studies have confirmed 
time and again that high self-monitors are skilled impression managers.  
 
 
3.3.2 HSM: The Consumer Viewpoint  
 
With the proposition that HSMs ‘harvest information’, Piacentini and Mailer (2005) 
suggested that such individuals could and would develop a plethora of consumption 
strategies used in the construction of self-identity. From this perspective, the theory 
has developed to suggest that for HSMs, goods “satisfy not just material needs but 
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also social needs” (Amaldoss and Jain, 2005, pp.30-42) with goods forming part of a 
‘live information system’, entwined with identity characteristics, and incorporated 
into a systematic approach that is externally located. Such observations have been 
subject to significant research and ultimately significant validation. Yates and Noyes 
(2007), investigating web site design and SM, using an opportunistic sample of 80 
individuals (43 females, 37 males) between 18 and 60 years of age (M=33.0), found 
that HSM participants actively sought image-orientated websites and were persuaded 
to use those websites when advertising style was image-oriented with the caveat that 
this was the essence of social sensation seeking.  
 
O’Cass (2001), using a sample of 209 males and 241 females (53.6% females and 
46.4% males with ages ranging from 18 to 76, M=35) to investigate fashion clothing 
involvement, found that SM had a considerable impact on behaviour, as it involved 
the maintenance of ‘a front’, as such items could be skilfully used as a “prop to 
convey an image of the individual to other people” (p.56). Similarly, Hogg, Cox, and 
Keeling (2000), in research centred on product /brand evaluation relating to alcohol, 
used 30 participants, in an investigation that used both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches, and found significant ‘situational specificity’ for both SM groups and 
intrinsic congruence predicated on internal norms. Shavitt, Lowery, and Han (1992) 
with 119 participants, with products ranging from frozen foods to sunglasses and 
watches, found that products were evaluated and chosen in accordance with the social 
identity of the individual and the range of social implications of not owning the right 
product.  
 
3.3.2.1. Consumption as Social Desire 
Continuing the above theme, Chang and Arkin (2002) took the adaptive use of goods 
by HSMs into the realms of conspicuous consumption and materialism, suggesting 
that conspicuous consumption as a behavioural pattern, predicated on consumer 
choice, is an action individually predicated and, therefore, intrinsic to the role of self, 
and stated that we as individuals are governed by our ideal self and act accordingly 
(Chang and Arkin, 2002). The realm of the self in relation to consumption captures 
people’s desires to feel a part of society and the worldview (Chaudhuri and 
Majumdar, 2006; Baumeister and Leary, 1995; Leary, Tambor, Tideland Downs, 
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1995; Swann, Stein-Seroussi, and Giesler, 1992), an evolutionary process that by 
definition leads to the evolution of a society and that of its malleable norms, as 
witnessed in Table 1 below.  
 
 TABLE 2: AN ANALYSIS OF CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOUR 
Social 
Structure 
Primary 
Objects of 
Consumption 
Drivers of 
Behaviour 
Consumers Principal 
Behaviour 
Dimensions 
Precapitalist 
Feudal 
Slaves, Women, 
Food 
Military and 
Political Powers 
Nobility Pure Ostentation 
Modern Capitalist Very Expensive 
Products e.g. 
diamonds 
Social Power and 
Status 
Nobility and 
Upper Middle 
Class 
Ostentation 
Signalling 
Post Modern Image and Social 
and Social 
Awareness 
Self Expression The ‘Masses’ Social Conformity 
 
Source:  Modified from Chaudhuri and Majumdar (2006, p.3) 
 
It is suggested that such conformity can offer psychological benefits, including social 
approval, personal expression, and outer-directed self-esteem (Keller, 1993), all 
elements associated with SM and, therefore, an active part of the construction of an 
identity that is manifested to others (Escalas and Bettman, 2003).   
 
3.3.2.2. Consumption as Belonging  
Furthering the proposition of belonging, SM research has demonstrated congruency 
between group membership and brand usage through this type of consumption 
pattern. Indeed, Veblen (1899), the author who gave the proposition its genesis, 
suggested that consumption is linked to the unfolding of human life and is a means to 
a social end, namely, “evidence of the ability to pay” (p.154). To that end, the 
proposition of social conformity is linked to potential third parties’ attitude toward the 
product being consumed with Bearden and Etzel (1982) confirming that it is these 
types of ‘public’ products that were more likely to be conspicuous products than 
privately consumed ones. Continuing the theme, Turner (1980) argued that status 
perceptions from a third party in relation to a product can involve a myriad of 
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elements including style, individual taste, and definitive cultural norms, and claimed 
that social belonging itself is expressed by consumption and taste. More succinctly, 
Escalas and Bettman (2003) suggested that it is brands themselves that are a pivotal 
means of social communication, with brands that have a social resonance 
communicating more than those that do not. Consequently, individuals engage in the 
maintenance of their social self worth and by strengthening their association and 
“identification with high-status groups while avoiding identification with low status 
groups” (Tyler and Blader, 2001, p.212). This view is supported by the literature, and 
is particularly prevalent in work carried out by Wen-Jung and Lee (2005), in relation 
to website design and consumer response (this large study utilized 658 respondents 
with a female majority of 68.7%, and an average age of between 26-35), and 
additionally in the work of Lai and Chu (2007) who assessed brands such as 
Chanel, Christian Dior, Ralph Lauren, Prada, Versace and Yves Saint Laurent. Table 
2 shows the periods of such consumption and, by way of translation, modernity has 
provided the following axiom to suggest that goods are the initial markers that define 
and indicate social relationships (Briley, and Wyer, 2002) “making visible social 
divisions , categories, ranks and so on” (Slater 1997, p.330). 
 
From the SM field, this has been supported by Thompson and Scher (2007), who in 
testing her hypothesis that there was a positive relationship between self-monitoring 
and behavioural conformity, concluded that HSMs were much more likely to conform 
than were LSMs. Additionally, research suggests that “people who are relatively high 
in self-monitoring and people who are relatively materialistic are both highly image 
conscious” (Rose, and DeJesus, 2006, p.1). Similarly, O’Cass and Kamineni (2000), 
using a sample of 104, with 59 males and 45 females all under the age of 30, 
demonstrated that HSMs displayed greater image-consciousness than did LSMs when 
thinking about purchasing and wearing fashion clothing. Subsequently work by, 
O’Cass (2001), with a sample of 450 participants, 209 males and 241 females, with a 
mean age of 35, also found a positive correlation between consumption and 
belonging, with Kasser’s study (2002) concluding that the need for financial success 
aspirations was linked to status and social image aspirations. 
 
3.3.2.3. Consumption as Herd Behaviour 
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Leading on from the paradigm of ‘social conformity’, the assertion that HSMs are 
simply following fashion has been put forward. Congruent with Snyder’s (1974) 
work, Rook (2006, p.75) suggested that this type of social behavioural pattern is “the 
phenomenon of people following a crowd for a given period” and applied this to the 
consumer field, inferring that it was located in sudden and dramatic shifts toward 
fashion and consumer trends. However, it was Leibenstein (1950, p.189) who 
introduced the bandwagon metaphor, noting that this represented the need created by 
widespread and fashionable consumption. From the SM perspective, this desire to 
follow is socially adjustive, as the goods and their purchasers may indicate to an HSM 
how to behave, interact and ultimately consume any number of possible goods; the 
process allows consumers to ‘get into the swim of things’ (Leibenstein, 1950), with a 
proposition of ‘if I have what they have, I am accepted’, at least on a basic level. 
 
From the symbolic interactionist field, it is suggested that if a group of consumers has 
made a collective decision that a brand or product has the best benefits in terms of 
social compatibility, such behaviour “could lock in an entire industry” (Rook, 2006, 
p.78). This has been witnessed in the consumer field with such social belonging 
prevalent in the work of O’Cass and McEwen (2004). With a sample of 215, 18-25-
year-old students, and significantly in relation to this thesis, comprising 61.3% female 
and 38.4 males, they found in both gender groups that socially desirable brands, such 
as Calvin Klein and Oakley, were considered high status and, therefore, socially 
acceptable and desirable in relation to ownership. More recently, Hall, Park, Hayeon, 
and Michael (2010), in a study examining such varied factors as gender, SM, the big 
five personality traits, and demographic characteristics, found that HSMs engaged in 
‘strategic misrepresentation’ when using online dating services, with their conclusions 
suggesting that self-monitoring characteristics was the strongest and most consistent 
predictor of misrepresentation to convey characteristics that were accepted social 
norms and by definition desirable. Hewlin (2009), in a study of 238 employees 
working in several different industries, confirmed that SM and collectivism were 
conceptually related to individuals creating facades of conformity to ensure they were 
just like everybody else. Similarly, Takao, Takahashi and Kitamura (2009), using a 
sample of 444 (324 males, 124 females with ages ranging from 18 to 39 years M= 
20.7) in an investigation into overt mobile phone use, found the HSM participants to 
be extroverted in their use and choice of phones to demonstrate social acceptability 
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and fit in. From the above, it is deduced that if such behaviour has been successful 
previously, it will be continued; if there is a degree of similarity and symmetry 
between the individual and the consensus group, there remains the greater propensity 
for relevant perceptions of the individual (Hogg and Turner, 1987). To this end, it is 
asserted that behaviours of HSMs are predicated on patterns defined as “social 
mimicry” and, as such, HSMs will be chronically attentive to social norms (Chartrand 
and Bargh, 1996). 
 
3.3.2.3.1 Consumption as Herd Behaviour: A Gendered Perspective 
Despite Wagner and Berger (1997) suggesting that women are ‘low status actors’, 
Cheng and Chartrand (2003) place the phenomenon of social following firmly at the 
feet of women. Following the theme of Abrahamson and Rosenkopf (1997), who 
suggested that vague social information leads to anxiety; Cheng and Chartrand (2003) 
suggest that women would not manifest SMB unless directed to do so by others, and 
with a sample of 40 women and 28 men, interviewed each member of their sample 
independently, but with the inclusion of an interloper. It was documented in their 
methodology that there would inevitably be a small percentage of female HSMs (no 
justification is offered) and those that were deemed HSMs would be more than likely 
to mimic the anonymous participant who was believed to be a peer. As the interviews 
commenced, it was the third party who was asked the first set of questions, with the 
HSMs concurring extensively. While seen as a breakthrough, this merely proved the 
theory that HSMs construct a mental image of an ideal person for the specific 
situation with this relevant and highly subjective information providing “a script or a 
plan” (Snyder, 1987, p.49).  
 
In continuation of this gendered stance on mimicry, Flynn and Ames (2006, p.273) 
hypothesised that SM may act as a social indicator for women, helping them to 
“decide when it is appropriate to violate their feminine stereotype by demonstrating 
agentic behavior”, with similar conclusions replicated in the works of O’Guinn and 
Faber (1989), who demonstrated that women were socially aware, engaged in status 
activities and associated such activities with consumption. Perhaps more succinct, 
however, is the proposition put forward by Harnish and Bridges (2006, pp.961-973), 
who stated that this route of susceptibility was logical in relation to a reciprocal 
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behaviour, and declared that “high self-monitors have advisors” who may assist in the 
belonging objective, concurring that SM captures people's own theories about their 
personal characteristics, social situations, and their actions in these situations (Snyder, 
1987) and that both self-monitoring types choose their social situations and structure 
their interpersonal relationships accordingly.  
 
3.3.2.4. Consumption as the Creator of Social Worlds  
The act of choosing social situations and structuring interpersonal relationships can, in 
all probability, be defined as the creation of a social world, whereby an individual will 
not present an incongruent image and will engage in situational fashioning to ensure 
the right and most rewarding social outcome. While this clearly indicates a direct and 
considered behavioural pattern, Snyder’s (1974) own observations are preceded by 
the work of Abelson (1981) and the much-respected Goffman (1958). As put forward 
by Abelson (1981), this theory of social cognition suggests that individuals form mind 
maps or cognitive scripts based on perceived behavioural norms for that particular 
situation. This type of behavioural pattern has been linked to ‘cognitive complexity’, 
where cognitively complex individuals are perceived to be more adept at managing 
social interactions and skilled interaction management with an aptitude to create 
sophisticated impressions of others (O’ Keefe and Delia, 1982), allowing them to 
impact on group procedures. Furthering this proposition, Burleson and Caplan (1998), 
in relation to this social perception, suggested that such individuals are able “to 
acquire, store, retrieve, organize, and generate information about other persons and 
social situations” (p.240).  
 
From the symbolic interactionist perspective, humans interpret and define individual 
action and then react to it; as Blumer (1969, p.81) claims, “self-indication is a moving 
communicative process in which the individual notes things, assesses them, gives 
them a meaning, and decides to act on the basis of the meaning”. From the socially 
guided perspective discussed above, it is suggested that the HSMs’ orientation may 
communicate very little about the individual’s private beliefs, feelings, and intentions 
(Harnish and Bridges, 2006; Sasovova, 2006; De Cremer, Snyder and Dewitte, 2001) 
as they habitually choose behaviours to fit their current surroundings. While the 
implications for consumption are evident, it has been found that, as a consequence of 
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this psychological veil, a HSM is more active in discussions (and therefore purchases) 
that are centred on others and their perceptions (Ickes and Barnes, 1977). 
Accordingly, HSMs are more attuned to social dynamics and means of ensuring status 
(Flynn, Reagan, Amanatullah, and Ames, 2006), as witnessed in the work of Rose and 
Dejesus (2007) who, using 161 undergraduates (51 males), found that HSM 
participants felt that buying was intrinsically linked to belonging and was accounted 
for by belonging motivation.  
 
3.3.2.5. Consumption as Ingratiation  
From such empirical studies is derived the proposition that performing can be 
conceptualised to ‘ingratiation’. Ingratiation theory has been presented as a 
motivational force for the high self monitor and is seen in the above consumer 
experiments. Jones (1964, p.2) elaborated upon this, claiming that ingratiation consist 
of “those episodes of social behaviour that are designed to increase the attractiveness 
of the actor to the target”. While this may lack any real diversity or complexity, Jones 
and Wortman (1973, p.22) went on to suggest that “the ingratiatory ... must 
demonstrate to the target person that he possesses attributes that are positive and 
desirable.” These observations fall into the realm of self-affirmation theory. Haslam, 
Bastian, Bain and Kashima, (2006) suggests that if the individual’s self esteem has 
been damaged or threatened in some way, the cognitive map compensates by focusing 
on and publicly affirming positive aspects of themselves, thereby allowing them to 
maintain a positive self-concept.  
 
With regard to the proposition of self enhancement, it can be determined that HSMs 
are engaging in psychological egoism insofar as they are actively seeking to maximise 
their own long- and short-term wellbeing socially, with the sole driving force being 
self-interest. While this does indicate a cognitive restriction, any call to do something 
outside the realms of self interest becomes problematic. Though this is 
unsubstantiated empirically, it needs to be given voice. Subsequently, every action for 
a HSM can conceivably be characterised by the need for an appropriate response, the 
essence of the malleable self, and a superior self-concept. This process can be seen in 
the model below (Figure 2), as proposed by Crisp and Turner (2007). The above 
theories make no ethical or moral claim, but suggests an understanding, and from this 
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it can be seen that the self and the SM reside in “certain attributes, capacities, and 
information which, taken together, fit together into a self that is at once coherently 
unified and appropriate for the occasion” (Goffman, 1956, p.263); as Giddens (1991, 
p, 75) suggests, “We are, not what we are, but what we make of ourselves.” 
 
                     FIGURE 2: A MODEL OF SELF ENHANCEMENT                        
 
 
 
 
 
         
    
   Source: Crisp and Turner (2007, p.28) 
 
The self is a strategic self (Hutter and Crisp, 2006); the individual “has to point out to 
himself the various conditions which may be instrumental to his action and those 
which may obstruct his action” (Blumer, 1969, p.81). While the element of 
ingratiation was first postulated as a negative infraction, it is profound, and is a means 
to an end; not to underestimate it, ingratiation could be a significant element in 
product evaluation (Glas 2006; Schleicher and McConnell, 2005; Renaud and 
McConnell, 2007; Torelli, 2006; Escalas and Bettman, 2005).  
 
3.3.2.6. Consumption as Direct Communication  
In relation to the above, signalling, a socially constructed theory, has found a 
conceptual voice in relation to the SM paradigm. The theory posits that animals, 
including humans, convey information about themselves (such as identity) to others 
and considers how they receive information from others. A signal is an action that is 
intended to indicate a quality about the signaller leading to the idea that when 
consumers actively consume, they are employing the goods or brands as 
communication tools to give information about themselves (Campbell, 2003). Indeed, 
Hess and Hagen (2006, p.1) state that reputation (the self) “is one domain in which 
there are particularly strong incentives to misrepresent the state of the world”. The 
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role of the self is, therefore, actively engaged in competition with incentives for both 
parties potentially to deceive and construct ideal selves for public consumption (Hess 
and Hagen, 2006). This, in turn, can be seen vividly in the HSM field (Snyder and 
Cantor, 1979; Snyder, Tanke, and Berscheld, 1977; Klien, Snyder and Livingston, 
2004; and Levine and Feldman, 1997) but, as discussed earlier in the chapter, has 
been misconstrued as a negative association. Progressions have resulted in this field 
acknowledging “the influence of receiver psychology” (Guilford and Dawkins, 1991; 
Enquist and Arak, 1993) an important component of the consumption paradigm.  
              
3.4.   Low Self Monitors 
3.4.1. The Principled Self 
In relation to the above, Snyder (1986, p.173) proclaimed that he could “characterize 
the low self-monitor in glowing terms - an honest, forthright, and direct type, an easy-
to-read ‘open book’ in dealings with others”. Therefore, there is the distinct 
presentation of individuals who act according to information from appropriate internal 
sources (Snyder and Gangestad, 2000). Theoretically, it is proposed that LSMs will 
demonstrate considerable uniformity across situations with congruence between 
behaviour and underlying personal attributes (Snyder, 1984). Consequently, Snyder 
(2005) theorizes that LSMs will project different ideas about the self and cherish 
images of themselves as principled beings who value congruence between who they 
think they are, and what they try to do. Sokolowski (2006) suggests that this true 
manifestation can be seen in the following scenario:  

If I am among a group of people who hold positions strongly different 
from mine, I stand out as ‘the one’ who insists that this or that is indeed 
the case. I need ego strength to hold fast. If a serious situation builds up 
around me and it becomes evident that no one will act if I do not, 
then I am punctuated by the practical demand. All the lines converge 
on me, on me and on none other. 
 
 
3.4.1.1. Internal Motivation 
 
Consistency and a lack of social malleability have come to be the traditional 
hallmarks of LSMs. Unlike their HSM counterparts, the LSM self-concept would 
seem to have a correlation with the self as a singular entity untouched by socialisation 
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and interaction. Performance and consumption goals have no sociological or 
socioeconomic underpinning and are theoretically predicated on personal interaction 
or third party acceptance. From the motivational perspective, Snyder (1974) intimates 
that, in as much as an LSM will fail to express socially, they engage actively in 
impression management in relation to the inner self and this may be as deliberate as 
the impression-managing activities of the HSM.  
 
In relation to this thesis is suggested that LSMs can be placed in the realms of logical 
positivism with an argument that knowledge is composed of the interaction of internal 
ideas that are logically true, that is, you cannot become person X through acquisition, 
as this cannot be empirically proven. One cannot become more socially alluring 
through the purchase of a prestigious brand, so for the LSM, certainly in this work, it 
is purported that consumption acts are snapshots of reality that are correlated in 
relation to the intrinsic self; if the self is not susceptible, the proposition is negated. 
This also passes into the field of idealism, where reality is a reflection of the mind, but 
again is dependent on the individual’s mind, and on whether they are either a high or 
a low self monitor. Choice, then, is motivational, but seen as a consequence of the 
actual reality. Subsequently, from the consumer perspective, LSMs have been shown 
to be influenced by messages making appeals to values and the value-expressive 
function (Snyder, 1974).  
 
3.4.1.2. Consumer Knowledge of Themselves 
From the above, it is asserted that LSMs “attach low psychological meaning to image 
enhancement in social situations. They are more interested in self validation than in 
status or prestige” (Barrick, Parks, and Mount, 2005, p.746), as their behavioural 
patterns are consistent with their inherent beliefs. In addition, and from the consumer 
behaviour perspective, LSMs cannot or will not engage in impression management 
(Gangestad and Snyder, 2000). Subsequently, they possess an accessible knowledge 
of themselves. While LSMs have taken something of a backseat from the consumer 
perspective, nonetheless, the above has been empirically proven by Becherer and 
Richard (2001); using 224 respondents to evaluate brand ‘proneness’, they concluded 
that when self-monitoring was used as a moderating variable, LSMs demonstrated 
that intrinsic personality governed behaviour, while the HSMs countenanced situa-
tional factors related to consumption. Browne and Kaldenberg (1997), exploring SM 
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and materialism with 387 respondents (159 males and 205 females from aged 18-49), 
found that LSMs were not ‘apt’ to see products as making them socially successful. 
Lin (2008, p.237), in an evaluation of internet usage with 254 undergraduate students 
in Taiwan, found that “LSM users demonstrate a relatively stable attitude–behavior 
consistency compared to the HSM users”.  
 
In continuation, DeBono and Krim (1997), with an all female sample, found that, in 
relation to perfume purchase, LSMs were preoccupied with and significantly 
influenced by the actual smell of the perfume rather that the compliment received for 
wearing the product, in contrast to the reaction of their HSM counterparts. While 
DeBono, writing in 2006, reaffirmed Snyder’s (1974) original work suggesting that 
the proposition of LSMs and HSMs ‘appear warranted’, Lee and McCormick (2006), 
in an evaluation of SM and leisure pursuits with 206 respondents having a mean age 
of 40.6 and 72.3%, noted that LSMs did not seek or want higher levels of social 
interactions in their leisure time. Muzinich, Pecotich and Gentry (1998), investigating 
consumer innovativeness with an all female sample of 172, found that LSMs were 
more likely to learn cognitively through the use of direct information as opposed to 
social, and that LSMs will pay more attention to quality concerns and significantly 
less attention to aesthetic issues than will HSMs.  
 
Works by DeBono and Packer (1991), and by DeBono and Snyder (1989), and a 
much earlier but equally important work from Ajzen, Timko and White (1982), all 
established that consistency was the significant correlation between attitudes and 
behaviours for LSMs, as well as confirming that LSMs choose products that they 
could trust to perform and function well. More obtusely perhaps, but emanating from 
field research nevertheless, an investigation into self-protective biases and consensus 
information by Krosnick and Sedikides (1990), using two separate studies of 225 and 
96 undergraduates, concluded LSMs “may actually sometimes enjoy behaving in ways 
that are counter to norms of social desirability because such behavior reinforces their 
images of themselves as independent nonconformists who think for themselves and 
stick to their beliefs” (p.724).  
 
3.5. Self Monitoring: A Definite Decision Making Strategy 
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What is evident from the above is that Snyder’s (1974) encapsulation would suggest a 
specific decision-making strategy. While this is not a new proposition, Darden, and 
Reynolds, (1971); made reference to specific consumer and consumption styles prior 
to Snyder (1974), its resonance has been felt strongly in continuation. The proposition 
of a decision-making strategy in relation to brands found voice initially with Grubb 
and Granthwohls’ (1967, Figure 3) image congruence model, a model for symbolic 
consumption that explicitly links the individual’s evaluation of a product and its 
subsequent interpretation.   
 
                   FIGURE 3: CONSUMPTION OF GOODS AS A SYMBOL  
                                          OF THE SELF-CONCEPT 
 
                                           Desired relation to enhance       
                                             Individual’s self-concept          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Grubb and Grathwohl (1967, p.25)   
 
The above is linked to the proposition that individuals make decisions about others 
based on their consumption patterns and choices of objects (Belk et al., 1982). The 
model acknowledges the importance of the intrinsic and extrinsic in relation to 
consumption choice, and the significance of a potential third; subsequently, it is 
asserted that consumption will not happen if there is a lack of congruence within these 
above paradigms (Onkvisit and Shaw, 1987).  
 
3.5.1. Consumer Decision Making Styles 
Following on from the above models, Sproles and Kendall (1986) offer a taxonomy of 
consumption types (see Table 2) applicable to the SM sphere.  They suggest that a 
specific consumer decision-making type can be defined as a “mental orientation 
    Individual   
          A 
 
Symbol X 
  (Product, Brand, Store) 
      Audience B 
(Significant others) 
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characterizing a consumer’s approach to making choices” (1986, p.267), with this in 
turn becoming fixed over time as a distinct psychological characteristic. From this 
inference, the psychological determinants of SM can be seen and are given a wider 
consumer context. 
 
TABLE 3: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EIGHT CONSUMER DECISION-
MAKING STYLES 
                                    
1. Price /Value consciousness: Decision style that is concerned with getting lower prices. The 
presence of this trait means that the consumer is conscious of sale prices and aims to get the best value 
for their money. 
  
2. Perfectionism: Decision style that is concerned with quality. Consumers with this decision-making 
style will not compromise with products classified as ‘good enough’. 
 
3. Brand consciousness: Decision style that is concerned with getting expensive, well-known brands. 
Consumers with this style believe that the higher the price of a product, the better the quality. These 
consumers also prefer best selling advertised brands. 
 
4. Novelty/fashion consciousness: Decision style for seeking out new things. This trait reflects the 
liking of innovative products and a motivation to keep up to date with new styles and fashion trends. 
 
5. Habitual/brand-loyal: Decision style for shopping at the same stores and tendency to buy the same 
brands each time. 
  
6. Recreational shopping consciousness: Decision style that views shopping as being enjoyable per 
se. Shoppers with this trait enjoy the stimulation of looking for and choosing products. 
 
7. Impulsive/careless: Decision style that describes a shopper who does not plan their shopping and 
appears unconcerned with how much he or she spends. Consumers with this style can regret their 
decisions later. 
 
8. Confused by overchoice: Decision style that reflects a lack of confidence and an inability to manage 
the number of choices available. Consumers with this trait experience information overload. 
 
Source: Sproles and Kendall (1986, p.135) 
 
In the taxonomy above, elements three, four, six and seven might be attributed to high 
self monitors, with elements one, two and five reflecting the LSM paradigm. Of 
additional significance, Shim (1996), in relation to the taxonomy above, claimed that 
the documented eight styles might just be simple sub groups of far more simplistic 
consumption traits, namely, utilitarian and social/conspicuous, the lexus of the SM 
sphere.  
 
3.6. Changing Academic Perspectives of Self Monitoring 
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Because of the SM construct’s ubiquity the question of whether the Snyder scale (1974) 
is an adequate measure is an important one. Snyder (1974) suggested that the scale itself 
measures the basic components of behaviour that make up the SM process. However, 
what those components are, and what the scale actually proposed to establish has been 
the source of significant debate since its inception. To that end and despite the 
undoubted validation of the SM construct, the theory as Snyder (1974) first postulated 
became a rich vein of academic discourse, conjecture and debate during the late 
seventies and early eighties (see Briggs, Cheek, and Buss 1980; Gutkin and Suls, 
1979; Rekers and Varni, 1977a 1977b) leading to criticism and questions surrounding 
what the scale actually represented. And despite positive early studies carried out by 
Carman (1978), Garland and Beard (1979), Solomon (1983), Pitts and Woodside 
(1983), Davis and Lennon (1985), Kapferer and Laurent (1985, 1986), Sherrell, Hair, 
and Bush (1984), Bearden and Etzel (1982), Vinson, Scott, and Lamont (1977), 
Tyebjee (1979), Pitts and Woodside (1983), authors such as Lippa (1976, 1978), 
Gabrenya and Arkin (1980), Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) have ensured critique has 
formed an element of the SM legacy.  
 
3.6.1. Introversion and Extroversion.   
Described by Gangestad and Snyder (2000, p.534) as an element with a history 
“almost as long as self monitoring’s”, Lippa (1976, 1978) was the first to suggest that 
the SM scale offered a greater correlate to extroversion that any other element 
proposed by Snyder (1974), and posited that it was the SM scales significant 
limitation. This theme was continued by Briggs, Cheek, and Buss (1980) who, as a 
consequence of hypothesis testing, suggested the SM scale did not “assess the same 
individual differences as another instrument measuring a similar construct” namely 
the extroversion subscale of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (1975). In an 
attempt to validate this claim Lennox and Wolfe (1984) administered both the SM 
scale and the extroversion subscale of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (1975), 
to 179 undergraduates with their results failing to “demonstrate the needed 
discriminant relationship for several items of the Self-monitoring scale”(Lennox, 
1985, p. 19). However, momentum for this line of critique found popularity during the 
early eighties and while it has been raised on occasion since then it has not formed 
part of any ongoing debate.  
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3.6.2 The Acting Metaphor  
Intertwined with the critique above disdain for the acting metaphor, that pervaded 
Snyder’s original papers, caused concern amongst the psychological community during 
it initial inception in the late seventies and early eighties. During this period Lennox 
(1985, p.4), Snyder’s most vociferous, ubiquitous and tenacious critic, suggested that 
Snyder (1974) “repeatedly makes reference to these aspects of self-monitoring, but 
gives little rationale for his theoretical structure.” Indeed Lennox (1985) in his own 
PhD not only castigated Snyder (1974) for using actors to validate his original scale 
but also stated that “considering the apparent shortcomings of the life-as-theatre 
metaphor, why is it that such notable writers as Goffman and others continue to use it 
without qualification?” The essence then of this critique was centred on “Snyder’s 
assumption that stage acting ability is similar to social acting” (Lennox, 1985, p. 22) 
with Snyder’s (1974) main critics of the era, Lennox (1985) and Briggs, Cheek, and 
Buss, (1980), postulating that social presentation was unlike a dramatic performance 
insofar as stage actors and social actors engaged with a prospective audience for very 
different reasons and concluded that real life takes place off stage. However, like the 
above section momentum for this line of critique also found popularity during the 
early eighties.   
 
3.6.3. Consistency of the Self Monitoring Subscales  
The original SM scale consisted of five subscales designed to measure Snyder's five 
components of SM behaviour, (a) concern for the appropriateness of social behaviour,  
(b) attention to social comparison information, (c) ability to modify or control self-
presentation, (d) use of this ability in particular situations and (e) cross-situational 
variability of behaviour. However, experiments carried out by Lennox (1985), 
predicated on his postulation that the 25 question scale was not aligned with the needs 
and wants of psychometric testing,  the need to validate his own scale, and a desire to 
provide a satisfactory answer relating to “…what the scale as a whole measures 
(Lennox, 1985, p. 29), established three commonly occurring factors namely (1) 
attention to social comparison information, (2) ability to modify or control self-
presentation, and (3) the cross-situational variability of behaviour. As a consequence 
of his findings and forming part of his ongoing critique of the time, Lennox (1985) 
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devised his own 13 question scale with only two subscales (1) the ability to modify 
self expression and (2) sensitivity to expressive behaviour.  
 
3.6.4. Snyder’s Response and Own Reservations.  
Snyder’s initial response to the above critiques was initially manifest in his presentation 
of a ‘revised’ 18 question scale with his co author Gangestad, a scale he declared to be 
“similar but psychometrically superior to the original 25 item measure” (Gangestad 
and Snyder, 2000, p.535) as a direct consequence of Lennox (1985) suggesting the 
scale in its original form was not suitable for psychometric testing. This scale 
essentially represents an expurgated version of the 25 question scale with questions 2, 
7,9,10,11,15,19 with an orientation and effectiveness in correlating HSM behaviour 
(Snyder and Gangestad, 1986). Significantly the scale has an emphasis on ‘Public 
Performance’ as apposed to the heavily critiqued elements of stage performance, 
albeit with the caveat the acting element out performed, in his research, all the other 
subsets.  
In a general reply to the detractors Snyder and Gangestad (2000, p.533) declared that 
the theory had “become shrouded by clouds of controversy and confusion”, but far 
from broadening the theory it is only the original taxonomy of low self monitoring 
that has been re-evaluated by Snyder (2000) stating that while HSMs had been 
empirically proven to engage in the construction of malleable social images, LSMs 
may be motivated to ensure their principled motivations are revealed and encoded 
publicly. By way of a theoretical u-turn, Snyder (2000, p.547) declared that LSMs 
“far from being unconcerned about public opinion, in fact [are] highly concerned that 
they have reputations of being genuine and sincere people who act on their beliefs.” 
However, Snyder failed to go as far as to suggest that this highly subjective 
information provided “a script or a plan” (Snyder 1986, p.49), as he did with high 
self monitors. Consequently Snyder (2005, p. 189) in answer to these creditable 
criticisms, declared that “self-monitoring encompasses a domain of self-conception 
sufficiently broad and global in scope to capture the essence of people's sense of ‘me’. 
It appears to capture people's own theories about their personal characteristics, their 
social situations, and their actions in these situations” (2005, p.189) and continued, 
“this active involvement makes clear the extent to which self-monitoring is a 
fundamentally motivational theory of the self. Indeed, people of both self-monitoring 
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types choose their social situations and structure their interpersonal relationships” 
(2005, p.191). 
 
3.7. Summary  
This chapter has discussed the history and contribution of SM to the consumer field, 
and has considered the parallels between the current literature and this thesis. In 
addition, the chapter has evaluated the constituent parts of the SM paradigm in 
relation to HSMBP and LSMBP as well as the associated advocacies and criticisms. 
Furthermore, the chapter has also illustrated the synergy between the concept and 
gender and the lack of any boundary between modern consumption habits and 
gendered assumptions. The following chapter will discuss the theoretical framework 
selected and applied to the study.  
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                   Chapter 4: Methodology  
          
4.0. Chapter Overview  
The purpose of this qualitative exploratory research is to establish whether female 
consumers exhibit self monitoring behavioural patterns (SMBP) toward technological 
goods, a product category associated with the male gender and in which women are 
described as passive (Horowitz and Mohun, 1998) and misunderstood (Royse, Lee, 
Undrahbuyan , Hopson and Consalvo, 2007). With this primary research question in 
place, this chapter will evaluate and consider the thesis’ methodological choices and 
justifications, as well as its ontology and epistemology. Positivism and interpretivism 
are discussed in relation to the informed choice of interpretivism. Subsequently, the 
rationale for the qualitative stance is presented and its appropriateness for this thesis 
addressed. As the chapter concludes, the materials and methods used for data 
collection are discussed and a critique of the Snyder Scale (1974) offered. 
 
4.1. Rationale for the Research  
 
As outlined in the introduction chapter, theory and empirical sources have determined 
that material possessions possess symbolic properties that have become increasingly 
important (Desmond, 2003; East, Wright, and Vanhuele, 2008). As indicated, this is 
not a new proposition and its antecedents are far reaching and numerous (refer to 
section 1.1.1). The post modern era has witnessed goods becoming social necessities 
and, to that end, modern practice requires an evaluation of consumption as a means and 
process that has come to transcend accepted schools of thought and inclination. Indeed, 
it is suggested that the mantra for marketers should be formulated around the 
proposition that change advocates a need for “business as unusual” (Firat and Shultz 
II 1997). A paradigm has emerged that places consumption at the nexus of societal 
prerequisites. Consumption has come to reject perceived economic and cultural 
institutions; large-scale societal changes have resulted in new communal structures 
and transformed the intrinsic self into “an assemblage that scatters and reconvenes, a 
composition ever on the move” (Buchanan and Colebrook, 2000, p.147). However, 
permeating this knowledge, discussions in consumer behaviour research have 
identified the difficulties in researching gender for consumer research and marketing 
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management (Palan, 2001). This thesis uses the qualitative method to examine 
interrelationships between traditional self gendered manifestations and consumption, 
drawing particularly upon gender identity and gender salience in relation to 
specifically engendered products. Subsequently, it is asserted that this research 
question can be fully explored through the SM concept. The work draws its focus 
from the call from Fischer (2002) to understand explicitly the gap between biology 
and gender in relation to consumer behaviour. Gender is believed to be a key factor, 
and a paramount analytic element in marketing strategies, with a belief that the dual 
categories are sufficient to understand male and female consumers; however, while 
such a proposition has been found to be present in several studies, (Nam, Hamlin 
Gam, Kang, Kim, Kumphai, Starr, and Richard, 2007, Belleau, Haney, Summers, Xu, 
and Garrison, 2008, Visser, Du Preez and Van Noordwyk, 2006 and Anderson, 
Brannon, Ulrich, Presley, Woronka, Grasso, and Gray, 1999) this in itself is not 
sufficient. Gender, in its biological, psychological and sociological manifestations can 
and does evolve over time and in a myriad of contexts resulting in the probability of a 
plethora of possible selves emerging at any given time.   
 
4.2. The Research Aim and Objectives  
Stemming from a significant gap in the SM and consumer behaviour literature, the 
research aim was to investigate whether female purchasing habits of technological 
goods, a product category traditionally denoted as a male sphere (Mohr, Sengupta, 
and Slater, 2009), and categorised by feminine exclusions (Mort, 1996), reflected the 
intricacies and psychological determinants of both HSMs and LSMs as associated 
with Snyder’s (1974) work. To that end, this thesis represents an endeavour to 
broaden the focus of gendered technological consumption. With its focus on 
individual experience and consumption, this thesis, as stated in the introductory 
chapter, sought to evaluate the characteristics of modern consumption, including 
increasing individualism, juxtaposition, the search for experience in life and self, and 
a belief that value is created in consumption (experience) rather than the product (as 
in modernist thought). With the study being discovery orientated, progressive 
objectives were considered in relation to the research aim. Subsequently the 
objectives were to see if female consumption orientations have moved on from gender 
categorisation and are predicated on the elements of self presentation, and to evaluate 
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whether the female segment of the technological market is more than a niche (Mohr, 
Sengupta and Slater, 2009). Ultimately, the research aims and objectives sought to 
determine whether female consumers make brand decisions that reflect their ideal self 
and social status. Additionally, both elements provided the potential for a broader 
understanding of the female consumer, and her subjective wants and needs in relation 
to her subjective self image. In addressing the aim and objectives, possible ways 
forward have to be discussed and the inevitable practical, methodological and 
epistemological considerations must be explored. For ease, the chapter should be 
considered as comprising two distinct parts, the first philosophical and the second 
practical.  
 
4.2.1 Research Approach 
 
With regard to an overall approach, the inductive stance was the most appropriate 
for this type of research undertaking; in contrast to the deductive approach, which 
advocates the implementation of preconceived hypotheses and generalizations, an 
inductive stance has an inherent applicability where research is aimed at the 
development and furthering of already established theoretical propositions 
(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill, 2003), in this case the fundamental elements of 
Snyder’s (1974) SM theory. The table below, adapted from Saunders et al. (2009), 
outlines the main differences between the deductive and inductive research 
approaches. 
               TABLE 4: DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE RESEARCH    
 
    DEDUCTIVE APPROACH                      INDUCTIVE APPROACH 
 
   1. Translating theory to data                       1.Meaning attached to events  
                  
   2. Need to explain relationships                  2.Attachment to the research context 
       between variables 
   3. Quantitative methodology                       3.Qualitative methodology 
           
   4. Highly structured approach                     4.Flexible approach  
 
   5. Researcher detachment                           5. Researcher attachment  
    
   6. Emphasis on definitive conclusions        6. Emphasis of what was found 
                                                       
Source: Adapted from Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009, p.89) 
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4.3. Research Philosophy 
 
While an inductive approach is deemed best suited to an interpretivist research 
philosophy, ontological and epistemological assumptions are the initial steps in 
determining a methodology for use in research. A research philosophy, then, is the 
belief about how the data should be gathered, analysed and used. Consequently, two 
major philosophies have been identified in the tradition of research, namely, 
positivism and interpretivism. The former advocates that there is a single reality and 
that this is observable by a researcher, while the latter claims reality is 
multidimensional, predicated on the individual. Consumer research, like all research, 
is influenced and guided by the ontological and epistemological position of the 
researcher (Saunders et al., 2003). Consequently, intrinsic beliefs about ‘knowledge’ 
affect how research is conducted, and how data are gathered and findings interpreted 
(Bryman and Cramer, 1997). Ontological and epistemological considerations, 
therefore, affect the whole approach; however, prior to further analysis the key 
paradigm differences between the two concepts are presented in Table 4.  
  
TABLE 5: KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN POSITIVISM AND 
INTERPRETIVISM 
 
 Source: Adapted from Weber (2004, p.iv)    
Philosophical 
Stance   
               Positivism               Interpretivism  
Ontology Researcher unattached to the reality 
under scrutiny 
 
Researcher and reality attached   
 
Epistemology Reality exists beyond subjective 
knowledge  
 
Knowledge and reality exacted  
as a consequence of the lived  
experience 
 
Methodology   Statistics, content analysis, numerical 
validation, laboratory settings  
 
Findings  not arrived at through 
quantification advocating real world 
settings 
 
Validity  Data itself is a measure of inherent 
validity  
 
Claim is valid as a consequence of 
the real world setting 
 
Reliability  Replicability: research results 
can be reproduced. 
 
Researcher points to the implications 
of their research and participant 
subjectivity 
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The research philosophy then becomes the “rules of the game or the logic of inquiry 
governing each approach” (Maylor and Blackmon, 2005, p154). With this mandate, 
both the stand of positivism and interpretivism will be evaluated in relation to the 
thesis needs.                  
 
4.3.1. Positivism: The Stance of the Scientist. 
The approach of positivism was considered, as several significant SM undertakings 
have adopted this stance (most recently De Cremer, Snyder and Dewitte, 2001; 
Kjeldal, 2003; Czellar, 2003; Klein, Snyder and Livingston, 2004; Jawahar and 
Mattsson, 2005; Allen, Moffit and Weeks, 2005; Spangenberg and Sprott, 2006 and 
Yates and Noyes, 2007) and it is purported that “the majority of social scientists still 
employ a quantitative (positivistic) methodology” (Sarantakos, 2005, p.37). This is 
certainly the case in the SM field of research. Previous research has applied SM to 
understand how absolutes and casual relationships might be understood. SM 
researchers like Becherer and Richard (1978), Shavitt, Lowery and Han (1992) 
Browne and Kaldenberg (1997), Hogg, Cox and Keeling (2000), O’Cass and McEwen 
(2004), Yates and Noyes (2007) and Snyder (1974) himself have all utilised 
predetermined socially acceptable products, pre-determined advertising campaigns, 
items that were already perceived as utilitarian or experiential by their respective 
student samples, and manifest social behaviour, such a materialism, to test hypotheses 
and links. To that end the key tenet of the stance is seen as linked to the natural 
sciences approach and methods. From this position observable phenomena are viewed 
as the only valid knowledge, and deductive research and objectivity are of paramount 
importance (Maynard and Purvis, 1994). The essence of the positivist approach is 
bound in the construction of theoretical statements (Heidegger, 1978; Evered and 
Louis, 1991), which are best utilised in a quantitative framework that leads to “law 
like generalizations … and quantifiable observations that lend themselves to 
statistical analysis” (Saunders, et al., 2003, p.83).  
 
Positivist academics, then, have a firm belief that reality is 'out there', and can be 
captured, studied and understood, and that objective accounts can be given of how the 
world functions. Therefore, a positivistic ontology suggests that reality exists beyond 
the human mind, an objective, independent reality that is perpetuated despite the 
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prevailing culture, subjectivity, experience and will. Likewise, the epistemological 
stance is devoid of cultural norms, with the individual committing to that which is 
acceptable, and with decisions cultivated within the framework of an intrinsic 
perceived norm. This ontological and epistemological stance has led to an emphasis 
on numerical measurement to enhance the generalisability of findings (Holliday, 
2006); with this perpetuating the idea that there is a reality that is truly representative 
of reality. The emphasis within this paradigm, then, is the rejecting or accepting of a 
proposed hypothesis. To that end, positivism’s advocacy of a detached, objective and 
non-emotional research methodology was considered in the context of the research 
questions.  
 
However, it was decided that such an approach would present an antithesis to the 
exploratory nature of the research. Indeed, critics of positivism have argued that the 
analysis provided does not offer any critical examination of issues of power, class and 
gender, with phenomena always separated, sometimes intentionally, from the wider 
political and social context (Carson, Gilmore, Perry and Gronhaug, 2005). With this 
caveat, the positivistic approach would negate the social idiosyncrasies of the 
participants. Thus, it was felt that positivism’s general applicability would essentially 
be a misnomer, and it was considered that the very essence of individual 
proclamations and discourse would be lost in this detached methodology (Remenyi et 
al., 1998), as the researcher is required to remain distanced from the participants. An 
additional and perhaps the most important consideration was the proposition that an 
independent reality and impartial observation would not lead to an adequate 
understanding of the phenomena in question (Ritchie, and Lewis, 2003).   
 
4.3.2. Interpretivism  
In contrast with the above approach, interpretivism seeks to understand the multiple 
social constructions of meaning within a particular context (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). 
Unlike positivism, the research design is naturalistic and set in the real world (Bryman 
and Cramer, 1997), and presents an approach that is based on the belief that it is 
important to understand the world of lived reality and situation-specific meanings 
(Stewart, and Shamdasani, 1994). Table 5 shows the main characteristics of an 
interpretivist approach within the context of the three elements that can define 
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research: ontology, epistemology and methodology.  
TABLE 6: KEY CONCEPTS OF THE INTERPRETIVE PARADIGM 
Stance  Question  Characteristics  
Ontological What is the nature of 
perceived reality? 
Reality is subjective, and 
socially constructed 
Epistemological What is the relationship 
between researcher and 
those being researched? 
Researcher perceived to 
be attached  
 
Methodological  What is the process of 
research? 
Inductive, and 
qualitative  
Source: Adapted from Cockburn- Wootten (2002) 
4.3.2.1. Ontological Stance  
In an interpretive ontology, researchers have an incomplete explanation of the 
environment or phenomenon, but have the desire to provide meaning to the 
phenomenon through the subjects that live it; it is an ontology that assumes that 
individuals create personal meaning as they interact with the world (Gummesson, 
2000), in the full knowledge that events (consumption) can be fragmented and 
discontinuous (Ritzer, 1996). Subsequently, this ontology rejects the consumer 
literature shift toward positivist ontology with studies emanating from a fixed 
relationship with phenomena (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991). In the quest to discover 
reality, the participants themselves provide this clarity allowing for the diverse, 
complex and unique context in which each individual resides. For this research 
undertaking, it was decided that social reality was the product and process of the 
individual navigation of pervading social demands and change and the subsequent 
meaning given to interactions in that environment. Those who support an interpretive 
paradigm believe that it is important that research participants are viewed within the 
whole context of their lives, rather than as individual entities that exist in a ‘vacuum’ 
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(Holliday 2001). Furthermore, interpretivism rejects the view that behaviour is 
consistent, and can be socially identified ad infinitum and tested accordingly (Cohen, 
Manion and Morrison, 2000). In this paradigm, information is understood as 
providing meaning, nothing more; information can be assessed only interpretatively 
relying on the individual consciousness of the subject who experiences the world from 
their own contexts.  
 
While interpretivism and its impressive heritage are questioned by some (Stahl, 2003) 
for its alleged lack of ‘a clear philosophical history’ and for being fundamentally non-
positivist; its choice is significant in this socially constructed context. Deriving from 
this ontology, it is felt that researchers may know that a statement was made and what 
the statement means, but they do not know why the statement was made; thus, instead 
of examining ways in which analysis confirms or contradicts the overall picture, the 
approach resonates with the individual who, in turn, creates and acts out a pattern that 
allows them to navigate their own social world (McCracken, 1998). Subsequently, 
this stance sets as its goal “the greatest possible clarification of what is thought about 
the social world by those living in it” (Schutz, 1967, p.222). This interpretive 
ontology can be witnessed in Blumer’s (1969) postulations for symbolic 
interactionism, a central theme within the literature review. For Blumer (1969), 
meaning is given resonance only by social interaction, and individuals are active in 
that process. To that end, interpretivism, in its essence, looks to these social 
occurrences to provide a wider meaning (Trauth and Jessup, 2000; Schultze and 
Leidner, 2002).  
 
4.3.2.2. Epistemological Stance 
The understanding of epistemology is that it is the branch of philosophy that studies 
the nature and claims of knowledge, and while the researcher cannot claim to be an 
insider per se, the interpretivist epistemological posture was chosen on the basis of its 
conceptual assumptions that human action is not simply determined by external forces 
or structures acting upon the individual, but instead by individuals and groups in 
different contexts that are interpreted with particular actions (Rosenbaum and 
Montoya, 2007; Escalas 2007, Denstadli and Rune, 2007). It was felt that the stance 
would provide an appropriate framework for exploratory research into the social 
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reality of the participants and their possible engagement with technological goods. 
With the understanding of meaning at the heart of this study, it was felt that meaning 
itself was not contained within goods, or relevant brands, but rather in 
individuals ascribing meaning to brands according to a diverse range of intrinsic 
and extrinsic associations, allowing the researcher to decipher, describe and analyze 
the participant’s situation as they found it for themselves. In that essence, and with 
regard to the locus of the self-concept, the epistemological stance denotes that the 
“self is the definition people create [through] interacting with others of who they are. 
In constructing or defining self, people attempt to see themselves as others see them” 
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982, p.37).  
 
4.4. Methodological Choice   
Methodological choice, while predicated on the above, was given its predominant 
rationale by Blumer’s (1969, p.44) proclamation that a researcher should “respect the 
nature of the empirical world and organize a methodological stance to reflect that 
respect”. To that end, the task of an interpretive researcher is to understand social 
realities and ensure a wider meaning (Roberts, 2007). Because human beings are the 
primary means of data collection, Merriam’s (2001) research by design needs to be 
naturalistic, as it is the means of gleaning and understanding information that has been 
formed in a real-world setting with the aim of understanding all participants’ 
intentions, motivations and actions (Bazeley, 2007).  
Following on from the above, Guido (2001) recognized that consumer-focused 
research into brand relationships needed an approach that led to an understanding of 
the meanings that consumers create within these relationships. Furthermore, Baker 
(2001, p.131) argued that the descriptive nature of qualitative methods “better 
represents the ways which brands live and die in memory”, and advocated the use of a 
wide range of qualitative tools and techniques to access the role of brands for 
consumers. Similarly, Ryan (1995) and Moutinho (1989) suggested that an 
interpretivist approach would evoke the emotion associated with the topic, drawing 
out the less conscious aspects of behaviour.  
With regard to the above, it was felt that the interpretivist approach would yield 
descriptive data as an indicator of the research group’s norms, and their perceptions of 
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social situations that cause and determine human behaviour (Bogdan and Taylor, 
1975), in this instance, consumer behaviour. This approach would ultimately allow 
the researcher to perceive the consumer as a single person and place the subject in an 
evolving social and cultural context. It was also considered that an interpretivist 
methodology was suited to the social and intrinsic phenomenon of SM, as the 
advocacy of a qualitative approach would offer a variety of methods and 
techniques that are particularly relevant when looking at actions, behaviour, 
attitudes and perceptions. Additionally, significant evidence has been gathered on 
gender in relation to brand awareness (North, De Vos and Kotzé, 2003), gender and 
the consumption of visual images (Hogg and Garrow, 2003), and gender and social 
identity (Reed and Forehand and Deshpandé, 2002) with the successful use of 
qualitative methods that warrants its usage in this exploration of gender and SM 
behaviours. Thus, it was considered that qualitative methods would search beyond 
mere snapshots of events, people or behaviours, and instead establish emotions and 
attitudes, elements that could not be witnessed with the undertaking of a measurable 
analysis, although this thesis would recognize that quantitative methods have been 
utilized successfully in relation to research carried out on image congruence and 
brand preference (Cesario et al., 2004; Chernev, 2004; Barone, Shimp and Sprott, 
1999) 
4.4.1. Focus Groups 
Initially, two qualitative methods of obtaining data were considered. This 
consideration stemmed from the very nature of the SM paradigm. The assertion 
within the literature that HSMs can be persuaded and that they mimic what is 
perceived as appropriate behavioural patterns caused a certain amount of trepidation. 
In correlation, the possibility of potential LSM participants engaging in an unwelcome 
reticence also caused concern. Subsequently, the option of in-depth interviews 
became a consideration as they would be a means of extended probing to get the 
participant to express and talk freely (Richards, 2005). In addition, and as a 
consequence of a review of the recent literature, there seemed to be a palpable theme 
that “field interviews and in-depth case studies are essential to developing theory in 
marketing” (Alam, 2005, p.97). However, the data sought were not centred on any 
personal area demanding a private approach (Robson and Foster, 1989), nor, on 
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reflection, was control over respondents needed and, ultimately, mimicry and 
reticence could still be prevalent. Also of concern was the main criticism that such 
interviews can work against the desired interaction between groups of potential 
consumers. 
 
With the need to gain insight into the understanding of behavioural processes 
associated with self monitoring, focus groups were chosen as the main method of data 
collection. Adopted according to the recognition that consumer decisions are usually 
made in a social context (Papyrina and Cotte, 2004; Nesler, Tedeschi and Storr 1995; 
Mowen, 2004; Michell, 2004, Merrel, 2000a, 2000b; Mehra, Kilduff and Brass, 2001; 
McLoughlin and Keating, 2005; Malhotra, 1998; and Mandel, Petrova and Cialdini 
2006), a major advantage of such a group environment for interviewing would be the 
method’s capacity to bring the researcher into the world of the participants, providing 
valuable insights into their attitudes, opinions, perceptions and behaviours (Bogdan 
and Knopp, 1998). Additionally, such an approach, has formed part of several 
significant research undertakings within the SM field (Bodey and Grace, 2007; Rose 
and Dejesus, 2007; Czellar, 2006; O’Cass, 2005) and, historically, Snyder’s (1974) 
own initial undertakings utilized this method. Thus, this empirically proven 
methodological choice provided the opportunity to implement a “carefully planned 
series of discussions designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of interest in a 
permissive, non-threatening environment” (Krueger and Casey, 2000, p.5). In 
addition, part of the rationale of choice was the approach’s capacity for the potential 
generation of categories warranting further investigation, especially in research where 
little is known about the area being investigated. Naturalistic inquiry makes no prior 
assumptions, thus allowing an understanding of the phenomenon to develop as it 
unfolds 'in situ' (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978; 1992; Brewerton and 
Millward, 2001). 
 
4.5. Research Design  
4.5.1. The Snyder Scale  
The Snyder scale (1974) itself was used primarily, and solely as means of identifying 
both HSM and LSM participants prior to the central methodological element of the 
focus groups. It is important to reiterate that the Snyder scale (1974) was only used in 
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the initial stages of this research undertaking, and while the ‘true’ or ‘false’ element 
of the scale could seem at odds with the thesis’ ontological and epistemological 
stance, the scale was utilized singularly as a screening mechanism prior to the 
qualitative element of the research. This format is consistent with the approach 
adapted by Kjeldal, (2003), Bodey and Grace, (2007), Rose and Dejesus, (2007), 
Czellar, (2006) and O’Cass, (2005).  
The Snyder scale (1974) itself comprises a set of 25 true-false descriptive statements 
consisting of three subscales. The first of these subscales seeks the participants' 
willingness to be the centre of attention or a tendency to behave in outgoing, 
extroverted ways, for example, ‘I guess I put on a show to impress or entertain 
people’ requiring a true / false answer. The second subscale records the participants' 
sensitivity to the reactions of others, for example, ‘Even if I am not enjoying myself, I 
often pretend to be having a good time’. Lastly, the third subscale records the 
participants' ability and willingness to adjust their behaviour to induce positive 
reactions in others, such as, ‘In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what 
people expect me to be rather than anything else’. In relation to answering all 25 a 
HSM = 15+; Intermediate = 9-14; and LSMs = <8 (Gangestad and Snyder, 2000).  
However, while the original 25 question scale was utilized for this research, criticism 
(see section 3.6) of it resulted in a ‘reduced’ 13 question scale being postulated by 
Lennox and Wolfe (1984), a scale they felt was more reflective of what SM actually 
was, although its use for research purposes has not been a significant one. Developed 
over four studies, their scale was designed to only measure sensitivity to others, and 
the ability to modify behaviour, with the elements relating to theoretical acting and 
sociability removed. The removal of these was undertaken as they believed they simply 
turned the scale into a moderator and did not capture the individual. Additionally 
Lennox and Wolfe (1984) removed the original scales true or false element and 
replaced it with a 5 point likert scale (1=generally false, and 5=certainly always true) 
providing a measure they believed would “facilitate research in the area by providing 
a more precise index than Snyder's scale” (Lennox, 1985, p. 71). 
Additionally, and as a direct consequence of the 13 question scale Gangestad and 
Snyder (1985) and Snyder and Gangestad (1986) provided a ‘revised’ 18 question 
scale; essentially an expurgated version of the 25 question scale with questions 2, 
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7,9,10,11,15,19 omitted. These amendments were as a consequence of several studies, 
as outlined in chapter three, suggesting that the responses given, with regard to the 
scale, were subject to group norms, and did not capture true intent. Subsequently the 18 
question scale has proved to be a popular construct (see Cheng and Chartrand, 2003, 
Browne and Kaldenberg, 1997) as it has been deemed to be more effective at 
correlating HSMs (Snyder and Gangestad, 1986).  
Despite the above conjecture, the exploratory nature of this research denoted that the 
25 question scale be used. In keeping with the philosophical stance of interpretivism, 
the ‘reduced scale’, with is advocacy of numerical validation, would not have been 
appropriate, as subsequent analysis would be arrived at by means of quantification, at 
odds with the very nature of the thesis. The ‘revised’ scale too would have been 
problematic. The proposition that it favoured HSM could have negated participant 
subjectivity as the questions removed offered no means for potential LSM participants 
to express themselves. Additionally this choice replicated the work of Rose and 
DeJesus (2007, p.99) who advocated the “older version of the scale” in attempts to 
garner greater understanding of potential new relationships.  
 
4.5.2. Sample  
A stratified random sample framework was implemented due to the required female 
element and it was felt this choice of sample would facilitate a large demographic 
group suitable for a variety of products (Browne and Kaldenberg, 1997) including 
household goods (Mitchell, 2004; 1993). The aim was to attract participants between 
18 and 65 years old; subsequently, several potential participant lists were acquired 
ensure the appropriate demographic, psychographic and behaviouristic concerns were 
taken into account (Cooper and Schindler, 2005; Saunders, et al., 2003) in accordance 
with the mix of social grades as outlined by NRS, CACI-ACORN and INSIGHT 
classifications.  
 
The lists themselves were obtained from Anglia Mail, a direct mail specialist with 
access and data relating to the 28 million registered postal addresses in the UK, a data 
maintenance service that could provide female names and addresses both domestically 
and professionally, allowing access to hospitals, schools, colleges, call centres and 
county buildings, all with a traditionally strong female presence, and data base 
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management that could generate follow up letters and focus group invitations. In 
relation to the desired biographical data, it was felt that the distribution of the 
Snyder scale (1974) to a wide variety of institutions would provide the 
differentiation required in relation to the standardised acquisition of a student 
sample. With 4000 names and addresses supplied, it was considered that to ensure 
demographic, psychographic and behaviouristic credibility a more holistic process of 
selection was required. Subsequently a number between 1-10 was chosen, in this case 
7, and every seventh person would be contacted up to 4000, resulting in 571 scales 
being administered. Again it was felt this process distanced this research from the 
prescriptive student samples that permeate SM research and contributes to the 
development and progression of SM research.   
 
4.5.3. Participants  
With the sample structure in place and the measurement scale established, 571 Snyder 
(1974) scales were administered by post with a sheet requesting biographical data as 
well as a formal invitation and consent form to participate in future focus groups. In 
relation to the number of scales issued, the number was favourable compared with the 
most recent studies carried out by O’Cass (2007) who administered 315, Yates and 
Noyes (2007) with 80, Sharma, Sivakumaran, and Marshall (2007) with 309, Rose 
and Dejesus (2007) who administered 106, and Bodey and Grace (2006) with 200. In 
relation to the originator of the field, Snyder’s own more recent contributions have 
involved numbers ranging from 90-282 with all of the above comprising readily 
available undergraduate classes. While this is a theme prevalent in the SM literature 
as a guarantee of at least an 80% return rate (Anderson and Butler, 1993), Snyder 
himself raised the point of appropriate demographics, postulating that researchers 
should look to larger demographic variables (Snyder, 1984, p.129) in an attempt to 
eradicate “social class, economic status, religious affiliation and geographical 
location”. However, with regard to gender and SM, Flynn and Ames’ (2006) 
contribution again simply used a sample of 28 women. Of the PhDs conducted in the 
field, only one has been completed in recent years; at the University of Maryland, 75 
male undergraduates were utilized to find a conceptual link between self presentation 
and low self monitoring. Therefore, the current work addresses a significant gap in the 
extant research by attempting to overcome social class and the variables outlined by 
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Snyder (1984). The work avoids the inherent bias that could be attributed to samples 
comprising solely student groups. 
4.5.3.1. Response Rates  
Of the 571 scales administered, 287 scales were returned, a 50.3 % rate (a return rate 
that echoes the work of O’Cass (2001). This proved to be significantly higher than the 
perceived success rate of 21%, as indicated by Blumberg, Fuller, and Hare (1974) for 
such an undertaking, and the 17.5%-32.2% success rate, as indicated by Clark and 
Kaminski (1989). Not all the returned questionnaires were supplemented with the 
accompanying administration relating to participation in the focus groups, so 
subsequently, an additional 74 were lost. Furthermore, this loss of 74 participants was 
compounded by those who were unavailable on the dates and times of the proposed 
groups. Thus, 213 individuals were used during the group process, meaning that 
37.30% of the original 571 sample were involved, establishing a participant rate 
higher than that of many of the SM contributions. In addition, however, some groups 
were subject to the snowball effect increasing the numbers of actual participants by an 
additional 16, making 229 in total.  
The returns covered an age range from 18-65 and an array of occupations, educational 
backgrounds and domestic situations. It is of interest that those who had scored as 
HSMs, 15+, consisted of 77.46% of the returned scales. The HSMs were unmarried, 
occupied a professional status, had high educational standards, and fell into the 18-35-
years old bracket of the sample. This finding also gives a new underpinning to the 
work of Anderson and Randlet (1993) who found a high correlation for high SM for 
women in non-traditional occupations such as management. The majority of scales 
returned were by these individuals, and this denoted a similarity with the work of 
Browne and Kaldenberg (1997) and O’Cass (2001) with 80 percent of their 
respondents denoted HSMs and of a similar age bracket. Those denoted LSMs 
provided 22.53% of the returned scales and were of an older generational cohort (35-
65), were invariably married with children and were occupationally denoted as 
homemakers or retired. 100% of the sample was designated British and Caucasian. 
Those who returned the scales but were marked in the intermediary bracket were not 
contacted for the focus group sessions; this is in keeping with the body of research 
conducted around SM, where to date, no intermediate participants have been utilized.  
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In conjunction to the Snyder scale (1974), a brief summary of instruction was 
provided to ensure each participant had the appropriate knowledge regarding how to 
approach the scale and indeed maximise the desired participation. Furthermore, a 
cover sheet was provided indicating the purpose of the research, who was 
undertaking it, and under whose academic umbrella; thus, a ‘Glamorgan Business 
School’ card that had been requested upon commencement of the PhD was issued 
for validation and to provide an air of a personalised communication. In addition, an 
ethical document was drafted ensuring confidentiality and outlining professional 
integrity in accordance with, for example, the Data Protection Act and in 
conjunction with the British Sociological manifesto that every attempt should be 
made to protect participants’ sensitivities, privacy and interests. Also a pre-paid 
envelope was provided for return of the document. Additionally, a strategy of 
follow-up letters was pursued containing an appeal for participation.  
 
4.6. The Choice of Focus Groups  
Following the adoption of interpretivism, the choice of focus groups allowed for 
subjective interpretation and the study of social phenomena in a natural environment. 
Focus groups are defined as “a semi-structured group session, moderated by a group 
leader, held in an informal setting, with the purpose of collecting information on a 
designated topic” (Carey, 1994, p.226). In relation to this point, it was considered that 
they provide an ideal tool for reviewing a research area or theme, and can provide 
flexibility. Unstructured or semi-structured focus groups, then, provide opportunities 
for the focus group moderator to interact with the participants and gain instant 
feedback on the topic in question. They also provide opportunities for the participant 
to reflect upon and analyse the context of the question or theme; therefore, the 
respondent is empowered to a certain extent within this process. In translation, this 
can result in participants ‘opening up’ and providing the sought ‘how and why’ 
attitudes toward a product, generating a ‘snowballing’ effect within the discussions. 
 
4.6.1. Numbers within the Focus Groups 
An examination of the literature revealed that 4 was the minimum number of 
participants for a group (Kitzinger, 1995, 1994; Blaikie, 2000; Bloor, Frankland and 
Robson, 2000; Crabtree and Miller, 1999; and Creswell, 1998, 2002), but with a 
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recommendation that the groups should include 6 to 10 participants (McCracken, 
1998; and Moisander and Valtonen, 2006) along with an argument for as many as 15 
people (Goss and Leinbach, 1996). As a consequence of wanting to use the 
participants in the most beneficial manner possible, group sizes were established with 
an average of 7-10 with some reaching 12-14. It was felt that this number was 
manageable in relation to ensuring full participant interaction and that every member 
could be guaranteed a voice within the group context (Morgan, 1997; 1998; 1993; and 
Morgan and Krueger, 1999). With the numbers established, a focus group session 
typically lasted from 60 to 90 minutes. While there are no specific outlines within the 
SM literature regarding exact participant numbers and focus groups numbers, or 
indeed, regarding the duration of the focus group, the above constituted a norm within 
the consumer behaviour literature. Subsequently, focus groups were then undertaken 
in Swansea (3), Norwich (1), Brundle (1), Bury St Edmunds (3), Motherwell (2), 
Christchurch (2), Dulverton (2), Bristol (2), Richmond (1), and Treforest (2), resulting 
in 19 focus groups using 229 participants. The locations were chosen according to 
response rates and actual participant availability.    
 
4.6.2. Limitations of Focus Groups  
It is claimed that focus groups “have become so synonymous with qualitative market 
research that they have become the unchallenged choice” (Stokes and Bergin 2006, 
p.27). The allegations of inappropriateness are manifest in the notion that the positive 
elements of the focus group “can be regarded as a double-edged sword” (ibid). The 
argument against focus groups centres on the proposition that such settings can inhibit 
openness amongst participants (Greenbaum, 1998; Holliday, 2001; Jarviluoma, 
Moisala and Vikko, 2003; Kreuger, 1997; 1998a; 1998; and Kreuger and Jean, 1998),  
and the need to demonstrate conformity can cause weighted responses that may not 
reflect true opinion (Webb, 1995; Greenbaum, 1998; 2000, Punch, 2000; 2005; and 
Neuman, 2000) a view (Boyatzis, 1998) with limited validity.  
 
Controversies within the group interview can arise when members have contrasting 
opinions, or show group inhibition; the ‘leader effect’ (Ritchie, and Lewis, 2003) can 
have a disabling effect, although research volunteers tend to be self confident and 
assertive individuals (Rubin and Rubin, 2005). The strengths of a focus group can at 
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the same time also be its weaknesses; thus, the release of inhibitions and the 
generation of rich data using a small sample of participants can limit the study. 
Responses to a group interview situation can produce conflicts, group inhibition and a 
generalised opinion, which may not translate to a wider scale. However, if used as an 
exploratory tool, as in this study, to examine broad issues or attributes, it can provide 
a bank of preliminary data for further investigative research. In relation to subjective 
knowledge, as hypothesised by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986), it is 
this knowledge that is intrinsic to the work. The proposition of self is, by its very 
definition, subjective. In this context, quantitative criticisms of qualitative methods 
providing only subjective material are irrelevant. However, while it is acknowledged 
that focus groups help to explore and expound a positivistic approach (Lankshear, 
1993), they can be limited in terms of their ability to generalise findings, and the 
likelihood is that the participants will not be a representative sample. Nevertheless, in 
view of this criticism, it was felt that the use of focus groups would be particularly 
useful when perceived differences between the participants existed, in this instance, 
differences established by the use of the Snyder scale. This presented a key 
determinant as the tension between high and low self monitors was a desired factor 
with regard to the focus group process and subsequently both high and low self 
monitors were present in each focus group.   
 
4.7. Procedure  
As all the questionnaires were completed prior to the actual commencement of the 
focus group procedure, an ice-breaker was sought as a means of enhancing the 
experience. At this initial stage, participant information was verified with red name 
tags provided for the HSM participants and green for the LSMs for ease of 
identification in relation to note taking and future identification. Of note is that 
HSM participants were in the majority in every focus group as those with 15+ self 
monitoring scores consisted of 77.46% of the returned scales but in every group LSM 
participants were present but naturally in reduced numbers. However, the participants 
were not informed that the colour coding was representative of their scores obtained 
as a consequence of completing the Snyder scale (1974). The SM literature offers no 
suggestions on how to differentiate participants within a group context and this type 
of clarity offers scope for future research. However, while the colour scheme was 
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not overtly questioned or acknowledged within the focus groups, on the rare 
occasion when it was brought up, the LSM participants were simply and concisely 
informed that the colour scheme had altered due to colour coding limitations. In the 
research design it was important not to segregate participants with prior information 
relating to their self monitoring scores. It was felt that such information could create 
conformity to an assigned group, create tension or possible hostility and undermine 
the naturalistic essence of the methodological choice.  
 
After these initial steps participants were informed that the purpose of the study was 
to examine how women interact with and why they would consider purchasing a 
technological product. They were also advised that no specialist knowledge was 
required and that all views and opinions were valid. In addition, they were told that 
the sessions would be recorded, but reference was made to the confidentiality 
document and they were informed that there would be a debriefing. In addition, 
participants were advised that there would be robust analyses of the sessions after 
completion. Participants were then asked to browse the available stimulus material 
(technological product images) in a systematic way to ensure clarity and group 
cohesiveness with a ‘one product at a time’ policy retained throughout until all 
product groups had been evaluated (Azevedo and Pessoa’s (2005) research on 
clothing brand strategies providing the conceptual model for this element). 
Participants were then informed during this initial period that, should any product be 
attractive, they would be encouraged to discuss that appeal while emphasizing that 
they should not feel pressure to make selections.  
Once initial reticence was overcome, it was felt appropriate to introduce topics in an 
attempt to maintain group cohesion and clarity. However, the researcher, while keen 
to maintain equilibrium, was also keen to evoke Bogdan and Biklen (1998) who stated 
that even when guidelines are employed, qualitative methodologies “offer the 
interviewer considerable latitude to pursue a range of topics and offer the subject a 
chance to shape the content of the interview” (p.94). The lines of questioning centred 
on the following areas: (1) What does the brand mean to you as a person? (2) What 
do you associate with the pictured brand and product? (3) Who would be the 
archetypical customer? (4) Why would you want to own this brand? (5) What might 
the brand mean to others?  
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Questions 1, 2, 3 sought to obtain insight into the intrinsic personal values associated 
with brands. The questions were open-ended and accounted for both HSMs’ and 
LSMs’ values. Questions 3, 4, 5 were more specific, yet still centred on intrinsic 
values associated with both sets of participants. Additionally the questions would 
carry the focus groups toward deeper meanings and, indeed, they proved to be 
especially proficient in assisting with group reticence and group guidance. The “who” 
and “why” elements of the posed questions were used to promote ideas and stimulate 
group thinking (Stewart and Shamdasani, 1990; Symon and Cassell, 1998; Willig, 
1999; Willis, 2007; De Laine, 2000; Denzin, 1989; and Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; 
1998). In continuation, these questions comprised a set of ‘feel questions’ (Stewart 
and Shamdasani, 1990), as the moderator wanted to establish that each participant was 
entitled to her feelings and that those feelings were central to the success of the group. 
In addition, it was deemed this openness would contribute greatly to the cohesiveness 
of the groups.  
 
Questioning, however, in the context of the group discussions was not overt and 
ultimately was led by the researcher’s desire to ensure that respondents expressed 
their feelings in their own words. In relation to free expression, the moderator of a 
focus group has to ensure everyone participates and gets a chance to speak. 
Therefore, the inevitability of intervention should be acknowledged and the 
theoretical implications should align with the now well known realities of focus group 
moderation. Indeed, Morgan (1997, p.14) asserts that it is accepted that “the 
researcher creates and directs the groups; it makes them distinctly less naturalistic 
than participant observation”. However, the reality of conducting focus groups is to 
ensure that a naturalistic element prevails in what is not a natural environment. 
Indeed, there were discussions at the end of each group to ensure all participants were 
happy with the process and with the moderator’s involvement and for the purpose of 
raising any participant questions.  
4.7.1. Data Collection within the Focus Groups  
To measure SM activity in relation to technological products, images were presented, 
with the brand providing the only discernible difference. The technique chosen was 
image elicitation, a strategy in which the researcher shows participants images to 
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elicit their response (Meijer, Zanting and Verloop, 2002). Its choice was based upon 
the concept that such images are likely to evoke a whole range of responses and infor-
mation that it would not occur to participants to offer in a purely verbal interview 
(Kaplan and Howes, 2004). Unlike Snyder’s original research, where participants 
were provided with two distinct alternatives, the VW and the Pontiac cars, care was 
taken to ensure that the selected images were aesthetically similar, with products that 
were similar in price and that ultimately performed the same function.  
In addition, the high street was scoured for those brands that had a discernable 
presence in the technology market, as well as utilising respected industry magazines 
such as 21st Century, Extreme Tech, Technology Review, techmag.com, and 
academic journals such as Technology Marketing Intelligence, Adweek Magazines' 
Technology Marketing and TVB Europe. Subsequently, the brands chosen were Sony, 
Sony Bravia, JVC, Samsung, Beko, Mustek Novatech, Toshiba, Premier, LG, 
Advent, Goodman’s, LTT, H and B, Mitsubishi, NEC, Sharp, Pioneer, Fujitsu,  
Philips, Hitachi, Cannon, Genuis, Inovix, Sanyo, Aiptek, Denon, Matsui, Ellion, 
Peekton, Relysis, Shinco, Hyundai, Daewoo, Nextbase and Linton, Harman Kardon 
and Sevic Vision; all were assembled with the branding as the salient differential.  
4.7.2. Analysis of Focus Group Discussions 
When analysing the focus groups, the size of the collated data presented a significant 
predicament regarding how to handle the interpretative process. However, regardless 
of the inherent time consumption required by the initial listening and then the 
continued listening to the recorded focus groups to provide familiarity, the procedure 
followed resulted in an adoptive immersion approach that led to analytical reflection 
and an ‘intuitive crystallisation of meaning’ (Crabtree and Miller, 1992) in 
conjunction with scanning the data for categories of phenomena and for relationships 
among the categories (Goetz and LeCompte, 1981). While the SM literature offers no 
guidelines on how group interaction might be evaluated during the transcribing 
process, to differentiate between high and low self monitors extensive notes were 
taken during the groups, but in conjunction with precise timings of extracts that were 
of interest along with a record of the participants name and colour coding, red for 
HSM participants and green for the LSMs. These elements were then later explored 
in relation to the individuals self monitoring categorisation as outlined by the Snyder 
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scale (1974).   
 
Regarding the main data analysis, initially, the focus groups were to be transcribed 
manually with the actual analysis to be undertaken on ETHNOGRAPH, a Computer-
Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis (CAQDAS) package. Preliminary data analysis 
was to be carried out by means of NUD*IST, a more recent CAQDAS package, with 
the intention that this method would remove the manual labour and be more time 
efficient. The packages’ ability to mark individual elements of the collected data with 
an appropriate code as a desirable attribute and their capacity to retrieve ‘marked 
data’ would greatly assist with and accelerate the analytical searches. In addition, the 
usage of the more recent Qualrus package was also given consideration with its 
QCode intelligent Coding Advice System and the QTools Intelligent Qualitative 
Analysis system and the promise that the software cam keep the researcher as close to 
the original data as possible. 
 
However, the above packages presented sterility and disassociated the researcher from 
the research with the proposition that such packages could impose an external logic 
on the process. Therefore, after consideration, it was felt that a more ‘tangible’ and 
‘inclusive’ analysis would be required, with Microsoft’s own ‘word search’ function 
proving to allow closeness with the collected data. This process would allow for a 
greater understanding of the narrative process itself and its inherent internal logic. It 
was deemed that such analytical data would be best utilised if the positivism approach 
had been adopted with a leaning toward statistical analysis. The resulting decision 
saw the researcher reverting to a more manual approach to carry out the transcriptions 
and this personal approach was in keeping with the adopted philosophical overtones 
as it allowed the researcher to attach meaning and emphasis to the transcripts.  
 
4.7.3. Coding  
With regard to coding of the work, no start list (Carson, Gilmore, Perry and 
Gronhaug, 2005) was devised prior to the actual process of transcription. It was 
deemed that text familiarity would enhance the ability to actively assign codes, and as 
such, this manual emergent coding process would be best suited to the philosophical 
stance and would serve to  “summarize, synthesize, and sort many observations made 
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of the data” (Charmaz, 1983, p.112). Consequently the coding itself was an ongoing 
process moving through a series of stages, from open or in vivo codes, through to 
more abstract conceptual codes, which denoted appropriate ‘relationships’ that would 
support the research aim and questions, as everything has the potential of “being a 
clue that might unlock a more comprehensive understanding of what is being studied” 
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1998, p.6). 
  
With the above process providing structure, interpretivism demands intense reflection, 
with the primacy of the subjective experience seen to be the crucial factor; thus, 
through this process, categories were identified through constant scrutiny of the 
narrative texts with the desire to synthesise the whole as a generative description. 
These identifiable topics in the initial stages simply required a set of ‘descriptive’ 
codes and were assigned simply as high self monitoring behavioural patterns 
(HSMBP) and low self monitoring behavioural patterns (LSMBP), OSC (overt 
signalling characteristics), IHB (intentional herd behaviour), and MSC 
(manifestations of self congruency), as befitting initial analysis and Strauss’s (1987) 
claim that such an undertaking would allow for a sensitising as to difference, a vitally 
important element considering the two propositions surrounding SMBP. The data were 
then compared and contrasted (Miles and Huberman, 1994) in terms of the responses 
to the images shown and interppretation revealed.   
 
With continuous reading, a familiarity was achieved, but it was acknowledged that an 
appreciably more interpretive stance was required to evaluate emerging patterns.  
Subsequently, the texts were analysed again with the intention of aligning the 
descriptive elements of SM with the wider literature-based perceptions and theoretical 
principles. In this secondary stage, inferential codes such as TPP (third party 
perception), SCS (self congruence susceptibility), PGA (perceived group acceptance), 
DGA (desired group acceptance), and UV (utilitarian value) were utilised. These 
codes naturally took on a less austere appearance as familiarity increased, with one or 
two letters replacing the earlier more alphabetic approach, with emphasis on making 
the process intelligible, and with the appropriation of thematic links into a meaningful 
whole (Miles and Huberman 1994). It was the intention then to codify the findings in 
accordance with existing theory and formalized knowledge.  
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4.8. Research Limitations 
The research was undertaken in specific geographical locations, as stated above. 
Naturally, there is a clear argument concerning validation; however, the collection of 
the biographical data presented saw an appropriate mix of social grades, as outlined 
by the NRS, CACI-ACORN and INSIGHT classifications. For ethical reasons, no 
participants under the age of 18 were included, in compliance with social research 
mandates, although their opinions would have provided additional insights and a 
significant addition to the consumer behaviour literature. There was a lack of 
traditional demographic elements in the research primarily because of the paucity of 
non Caucasian participants, ultimately a matter that was beyond rectification, unless 
the approach of stratified sampling purely by gender took on a different stratification, 
or indeed judgment sampling for race alone. 
 
It may have been preferable however to have carried out the research on a wider 
geographical basis for the purposes of wider validation for both the marketing 
practitioners and academics alike. Ultimately, while the groups were structured in 
relation to biographical data and the SM categories, it was inevitable that all 
participants were subject to geographical adherence. As stated previously, a 
‘representative national sample was sought allowing for the expression of an entire 
female population’; by definition, this is not representative. A national random 
sample design offering the ability to address the preferences of this important sub-
group would require a sample of millions of respondents selected from a sampling 
frame of purely female respondents. 
 
4.9. Summary 
This chapter has discussed the contribution of the key social science paradigms and 
their appropriateness for this thesis. In addition, in keeping with the philosophical 
choice of interpretivism, focus groups were discussed as the best means to investigate 
gender and technological goods. Additionally, the chapter discussed the research 
design and process. Data were gathered using a qualitative approach, with the 
participants providing opinions on technological goods via a series of focus groups 
after the administering of the Snyder (1974) scale. These groups were recorded, 
transcribed and analysed in conjunction with the participants’ responses to the Snyder 
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(1974) scale. Comments were compared and contrasted in relation to the research 
questions. The findings from the research process are presented in the next two 
chapters, followed by a discussion of the findings.   
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5.0 Chapter overview   
 
This chapter presents the research on the consumer-moderating variable known as 
high self monitoring. While the focus groups consisted of both HSMs and LSMs, the 
findings of each distinct subset will be presented separately. This format will allow 
for the appropriate dissemination and provide contrast in relation to the data collated.  
 
The chapter will begin with an overview of the HSM behavioural norms, followed by 
subdivisions pertaining to the relevant coding utilised in the analytical process. HSM 
participants will be denoted as (HSM) for the duration of the chapter; however, 
should multiple responses be presented, the HSM participants will be given a numeric 
tag such as (HSM 1) and (HSM 2).  
 
5.1. An Overview of HSM Behaviour  
Prior to commencing with the HSM findings and the associated behavioural 
manifestations, it is important to reacquaint ourselves with the essential elements that 
categorize the archetypical HSM as established by Snyder (1974, 2005). Of HSMs 
Snyder indicated that due to the “extent to which they are engaged in monitoring or 
controlling the images of the self they project in social interaction” (Snyder, 1995, 
p.37), they will actively attempt “to construct a pattern of behavior [sic] appropriate 
to a given context” (Snyder, 1984, p.33). These devised interpersonal constructions 
are predicated on two principal sources of information, namely, situational and 
interpersonal. Those whose behaviour is guided by situational considerations are 
thought to be responsive to social and interpersonal cues in relation to their social 
behavioural appropriateness or, in this instance, their consumption patterns.  
 
5.2. Traditional HSM Behaviour   
Traditional high self monitoring behavioural patterns (HSMBP) were particularly 
prevalent when brand image was being explored. The participants exhibited an 
intuitive stance when the essence of brand image was discussed, showing a 
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conviction that strong brand images were associated only with specific technological 
brands, particularly the Sony brand. In the midst of this discussion, it became apparent 
through the process of analysis that the participants exhibited parallels with HSMBP 
in so far as it was evident that the participants suggested that the images associated 
with different technological items were transferred to the customer via purchase.  
 
5.2.1. Presentation and Impression Management  
The first extract presented provides insight into the probable purchase of a Sony or 
Canon camcorder; the purchase itself would seem to be motivated by the participant’s 
desire to cultivate a possible public image. The extract below is taken from some 
initial discussions centred on the extent to which individuals might engage in 
controlling images of themselves in a social context and it evolved to consider the 
possibility of adapting certain types of consumption in an attempt to construct 
behavioural patterns they felt were appropriate to a given social context. The extract 
indicates that this HSM would initiate a personal behavioural pattern predicated on 
two principal sources of information: situational and interpersonal. 
 
(HSM) “I don’t know anything about the video camera, but I know 
looking at these that if I walked into a shop, I‘d want that one. The 
Sony or the Canon one with the handycam, that’s the one I’d want. 
I’ve got no idea how to use it, and I’ve got nobody to video, but that’s 
the one I’d want to have in my hand bag.” 
 
 
The obvious brand awareness in relation to her active impression management is 
noteworthy. The HSM has been in a position to utilise the brand and this knowledge 
has been formed as a consequence. This is predicated on the postulation that when 
consumers do not have any brand awareness, they tend to sample more brands (Hoyer 
and MacInnis, 2006); this is not the case with the above participant. Hypothetically, 
the selection of a socially acceptable brand would equate to knowledge of the 
potential rewards. There is a definitive perception and the HSM demonstrates a 
process of acquiring, interpreting, selecting, and organizing pertinent information that 
equates to social dialogue. The acquisition of this potential new product information 
is considered relative to the knowledge the HSM would have had stored from prior 
experiences, and the positive aura around Sony and Canon is sufficient to maintain its 
continued use in a social context. In this context, the process is not an arbitrary one; 
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the choice reflects a recognised need and would indicate a consistency in personal 
values and meanings. In addition, the admission of the products’ functional usage - “I 
don’t know anything about the video camera” - demonstrates that the brand is distinct 
from the functional product. The HSM continues with the suggestion that the product 
group can be used to show off: 
 
(HSM) “I’m not bothered about household mundane things: Hoover 
not really big deal, but a thing that really matters, that’s a different 
story altogether. I mean, you’re not going to show anybody your 
ironing; you’re not going to talk about your ironing ’cause that’s 
horrible, but things that are pleasurable, like the video camera, 
cameras, laptops, things you’ve got that are exciting about your life; 
yes, you want to show off.”  
 
 
From the perspective of impression management, the HSM is experiencing her own 
Lebenswelt or lifeworld: “the world as we immediately experience it” (Schutz and 
Luckmann, 1973 cited in Van Manen, 1990, p.9). The HSM gives little or no credence 
to the experiential benefits of the products and makes a clear distinction between 
relative product groups. However, the symbolic benefits, the extrinsic advantages of a 
product are dwelt on with a strong emphasis on personal expression, encapsulated by 
“yes, you want to show off” and “I mean you’re not going to show anybody your 
ironing”. There is a strong suggestion that products provide more than a functional 
performance for the HSM and this corresponds to question 6 of the measurement 
instrument ‘I guess I put on a show to impress or entertain people’. The extract gives 
a clear indication that there is a need to ingratiate, self promote and, to a lesser extent, 
supplicate through the products, and the HSM is willingly providing information 
about herself through these elements and willingly playing a role (Goffman, 1958). 
 
The theme of HSMBP of impression management is continued below: 
 
(HSM) “I went for an open day interview with the prison service after 
my graduation, looking for a job. I took my apple Mac with me as I 
thought it would make me look more professional, more capable of 
doing the job.”  
 
From this perspective, but in relation to the above extracts, there appear to be 
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significant glimpses of symbolic interactionism. To reiterate from the literature 
review and the sociological perspective, it is suggested that identity is socially 
bestowed, sustained and transformed by that process (Berger, 1963; Branscombe, 
Wann, Noel, and Coleman, 1993, Briñol, Petty, Gallardo, and DeMarree 2006; 2007; 
Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; Christopher and Schlenker, 2000; 2004); from this 
perspective, we can perceive of the participant as a ‘pragmatic actor’, an adherent of 
the symbolic interactionists’ manifesto, who continually strives to adjust behaviour to 
conform to the actions of other actors. Her postulation that the product could make 
her “look more professional more capable of doing the job” implies there is an 
explicit degree of ‘role-taking’ as a salient mechanism in the purchase paradigm, 
allowing the participant to establish meaning with other actors and take the other's 
perspective, to see what our actions might mean to the other actors with whom we 
interact. The extract clearly demonstrates the HSM aligning her actions to others and 
to the situation (Blumer, 1969); she continues: 
 
(HSM) “I really thought it would do that, so I understand that and I 
did that going for several jobs after Uni. I thought I had to present a 
full package to these guys to get on, and I know friends have done the 
same. It’s like lying on your CV; you need to create a persona, getting 
a little advantage.” 
 
 
There is a constructed honesty in the passage as the HSM justifies her actions. 
Impression management cannot claim to be orthodox as scenarios evolve and action is 
taken; “It’s like lying on your CV”. While this in itself is not problematic, the 
symbolism of the gesture of buying the goods obviously covers up a certain 
psychological deficiency on the part of the HSM. Possibly lacking confidence in her 
own ability, the role is defined and played; it is the causation of belief in both parties: 
confidence for one and susceptibility for the other. Symbolism as a justification for 
fabrication does not mean the HSM is moved to believe the things she has tried to 
portray, but it resolves the dilemma for that instant with the items morphing into 
props. 
The non rationality of needing props when she has been invited for an interview is 
intriguing. The perceived social norms counteract clarity and she is quick to conform 
to the experiences of her friends and influencing group, demonstrating a cognitive 
style that is somewhat kinaesthetic, as she would seem to have gleaned much from the 
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social movements of others; but it is this socio-cognitive learning that provides a 
dynamic for her to purchase; sufficient evidence had been compiled to consider the 
computer, or any other high involvement product, an accessory to success. This leads 
to the interpretation that there is the possibility of a commitment to the role of 
‘product ownership’ where the functionality is limited, but symbolism is everything. 
The perception of ownership will come to define the HSM in relation to the ideal self. 
That is not to say that the extract rejects a multi -faceted personal infrastructure, but it 
supports what has been conveyed. However, it is important to state she was successful 
in her application, but the belief that it was built on her props gives a clear indication 
of the depth of interaction with the product group for this individual. This learning-
by-doing paradigm is explicit, and if additional successes are witnessed, it could lead 
to the introduction of a whole host of additional products and strengthen the 
person/possession relationship.  
 
The next extract provides the same context, and there is evidence of Goffman’s 
(1958) perception of an ‘outside’, with the HSM providing a ‘performance’ for a 
specific audience and contriving to meet the demands: 
 
(HSM) “When people come to my house and see a lovely Sony 
television, it’ll look good, and that makes it even better for me, and 
that’s the good thing about it.”  
 
 
Of interest in the above are the aspirational elements associated with symbolism. The 
HSM refers to the possible ownership of a Sony as making it “even better for me” in a 
social context. There is the clear desire to enter some ethereal, undisclosed social 
group; the HSM, at this juncture, does not belong to the group, but is eager to become 
associated with it regardless. However, to become associated, she must act like them 
and symbolic interactionism would seem to be the communication tool of choice. The 
participant continues:  
 
(HSM) “I’ve seen that new Philips one, the one with the changing 
lights. I would love that for the same reason; it makes an impact, 
presentation or whatever you want to call it.” 
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Of interest is the comment that the TV “makes an impact” or “presentation”. The idea 
of a possible sense of wonderment by a potential third party at seeing the TV is a 
powerful emotion to equate with it. The TV remains inanimate, but the presentation is 
conveyed and absorbed by the HSM. As previously with the Mac owner, the role 
identity sought and hopefully conveyed is predicated on the integration of the self and 
the product. The greater the merger of the HSM and the product, the more extroverted 
the communication and the desire for communication becomes. This desire is 
manifest in the term “impact”; the choice is aggressive and becomes a verb for the 
HSM, and demonstrates clearly the agentic behaviour that would normally be 
considered andocentric and far removed from being gynocentric. The product has 
been given the embodiment of a system of meanings that are forceful and meant to 
create a collision cognitively. This has not been witnessed in any other work and there 
is an undoubted element of self creation (Wattanasuwan, 2005; Wattanasuwan and 
Elliot, 1998; 1999) on the part of the HSM as she has learned to consume.  
 
Furthermore, the TV accommodates the HSM’s need to be malleable and transitional 
in her self-concept and keep it centred at this time. The recognition of the Philips TV 
as a potential signifier is important, as the aforementioned Sony could have been the 
antecedent for this. While the Sony may have satisfied the need for social 
communication previously, consumption activities will and do change over time and 
needs and wants must be satisfied albeit differently; the individual is not invariant and 
nor are social signals. The value of the Philips brand must have been witnessed or 
potentially assessed through interaction, and the expansion of her knowledge has 
become entwined with the expansion of the brand, denoting a cognitive capacity for 
social problem-solving. The extract is still context-specific as the new TV is situation-
specific, the third party looking in; it is only the means of communication that will 
change, a consequence of societal variance. 
  
From a different group:  
 
 
(HSM) “This is where this is going right?  You want people to think 
you are somebody; we’re all the same. I’ve got one of those touch 
screen computers; it’s HP or something, but I wanted it because it was 
cool and the latest thing. My boyfriend thinks I’m nuts but he’s told all 
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his mates, and I know they’re jealous and so’s my boyfriend, but I like 
the fact I’ve got the latest thing.” 
 
 
As with the above extract the object proves an essential part of the HSM’s dyadic, 
triaxial and wider communicative patterns and would seem to have a semiotic quality, 
particularly with her partner’s “mates”. The HSM seems keen to establish a tangible 
identity or ‘name’ by submitting to the judgements and perceptions of a recognised 
group; this is a conscious strategy to escape a possible transience as a consequence of 
a more socially significant other, her boyfriend. The product as a dialectic of 
distinction would seem to avoid any ambiguity about who she is in her immediate 
dynamic. The sense of belonging, particularly to her boyfriend’s social group, is 
evident and as the pattern denotes very little personal interaction, it would seem to 
have been considered as a traditional route to ingratiation. The use of the HP as a tool 
of social commitment can be seen as a means of social pursuit, as there is no clear 
indication that any element of functionality had been considered: “it’s cool, the latest 
thing” would indicate this. The extract conveys the HSM’s portrayal of confidence 
through the product, but this may be an insight into a penchant for acquiring 
important symbols of self-definition as a means of eradicating personal social 
deficiencies, of the need to be liked, and of instigating feelings of want, such as 
jealousy, in others. She has gained a social competence by adhering to social norms, 
but the supporting knowledge of perhaps gratuitously evoking jealousy provides a 
new element to the self. No other HSM had spoke about instigating this type of 
emotion in relation to a known party; however, this particular interaction while actual, 
as opposed to the often imaginary scenarios projected by the HSMs, is the essence of 
true symbolic interactionism; as Kleine, Snyder, and Livingston (2004) suggest, by 
acquiring something new, in this case the HP, we can continue or alter the narratives 
of our selves. The following extract, while not demonstrating the sequacity of the 
above participant, reveals certain similarities: 
 
(HSM) “You don’t buy a telly like that to waste time watching Judge 
Judy; that telly is a statement. It's like that Clarkson on BBC 2; he 
drives those ridiculous cars because he can afford them and we all go 
“Wow! I’d love that.” The thing is, because we can’t have it, that’s the 
thing that makes the difference; we want that, and if they have it, we 
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think a little different. It’s a fix: I feel better; more like I want to feel, 
and I want people to feel about me.” 
 
  
The nuance of making a “statement” is further evidence that the products are used 
symbolically, but more important is the cognitive acknowledgement that that is the 
case. The HSM demonstrates the sensibilities of choice in the statement with 
recognition of the potential post purchase pitfalls of a poor choice. The desire for 
others to have a distinct feeling or perception about her as an individual is linked to 
the TV. Significantly, there is the manifestation of an ‘ideal self’ expressed in the 
actual product. The extract also indicates that this ideal self is closely linked to the 
real self in this HSM’s case; the proposition and inference of happiness and “feeling 
good” would suggest a compatibility with the internal and external; indeed the 
literature indicates that if there are discrepancies between the real and the ideal self, 
this will result in dissatisfaction and unhappiness. There would seem to be no 
discrepancies and the utterance, then, would suggest a true compatibility between the 
self and the object considered. 
 
5.2.1.2 The Need to Make an Immediate Impression  
Continuing the theme of impression management from a participant in Christchurch, 
there is a continuation of the HSM characteristic. The key for purchase is 
predicated on the emotional and self-expression benefits to them as an individual:  
 
(HSM) “It’s the same sort of things that always crop up when 
you’re trying to impress. The only things you have at your 
disposal are the things that you have on you, or you use. 
They’re surface impressions, but you may get that impression 
from ten or twenty seconds from someone, or a quick glance 
and you take in all the clues.” 
  
 
The reference to a positive imagery, enhanced and sustained through purchase, is 
significant, as it underpins the purchase intention as purely ‘self’ expedient. The 
intention is to manipulate and conjure an appropriate presentation or front. It is 
evident that technological products are a central element of image congruence 
representing a visual statement of how individuals perceive themselves and how they 
wish to be perceived by others. The product for the above HSMs carries a social 
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message; they are adopted signifiers of a specific persona for a specific audience. The 
participant in continuation has disclosed that the product group is actively used as a 
communicative tool in what would appear to be nano- second interactions. Moving 
away from the domestic scenarios used by many of the HSMs, we have a wider, 
undisclosed situation, but still with a strong emphasis that there should no 
misconception of who she is. Even in these proposed micro meetings of “ten or 
twenty seconds” there is a feeling that this HSM is engaging in mise en place or the 
setting of a scene; she is using the product to satisfy a social want for a positive 
perception. As with other HSMs, there is a feeling that having already solved this 
social problem previously, she has committed to memory the set of facts relevant to a 
desirable solution. 
 
The following example, again, demonstrates that the intention to buy is bound up 
in social evaluation and symbolism:  
 
(HSM) “If I saw, for instance, somebody with the new iPhone, there 
are a number of things that would go through my head 
automatically: all positive. I wouldn’t see a negative in that 
because it’s cutting edge; they must know what’s good or new, 
they’re using the best thing out there. It’s a fast, energetic, 
successful way of life; it’s not actually about the phone when you 
think about it; it’s the fact you have it. It’s a “that’s mine and I 
know what you thinking” sort of thing.” 
 
The participant is most certainly predicating a choice on their best interests, making 
optimal usage of the social information available. From her view point, the phone is 
simply a means to manipulate a clearly defined pattern. The existence of the product 
and its adoption presents an opportunity to accomplish these goals; there is an 
acknowledgement that the product has an ephemeral quality, but its presence is 
mandatory. As a caveat, the HSM is clearly taking some satisfaction in her own 
ability to encode the augmented elements of the iPhone. The majority of participants 
established a paradigm of a third party looking in and seeking to bask in that 
affirmation; this participant reverses the process. Such an ability to encode would 
require a level of expertise and familiarity, and while the chosen item of debate is 
subject to a significant marketing communications programme and is becoming 
ubiquitous, the HSM demonstrates the ability to establish information and make what 
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might be accurate social/product evaluations. Additionally, the ability to prescribe 
subcategories in relation to the product - “cutting edge, good, new” or “the best thing 
out there” - and the person - “energetic” and “successful” - is startling. As with the 
participant above, it was felt that to attain this level of sophistication in interpretation, 
the HSM had an explicit knowledge established by pre-exposure. Donnelly and 
Young (1988) refer to this as pre-socialization, and suggest that the media play a part, 
but whatever the genesis, the ability to encode and utilise the information is again 
apparent. 
The next extracts continue the theme of “cognitive matching between consumer self-
image and brand image” (Azevedo and Pessoa, 2005, p.1). The extracts clearly 
demonstrate the paradigm, as outlined by question nineteen on the Snyder (1974) 
scale “In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what people expect me to be 
rather than anything else.”  
 
(HSM) “Nobody wants to be associated with some of the poorer 
brands; if you can’t afford them, then that’s one thing, but if you can, 
you want them and you want to be part of that.” 
 
 
The above is an acknowledgement of the extended self in relation to possessions. 
External objects were viewed as part of the self when the participants could exercise 
power or control over them (fiscally, in this instance). Significant in relation to 
impression management was the notion of belonging. Snyder (1974) himself refers 
to the above element stating that HSMs will pay “attention to social comparison 
information as cues to appropriate self expression” (Snyder, 1974, p.529), while 
Bearden, Netemeyer and Teel (1989, p.474) provide a more generic account, stating 
that there is a need “to identify or enhance one’s image with significant others 
through the acquisition and use of products and brands.” While there is no intimation 
at this point of a significant other, terms such as “them” and “people” indicate an 
audience. What follows, then, is from three separate participants from three separate 
focus groups, but echoing the above: 
 
(HSM 1) “Yes, it puts you into a certain group, doesn’t it? It puts you 
above… (pause) that’s a horrible thing to say, but it puts you above 
people who don’t own these things, and all of a sudden you walk 
around and it’s “I want people to know what I’ve got”. (Pause for 
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consideration) No, no, I should really feel bad about saying that 
because not all of us are the same: if I want it, and can afford it well 
so be it; that’s not really my problem.” 
 
(HSM 2)  “I’ve never intentionally gone, “If I have that that will make 
me a certain way”, but obviously you’re aware that certain things put 
you into certain boxes (points to Mac and Sony images). Having and 
owning the best named things will do that for you. I’ve listened to 
people tonight who said that they have a certain TV set and I won’t 
deny it; I have thought about you and said to myself, “They must have 
money” and no doubt when you heard who I was and what I did, some 
of you thought the same way; there’s no shame in that.”   
 
(HSM 3) “But it’s a quiet way of showing off. I would never go up and 
do karaoke. I wouldn’t do things like that because I wouldn’t push 
myself forward like that, but I would just quietly get my Sony Cyber-
shot or my Apple laptop out of my handbag and that says all about me 
that I need to say.”   
 
 
The above sees the HSM perceiving and envisaging the use of the products as apparel 
and this is seen in the sentence “I would just quietly get my Sony Cyber-shot and my 
Apple laptop out of my handbag or whatever and that says all about me that I need to 
say”. Apparel is directly correlated to the expression of identity (Kaiser, 1990) and 
self-image (Kaiser, 1990); it allows an impression to be made on others (Gould and 
Barak, 1988), and allows us to influence opinion (Kaiser, 1990; Polegato and Wall, 
1980), and to make class distinctions (Grusky and Wheedon, 2001). The crucial 
dimension here is apparel ownership for the HSM; there is a continuum of 
“appearance, financial worth and the ability to convey status, success and prestige, 
all of which may be satisfied through the purchase of high priced apparel” (Kamineni 
2000, p.614). The perception of herself is indicative of her active engagement in the 
practice of sending a distinct message in a defined context (Jamal and Goode, 2001; 
Ickes, Holloway, Stinson and Hoodenpyle, 2006; Ickes, Reidhead, and Patterson, 
1986; Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Hogg, Hardy and Reynolds, 1995 and Hopkins, and 
Kornienko, 2004). The participant is clearly aware that these particular possessions 
will convey a strong message or signal to the world of what she is. Belk (1988, p.150) 
perhaps encapsulates this proposition with the notion that “possessions help us at all 
ages to know who we are”. The equation of apparel is a considered one, but the key 
elements of such ownership are present.   
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5.2.1.3 The Social Link between Owner and Product 
The theme of self presentation and impression management continues with a 
respondent from Bury St Edmunds. As with the extract above, there is a link between 
the individual and the product group that is rationalised, highly cognitive, systematic 
and reasoned. The participant can clearly receive, interpret and act upon self 
relevant information to define her self-concept regardless of the proposed gendered 
sub-sets:  
 
(HSM) “I would be more than happy to welcome somebody into my 
house because I am proud of what I own. They may not be to 
everybody’s taste, but I do have a large LCD and from what 
everybody’s saying about owning that type of thing, I could be 
confident in thinking at least some of you would see me in a certain 
way. (Dramatically) My items exude a certain kind of “She’s got class; 
she’s got taste (laughter).” 
 
 
We have evidence of a working self-concept that is representative of the individual at 
this time and the HSM is sensitive to her personal judgments and more so to the 
necessity of an appropriate ‘social appearance’; indeed the sentence “She’s got class; 
she’s got taste” provides this clarity but the HSM’s protestations of class and taste are 
predicated on that of others and simply become social practice as opposed to actuality. 
The desired dominatus of this code can only be acquired by a social osmosis and the 
mapping out of interactions based around LCDs; there is a palpable sense of 
distinction that is personally identified, ratified and reinforced by significant others 
witnessing the LCD and acknowledging its legitimacy as a symbolic good. Having 
participated in and instigated this social topography, she distances her self from her 
private realities and enters a different domain. Subsequently, the social behaviour 
relating to the HSM’s self constitutes a series of intentional acts; the HSM has the 
personal assurance that what she considers herself to be can be maintained through 
ownership. The products provide a scenario of who the HSM is now as opposed to 
what she used to be.  
 
However, the HSM does see that her private reality and the homage to others being 
played out will not maintain the economic and cultural order she desires. Of interest 
in the extract is the phrase “I could be confident in thinking at least some of you”, 
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which denotes a degree of mental constraint that would seem to inhibit the ability to 
respond flexibly and adaptively to scenarios that have not formed part of the ideal 
self. The concern with some as opposed to the whole potentially indicates that HSMs, 
or at least this one, can become fixated and socially myopic; a lack of approval, 
validation or acknowledgement in one scenario is not indicative of the same in 
another, and she does not encompass the collective as some other HSMs do. While 
this provides consistency, for her it is perhaps not truly representative of the HSM 
disposition to be a chameleon (Snyder 1974). 
 
From a different group, the following HSM was articulating the same social 
comparison concerns. Perhaps in true HSM fashion, the participant was unwilling 
to divulge her own brand of ownership, as there was no apparent normative 
comparison for her to gauge, assimilate or associate with another. The extract 
presents a direct correlation with recent studies (Bolino and Turnley, 2003; Turnley 
and Bolino, 2001; Zanzi and O'Neill, 2001; Gangestad and Snyder, 2000) indicating 
that HSMs are more skilled in the use of impression management behaviour 
specifically aimed at image enhancement, self-promotion and personal 
embellishments.  
 
(HSM) “If you own some of the makes here tonight, or you’ve 
bought some of them, it means you have money; and that’s it - you 
have money. There’s there nothing wrong with that and people 
certainly shouldn’t be ashamed of having money, but what that 
means [is] you don’t have to buy what Joe Blogs buys, you don’t 
have to go to Argos to get your telly, you don’t have to go to 
Tesco’s, you can do what you want and you can own something 
better; and that makes a difference. I mean, I’m not going tell you 
what make my telly is because, hypothetically, if it’s not one of the 
better ones we’ve talked about I would be embarrassed. What would 
you be thinking?” 
 
 
Here the HSM is exploring the role of potential ownership and seeking a fit, but as 
an anomaly within a group dynamic. Unlike other HSM participants, she also 
alludes to the fact she may not have the right ownership and subsequently might 
not portray the desired social link. This was the first HSM who, through analysis, 
was trying to discover her ‘fit’ as a visible activity. This really is the quintessence 
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of HSMBP; within a social context, there is the paradigm of “what would you be 
thinking?”  
 
She has passed the liminal stages of disclosure and there is the element of perceived 
danger and potential to be ostracized with the luculent comment “I mean, I’m not 
going tell you what make my telly is.” The HSM, the researcher believes, is looking 
for guidance and encouragement to make a transition after the event, a social 
ostogenesis that perhaps only the other groups’ members could provide. While she 
professes to understand the dynamic in the initial stages of the extract, the outsider’s 
innocence is apparent in continuation; the group is her pre-socialisation, but she 
would seem desperate for that product’s possession link to be manifest.  
 
The HSM is looking to others for information about how to behave (informational 
influence) and clearly seeks to conform to gain reward and avoid punishment 
(normative influence). While it is representative of choice in its essence, it is evident 
that the choices and opinions of the HSM are dependent on an additional view point. 
In this, the HSM individual, as with those above, initiates a personal behavioural 
pattern predicated on two principal sources of information: situational and 
interpersonal. The participant is clearly sensitive to the expression and self 
presentational properties of a purchase, using social cues as guidelines to ensure an 
appropriate outcome; this is in keeping with the body of available work. For the 
HSM, ownership would seem to be a means of acquiring a higher level of social 
capital and consolidating her identity; this is a demonstration and expression of the 
level of understanding, knowledge and commitment that the participant has with the 
product group.  
 
The pattern of proposed consumption (and the evidence of such patterns throughout) 
serves to certify the products’ cultural value to women. Correspondingly, they 
become not only part of an individual’s identity, but also convey information to 
others about an individual's self-concept.  While the extract is brief in comparison 
with what will follow, the elements of self presentation and management are present 
in so far as the participants’ preferences are determined by a cognitive matching 
between their self image and brand image. Interpretively, brands would resonate as a 
non-verbal communication supporting the individual’s self perception and indeed 
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reinforcing that “in the same way that a consumer’s use of products can influence 
others’ perceptions, [and] the same products can help determine his or her own 
[emphasis in original text] self-concept and social identity” (Solomon, Bamossy and 
Askegaard, 1999, p.181). 
 
With regard to the above, the following extract  from a 32-year old participant directly 
to the moderator provides interest as a sequential and adoptive approach of ‘having’ 
in relation to congruency. Participants were asked what would ‘fit in’ with their style 
and how they wanted to be seen and while the participant presents a feminine 
resonance with reference to a female celebrity, the additional comments transcended 
the gendered inference. Life and work present paradigms that are universal and it is in 
this context that the participant articulates the actual purchase. Having the ‘most 
modern’ items would seem to be a salient tenet of the self-concept. While this 
inference has been deliberated upon contextually, the exegesis would seem to be 
correct. The text infers a desire that was manifest as a child, denoting a non gendered 
congruency at a formative age, and most certainly in adult life. Significantly, in the 
text, televisions and laptops are categorised as “fashionable” and “most modern”. 
 
(HSM) “It’s the most modern, ‘the in thing’ that’s right now, you 
know. Well, actually you probably don’t (laughter), but there are all 
these lists in ‘Heat’ and ‘Now’ telling us the things we need to get; it’s 
having the latest, the best. I bought my MP3 because I thought it was 
the latest thing. I saw Kate Moss with a green one in a magazine, so 
yeah, that’s what I think definitely the latest thing to have.”  
  
(M)  “OK, so is that how you see yourself?” 
 
(HSM) “Um...yeah, I do. I’ve got nice things and they reflect that I 
think that. I’m no super model, but I do like to have the best and 
newest things. When I was a kid, I had to have a Swatch watch, a 
Walkman, you know, all those sort of things; never computer games 
though, no interest in that sort of thing, but yeah, I would feel the same 
about a laptop or a stereo because it’s part of my job and life, I 
suppose. I’ve always wanted to be fashionable, full stop. I do see 
things in that context; it’s not my age or being childish - “want, want, 
want” - but I’ve been brought up to expect nice things. I feel I work 
and deserve them and that’s who I am; that’s the way I feel anyway.  
Who knows? I might pop out after this and buy a brand new £1500 TV 
and DVD set. Who knows? (Laughter). Hey you’re laughing, but I 
really like the Panasonics, so never say never.” 
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However, the above raises questions because as objects become increasingly known, 
they become more and more commodified, less fashionable, and, by definition ,will 
lack the modern edge, and therefore, potentially be less and less meaningful and 
desirable to the HSM. The magazine reference provides the HSM with new object-
meaning combinations that are flowing through the fashion cycle. Additionally, the 
whole emphasis raises more questions about the possibility of susceptibility to a 
female celebrity in relation to the chosen product group. It would seem association or 
indeed reference to a popular celebrity using the brand would add credibility to the 
statements and, indeed, create the desired social presentation. 
 
5.2.1.4. Social Identity and Attracting Approval  
Social identity, then, as an influencing factor, is an explicit notion that pervades the 
purchase of technological goods; purchase in this category is motivated by the 
consumer’s envisaged social identity and the need to hold those identity-oriented 
beliefs (Shavitt, 1990). The above also corresponds directly with the work of 
Forehand et al. (2001), who stated that a consumer’s sense of self is the sum total of 
his or her social identities, and at any given moment, a particular social identity can 
be activated by a variety of social, contextual, and individual difference factors and 
adds to Kleine, Kleine and Kernan’s (1993) demonstrations that there is a strong 
positive relationship between a consumer’s social identity and the particular 
possessions that enable consumers to enact that identity. 
 
The following demonstration of HSMBP is situated in a domestic context. The two 
HSMs were engaged in a conversation relating to the purchase and ownership of an 
Apple Mac computer. Research discussing the semiotics of expensive items such as 
those discussed above has repeatedly found that the emotional responses, such as 
sensory pleasure, aesthetic beauty, or excitement, as identified by the above HSM, are 
core elements in the evaluation process of HSMs and indeed the affiliation of others. 
The first HSM was advising the group of her brand choice in relation to the purchase 
of a computer.   
 
(HSM 1) “Yeah, the Apple computer is in our lounge and another 
computer in our lounge would just look terrible.”  
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(HSM 2) “I bet you’ve got a lovely home... I’ve never been in your 
home, but I bet it’s full of really beautiful things.”   
 
 
This response was predicated on a solitary piece of information relating to the Apple 
computer; the participants had never met, but profound distinctions were made in 
relation to self-monitoring behaviour. Affiliation as a consequence of the 
technological good was tangible. Indeed Snyder (1984, p.25) states that “there is 
much in the research literature that suggests similarities between need for approval 
… and self-monitoring.” In addition, Snyder (1984, p.211) goes on to suggest that 
“one person's preconceived notions about another can exert powerful channelling 
influences on his or her subsequent interactions with that person, to the extent that the 
other's behaviour actually confirms these preconceptions. People with a high need for 
approval give socially desirable responses in a wide variety of situations”. It is 
postulated then, at this juncture, that the HSM participants were using technological 
brand ownership as a means of attracting approval from like-minded participants and, 
indeed, the robust response from the additional HSM participant would validate this 
assumption. Additionally, the HSM who owned the Apple computer had been reticent 
during the course of the group and this topic of conversation was her initial 
contribution apart from verbal nods. The above quantifies in this research that 
purchases are made “more for what they mean than for what they do” (Levy, 1959, 
p.117). If we accept Snyder’s (1984, p.4) conclusion that “public appearances created 
by a person's words and deeds (or purchases) may be the result of deliberate attempts 
to create images.” then the above provides the locus for the marketer; technological 
goods are perceived and utilised in accordance with personal perceptions. 
 
5.2.1.5 Social Categorisation through Products 
The theme is continued and this willingness to label and accept labelling with regard 
to the products forms an integral part of the SM sphere. Embedded in question 19 of 
the Snyder scale ‘In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what people expect 
me to be rather than anything else’, it was apparent that meanings were constructed 
and re-affirmed in social interaction and that they were shaped largely by the actual 
and anticipated responses of others. Congruence would seem to be dependent on it: 
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(HSM) “I would say that you make very clear judgments about people. 
When I’m sitting somewhere, say Starbucks, and you can see what 
they’ve got, then they use their phone or laptops or cameras, you think 
automatically that you know that person; you build a picture about 
them ’cause [sic] of their things, whether they’re successful, whether 
they’ve got good taste, whether they’re cool or you know, what’s 
another word for trendy? Some people become more attractive 
because of that; you’re drawn to them.”  
 
The extract indicates the HSM has grasped the social complexities by observing 
actions that have their genesis in the products themselves; this, then, leads to a mental 
categorisation. The observations do not seem to take on the appearance of trial and 
error and what can possibly be observed is sacrosanct: that person is what the phone, 
camera, or laptop says they are. There is a juvenility in this, as the products are only 
seen as social creations; they are perceived and arise out of a process of limited social 
interaction. However, the extract is a clear indication that the participant is immersed 
in an andocentric culture of projection, as is the following: 
 
(HSM) “If a man was using that Sony laptop thing, you’d think he 
must be successful, he must be doing something worthwhile on that 
laptop, and I think that’s the other way around. I wouldn’t be attracted 
to a man using a Goodman’s; he would look like he was doing his 
shopping list. I wouldn’t be interested, and I’d think it would be the 
same the other way around. You know, I think men are attracted to 
women who give off a certain image; you would have to be similar 
wouldn’t you? You wouldn’t want to show each other up.” 
 
 
The overt social nature of ownership and attracting approval became a central theme 
emanating from the HSM in relation to brand choice. There is a culturally shared 
knowledge, attitudes and value that theoretically should not be there and, to that end, 
the HSM would seem to have applied rigidity, giving the brands and products a 
hierarchical taxonomy, with Sony at the apex and Goodman’s languishing in the 
social stakes, but based on empirical social realities.  
 
Such commonalty is consistent in the extract; indeed, ‘belonging’ to a perceived 
group through the ownership of a technological item runs concurrent with Gangestad 
and Snyder’s (2000, p.547) assertions that “high self-monitors may well attempt to 
cultivate public images that create appearances that connote social status.” This was 
deemed to be a process of identification; indeed, Kelman (1961) asserted that 
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identification could occur only when consumers agreed with a projected message 
because it allowed them to project a desirable image. In addition, if interest is the 
element of attraction, the participant says, “I think men are attracted to women who 
give off a certain image,” and this is unwittingly perhaps in keeping with Gabriel and 
Lang’s (1995, p.17) remark that “whether one is looking for happiness, identity, 
beauty, love, masculinity, youth, marital bliss or anything else, there is a commodity 
somewhere which guarantees to provide it.” Who would have thought a laptop could 
fulfil such a need? However, there would seem to be that agreement here and in the 
next extract: 
 
(HSM) “I was in Prêt a Manger with some friends in Stansted and I’ve 
got that red Cyber-shot (points to image). I was showing them some 
recent snaps, killing time, and I was actually approached and asked 
where I got the camera from. They really liked it and wanted to know 
where to get one. It was a little strange, but a real buzz because, 
rightly or wrongly, I felt that person wanted to be like me or have the 
things I had. My friend thought I was a little deluded, you know, but I 
mean, to pluck up the courage to ask a total stranger with her friends 
“Where did you get...?” she must have really wanted it. But even if she 
hadn’t stopped me, physically she was obviously giving me a second 
glance and I think people will give you a second glance, won’t they?”  
 
 
As the extract continues, the HSM indicates that she may well have actively sought 
this categorisation in an attempt to illicit such a personal response:
 
(HSM) “People will look at you. I had spent time looking for that 
camera myself and I thought it was fashionable. I like to think of 
myself like that; it wasn’t like the others, and that person may have 
thought that I was like that; well that’s my story and I’m sticking to it 
(laughs).” 
 
 
While the above follows HSMBP in analysis, it brings the extract around to a 
discussion of the work of Freud (1925). Freud (1925) stated that when people show 
their behaviour, the purpose and intention is the striving for happiness and that all 
behaviour is motivated by the quest for gratification albeit guided somatically. So 
here there is the development of a conceptual link of the cognitive and physical 
relating to HSMBP that has not been seen or developed previously. While the 
assertion of a purely somatic need is problematic, in what is a psychological 
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construct, the HSM manipulating the product for a more intimate interaction is 
intriguing and brings into question the product usage and its development as a means 
of illecebra for the female consumer; subsequently, are HSMBPs linked to the 
Freudian libido? Potentially, yes but that is not to link HSMBP to schema and the 
Darwinian need to procreate; it just gives the construct another paradigm, but the 
solipsistic essence in relation to the product is of particular interest where her ideal 
self is the only salient element in her interactions.  
 
5.2.1.6. A Goal Directed Policy of Consumption 
The following extract relates to the susceptibility of the HSM to a given product’s 
positive social framing and the conveyance of that message in relation to her personal 
impression management. The very nature of the product as a high-tech business tool is 
of no concern (replicating Snyder’s original research). The choice, then, is 
psychologically grounded; the participant has deemed her decision to be a successful 
one, as purchase has given her the social status she desired. Embedded in regulatory 
focus theory and the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), there is 
a clear demonstration of using a goal-directed ‘policy’ making to cope with a possible 
uncertainty:  
 
(HSM)  “I’ve got a Vaio laptop, actually, and the reason I actually 
bought it was because it was in ‘Stella’ magazine (to another 
participant); it’s the supplement with the ‘Sunday Telegraph’, and on 
reflection, I suppose it swayed my decision because it’s a good paper 
and a high-end supplement. Nobody who reads the tabloids would see 
that advert, and I suppose I liked the fact that there was that sort of 
exclusivity about it. I see myself as a professional, thirty-something 
like the model in the advert, and it says in the advert, and I’ve seen it a 
few times since then, “Be like no one else” or “Be like no other” or 
something like that, and by way of a guilty admission, I like that, and I 
suppose it’s a little pretentious to say I like that, but it must have been, 
important to me that I’m in that mould, or seen in that mould.”  
 
 
The participant was asked to provide greater insight and continued by conveying the 
exclusive nature of her purchase (a penchant not limited to this individual). While 
strengthening the elements of RQ2 (the cognitive alignment of underwear and the 
laptop would demonstrate a like mindedness) the laptop is devised as having a “look-
at-me” quality, a key component in the situational, dispositional and self regulatory 
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penchants of an HSM (refer back to the Snyder scale questions). Self presentation is 
evident as the motivation for purchase is purely social and most certainly not 
utilitarian. The dialogue points toward a susceptibility to what a brand says rather than 
what it does; with a predilection toward status as an incumbent socially necessity:   
 
(HSM) “If you see the advert, you’ll know what I mean; it sits beside 
really good high fashion pages, Harrods underwear, expensive Italian 
holidays, this week’s ‘must do’, yoga and designer interviews. The 
Harrods underwear says “For the perfect body”, not that I have one, 
but I feel part of that and the same for the laptop. I don’t want to be 
seen as the person who can’t be on the cover of that magazine. It’s 
nice to be able to perhaps align with the people who read the 
magazine and the people in the magazine.”  
 
 
With further questioning and discussion, the participant became more personally 
explicit about her choices and the rationale surrounding Sony. The choice of the word 
“effort” toward the end of the text would denote a social burden. This could perhaps 
point toward a conflict within the self-concept of the HSM:   
 
(HSM) “It’s important because you must base who you are and want 
to be on something; how else would anybody get the message? You 
can’t go up to somebody and proclaim, “I’m like the women in ‘Stella’ 
magazine, look at me!” because they’d think I was mad, but I can do 
that through caving in, I suppose; but that is the easiest way to do it 
and the thrill is, I suppose, not proclaiming and making the effort to 
say, “Do you know how much this cost?” but others working it out for 
themselves and seeing the effort.” 
 
 
In evaluation, it is not that such associations will be intentionally invoked by a 
prospective third party, but through the presentation of the self in such a manner, it is 
hoped for by the HSM at both a conscious and subconscious level, although the power 
of the recalled image plays an undeniable role in motivating this individual regarding 
identity presentation. 
 
The next extract relates to Snyder’s (1984) assertions that when forming a perception 
of a brand or product, there are two types of information available, namely, the 
physical appearance and external aspects, suggesting that HSMs will look for a 
positive association between aesthetic and quality, assuming without much further 
consideration that the two are entwined.  
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(HSM) “I find that the word ‘Cyber-Shot’ overpowers the word ‘Sony’ 
on the camera, so when I look at this camera, I was looking straight at 
’Cyber-shot’, and was thinking that could be some cheapy make, you 
know from somewhere or other, but I’d probably look for another 
similar Sony camera where ‘Cyber-Shot’ isn’t staring at me straight 
away. I wouldn’t want that ‘Cyber-Shot’ there in the middle; I’d want 
it written smaller, and underneath, down here somewhere (points to 
base of camera). So you’re looking at that and it’s bang on ‘Cyber-
Shot’ (points to where the model name overshadows the brand name) 
it takes the light away from it being Sony. If you do that, you’ve got the 
make staring at you straight away; you know there is a contrast, mind 
you, looking at the ‘Cyber-Shot’ and then looking at the Premier. Oh 
yeah, the Premier (refers to the non branded camera that A. N. Other 
was referring to) you know, I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t pick it up, I’d walk 
straight past it, it doesn’t matter, better pixels, better look, I’d dismiss 
it out of hand; I don’t want to own a Premier camera.”  
 
 
A recurring theme for HSMs was to associate themselves directly with the product 
without hesitation, echoing Bargh’s (2002, p.280) claim that there is “growing 
evidence that much of social judgment and behaviour occur without conscious 
awareness or intent.” The section also resonates with support for Kapferer and 
Laurent’s (1985, 1986) assertions that female consumers do exhibit the characteristics 
associated with HSMs and buy for “outward signs”, immediate pleasure and “outward 
interest”. The following extract’s explicit indication of “personal management” is 
significant, as it would indicate there is indeed a conscious awareness and intent and a 
distinct process of social cultivation manifest in the acknowledgement that “people 
are just so brand aware.” 
 
(HSM) “I wouldn’t go to school without my face on because what 
would they think of me (laughter) and I think what you’re getting at 
really is a sort of personal management...yeah. And you’re right, of 
course, we do. The kids ask me all the time, “Have you got this? Have 
you got that?” And when I told them I was buying a Bravia just to 
watch my HD Sky (said in pompous voice) even my colleagues found 
out because the kids told them. Let’s be honest, I work with kids and 
we live in a society where these things matter; it’s pointless suggesting 
they don’t. That’s almost being eccentric and saying, “I don’t care 
what people think of me.” There are people who stick two fingers up 
and won’t buy certain things as a point of principle, but I hope your 
Beko telly makes you happy. Just listen to my kids and spend a 
morning in the staff room, and I’m the same; I was secretly happy 
when Trevis (apparently the headmaster of the participant’s school) 
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mentioned the TV; I think now he sees me differently, not a down-
trodden secondary teacher marking away in front of a black-and-white 
waiting for half term (laughter).” 
 
 
5.3. ‘Relative’ Others  
5.3.1. A Concern with Third Party Perception 
The following extracts are taken from two HSM participants; one aged 28 the other 
25, from a Suffolk focus group. While maintaining the theme of impression 
management, the HSMs used the traditionally andocentric male metaphor of the car as 
a means to rationalise impression management. However, the HSMs may have been 
using language appropriate to the moderator, in true HSM fashion; the following 
demonstrates that the HSM female consumers were unabashed to exhibit HSMBP 
normally associated with male consumers. Of particular relevance is the utterance by 
HSM 2, who states, “I wouldn’t want anybody to see me with a Logic TV; it’s not the 
impression you want to create” and additionally the usage of the word “discerning” 
was prevalent in relation to brand choice with the obvious inference that their 
consumption patterns reflected their desire to have an exact governance of the 
channels of their nonverbal communication.  
 
However, as a note of caution, the author would refer to question ten of the Snyder 
Scale (1974) “I sometimes appear to others to be experiencing deeper emotions than I 
actually am” when evaluating the following: 
(HSM 1) “A lot of people wouldn’t buy a Skoda no matter how good it 
looked because they associate it with, you know, a car, that’s got “Oh 
my God, look at you in the Skoda”. So, no matter how good it was, it’s 
an association with it. The same goes for TVs. We’ve got perceptions 
of ourselves and where we fit in life. I know it sounds very deep, but 
we do. I think without realising it, we do make these little sorts of 
calculations.” 
(HSM 2) “I wouldn’t buy Skoda because of the image, because of 
what you want people to think of you as well. Some makes are cool, 
and some aren’t, and that’s not to do with performance, really, is it? I 
wouldn’t want anybody to see me with a Logic TV; it’s not the 
impression you want to create when the JVC LCD, whatever, says 
what you want it to say about you, taste, discerning and that you’ll 
only have, you know, certain makes ’cause you don’t want to be the 
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kind of person who says, “Well, it does the same job or the Logic does 
the same job”; it’s true, but it’s a Logic not a JVC.”  
(HSM 1) “You see, I’m not the only one.”  
(HSM 2) “No, you’re not.”  
 
(HSM 1) “What you said about discerning, that’s exactly right. If that 
allows you to be the way you want to be, that’s what you have to be: 
discerning. And I do think, like, I was saying just before what you said, 
that people, friends, acquaintances, call them what you will, they will 
judge you, so you make the best choice to avoid that. To be honest, 
who really is going to own up “Oh yeah, I have a TV and DVD you’ve 
never heard of; I’m thinking of getting a camera you’ve never heard 
of, but so what! They were really cheap” (laughter); it doesn’t happen, 
not in the real world or at least not here.” 
 
 
The above clearly demonstrates the social interaction of ‘relative’ others and the 
defining of needs and wants from a cultural perspective. This indicates that the SM 
capacity of female consumers with regard to electronics may be far more prevalent 
than this thesis can convey. The literature suggests that “such friends increase one 
another’s self esteem; provide information emotional support and advice … such 
friends also contribute to an evolving sense of identity of identity … in the process, 
acquire a deep understanding of the other and the self” (Savin-Williams and Berndt, 
1990 pp.278-279).  This is apparent and the peripheral group is perceived to provide a 
distinct guidance for purchase intention and the formation of outward signs. It would 
seem ‘discerning’ is a common category (as suggested above) of this desired 
projection and the possible social norm and this is continued below.  
 
(HSM) “I think I’m discerning in my choices; those brands show that 
you have money and that you will only buy the best. Having money 
means you have choices, choices that allow you to show you have a 
certain pedigree, lifestyle and all the connotations of that. I will only 
surround myself with certain brands during my lifetime, that’s clothes, 
cars, toiletries and the items you have there; you want to aspire to 
have the best, it sets you apart doesn’t it? You don’t drive a Mercedes 
and use Tesco value soap; these choices are things that can pervade 
the whole of your life.”  
 
Regarding the themes above, Snyder (1984) refers to the paradigm of ‘front’. It is 
the proposition that consumers can be defined through product use and that they 
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function as “symbols of the self” (Snyder, 1984, p.63) and are “carefully 
selected items” (ibid). Subsequently, it is asserted that purchase is not likely to take 
place when there is a lack of congruency between the product image and the self-
concept (Onkvisit and Shaw, 1987; Sheth, Bruce and Barbara, 1991; Schlenker, 
2003; Schlenker, Lifka and Wowra, 2004; Schlenker and Wowra, 2003 and Sirgy, 
1982; 1986). From a group conducted in Swansea, the essence of ‘front’ as an 
HSMBP is manifest in the following discourse. HSM 1, aged 23, was about to join 
the police and HSM 2 was a primary teacher aged 25.  
 
(HSM 1) “If you had a conversation with, say, with a total stranger, 
and you were talking about where you lived or whatever, and if you 
said you were from somewhere like Townhill, that person straight 
away would make an assumption about you because of that area. You 
might be the nicest person in the world, but that person would think, 
“Oh my God! Townhill!”, and you would have a hell of a job 
convincing them otherwise. It’s the same if you spoke about what you 
had and you said “I’ve got an Acer” or something; they would make a 
decision about you and maybe what you could afford and things like 
that; not nastily, but they would have a sort of  a mental illustration of 
you and make those assumptions about you.”  
 
 
(HSM 2) “When you go out, probably all of us will look somebody 
up and down and pass comments like “Look at her” or whatever, and 
you would make those types of assumptions. It’s because of the way 
they look, and you’re right; if you or one of you went into my house 
without knowing me, like a ‘through the keyhole’ sort of thing, 
depending on what you saw and what I’ve got, you would definitely 
make a decision about me. And that would be a sort of first 
impression. If you saw an old telly and an old video, you’d think 
maybe I couldn’t afford a better model, or I was having a rough time 
of it, or maybe you’d think I had a poor job perhaps. It’s almost a 
natural thing to make those little snap decisions; they’re sort of 
unconscious things, almost automatic. We may not be always right but 
we do it anyway.”  
 
 
For both, intention and most certainly the possibility of an unfavourable third party 
response is present. Particularly pertinent to identity and its performance is the 
nature of the setting in which it is contextualised. The HSMs below follow the 
pattern of a perceived social interaction with a ‘stranger’. Each setting evidently has 
its own discourses influenced and appropriated by the actors present, but the notion 
of ‘stranger’ was prevalent. These social forces were obviously central to the HSMs 
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and they saw their individual self-identities (and perceptions of others) in this 
context. It would seem that this element of an individual ‘looking in’ is described 
and is acknowledged as highly influential in the nature of role evaluation. We do not 
know if these individuals are seen as peers or members of a desired group, but 
significantly, the perception is enough to affect probable purchase patterns, with the 
ACER brand derided in relation to front and image congruency. Indeed, HSM 2 
illustrates a neurosis with congruence when she suggests that “depending on what 
you saw and what I’ve got you would definitely make a decision about me.” It would 
seem that any product information perceived to be inconsistent with the participant’s 
self-concept is unlikely to gain their attention, acceptance, and retention.    
 
The extract is a clear affirmation that socially, new indices are constantly being 
created; there is an evident momentum as the products are themselves in perpetual 
change. Such a positive awareness and knowledge of the products’ social attributes 
could incorporate frequent purchase as a means of self maintenance for the HSM. The 
multifaceted features and characteristics of the products have evidently been encoded 
as self-relevant, and connections are made and collated with personal experience; the 
segment “you know to let people think that you have something; maybe something 
more than them” is an indication of this cognitive process. The HSM identifies herself 
as a member of a social category and specifically a category with individuals who 
exude a similar social identity.  
 
From a focus group conducted in Christchurch, the theme is continued in the extract 
below.  
(HSM 1) “I would definitely want to be seen with some of the better 
brands because, as I’ve said, it’s a bit of a race to get ahead, be seen a 
different way, be with different people and that sort of thing. Where I 
work and the people I deal with, appearance and what you’ve got is 
everything, the whole store is geared to that and I suppose I’m 
influenced by that as I see certain types of people. I don’t work in the 
technological department, but I know the type of person who would 
shop with us, and the type of stuff we stock for them. So to answer the 
question, yes, I do, and I would want the better brands that we are 
looking at.” 
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The extract is analysed in relation to Piacentini and Mailer’s (2005, p.252) claim that 
“individuals can develop a repertoire of symbolic consumption objects that can be 
collectively used in the construction of self-identity”. This is paramount in the 
interpretation; the manifest situational rich beliefs that the HSM acknowledges have a 
direct link to her individual cultivated and projected “social images and public 
appearance” (Gangestad and Snyder, 2000, p.531). Specifically, within the following 
extract, there is the definite overture of a group dynamic and certainly the issue of 
belonging in relation to signalling and third party perception. Conceptually, this falls 
into the realisms of question 7 of the Snyder (1974) scale ‘When I am uncertain how 
to act in a social situation, I look to the behaviour of the others for cues.’ While the 
context is pre purchase, the identification of the self with both brand and perceived 
third party is significant. 
 
5.4.   Socialised Materialism 
5.4.1. Acknowledged Materialism  
From a focus group conducted in the Bristol area, in the more affluent Portishead 
area of the city, a 27-year old participant again used the brands as a non-verbal 
communication tool. We have the inherent support of the individual’s self perception 
and reinforcement that “in the same way that a consumer’s use of products can 
influence others’ perceptions, [and] the same products can help determine his or her 
own (emphasis in original text) self-concept and social identity” (Solomon, Bamossy 
and Askegaard, 1999, p.181). The appearance of the term ‘materialism’ or as it is 
denoted here ‘material pressure’ is also of interest, as it is seen as part and parcel of a 
desired persona and, ultimately, the front the participant projects. The self-disclosure 
is important, as it validates the methodological choice; the concept of self-disclosure 
was born from the existential and phenomenological philosophies of individuals such 
as Sartre, (1974), Husserl (1970), Heidegger (2000), and Merleau-Ponty (1979); 
however, from the SM perspective, such self-disclosure is a predictor of both 
socioemotional adjustment and relationship satisfaction (Rotenburg and Whitney, 
1992). Moreover, the conveying of personal thoughts and feelings to others has been 
shown to foster the self-exploration and open communication (Prager, Fuller and 
Gonzalez, 1989) that are much needed in this type of investigation.  
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However, Csíkszentmihályi and Rochberg-Halton (1978) state that HSMs as 
“materialists” would not have any life goals apart from the mere acquisition of goods, 
a theme echoed and polarized by Richins and Dawson, 1992 p.308) who caustically 
brand HSMs as materialistic consumers who “value possessions and their acquisition 
more than other life goals and more than their relationships with other people.” 
While potentially damning, it does not dilute the central HSM concern for social 
evaluation and corresponds with the work of O’ Cass (2001), who suggested that 
materialism plays a critical role in inspirational transformations. That is, consumers 
who display levels of materialism expect to achieve self and relational 
transformations as a consequence of their materialism, a projection associated with 
HSMs. 
 
(HSM) “We’re all caught up in this material pressure because we are 
forced into it. It doesn’t matter if you’re susceptible, or easily led, it 
really doesn’t matter; you’re part of it because of the here and now. 
We all live it because we are bombarded with it; from what’s in your 
cupboard to what’s in your lounge and bedrooms. It matters because 
we are told it matters, and regardless, we think that way. I’m no 
exception to the rule, and I accept it because I’m conscious of my 
surroundings, and I’m conscious of you, and what you think. And it’s 
not embarrassing to admit that in the context of this evening, because 
we’ve, well most of us, have said that these things mean something to 
us as individuals, and that’s just being honest. If I say to you, “I have 
those at home” (points to Aiptek and Inovix TVs), it would be a sort of 
an echo, and project something about me as a person, and my standard 
of living and give a little insight into me at that moment.” 
 
 
Interestingly, the HSM goes on to position the blame firmly on the shoulders of the 
pervasive societal norms. This is significant, as it sits well with the work of Rounti 
(2007, p.2) who suggests that young consumers (she is not specific with an actual age) 
“have been socialized into a materialistic and consumer culture earlier than previous 
generations” and continues that they have been “brought up in an era where shopping 
is regarded as something more complex than just a simple act of purchasing.” 
 
(HSM) “Look, you’ve only got to drive to Eastgate and IKEA, or the 
better furniture shops like that one on Park Street, and the show 
rooms have expensive TVs in their displays and they create this 
image of the modern house. The TVs and stereos are part of that 
lifestyle; it’s an addition to that lifestyle, otherwise they wouldn’t 
be there; would they? They certainly wouldn’t put one of those in 
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(points again to Aiptek). It’s about association and being associated 
with different things, and they, in turn, associate their stuff with the 
better TV brands, like we would.” 
 
 
The next extract gives a more personal account of the pressure to have the appropriate 
item. Solomon (1996) defines materialism as the importance people attach to goods; 
in the extract, this is to the fore and again illustrates that for the HSMs, materialism is 
a by-product of the modern age. The extract is in response to an LSM talking about 
her belief that only clothes and perhaps more traditional household items could 
convey something about you. The response was immediate and would indicate a 
phenomenon that an HSM was not looking to agree, contrary to question seven “When 
I am uncertain how to act in a social situation, I look to the behavior [sic] of the 
others for cues”. The extract is given a context by the participant with the suggestion 
that social value could be found and communicated by the purchase of a Samsung 
TV (a favourite amongst the majority of the HSMs) and likened the process to that 
of the purchase of a Jimmy Choo pair of shoes: 
 
(HSM) “Why would I want people to think I can’t afford the better 
brands? It sort of defeats the object of having them, doesn’t it? I 
mean, you’re right, they are only TVs and perhaps, yeah, just get 
that for the sake of getting it whatever; but there’s a world of 
difference between those and the better brands, and that’s what you 
get: a sort of a gap. That’s why you buy them; it’s a big “look what 
I’ve got!”, and, I’m sorry to say, “Look what you haven’t got!” 
That’s why you want them; that’s why you’re prepared to buy them. 
If I did my own small test tonight and said, “Hands up who wants a 
pair of Jimmy Choos?”, and then, “Hands up who wants a pair of 
River Island specials?”, we’d all choose the super expensive Jimmy 
Choos. It’s inevitable; we would wouldn’t we? They say more about 
you and what you are, what you can afford, and where you can shop 
and all the things like that; and it’s the same thing if you could walk 
out of here tonight with one of these (points to Samsung image); it 
would be the Samsung or whatever because it just says a little more. 
I don’t think you can buy anything without it saying something 
about you, especially expensive things like these.”  
 
 
Referring the products to a pair of shoes would seem to be the most immediate, 
individual point of reference for the HSM; it is the belief that this utterance quantifies 
a desired fit within a specific social setting: their awareness, etiquette and their ability 
to apply cultural knowledge is paramount. While the LSMs found such presentational 
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conventions trivial, such elements for the HSM presented a convention and most 
definitely a shared cultural knowledge with the same desired outcome. The ability to 
create a metaphor also becomes an inclusive tool for the other HSM participants as 
such a bold juxtaposition was bound to get a response. In addition, the extract is of 
paramount importance. The findings reveal that the evaluation of technological goods 
by consumers was assessed the same as the way they would evaluate clothes and was 
given the same consideration in a social context. 
 
5.5.    Conspicuous Consumption  
 
5.5.1. Conspicuous Consumption and Celebrity Influence  
 
The very nature of HSMBP can lack a definitive structure with regards to the 
individual’s potential for capriciousness dependent on situation; however, despite 
this lack of a definitive structure, it has a 'very simple principle' that is consistent 
and explicit. The topic of celebrity revealed the HSMs’ expression and the depth of 
societal coercion they were prepared to go to in order to delineate the real or ideal 
self. As a synopsis, Veblen (1899, p.110-111) stated that “the propensity for 
emulation is probably the strongest and most alert of the economic motives proper.” 
The theme is given form by the following extract, which is from a focus group 
conducted in South Wales. The extract centres on the Sony and its association with a 
potential archetype. HSM 1 had been asked why she would buy the Sony brand and 
the subsequent similarity in perception of what certain brands could and perhaps 
should convey is palpable, as is the direct correlation of front and ownership:  
 
(HSM 1) “Do any of you watch America’s or Canada’s Top Model? 
It’s on Lifestyle on Sky. It’s brilliant; all these gorgeous girls together, 
ridiculously glamorous, really over the top. These fabulous houses, 
everything is Sony, it’s blatant. They get something called ‘Tyra Mail’ 
where the host of the show, this ex supermodel, gives them messages 
and this little Sony pops up; but all over the house it’s the same.”  
 
 
In relation to ownership and the desired projected image, personal images were 
formed and predicated on the significance of the brand name and personal salient 
associations were aligned with the brand and were concurrent with stereotypes of the 
generalised or typical. What this represents, at least from the psychological 
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perspective, is a primordial image, or what is more commonly known as an 
‘archetype’, as postulated by Jung (1919). When respondents were asked to define 
the images they associated with certain technological goods in terms of a 
stereotypical consumer, all HSM subjects declared Sony to be associated with 
affluent people, thus supporting Jung’s theory that the notion of archetype denotes a 
mental structure, observable in behaviour.  To confirm this, she continues: 
 
(HSM) “So, naturally, now I would think of things like that being in 
those programmes and all those wannabe supermodels, all that 
glamour and money all the things we want.”  
 
 
The HSM was then asked by the moderator about a typical user given the strength of 
her previous comments: 
 
(M) “So, a typical user?” 
 
(HSM 1) (Without hesitation) “Tyra Banks, supermodels; because 
that’s where I’ve seen them, and like some of the other girls I know; 
they watch it and if I had similar things, well you’re already thinking, 
“I’ve seen that there and she’s got it”, not that I’m like that, as you 
can tell (laughs), but I think people like that Tyra Banks; she probably 
gets it free anyway, but that sort of glamorous, socialite sort of person 
who goes to those red carpet do’s and tell reporters what she’s 
wearing just to make everybody jealous (laughs).” 
 
 
Maintaining the consumer notion of stereotype from the findings, it is apparent that 
such responses concur with McCauley and Stitt’s (1978) assertion that stereotypes 
are best understood as “predictions that distinguish the stereotyped group from 
others” with the brand the distinguishing feature. When the HSM states, “not that I’m 
like that, as you can tell,” analytically, it is felt the caveat of ‘not yet’ would have 
been forthcoming had the group had more levity. In this, she continues to propagate 
the opinion that this character is an accepted truth in relation to ownership; a 
manufactured programme built around advertising revenue would seem 
indispensable and is the defence of ownership itself. Ironically, the HSM’s defence 
of individuality is specifically concerned with a conception and perception of a 
figuratively and literally tenuous figure; the HSM seems unable to recognise herself 
in any other social framework.  
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The advocacy of a positive stereotype seems to become obligatory, as it would mirror 
the undoubted internal desire to be seen as Tyra Banks and Sony, which are the 
externalisation of an internal character; this is the right self development with its 
prodigal nature for her and it is unambiguous. Strangely, however, in analysis, this 
very perception of freedom to choose on the part of the HSM, which resulted in her 
choosing Tyra Banks, will limit the actual growth of the real self, as the ideal self 
will be limited by the close proximity of these transitory people and products. The 
ideal self is clearly the master in the social dyadic. Because they are encountered 
more frequently, stereotypical judgements are more readily available for use in social 
encounters. Clearly, the participants tended to use archetypical ownership categories 
when forming impressions. As part of the same discussion, but not as explicit as the 
previous HSM, the potential archetype is confirmed: 
 
(HSM) “If I walked down the aisle I would look Alba, Beko, dismiss, 
dismiss, dismiss, then you’d get to the Sony and you’d stop and you’d 
look. I see myself as a Sony owner rather than a Beko owner. I’d want 
to be a Sony owner.”  
 
(M) “Ok.” 
 
(HSM) “But there’s only a sort of select few overall who could own a 
Sony product because of the pricing, and then you’d see yourself a 
certain way because you’re in this elite group.” 
 
In the extract, the dismissive attitude toward the Alba, Beko and Premier brands by 
the HSM relates to a diminished brand image and to these brands being perceived to 
be of little value in a social context (or a utilitarian one).  The previous mention of 
Sony in connection with an American celebrity (who was not known to the 
researcher) prompted this participant to second the notion and affirm the archetype 
through such observations as “elite” and “select few”. With no real opportunity to 
interact with such a group, the presence of additional elements such as the programme 
has allowed these participants to establish a gestalt that reaffirms the perception. Very 
few of the HSMs admitted or implied they actually owned a Sony, but Snyder’s 
(1984. pp.211-212) suggestion that “one person's preconceived notions about another 
can exert powerful channelling influences on his or her subsequent interactions with 
that person” is readily expressed.  
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The following is from a 30-year old teacher based in Kilshaw, Scotland. At thirty 
however, the use of celebrity as a social barometer was a little disconcerting, as it 
reflected the attitudes of HSMs who were considerably younger; but certainly 
Costanzo and Goodnight’s (2005, p.49) declaration that “advertising professionals 
rely on the assumption that using a celebrity to endorse a brand will result in an 
increase in consumer recall of the brand” is evident: 
(HSM) “Closer and the magazines, it’s all about the brand, it’s about 
being seen with the right brands. I can name you all the people who 
wear the right brand: Nichole Ritchie, Paris Hilton, Lindsay Lohan … 
they create that image, they create an up-to-date image; they’ve got 
everything that everybody else wants or aspires to. There’s a waiting 
list for the stuff that they have, and they only get it if they’re cool. They 
have the Blackberry machines; in the other hand, the mobile phones; 
around their neck, the iPod’, not that I know a lot about technological 
stuff, but they don’t have other brands. They still buy Sony and iPod so 
we can have the same stuff when it comes to the technological side of 
things. I can’t afford a two grand Chloe handbag but I can … I can be 
seen with the same iPod as Paris for £250.” 
 
From a group conducted in the Bristol area, a similar acquiescence to the perceived 
social norm through conspicuous consumption was apparent. The HSM in this extract 
was 29, married, and worked as a learning support assistant. The theme of the ‘glossy 
magazine’ (Stella, Closer) as a social indicator is witnessed again: 
(HSM 1) “Cosmo and any of those types of magazines. They create a 
desire, I suppose, and that’s why they do it. It’s all very well saying, 
’Be yourself’, but I don’t think that means changing; it just means 
being part of being fashionable at the moment. You can’t help but get 
involved in that sort of thing. Put on breakfast telly, any morning, 
there are people testing new products – “You must have this!” “Win a 
fabulous telly for just a simple text”, but it’s in your head; you can’t 
get away from it. You do try to mirror, yeah, mirror, what’s out there 
so you are part of it.” 
And again in relation to ‘Heat’ magazine: 
 
(HSM) “They’ve got page on a celebrity’s passions. They had JayZ, 
Beyonce’s boyfriend in it, and he tells you about his most recent 
purchase, and was talking about a 60 inch custom-made Bravia TV. 
He goes on about how amazing it is, and how he’s the only, but 
naturally you read that and you think, “Well, I wouldn’t mind that”. I 
want in, and that crazy rap world sells that … that sort of thing 
incredibly well. You look just down the high street and you’ll see a 
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dozen Beyonces, Rihannas and David Beckhams; if they say it’s good, 
fashionable, or anything like that, well, we all want it.” 
 
 
For these HSMs, it would seem that these magazines are the means to gain exposure 
and gain a perception of what is socially relevant. It is well documented that such 
placement is dependent on stimuli (Hoyer and Maclnnis, 2007), but this would seem 
to be particularly successful in the context of this research. The HSMs are selective 
and convey a cognitive process about what is encoded and stored with a good recall, 
which would denote a long-term acceptance. The insistence in the usage of magazines 
and programmes would suggest that the HSMs have an active control over their 
consumption albeit demonstrated in an over enthusiastic manner on occasion. In 
continuation of the proposition that the media would seem to provide all the pertinent 
knowledge needed, the following was offered as means of quantifying how product or 
brand information is sought: 
 
(HSM) “In lots of shops they have clippings next to some of the 
technological goods of celebrities or personalities using the item with 
an endorsement, or in a really expensive place, or something like that, 
so even if you don’t need it, you will stop because if somebody famous 
is telling me I need it, you think, “If I want the best, to be part of that 
exclusive club, maybe I do need it after all”. If Victoria Beckham has 
to have sat nav in the States, then maybe I do. It’s like if the popular 
kid in school had something, it made it desirable and you stupidly 
think, “If I had that Walkman, I might be like that” or get the 
attention. That won’t leave you because of the sort of positive 
characteristics around that.” 
 
 
What is presented above is a distinction between product involvement and purchase 
involvement. The product itself is of no real concern with no acknowledgement of a 
specific need other than the celebrity-induced “if Victoria Beckham has to have sat 
nav in the States then maybe I do,” this in turn negates any need for an overt search 
that would be commonly associated with a high involvement product. There is no real 
information processing until “somebody famous” provides the social clue. As with the 
above participants, the initial stages of involvement, through feeling toward the 
product, seem to require a jump start, but only it would seem by a celebrity; while 
other participants have provided insights into needs being instigated by family, 
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neighbours, colleagues and professional rivals, the spectre of celebrity would seem to 
be a unifying element.  
 
However, this should not be considered impulsive, as there is probable long-term use 
for the product in question and there is a perception or approximation of reality within 
the extract; the respondent’s brain is obviously making sense of the stimuli to which 
she is being exposed and, it must be acknowledged, the decision-making style shows 
a mental orientation and approach (Sproles and Kendall, 1986); subsequently, it is not 
imperative to witness a taxonomy of events to make it credible. Nor, then, does this 
lack of a taxonomy make it impulsive; it might be considered an epiphany, as the 
stimuli has brought into context a product that may have been foreign previously, as it 
certainly does not fit overtly into any of the eight consumer groups identified by 
Sproles and Kendal (1986).  
 
With this in mind, the above extract provides a contradiction to the works and models 
of Nicosia (1966), Howard and Sheth (1969) and Engel and Blackwell (1982). This 
HSM does not seem to have readily gathered a large amount of information in order 
to process her choice and compare and contrast; a solution to need is established 
almost instantly. There is very little evidence of the traditional cognitive models’ 
process of problem definition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, 
purchase, or indeed post purchase evaluation. However, the HSM does exhibit an 
awareness of the social vortex around her and has singled out a relevant and 
undoubtedly current entity in Victoria Beckham. If awareness is being “aware [or] 
awake to one’s surroundings and identity” (Collins, 1982, p.107), then this HSM 
would seem to have a particular acuteness and has an explicit knowledge of the 
commercialism and sometimes insidious nature of such communications.  
 
Most significantly, this section denotes a real attitude and acceptance of the product 
group. An attitude can be defined as an overall “evaluation that expresses how much 
we like or dislike an object, issue, person, or action” (Hoyer and Maclnnis, 2007, 
p.125). If the emphasis of the object in the statement is evaluated, then there is a clear 
desire and ‘like’ of the objects and a high processing effort. There are clearly defined 
strong, positive opinions present with a want for acceptance and it can be suggested 
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that, in relation to the media type and the generational acceptance, this is set to 
continue, although definitive predictions are naturally beyond the remit of this thesis. 
5.5.2. The Social Value of Price 
For many of the participants, price was a salient factor in adhering to social norms. 
The findings of several of the sections have hinted at a penchant for higher prices, 
with celebrity and hedonic lifestyles the link to appreciation with an alarming 
consistency. However, although few gave a truly intuitive and socially imbued 
response without the above caveat, the following did. The extract below is from a 31-
year old personal assistant working for Greene King Brewing and Retailing based 
in Suffolk. The participant, unmarried, was again certainly unflinching in her 
candour when discussing lesser brands. When asked by the moderator why she 
would not consider a purchase, she replied: 
 
(HSM)  “No, because they’re cheap and nasty; you want something 
that smells of money without you having to say or do anything. It 
makes people do a double-take sometimes, or raise their eyebrows 
when you mention you’ve got a massive, expensive TV.”  
 
 
The above extract is the embodiment of question 6 of the Snyder (1974) scale that 
postulates and requires a response to “I guess I put on a show to impress or entertain 
people.” Similarly, from a group conducted in Swansea, the participant when 
discussing price and relevance noted: 
 
(HSM) “What’s the first thing they ask you around here when you’ve 
got something new? “How much was that mush” (laughter) and if you 
hadn’t paid enough you’d get slaughtered for it. You go to the Mayals 
or Sketty and tell them it was second hand, or heaven forbid not 
enough, and there would be a petition for you to move (laughter).” 
 
 
With the social inference of the South Wales region, this is not indicative or 
representative of the whole, but does indicate that the HSMs in the study, certainly in 
part, are sensitive to the expression and self presentational properties of a purchase 
and engage actively in utilising social cues to contrive an outcome. The HSM is 
aligned from a consumption perspective to “enhance undefined favoured treatment in 
unknown future circumstances … to be the right person - that is to present oneself as 
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the circumstances demand” (Arkin, 1981, p.330). Continuing this theme, the next 
extract is from a group in Motherwell. The participant and the moderator were 
discussing the price of a Samsung LCD. 
 
(HSM 1) “Two hundred, five hundred, or eight hundred quid, go on 
what’s your choice for that (points to a Samsung LCD)? Well, it has 
to be £800 surely; the fact you’re asking about it and discussing it 
makes it important. The price is there for a reason.” 
 
(M) “What’s that?” 
 
(HSM1) “So you have a chance to tell someone; come on, it’s not 
worth £800 is it? Glass, cables and some pretty blue lights, but you 
wouldn’t pay less that that because of what it is, and if you did, you 
wouldn’t tell anybody; what would be the point? “Fallen on hard 
times, have we?” You don’t want that.”   
 
 
The HSMs above do not venture down the well trodden path of the price /quality 
relationship (Cronin, Brady and Hult, 2000). Instead, we have a price/status 
comparison. While this is not a new concept outwardly, it is new in the context of this 
research. The consumption values of functionality that centre on value, performance, 
quality and versatility are conspicuous by their absence. Value is social, and the 
argument that consumers recall the price paid by the value perceived is entirely 
predicated on third party perception. A large fiscal sacrifice can, in all probability, 
ensure a large social reward. This, at face value, would seem to be an inequitable 
relationship, with the consumer giving much, but the HSM does not infer this and it is 
possible to conclude that there must have been such a relationship although it is not 
alluded to subsequently; as no level of disappointment is either manifest or discussed, 
it must be considered that the reward for the HSM is proportionate to the inherent 
cost. 
 
5.5.3. Consumption as Essential Self Maintenance 
 
The following indicates that we live in an economy of signs (Lash and Urry, 1994). In 
relation to a question about ongoing consumption habits, the following participant 
offered this comment: 
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(HSM) “The trouble is, you can’t let that slip; otherwise, the façade 
will crumble. That sort of thing has to be everywhere; if you can’t 
maintain, it don’t even bother, because if you can’t carry it off you’re 
going  to feel like a fraud; or people are going to think you’re a fraud 
and won’t buy into it. You have to keep on spending. Look at old Posh, 
everything is maintained and contrived faultlessly; there have only 
been one or two photos in the last ten years that haven’t projected her 
with what we have come to expect. So, if you’re planning to be on the 
cutting edge, and have the best things, you have to be prepared to keep 
that going. That’s really hard work, if you think about it; to cover 
every aspect of your life like that with every purchase, you know it has 
to fit, has to be right. But it’s not easy; you can’t have a five grand 
telly and nip down to the Spar in your Gola trainers to get some milk 
(laughter) because that image is so hard to build up. If you buy an 
LCD, you’re going to need another LCD in the kitchen because 
everything has to be consistent; one purchase does not make you the 
finished article.”  
 
 
The extract shows the participant reflecting an intuitive knowledge of the ebb and 
flow of the paradigm she has entered into and the tenacity needed to maintain the 
relative identity projected. No other HSM discussed or referred to the true 
externalisation of the HSM paradigm; to that end, there are overtones of negativity 
surrounding the need to maintain the empathy expressed for the inevitable celebrity 
and the caveat of effort. It is believed the participant is giving an insight into the 
psychologically demanding element of the SM process. Perception is, in this context, 
fleeting. The HSM is conscious of being stuck in a moment and this, then, perhaps 
gives credence to a lack of social confidence. 
 
Consistency as referred to by the HSM takes on a laborious quality “to cover every 
aspect of your life like that with every purchase,” implying that, for the HSM, 
consumer satisfaction is all pre-purchase: “one purchase does not make you the 
finished article”. Expectation and brief fulfilment are replacing traditional elements of 
customer satisfaction as a long-term paradigm. The product category would seem to 
move too quickly for any social stability to be harnessed, at least for this HSM; 
subsequently, from the extract, purchase can be seen as a defensive mechanism and 
part of a pragmatic operation to deceive others.  
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The product seems to lack any haecceity for the HSM, and this is repeated in the 
following extract. Taken from a group in Dulverton, this HSM was 33-years old and 
an NHS employee:  
(HSM) “It’s only natural to want to have better things than your 
peers, as it elevates you; an Omega watch means you have money and 
buying a Bravia means you have money. I work as a manager in the 
NHS and I’ve almost got a responsibility to convey that, as I’ve 
worked really hard to get where I am, and these things form part of 
that ‘getting on’ process. Prior to the job, I had to tighten the belt like 
we all have to do from time to time, but now I am getting on in work 
that changes and I can afford to do and have the things I like. It’s part 
of a long term plan really; once you start to get somewhere in life your 
aspirations change, your tastes change and you start to spend your 
money more freely; you most certainly can’t take it with you so enjoy 
it.” 
The extract conveys how this HSM also feels the pressure of belonging to the haut 
monde. Fearful of a hetroclitic response, it is acknowledged that HSMBPs form “part 
of a long term plan really … once you start to get somewhere in life your aspirations 
change.” Enactment of these perceived socially constructed processes is viewed as 
mundanely developmental and coexisting with every other facet of the real or ideal 
lifestyle choices. This in itself demonstrates a synergy between product, ongoing 
performance and continued self cultivation; there is no anticipation of decline as she 
has “worked really hard to get where I am.”  
From a different group, a 34-year old HSM provides similar confirmation of the 
notion of conspicuous consumption; the paradigm is again expressed in a more 
measured way although, as with the above extract, this does not dilute the expressive 
and internal qualities that are revealed. The fiscal element is again a clear element, in 
keeping with Veblen’s observations. 
(HSM) “When you have more money, you move to a better house, 
better car, everything logically gets bigger and better. There’s no 
mystery to that; these are signs of success: you branch out socially and 
let people know that you’re a success and everything is going ok.”  
 
The following reverberates around a product group that was not manifest in the focus 
groups and was not considered when product categories were being assessed. The 
participant refers to the purchase of a set of headphones that follows the parameters of 
conspicuous consumption as understood in the literature review. 
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(HSM) “When you buy an iPod, right, they give you those crappy little 
white headphones, don’t they? The whole point is the type of iPod so I 
wanted to get some better ones and I bought a proper bonkers pair of 
DJ ones from some Chinese guy on eBay. Silver and black with Sony 
across that part that goes across your head, so when I’m out and 
about with that I’m like something from a video, music banging away 
and I reckon people think I’m some sort of DJ.”  
 
In addition, we return to Veblen (1899), who states that fashion and fashionable 
elements govern conspicuous consumption, suggesting that social status is 
measurable by one's subscription to the good tastes of the day. Thus, the significance 
of such objects as televisions is in perpetual flux and can change as much as clothing 
can. 
 
(HSM) “I would change the TV to have something that was more 
fashionable and, about a year ago, we decided to get rid of the old one. 
It was one of those, you know, those big bulky things with all that stuff at 
the back and we decided to get a new LCD one with those really stylish, 
smart-looking flat screens. So we went to Commercial Road and had a 
good look around and we ended up buying this really new, it was the 
latest Philips model, the one with the lights around it that change when 
the programme changes. It’s lovely; really nice and relaxing. So you 
know we had the friends around during the World Cup so we could show 
it off (laughs) with all the lights, and the screen and what have you, so 
that was fun, but no doubt like you were saying give it a few years and 
we’ll would probably fancy something different or some other little 
gimmick; we may change the whole lounge so who knows? (Laughs).”   
 
 
5.5.4. Consumption as Non Disclosure    
 
In continuance of the validation of RQ1, as the basis of the thesis, the following 
presents another facet of the HSM paradigm, this time in a retail context relating to 
pre and post purchase. The participant’s extracts reflect a desire perhaps to ‘hide’ the 
actual self in relation to a non intimate dyadic relationship that can develop at the 
point of purchase. Such a lack of ‘true’ disclosure would seem to be born out of a 
desire to maintain a socially imbued image of success and wealth because of the 
inevitable social reward of ‘attention’ and, again, the desired third parties’ positive 
assessment of the individual. In this, the participants are attempting to decrease the 
prospect of losing face, to maintain social comportment and to negate personal 
embarrassment.  
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(HSM1) “It’s hard not to be aware or to be really conscious of what’s 
around you. I would actually go as far to say that it’s impossible 
because you know in yourself where you are in the scheme of things.  
What I mean is, right, Goodman’s means to me “Could do better”. 
Panasonic means “Doing well” and now it depends on what you want 
people to think about that, because you know what’s better and what 
will give off the right sort of noises. So when you stand in line with the 
Panasonic and £900.00 comes up on the till, people around will know 
what all is about and know you’re at the business end of things.”  
 
(HSM2) “What I want to add to that is: if, for example, you buy a 
computer or a TV or whatever in, say, Curry’s, I think, and I know if 
you buy a better make, or one with a more expensive price on it, I 
guarantee you they’ll treat you better.” 
 
 
The above indicates that the HSMs have a basic needs approach to their social 
interaction, that is, to be perceived as affluent and socially desirable in their dyadic 
encounters. While we have no indication of the participant’s solvency, the term 
“doing well”, while utterly subjective, would seem to be predicated on entering the A 
or B socioeconomic groups. Discrimination, then, by economic factors is a salient 
factor for the above HSMs, and while the term ‘discrimination’ is undoubtedly 
emotive, it can be understood in this context as “an enforced lack of socially 
perceived necessities” (Mack and Lansley, 1985, p.41), ‘necessities’ being a large, 
valuable, and conspicuous TV. HSM 1 also refers to a possible social exclusion with 
the purchase, indicating, “You’re in”. The participant would seem to have an 
evaluative approach to achieving and, more importantly, losing social capability 
through assets. The HSM’s anxiety is given a context. 
 
From the dyadic perspective and the above definition, HSM 2 continues: 
 
(HSM 2) “They presume you have more money; there’s no rushing to 
the till, it’s all ‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’ or ‘Can I call you by your first 
name?’ and that sort of respect, a different perspective than you would 
normally get, because Curry’s and places like that can be so 
condescending and rude. I swear to God, the moment they thought I 
had money and was thinking about getting something better, a little 
more expensive, they were all over me … all of a sudden there’s more 
eye contact, more smiles, and all of a sudden, you’re a far more 
important person.” 
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The drawing of group distinctions is significant, as there is a sense of not wanting to 
be individualistic and almost of wanting to exclude herself from what is an ephemeral 
interaction. The HSM does not seem to accept that this meeting in the store is simply 
transactional, but rather the need for third party approval is overwhelming; “eye 
contact” and “smiles” are the preserve of intimacy and clearly the HSM seeks to 
obtain this through purchase. While she does not expound on any other interpersonal 
relationships, the effort and need here are systematic of a more personal exchange. 
The distinction as a consumer of lesser means would deny her full participation in the 
exchange and interaction. In the next extract, the linkage of the brand to an individual 
to convey a possible self is explicit and again indicates a desire to engage in a certain 
type of interaction that is bestowed only on a few. 
 
(HSM)  “I like the fact that  when I go to buy something that I think I 
get the customer service and the attention that links me to that item 
and I wouldn’t expect, and maybe I’m wrong, the level of attention I 
would get if I was buying an LG.” 
 
 
5.5.5. Consumption, Irrationality and Innovativeness  
 
While continuing the retail theme, of interest and perhaps, lacking the sententiousness 
that one might come to expect in a focus group, some participants were willing to 
divulge a more visceral quality in perception. In this most certainly the Freudian id is 
manifest with an overriding degree of irrationality. Additionally, the antecedents of 
SM are present most palpably in relation to conspicuous consumption. Furthermore, 
the extracts underpin the emergence of the some HSMs seeking to exude social 
influence as opposed to following it. What follows is from two separate participants 
from two separate focus groups: 
 
(HSM 1) “Some things you’ve got to have, haven’t you? I want people 
to notice what I’ve got and I want people to know I can afford it as 
well. I really like that laptop, but only because I know it’s probably 
stupidly expensive and I can’t afford it, but never mind, I want it and 
that’s that.”  
 
(HSM 2) (In response to another participant) “You know what, I’m like 
that; it’s so embarrassing but honestly I’m exactly the same: if it costs 
more it’s better, and I like to have maybe better things. It makes me 
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feel better and I know other people will think you know that I’m a 
doctor or a lawyer, not a skint student with a massive overdraft.” 
 
 
Of interest here is the converse thinking of the HSM participants. It is suggested that 
consumers who change their tastes or make an impulse purchase would be classed as 
irrational and that they would fail to optimise the return from that product (return in 
this instance being hedonic and socially based). However, here the proposition is 
inverted; irrationality provides a means to an end and is not perceived as problematic. 
It again would seem to bring the HSMs closer to a desired social goal manifest in the 
phrase “I want people to think, ‘How the hell can she afford that?’ ” Motivation here 
is influenced by the belief that people significant to the individual, and that would 
include as yet unknown third parties, would offer approval of the behaviour and 
confirm the HSM’s belief that the outcome of any interaction would be positive. The 
disclosure of “embarrassment” by the second HSM was, it was felt, an official nod to 
the LSM present who had decried such behaviour, again confirming the HSM 
predilection to be chameleon like (Snyder, 1974).  
 
Borrowing from the motivational literature Locke's (1968) goal-setting theory 
assumes that individuals are motivated by goals, which are defined as objectives that 
individuals are consciously attempting to achieve (Locke and Latham, 1984); if social 
acceptance is that goal, the behaviour becomes rationalised, undoubtedly motivated 
from the subconscious and coherent in context. If the behaviour is reinforced by 
subsequent interaction, it is validated and could become an automatic cognitive choice 
for an HSM. The HSMs’ responses must be evaluated in relation to the fact that 
decisions predicated on a desired outcome are attributable to judgments of perceived 
self-efficacy (Bandura and Walters, 1963, Biernat, Vescio, and Billings, 1999; Bone 
and Vey, 1997; Bradley, Healy and Mukherjee, 2004; Brinberg and Plimpton, 1996). 
HSM 2 and the utterance that such action “makes me feel better” is the 
embodiment of such self –efficacy; it is, for this HSM, an important predictor of 
motivation that clearly impacts on choice and social goals. 
 
As a caveat to the above extracts of relevance is HSM 1’s comment, “You’ve got to 
have one, haven’t you?” This would be the manifestation of a craving for the product. 
Fowler and Fowler (1964) describe craving as a strong desire or intense longing, but 
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craving is a subjective motivational state (Kozlowski, Mann, Wilkinson, and Poulos, 
1989) in which an individual experiences an intense desire to engage in an activity, 
here purchasing something. Additionally, craving represents a subclinical withdrawal 
syndrome. This phenomenon is echoed by HSM 2 who suggests that such items 
“make me [her] feel better”. The presumption, then, is that HSM 1 and HSM 2 are 
frequent shoppers for this type of product, the etiological inference being a 
psychological one. Cognitive psychologists such as Snyder (1975) recognise that 
repeated practice of a cognitive or motor task under fixed stimulus conditions, such as 
shopping, can lead to the development of a level of skilled performance that is 
fundamentally different from the behaviour observed when the task was initially 
undertaken. The postulation, then, is that the reward, social or otherwise, gained from 
the task of shopping has driven the HSMs to this point and as Posner and Snyder 
(1975) state, with sufficient practice, performance on any task, from tooth brushing to 
piano playing, can become automatic.  
 
However, to return to irrationality, the theme, and most certainly in alignment with 
the notion that HSM consumers engage in controlling their images of the self in 
social interaction, presents a frank but absorbing insight into the modern females’ SM 
consumption habits. To strengthen these assertions, HSM participants were provided 
with a scenario that the non- branded items on display were cheaper, more reliable 
and came with significant additional extras. Without exception, the HSM participants 
discarded the prospect of a better “deal”, the antithesis of rationality, and continued to 
extol the virtues of the branded goods with the brand itself being the salient variable. 
This lack of divergence was remarkable in the sense that Snyder’s (1984) postulation 
asserts that HSMs will adopt and control their behavioural patterns in concurrence 
with their current social situation; however, with the opportunity to change their 
opinion in light of direct questioning of the moderator, no variance was recorded to 
contradict the original responses and RQ1. To emphasise this inflexible trait, an HSM 
stated: 
 
(HSM) “I wouldn’t even think of the warranty, I would just think, I like 
that, really I think that is a female point of view. I like it so I want it!  I’ll 
have it!”  
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While providing a contradiction to the scale and perceived behaviour, the author felt 
this finding added to the sociological view that gender differentiation was not the salient 
factor in men’s and women’s behaviour. Personal choice was the differentiating factor; 
the demonstration of personal salience in relation to the technological goods shows the 
similarities between men and women in the purchase paradigm and promotes the notion 
of HSM as a universal construct.  
 
5.5.5.1. Innovation as Social Necessity 
Having discussed irrationality, the research needs to return to the initial extract in this 
section and particularly to the following phrase to evaluate potential innovativeness.    
 
(HSM) “Some things you’ve got to have it, haven’t you? I want people 
to notice what I’ve got, and I want people to know I can afford it as 
well.” 
 
In the statement is found a link to a potential innovative trait. The extract clearly 
indicates a disposition to buy new products, but the inference suggests that she may be 
slightly ahead of the members of her social group in adopting new ideas for their 
social resonance, as it is thought highly innovative people tend to show greater social 
participation (Goldsmith and Flynn, 1992). The essence of “I want people to know” 
would seem to be a driving force for acquisition and innovative qualities. 
Consequently, it is suggested that this desire has emerged from her own reflexive 
activity of trying to provide her own selves, the real and the ideal, with identification; 
being innovative gives her membership of a desired group. In a consumerist sense, the 
desired group may well be defined by the speed of adoption of the product. This is a 
salient element, as it provides another dynamic as to why these female HSMs might 
purchase technological goods and gives credence to the Beta Bias that the male/ 
female schema might not be that differentiated after all. Innovation can be considered 
as moderating as much as any other facet explored by this thesis. In returning to the 
text for evaluation, it was considered that this HSM may have been expressing what 
was unique about them in the group dynamic; the majority of the HSMs had 
expressed concern with discrepancies in social roles, interaction, and the possible 
social shortcomings of non-ownership, but very few had actual ownership or declared 
it and many scenarios were hypothetical; this HSM declares she can afford the items, 
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thus giving her a degree of differentiation amongst the group. This is a meaningful 
link to the need for social independence on the part of the HSM with a demonstration 
of wealth, but that would debouch her in a collectivist paradigm. 
 
5.6. ‘Looking the part’ 
5.6.1. Signalling  
In their varying forms, these celebrity-fuelled aspirations were deemed to have the 
highest probability of acceptance from important others and a degree of ingratiation, 
defined as “those episodes of social behaviour that are designed to increase the 
attractiveness of the actor to the target” (Jones, 1964, p.2) on the HSM’s part 
(although such conspicuous self-promotion could have a negative rather than positive 
effect). Perhaps it is this form of experiential consumption that leads individuals to 
take almost exaggerated approaches to self-presentation and association. Through 
selecting specific technological products that are esteem-laden, participants both 
indicated to others how they perceive themselves and express their affiliation to a 
social genre; as Kaiser (1990, p.193) comments, “Being cast in a role (or casting 
oneself into a role) is facilitated by ‘looking the part”. While the role is self cast, there 
are considerable obligations in its maintenance.  
However, it is up to the individual to decide if the product gives an accurate portrayal 
within their selected social grouping, although it is expected that the images an actor 
displays will be consistent with the values of an audience if the opinion of that 
audience matters to the actor (Leary, Tambor, and Downs, 1995; Leary, Cottrell and 
Phillips, 2001). The legitimacy and hence the authenticity of the HSMs’ portrayal is 
very much dependent upon the stage of performance and validation from equally 
susceptible others in so far as “appearances convince others about who we are” 
(Kaiser 1990, p.196). From a more traditional perspective within the extract, there is 
support for the view that the mass media are having a significant affect on, in this 
instance, younger consumers; thus, turning to celebrity is an appropriate means of 
breaking through the clutter to create or enhance a brand and its equity (La Ferla 
2001). 
From a different group, this HSM participant was 19-years old and ‘going off to 
University’. There are distinct similarities with the above extract, albeit it is 
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communicated in a more visceral fashion (perhaps expected of a younger participant). 
Interpretively, the extract conveys some fundamental truths about the individual and 
their identity, as the comments were forthright and at no point was the participant 
aware of the extroverted nature of their comments.  
(HSM) “Have you seen that Gwen Stefani video for ‘Sweet Escape’? 
Yeah, it’s excellent isn’t it? All that fabulous gold stuff, and who 
wouldn’t want a Gold LCD? Everything is so beautifully coordinated, 
it’s all so OTT, so shiny, it’s just so expensive and out of reach for the 
average scmoo [sic]. Some of the things have obviously been custom 
made and that’s what money gives you. The rest of us sit there open-
mouthed thinking, “What if I could have that?”, and you can just 
daydream about having that life. You’re arguing that it’s only stuff but 
its stuff that gives you that life; just put ‘Cribs’ on (general agreement 
of the value of the programme).  I love it with all the rappers and the 
famous people especially the American houses; they’re amazing. 
Tellies as big as sofas and showers that talk to you (laughs). These are 
just state of the art.”  
The participant was then asked why she would want these items specifically and not 
others that could be utilised in the same way and for the same purpose:  
(HSM) “Why? Because you’re living that lifestyle; you know, when 
you’ve made it when your fridge is full of Diet Coke and nothing else, 
and the telly is as big as a bungalow. These people take such pride in 
telling you, “This plasma is 50 inches,” because they know you 
haven’t got one. They look happy, and the programme is geared about 
what they’ve got, because that’s what’s interesting. There are no 
photos of family; it’s the biggest and the best and it’s geared around 
all the technological things like a TV in the bath. It’s got to the point if 
they haven’t got an LCD in the toilet, I’m not interested.” 
She continued, in a somewhat comedic manner: 
 (HSM) “It’s not good enough! Alanis Morrisette went off in five 
minutes because her house was made of wood, no telly and she’s got a 
shrine and I’m screaming, “Where’s the telly?” You want to be 
‘Shaq’, going around your house on a mechanical trolley. That’s what 
you want. You want people to be jealous that you’re living the dream.” 
The participant was then asked what brands would be representative of maintaining 
and living out this dream. She answered enthusiastically:  
(HSM) “Defiantly Bang and Olufsen, Apple, Sony...” 
(M)  “There has to be something specific?” 
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(HSM) “Because they’re the most expensive. If it’s what they’ve got, 
that’s what I want; it’s not about anything else. You want the obvious 
things like those. I don’t necessarily want some new amazing make 
that I’ve got to convince people should be on ’Cribs’. I want what’s 
already on there. I don’t want to have to hand people a manual to tell 
them it’s better than a Sony, I want the obvious makes. I’m not an 
anorak; it should be obvious to everybody that these are the best and 
part of a super glamorous way of life.” 
 
5.7. Herd Behaviour  
 
5.7.1. Susceptibility to Transformation 
 
From participants in Bristol, Bury St Edmunds and Kilshaw, the following extracts 
indicate the susceptibility that has become synonymous with HSM behaviour and 
herd behaviour.  
 
(HSM) “If you want to listen to music, you either get an iPod or don’t 
bother. You’re spending your money and it’s your choice so what do 
you pick? Something nobody’s heard of? Or are you going to get 
fashionable? Anybody who’s got any fashion sense, or understanding 
of what’s hot will go for the bling option. Look at Geri Halliwell 
losing all that weight for the tour; she’s running around with an iPod 
with a pink arm band and you think, “Right, I want one”, and I bet you 
they’ll sell loads because of that. I’ve got one, I joined the JJB and I 
got the Nano; loads of other women have as well, and we look to see 
who’s got what, and if you turn up in Umbro shorts, white T-shirt… 
,forget it! You’re already out of that group, people will think you’re 
out of touch or just haven’t got it.” 
 
 
From the consumption perspective and in keeping with what the participant has 
divulged, the desire here would seem to be part of a collectivist culture defined by 
symbols, as she stated, “I joined the JJB and I got the Nano; loads of other women 
have, and we look to see who’s got what.” Identity and self-concept are defined by the 
dynamic of ownership and supported by what is perceived to be reciprocally 
obligatory relationships. This network effect (Katz and Shapiro, 1985) has found 
resonance with its emphasis in consumption and we are advised that there are many 
products that increase the consumer’s status and that will result in others using and 
consuming that product in the same social group (Katz and Shapiro, 1985). Thus, 
social conformity through consumption is susceptible to sudden shifts in consumer 
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behaviour (Simmel, 1957; 1997) and it is suggested that autonomy is relinquished as 
consumers perceive of the self in a group affiliation.   
 
The HSM offered her own take on this collectivism and lack of autonomy, as she 
established her own criteria for her desired niche; she advocated, “Anybody who’s got 
any fashion sense or understanding of what’s hot will go for the bling option.”  This is 
certainly prescriptive and lacks a peripheral vision on the part of the HSM; there is no 
acknowledgement that trends by definition are ephemeral and the term ‘bling’ is 
entirely subjective and suffers from a somewhat tawdry resonance through over-use; 
subsequently, this self imposed segregation would preclude additional memberships 
and the HSM’s interactions could take on a nomadic quality and many, many 
transformations as she searches for acceptance. The only sense of a wider social 
knowledge is the phrase relating to tools of membership, as witnessed by the phrase 
“and I got the Nano;” this is an awareness of the prerequisite for entry, but very little 
beyond that.   
 
From the following participant, the very definition of herd behaviour is apparent in so 
far as two distinct ‘popular’ themes are digested and followed as a social means to an 
end. Throughout the extracts, there is certainly the desire to belong and indeed there 
is an element of turning to ‘fad’, a salient feature in the herd literature  
 
(HSM) “I confess I bought a Pink PS2 because everybody was getting 
them. The cues for them were on the BBC news and Sky, and people 
were clamouring for them; and then they brought out the pink one, 
endorsed by Pink oddly enough, and that’s when I thought, ‘I’m going 
to get one’. I’ve never used it, which is the crazy thing, but at that time 
you know, it’s like the start of Big Brother you know, “Have you seen 
it?” and you don’t want to say, “No,” so you get into it.” 
 
 
Acceptance is apparent in the following extracts, as is the basic element of shared 
social characteristics, and indeed, the benefits of belonging to a distinct group 
emanating from an adolescent prerogative. Such group pressure in relation to 
consumption conformity is more commonly attributed in the SM literature to ‘social 
influence’ or ‘interpersonal influence’ and adheres to the commonality of thought that 
social influence plays an important role in brand preference and purchase intention. 
As discussed previously, there is considerable research on self-presentation, dating 
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back several decades, that suggests that the way an individual expresses attitudes in 
dyadic interaction is very sensitive to the characteristics of the other person. 
Significantly, while much of the literature on SM behaviour is confined to dyadic 
relationships, the inference here is one of multiple relationships, but with the same 
benefits as the aforementioned dyadic scenario.  
 
(HSM) “I’ve always, even from school days, looked at the most 
fashionable peers, like those in the sixth form or something, and from 
that you found out what was fashionable, or ‘in’ at that moment. You 
do look for clues, I mean, I don’t look to my peers anymore; you look 
beyond that and the girl next to you, to perhaps somebody who lives 
probably beyond my means.  I do make my own choices, but technical 
things and clothes, and things like that change so quickly, so you 
would look for a clue, and to that extent, there’s is a real value in 
people telling you what’s what and learning from a friend. I wouldn’t 
have bought an HD TV if a friend hadn’t had one and I recently 
bought a butterfly belt because Sienna Miller was wearing one, and I 
made that choice over another item, but to be the right decision in a 
sense it had to be hers.”     
 
 
The above extract is a perfect example of the individual desiring something due to the 
fact that others are consuming it, resulting in herding behaviour. The following 
extract demonstrates again the participant’s inherent susceptibility to fashions and 
fads (Rook, 2006). The extract also provides direct correlation in the literature that 
such a penchant for herd behaviour prevents the information-seeking normally 
associated with such a high involvement product. 
 
(HSM) “Mac now is probably the coolest name to drop; it’s uber cool 
and I wouldn’t bother looking at anything else because it wouldn’t 
mean anything to me. I would even get it without checking price or 
anything like that. Go the Apple shop in Cardiff; it’s full of trendy, 
young professionals, money, and I’ve been to the one in Amsterdam, 
and it’s the same, very, very cool. They’re very now, and everybody 
wants one; switch on any quality popular TV show like Sex in the City 
and Apple are there.” 
 
 
5.7.2. Herd Behaviour and Desired Comparison  
 
In the focus group conducted in Christchurch, there is the definite suggestion of a 
group dynamic and certainly the issue of belonging and susceptibility. The extracts 
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then are from a 22-year old retail manager (HSM 1) working in the House of Fraser 
Department store, and a 32-year old administrative manger (HSM 2):  
(HSM 1) “Living down here, there is a real pressure to be seen with 
the right things and be the right way. I suppose this is an affluent area, 
and you’re Welsh so you’ll know what I mean when I say ‘keeping up 
with the Jones’s’ (laughter).  Being seen with the right things, it’s part 
of what goes on down here. It’s difficult; I feel sort of categorized, if 
you like, by my job, so I try to have the best I can to maybe counter 
that and to be seen in a different manner.”  
(HSM 2) “If we go out from work, conversations are all about “I’m 
getting or I have that” and it’s pressurized; you can feel really 
awkward, or feel a little on the outside if you’re not part of it. A friend 
from work told me that because she and her neighbours go to each 
others’ homes every Friday night for a takeaway; she’s bought new 
stuff for the house! It’s crazy, if they’re friends, but there’s the 
pressure I was talking about; you change what you’ve got not for your 
sake, but theirs. But that’s not right, but I know what she meant, and I 
feel, well, maybe I would be the same in that situation if I thought, as 
you said the ‘Jones’s’ have it better than me.” 
 
The extract shows distinct evidence that in relation to herd behaviour, HSMs show 
signs that they actively avoid sanctions over non-conformity. The reference to the 
Joneses presents a significant representation and indeed an addition to the work of 
Falk and Knell (2004), whose article entitled ‘Choosing the Joneses: Endogenous 
Goals and Reference Standards’ stresses the importance of appropriate and relevant 
comparisons, concluding that the act of comparison is predicated upon ‘self 
improvement’ and ‘self-enhancement’. Falkand Knell (2004) states that in social 
comparison with endogenous reference standards, people not only try to keep up with, 
but also choose their Joneses in a systematic and predictable way. Self-improvement, 
they assert, describes the fact that people perform better and are more successful if 
they set themselves high goals or make comparisons with high reference standards. 
For reasons of self-improvement, people compare themselves upwardly, that is, the 
comparison group consists of people who perform better or are more fortunate.  
 
Additionally, there is evidence that the nature of identity for these female consumers 
is both complex and fluid, and is based on continual of interpretation, action and 
modification (Goffman, 1959). Subsequently, the meanings the participants attach are 
response mechanisms developed by and forming who they are. These processes of 
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interpretation and response that are central to identity mean that within different 
scenarios, in differing contexts, and at different points in time, we will adopt different 
identities (Snyder, 1974).    
 
Considering the role of identity and participation as witnessed above in clubbing, the 
relationship between identity and the products in a distinct social setting implies the 
process of identification. This identification and empathy is a major contributing 
factor to the often-mentioned sense of belonging. The sense of belonging generated 
through participation, in turn, further contributes towards the sense that being 
assigned socially formed a significant part of many participants' identities. This is not 
to say that participation alone provides the necessary conditions for identification and 
belonging, although it is a factor. From the same area geographically, but from a 
different group, the following was contributed. Again of interest is the correlation 
with the Snyder Scale, particularly question three “At parties and social gatherings, I 
do not attempt to do or say things that others will like.” 
 
(HSM)  “I bought an all singing, all dancing state-of-the-art phone. I 
didn’t need it; actually, I didn’t want it, and more to the point, I 
probably can’t afford it (laughs), but I bought it to impress somebody 
in the office and took it to Club 176 and Elements just to show off. You 
feel a little better, you might get a little attention, things like that and 
you’re both talking about pressure and there is! You don’t really want 
to be part of that group, that’s not got what it takes; it helps you punch 
above your weight.” 
 
 
In an elaboration of the postulation of such self-improvement, the action of the 
various participants is undoubtedly beneficial. Comparison, allegedly, raises social 
status. The extracts confirm that people (participants) take an active role “consciously 
selecting comparison targets from a wide array of available others in order to meet 
varying goals” (Diener and Fujita, 1997, p.330). Of course, when analyzing the 
extract, there is inevitable conjecture that must be made manifest. Overt references of 
social belonging and indeed social status within the group context may simply 
indicate a concern with others in that environment and have no relevance in a wider 
context, but here it is evident: “Living down here there is a real pressure to be seen 
with the right things”. However, it must be remembered that this is a malleable trait. 
Most, if not all, of the time, the participant’s people appear to scan the social 
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environment for information about how others regard them. Social desirability 
concerns have a broad influence on behaviour and RQ1 is certainly supported in the 
context of herd behaviour variables. 
 
5.8. Becoming a Social Leader  
5.8.1. Exerting Influence through Consumption  
In this extract, the participant alludes to an HSM predilection of being a ‘leader’ 
socially as discussed in the literature and most certainly indicates an element of 
influencing others, albeit at that juncture subconsciously. In conjunction, there are 
elements of social influence impacting on the information search that utilizes personal 
sources in regard to eventual choice. The phrase ‘helping to come around or 
whatever’ denotes the element of an in-group out-group structure common in HSM 
inference. The participant shows a strong inclination to interact as an opinion leader in 
the following extract:  
 
(HSM) “I’m embarrassed to say, but I’ve been spoilt. I’ve had 
everything I wanted. Those DVD players, I had one of the first ones to 
go away to Uni and that’s nearly eight years ago. When I left halls, I 
had a big Panasonic that I wanted in the house, video camera as well 
to save [record] my last year in the house; I even got my own credit 
cards, which my parents paid off, but I’ve still got those things and I 
really like things like that. I love putting on the tapes of Uni and I’ve 
actually had them put on DVD as well and sent them to friends from 
the house.”  
 
 
When questioned further about this social control, the participant commented: 
 
(HSM) “I wanted to be comfortable, home comforts, that sort of thing; 
it was nice. People used to come to the house to watch TV and DVDs 
and things; it was a popular house. I suppose having them helped, 
maybe, to have people come around or whatever, but, yeah, but I 
wanted those things really for me so I had a good experience and my 
house mates.” 
 
 
Interpretively, the extract could hint at an ‘identity crisis” in relation to self-concept, 
as the need to control had not come up in any other group. The need for an amenable 
persona could have provided the trigger for her actions. In turn, such positive 
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identities lead to a degree of power over her social group. Undoubtedly, power is 
socially constructed and the perception of high status products may have been the 
cause of her social group subservience. This shows all the hall marks of leadership 
from the HSM conscientiousness in her effort, purposefulness, and undoubted 
determination. Highly conscientious individuals work hard to achieve their goals and 
are deliberate, organized and disciplined (Costa and McCrae, 1992). These traits are 
strongly related to leader performance. 
 
However, as Ehrhart and Klein (2001) suggest, preferences for, and reactions to 
leaders are partially driven by the follower's attraction to the characteristics inferred 
from the leader. With all the positives surrounding leadership, the HSM alone could 
be a trigger for attraction or, conversely, could the products, at least in this scenario, 
be considered the lowest common denominator socially? Consideration must be given 
to the virtue of agreeableness and the willingness of HSMs to be responsive to 
interpersonal displays. With more than a modicum of altruism, HSMs are more likely 
to exhibit pro-social behaviours and arouse similar feelings in others (Costa and 
McCrae, 1992). There is, then, the possibility of those courted being HSMs as well 
potentially casting doubt on the relationship’s legitimacy. The need to belong has 
brought them together.   
 
Despite obvious conjecture, the above does add a potential new aspect to the SM 
literature. Is the HSM attribution, rather than a means of fitting in, a means of 
manipulating others to fit in with your norms? Purchase of the brand then becomes 
twofold. We have clear empirical proof that status and the need for belonging form 
part of the HSM sphere; however, the status seen in others forms part of a deeper need 
in HSMs to exert that same status over their immediate circle or perceived 
subordinates rather than a simple fitting in. Is HSM, then, far more subversive than its 
original form? While this is not the focus of the thesis, the literature does not begin to 
answer this particular element. While the extract is insignificant in the context of the 
thesis, the HSM seems to be exhibiting innovative behavioural patterns. Innovative 
people tend to take more risks, show greater social participation, have higher opinion 
leadership scores, be more knowledgeable about new products and more involved in 
the product category, have greater media exposure, and be heavier users of the 
product category (Chau and Hui, 1998). The participant would certainly fulfil 
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elements of these criteria, but Leung (1998), who said innovators tend to be female, 
younger in age and have higher incomes with higher levels of education, echoes the 
broad body of literature, which finds that early participants in electronics tend to be 
upscale, better educated, and younger, although no gender distinction is made.  
 
5.9. Nurture over Nature  
5.9.1. The Influence of Immediate Family  
Relating to Snyder’s (1984, p.34-35) postulation that “high self-monitors usually use 
their harvest of information to tailor their public images to fit their social 
circumstances by using techniques of impression management”, the SM activity 
seems to stem from an initial social rejection that has conversely informed future 
consumption habits. None of the available SM literature presents any empirical 
evidence suggesting initial negativity has “created” the HSM penchant. Such 
sensitivity to negativity has, or would seem to have, caused rejection sensitivity, that 
is, a disposition to anxiously expect, readily perceive, and overreact to rejection 
(Downey and Feldman, 1996). The participant exudes an expectancy of negativity if 
the wrong social choice is made in relation to her consumption habits. With elements 
found that support RQ1 and, significantly, RQ4, we have a demonstration that human 
society can provide the individual with a social nature and take the attitudes of other 
individuals belonging to that society (Mead, 1934). The beliefs are obviously part of 
the long-term memory and have influenced subsequent behavioural choices. While we 
know that HSM behaviour forms part of a personal contingency plan, its origins have 
never been discussed and the participant might provide insight into this issue. The 
possibility of rejection and the need for belonging is a powerful enforcer. The extract, 
while short, communicates the female intention to identify through the product 
category with those individuals who display a similar positive social identity and, as 
such, avoid inappropriate perceptions:  
 
(HSM) “Fitting in is a big deal. I remember when I was little my 
father bought a Betamax video so we could all watch ET. He thought 
this was the latest thing and was all very exciting back then, but I 
remember shortly after that Betamax were seen as a bit of a joke and a 
poor man’s VHS, and I know my brother was teased about it in school, 
if you can believe that, and that has stayed with me. I only buy the 
right things now, and before you say it, it’s not left any psychological 
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damage (laughter), but I am conscious of what I buy for those type of 
reasons, as you can be, well, ‘judged’ is a strong word, but you know 
what I mean when I say that people think about you and may think a 
little negatively.” 
 
 
The above is an important declaration because “the stories we hear starting in early 
childhood become important frames of reference or mental models” (Zaltman, 2003, 
p.213). This does indicate that HSMs conform to social norms and, subsequently, it 
confirms the view of Goffman (1959 and 1999), who claimed that when the individual 
is in front of others, the performance will replicate that particular societal value; these 
can cover a range of scenarios that, once learned, are not forgotten. The following 
participant also reflected on her autobiographical memory. In the extract, the 
participant exhibits most certainly a memory that is gender ambivalent and reflects 
specific consumption needs and wants. The significance of recall to promote HSM 
behaviour is worthy of mention, as Zaltman (2003) suggests many consumers’ recalls 
are archetypes; this is most certainly evident and the role pursued is not predicated on 
gender, but on approval formed in childhood and intensified by nurture, and points to 
an independent self. The HSM intention, like the id, could potentially be inherent. 
This leads to the nature/nurture debate: 
 
(HSM) “When I was a kid, my parents always bought me what were 
perceived to be the best, the best of everything and that decision was 
made on brand and price. When I played in the hockey team, I had  a 
£110 air Jordan tracksuit from London, white leather limited edition 
Nike air trainers and a coordinated red and grey Slazenger stick and 
case, but I was crap (laughter); couldn’t play for toffee, but I looked 
amazing. Everybody was envious. I always had the best kit, but very 
little talent. This is something that runs very deeply; you can’t shake 
that off, it’s ingrained in you. I’ve either got it or want it and that 
carries through. It’s the same way I’d approach buying a DVD 
recorder or a camcorder; it’s not about programming it or even using 
sometimes, but I’ve got it. What an indictment on a human being? 
(Laughter)” 
 
 
For this individual, there has been the experience of “new” family behaviours, a 
process that allows individualization and differentiated consumption patterns with the 
postulation that the normative regulation of ‘life courses’ has become more lenient 
than in the past. To elaborate on the above, the research refers to Puntoni and Nader, 
Thomas’s (2005; 2007) assertions that if we believe society has changed (and it is a 
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fundamental tenet of the thesis), then new cultural standards regulate behaviour. 
There are no longer the enduring stereotypes with regard to the appropriateness of 
behaviours for their gender. The HSM is consciously playing a role, a role that 
becomes second nature and an integral part of her behaviour (McCracken, 1986a; 
1986b; 1987; 1990). For the above participant, the prescriptive role of gendered 
consumption has been removed by a parental ‘polemic’ nurturing wider consumption 
patterns. It is permissible, then, that the inherency of femininity, for this and other 
participants, is not entwined with domesticity and as such, the notion of the self can 
and will demand other resolutions.  
 
5.9.2. The Influence of Professional Colleagues  
The next extract also illustrates a paradigm shift and relates to the workplace and its 
role, in this case, as a facilitator of change:  
 
(HSM) “I work with two men in the PE department and it has become 
a competition; they’re always going on about their new console or 
XBOX or something new on the market. So, anyway, I bought a brand 
new white PSP2 and, more recently, an LCD, state-of-the-art thing, all 
singing and dancing, God knows why, but anyway, the thing is, they 
involve me more now in their little male world and it’s quite funny; 
they’re a couple of prats, really, but they do think of me a little 
differently now. I know that’s because I have the same as them.” 
 
 
The participant conveys a purchase intention particularly in relation to the ‘in’ and 
‘out’ group phenomenon and nurture over nature. While she is seemingly not aware 
of her intentions and is apparently quick to deride her male colleagues, she is 
nevertheless engaging in undeniable HSM behaviours, albeit unconsciously. As has 
been discussed, HSMs may create gaps and contradictions between their attitudes 
and their actions and, when questioned after the formal focus group, she continued 
to deny that this was done to court acceptance and project herself, but stated that she 
was happier in her role as a consequence of the male colleagues’ changed opinions of 
her; she went on to say she had bought a DVD recorder in similar circumstances.   
 
Of additional interest here is the participant’s apparent reticence to express her 
femininity or gender more conclusively. The traits expressed would again indicate an 
HSM behavioural pattern, actively seeking to adopt and adhere to the social ambience 
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that is male dominated; indeed, in relation to the questioning, the participant reflected 
that when with female members of staff, she was ‘girly’, a definite case of social 
pragmatism. Subsequently, this participant was manifesting a social self that she felt 
is most applicable, she sought actively to change her gendered disposition, creating a 
paradigm of potentially multiple identities in a situational context. 
 
From the same group: 
  
(HSM) “I take an interest in these items because I’m single and have 
had to get them myself, but I work with men and it does help to have a 
working knowledge and show interest; otherwise, all I’m left with is if 
Ipswich have won on the weekend. I don’t feel, “God I’m the only 
woman”, because I’m not, but it makes life easier; the job’s boring, so 
why shouldn’t I get involved with what they do? Obviously, there are 
some things; I’m like, “No way! Shut up!” but on the whole, it’s ok. 
And they give me advice if I say I’m after a new recorder or something 
and the relationships work.”  
 
The above participant was then asked if she felt that engaging in this behaviour and 
taking an active interest in what is perceived to be a male domain had caused any 
conflict with her intrinsic female persona: 
 
(HSM) “No, absolutely not. Why on earth should it? They’re my 
colleagues for God’s sake and I’m just getting on with it. No. It’s 
obvious I’m a women, I don’t wear skimpy clothes, it’s not a carry on 
film, there’s mutual respect, having an interest in tellies doesn’t make 
me manly or a would-be lesbian (laughter); it’s just a telly.” 
 
 
The above extract is important, as it demonstrates that the individual has become 
adaptable to instate themselves in their current situation (Toffler, 1970). Additionally, 
this social situation has given the HSM a multiplicity of incoherent and unrelated 
languages of the self (Taylor, 2003), whereby her self, ideal or otherwise, can 
function with different societal norms and, more importantly, different products. In 
addition, the need for a social parity can be witnessed in the text, and indeed there is a 
clear demonstration of a change as a consequence of socialization (Zigler and Child, 
1969).  
 
5.10. The Self Monitoring Paradox  
5.10.1. The LSM with A HSM predilection 
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This section presents a profound paradox within the HSM category. A participant 
who had scored below 12 on the Snyder scale, thus assigning herself, at least 
technically, as an LSM, provided a significant insight into the inherent motivations 
for purchase and created a paradigm where the vestiges of both consumer groups 
converged. If the SM construct is viewed as a paradigm imbued with the elements of 
‘utility theory’ (a theory of decision making according to which a decision maker 
chooses an alternative or strategy that maximizes the utility of the outcome), then this 
presents what is referred to in the psychological literature as an ‘allais paradox’, a 
paradox of decision making that usually elicits responses inconsistent with the 
expected theory 
 
There most certainly are suggestions of buying for perceived utilitarian value and, 
indeed, for a practical necessity, but similarly, the social context is given an equal 
weight by the consumer. The SM literature that includes investigation invariably 
presents a bipolar element with regard to the findings, but such a duality in intention 
creates a tangible dichotomy and perhaps warrants a new SM category. Additionally, 
there are strong elements of ‘reference group usage’ and the influence of ‘in-group’ 
versus ‘out-group’ in relation to self brand connections. Furthermore, there is 
adherence to an ‘ego task’ of social accreditation and the evaluation of the self based 
on reactions from external audiences; these are central facets of the HSMs’ 
behaviour, but the presence of the LSM paradigm cannot be discounted  
 
(LSM)  “In my job, image is everything. Believe it or not, when I meet 
doctors and try and sell, I have to be a certain way or the surgery will 
say, “No thank you”. I’ve got a personal hand held computer, and a 
Viao laptop; I have to be organised so this is nothing new to me. If I 
didn’t have these things, I couldn’t do my job, but the image of that 
and the sort of presentation of me as a capable, intelligent , 
trustworthy rep etc. is enhanced, I think, and I’ve been successful, as 
successful as my male counterparts, and it is dominated down here  by 
male reps. So you have to be on the ball, as it’s competitive; if 
somebody buys a new laptop, we will probably change ours, we 
change our cars regularly and I regularly change my palm and I’ve 
changed my Tom-Tom system a couple of times as well.”  
 
The significant conclusion extracted from the research is that the female participants did 
display SM behavioural characteristics with this traditionally male product group. 
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Significantly, the HSM participants, as seen in the extracts above, manifested the five 
domains of Snyder’s (1974, p.529) HSM paradigm (1) concern for the social 
appropriateness of one's self-presentation, (2) attention to social comparison 
information as cues to appropriate self-expression, (3) the ability to control and 
modify one's self-presentation and expressive behaviour, (4) the use of this ability in 
particular situations, and (5) the extent to which the respondent's expressive behaviour 
and self-presentation is consistent or variable across situations.   
 
Their usage also denotes a mode of entry into a desired or coveted group. A central 
theme was the desire of individuals to associate themselves with the ‘enhancing’ 
brand or product without hesitation, with the ‘outward’ sign the sole component of 
involvement with the product. When asked to think about the distinct purchase choice, 
there was a general consensus amongst the HSM participants that the types of 
electronics bought said something about who they were, echoing Czellar’s (2006, 
p.92) postulation on HSMs that they will engage in “a variety of self-presentational 
tactics [that] can be employed to elicit desired social impressions.” 
 
There is also evidence from the participants that there was an overriding desire for 
self-improvement through the products. Indeed, there was an ever-present impression 
that such consumption could debouch the individual into a different social sphere 
purely by ownership, as a consequence of third party assessment. Of course, when 
analyzing the extracts, there is inevitable conjecture, which must be made manifest. 
Again overt references to social belonging and social status within the group context 
may simply indicate a concern with others in that environment and the manifestation 
of what Snyder (1974) called the ‘chameleons’, a malleable trait of HSMs. Consistent 
with Snyder’s (1974) conceptualization, it has been argued that social desirability 
concerns have a broad influence on behaviour, such as how people attend to the 
environment. Additionally, in relation to the HSMs’ herd-like behaviour, it was 
apparent that a group association predicated on product salience “had more influence 
at the public level” (Clark and Maass, 1988, p.364) and in that instance, belonging to 
such a group gave that individual a perceived majority status. Such group pressure in 
relation to consumption conformity is more commonly denoted in the SM literature as 
‘social influence’ or ‘interpersonal influence’ (Cross, Bacon and Morris, 2000; Cross, 
1995) and adheres to the commonly held view that social influence plays an important 
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role in brand preference and purchase intention (Argo, Dahl and Manchanda, 2005) 
and the desire to follow the herd in that instance.  
 
In promoting this technological herd behaviour, the media found salience for the 
HSM participants. The message portrayed obviously provided personal gratification 
in relation to a possible belonging or the desire to manifest herd behaviour. To date, 
such self gratification obviously operates at the social level, as individuals seek media 
portrayals that strengthen their identification with a particular social group and/or 
make that identification more positive. Such images and portrayals of technological 
items might feed audience concerns to maintain and strengthen their social identities 
through what they see, read and hear in the media; thus, that must be understood as an 
important trigger for the initiation of herd behaviour in this product category.  
5.11. Summary  
This chapter has presented the findings relating to HSMBP and its constitute 
elements. The next chapter will present the findings for the contrasting subset, Low 
Self Monitoring. These individuals are said to act according to information from 
appropriate internal sources as opposed to the external witnessed above. 
Consequently, Snyder (1984, 2005) claims that LSMs will refuse to adapt or change 
to win favour, retaining a principled approach in relation to self identity, inner 
characteristics and their personal manifestations. 
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6.0. Chapter overview  
 
This chapter will present the collated findings relating to low self monitoring (LSM) 
and low self monitoring behavioural patterns (LSMBP). An overview of the LSM 
behavioural norms will be presented initially, followed by subdivisions pertaining to 
the relevant coding utilised in the analytical process. LSM participants will be 
denoted as (LSM) for the duration of the chapter; however, should multiple responses 
be presented, the LSM participants will be given a numeric tag such as (LSM 1) and 
(LSM 2).  
 
 
6.1. An Overview of LSM Behaviour  
 
As discussed within the literature review, Snyder’s (1974) self-monitoring theory 
expounds that people vary in their tendency to monitor and control their self-
expressions in public (Gangestad and Snyder, 2000; Snyder, 1974). LSMs are, 
theoretically at least, less concerned about social perceptions than are HSMs. There is 
a desire to remain consistent in their behaviour from one situation to the next 
(Gangestad and Snyder, 2000) and convey personal attitudes and beliefs that translate 
into consumption patterns (Gangestad and Snyder, 2000). Put succinctly, ‘true 
colours’ are a prerequisite (Flynn and Ames, 2006).  
 
6.1.2. LSMBP: Manifesting the True Self   
 
Members of the LSM group concurred that certain consumers would use 
technological products to project an image, but saw this as something that other 
people did. For the LSM participants, the official self in this context would be the 
salient manifestation with the underlying presumption that anything else would 
impact on the real self. The first extract is taken from a focus group conducted in 
Swansea; the participant is a 55-year old who indicated she was a retired police 
administrator. The extract conveys a consistency with the available theory: 
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(LSM) “I think it’s very important to me to be seen as an individual. I 
don’t like the idea of having to morph into something I’m not to be 
part of a so-called acceptable group. Owning certain products can’t 
make you a better person; those values are inside. How can those sorts 
of signals to other people make you more acceptable?”  
 
 
The extract was given in the context of several HSMs expounding the virtue of social 
awareness and the elements of belonging (a popular theme). The extract is 
representative of a minority statement and hints at traces of anomalous monism, a 
theory of mind that claims that every mental event is mirrored in the physiological. 
Consequently, the extract demonstrates the physiological process in the manifestation 
and acceptance of the product as being no more than the sum of its parts: a utilitarian 
product. While the HSMs were open to conjecture and the evaluation of social 
dynamics, in this instance, a consumption perspective, the extract conveys a true self 
purpose irrespective of the majority norm. There is present an incontrovertible 
unwillingness to engage in consumption behaviour to construct an external self.  
 
When the LSM suggests, “I don’t like the idea of having to morph into something,” 
she not only confirms the basic tenet of LSMBP, that is, that LSMs will refuse to 
adapt or change to win favour and retain a principled approach in relation to self 
identity, but also hints at a certain consequentialism, with a knowing concern about 
the responsibility to the maintenance of her ideal self. The participant is making a 
logical and cognitive step in dissolving the consequences of a socially motivated 
occurrence. The character of the actual act of purchase is evaluated by the 
consequences to her self only; her actions are right only if the outcome underpins her 
desire to reduce undesired impression management, as she asks, “How can those sorts 
of signals to other people make you more acceptable?” The Sony brand, the stimulus 
of the discussion that produced the extract, is not given the appropriation of social 
status and has no bearing on the decision-making process. However, in analysis, the 
brand itself is not being discriminated against, but the action of acceptance of the 
brand. It is the social subservience that is associated with purchase that is problematic 
in the extract. This, in turn, does highlight the depth of the LSMBP, as the action is 
not associated with her self or her ‘in-group’; the action is incongruent, not the 
product itself. This, then, indicates that there may actually be a match between these 
more visible brands and the LSM, but in a different sphere. Explicit is the personal 
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identity as a product of independent self understanding, and it is maintained and 
conveyed with a degree of abstinence from the social context, in stark contrast to what 
had gone before. The LSM continued with argumentum ad hominem, a rejection of 
the HSMs’ motives. 
  
(LSM) “It shows a real weakness that you need these items to give 
yourselves a certain character; to feel you are a person who’s worthy 
of attention or success - that comes from within. If people don’t like 
you, then that’s that; don’t sell yourself short.”  
 
 
For the LSM, it would seem that the individual should pose a coherently unified and 
appropriate self (Goffman, 1956). In addition, the extract, as well as affirming the 
LSM paradigm, shows the participants acting independently without the appropriate 
social framework associated with HSMs, as she states, “If people don’t like you, then 
that’s that; don’t conform”. The participant is morally judging her own actions. She 
has set a standard where her conscience or self regulates the status quo. It is the 
presence of apperception, the awareness of the intrinsic mental representations and 
self. The LSM is actively reinforcing her personal perception as she strays from the 
norm within the focus groups. The extract also shows the dissension of social 
situations as a negotiated environment; the LSM is keen to highlight this and employ 
it in actuality. Such negotiations are defined singularly; they are undirected and 
without orientation. The extract resonates with question one of the Snyder scale 
(1974) “I find it hard to imitate the behaviour of other people” and question two “My 
behaviour is usually an expression of my true inner feelings, attitudes and beliefs.” 
 
6.1.2.1. The Replication of Self Consistency 
 
Continuing the theme of acting according to appropriate internal sources, the 
following, from a 54-year old school administrator from Dulverton, indicates the need 
maintain congruence between who they think they are and what they try to do: 
  
(LSM) “When I look at the people I aspire to be like, or people I 
respect, I don’t base that on TV or their iPod, I would look at their life 
and accomplishments for approval and use those qualities as an 
inspiration; then I’d be happy to endorse that with others and be part 
of that. Like Nelson Mandela, he doesn’t have a Plasma TV so maybe 
that’s why some of you don’t want to be like him. It’s a spiral: buy, 
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buy and buy again, but that’s it; it’s a scenario of ever-decreasing 
circles. I mean, there’s no way a new DVD can give a sense of 
belonging! In six months, you have to start all over again to get on 
that latest bandwagon so people will like you.”  
 
 
The LSM offers a visceral stance on the prospect of “aspiration” and “approval” and 
a “sense of belonging”. There is a refusal to adapt or change to win favour, retaining a 
principled approach in relation to self identity, inner characteristics and her personal 
manifestations. While we have no insight into the individual’s actual personality or 
characteristics from a longitudinal perspective, the analysis would suggest this is the 
replication of consistency between what the LSM believes and what she does (Snyder, 
1984). The extract illustrates examples of hegemony, as the LSMs’ practices are 
naturalised and normalised with the very tangible presence of control and expertise 
relating to her self-concept. Also evident is the LSM’s acknowledgement of 
actualism; what is possible does exist and that which is possible does not, 
encapsulated in the sentence “There’s no way a new DVD can give a sense of 
belonging”. Possibilism, the proposition that ‘I could be a celebrity if I bought this’, is 
irrelevant. Additionally, there is the presence of anomie in relation to the social bonds 
displayed by the HSMs.  
 
The reference to Nelson Mandela (“Like Nelson Mandela, he doesn’t have a Plasma 
TV so maybe that’s why some of you don’t want to be like him”) who is considered a 
paragon of virtue by many, exaggerates the LSM-HSM division in both practice and 
perception. The traditional spheres of symbolic interactionism, understood as 
possessions conveying something about ourselves, would seem to have been broken 
down by the LSM. The use of an obtuse figure, at least from a consumption 
perspective, indicates that traditional social bonds and personal ties have been dis-
solved by comparison and the actual self is the sole adjudicator of purchase. 
Subsequently, a critical dimension is witnessed in the extract; the self-construction 
processes would seem to have more to do with the rejection than the acceptance of 
prescriptive cultural norms. The LSM applies known patterns to her social 
engagements, a sort of cognitive monism, insofar as only one element is explored and 
this represents one actual reality. The LSM’s problem solving does not allow her to 
apply an unknown behaviour to attain a goal, as she prefers to eliminate the difference 
between with a lack of reflection and absorb any additional knowledge or insight; the 
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phrase “to get on that latest bandwagon so people will like you” is representative of 
this. Further analysis of the phrase from the extract would denote this as anschauung, 
an immediate perception and awareness of her surroundings and just as intuitive a 
response as that of the HSMs. This is calibrated from an evaluation of the LSM’s 
memory retrieval within the extract; she states, “There’s no way a new DVD can give 
a sense of belonging”. This is instantaneous, without embellishment, and no social 
context is adhered to; it is very much an aphorism in relation to what was apparent to 
the HSMs. Evidently, there is a strong relationship between the LSM, her 
performance and the practice of it; as Anderson and Randlet, (1993) argue, all 
abilities are fashioned from the same initial system. In this sense, the mind is a unitary 
construction; this, in turn, would point to a unitary construction of the self. In 
continuation and perhaps more succinctly, the following view was offered. This was 
in relation to an HSM refusing to countenance the Matsui and Relysis brands, as they 
could inhibit her desired social interactions. In relation to fitting in and ingratiation, 
the evidence suggests this would cause a degree of cognitive dissonance: 
 
(LSM) “I would never dream of buying something simply to get on 
with those types of people; that really goes against the grain.” 
 
The LSM, as above, projects a subjective evaluation based on internal standards. In 
relation to actual purchase, her own social psychological intuition is evident and 
robust. It is this caveat of “really goes against the grain” that really captures the 
essential characteristics of the individual and the LSM paradigm. Furthermore, and as 
in many of the LSM extracts, there are strong overtones of amour de soi, the instinct 
of self-preservation, the creation of the individual’s interests and the tendency to 
assert oneself , all of these elements are obvious in the extract. This, then, translates 
into the social self inhibitory mechanisms in this product category and would seem to 
be a developed construct in the purchase sense, which evaluates socially complex 
patterns.  
6.1.2.2. Diminished and Eradicated Social Responsibilities 
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In relation to the possible selves associated with the product group, the LSM in the 
next extract demonstrates a true practicality. This was in response to an HSM 
discussing the social values and virtues of an iPhone:  
 
(LSM) “You’ll have to explain again why the iPhone is such a 
positive to you. It’s a phone and no more. It’s pretty but what else 
can it possibly do? I don’t think for a minute anybody is really going 
to suddenly think, “She’s the ultimate professional”. The only way to 
be something like that is too actually (forcefully) be it! I don’t think 
you can really dupe anybody; well, nobody sensible anyway.”  
 
The use of the adjective “sensible” would perhaps encapsulate the archetypical 
behaviour of the LSM, but it is the cognitive process of the LSM that is truly efficient 
and subjective. The participant is incredulous that a product can be used in cognitive 
strategies to engage in social tasks. While the HSM’s mental process is efficient to the 
extent that it does not require much in the way of attentional resources for its 
successful execution, the LSM indicates that the notion of self fulfilment is in 
actuality not in the ephemeral notion of consumption. However, the extract is 
explicitly subjective and there is a tendency for this and other LSM participants to 
make a judgement that is predicated on the internal, so this would indicate that the 
LSM’s behaviour has been reinforced by others in the context of her common sense 
relating to rationalised consumption. The LSM is clearly judging herself through the 
interaction with the HSM and concludes by assigning mental definitions of positive or 
negative connotations. This, it would seem, allows the LSM to magnify her 
perceptions against the frailty, or perceived frailty, of the HSM. It is in this way that 
the product is being assessed; in analysis, it could be suggested that the LSM has a far 
higher overall high self-concept, as her perception would seem to be the right 
perception and she will perceive individuals more positively in terms of likeability 
and life appeal.  
 
Moreover, and perhaps more so than the HSMs, the LSM participant above 
demonstrates a sphere where the conventional (socially malleable) self has been 
negated. The LSM’s retort “I don’t think for a minute anybody is really going to 
suddenly think, “She’s the ultimate professional” suggests that self requirement is far 
from abstract and is defined and governed by actuality; a realisation of the 
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practicalities of a wider social vision with diminished and eradicated social 
responsibilities based around this type of product. There is no inference of the kind of 
collectivism witnessed in the previous chapter, but rather simple self requirement.  
 
6.1.2.3. The Need for Positive Distinctiveness  
 
Likewise, the participant in the following extract displays this dissonance and the 
effort to restore cognitive order: 
 
(LSM) “To buy something deliberately the same as someone else 
shows a real weakness and no mind of your own. If you look at the 
most popular people out there, because you’ve mentioned some 
others, they are the individuals like Amy Winehouse. I really don’t 
want to be like her and that’s the point; nobody really wants to be a 
sort of a copy cat in those situations. Look at that girl off Big 
Brother. That’s tragic; how awful your life is if you’ve got to morph 
into someone else? I don’t care if Posh has the best of everything; I 
wouldn’t get into that.”  
 
 
Utterances such as “weakness”, “I like to be a little different” and “I really don’t want 
to be like her” baulk at the social stance in relation to the product group. Individuality 
(from the LSM perspective) is guarded and is seen as the true positive of dyadic 
encounters. When the moderator attempted to take this scenario further, it was 
established that inner characteristics held the key; it was the “actual self” that was 
expressed in a consistent fashion from situation to situation within each product 
range. It was felt that, in relation to purchase, they could not compromise their 
identities for other people and should not bend to the will of circumstance. Of 
particular relevance is the stereotyping of those individuals who do precisely this. The 
comment “That’s tragic; how awful is your life if you’ve got to morph into someone 
else?” frames this element. Like the HSMs, the LSM participants offered generalised 
or typical traits of a ‘social chameleon’ and, like the HSMs, this offered a mental 
structure or pattern to be used in assessment. Again, the LSM stereotypes are best 
understood as subjective manifestations that distinguish them from others (Yzerbyt, 
Rocher, and Schadron, 1997;  Wheeler and Petty, 2001; Wheeler and DeMarree, 2009; 
Vos and Heatherton, 2004; Vescio, Snyder, Gervais and Hoover, 2005; Turner, 
Oakes, Haslam, and McGarty, 1994; and Triandis, 1989). 
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Also worthy of consideration is the proposition that the extract runs with a thread of 
potential embarrassment should the participant act in a certain way. Goffman (1959) 
suggests that each person tries to present themselves as an acceptable person and that 
embarrassment is an important motivator. The hypothesis continues that each 
individual wishes to present themselves effectively to minimize the embarrassment of 
a failing presentation; subsequently, the association of Amy Winehouse makes sense 
as an obtuse and, some would suggest, flawed character. This, the researcher believes, 
was intentional, as it would seem that it was those factors of bi-polar social 
comparisons that strengthened the desire of this LSM to dissociate herself from the 
HSMs, as she stated that “nobody really wants to be a sort of a copy cat in those 
situations”, thus indicating an almost positivistic approach to the product range and 
no fear of cultural rejection.   
 
The behaviour of the LSM in this context is self-rewarding; there is a cognitive 
impact on the observers including the moderator and it is suggested that, in the 
extract, there is an element of schema reinforcement that ensures stability in choice 
and performance with the product. For the LSM and the symbolic framework, there is 
evidence of self-exposure as exposure as affirmation and reinforcement. Very much in 
the minority in the focus groups, this became for the LSMs a means of differentiation 
as well as of internal articulation. The active removal from the product groups as 
socially proactive, and self categorization that also was distanced, indicates that the 
quest for positive distinctiveness was predicated on the real self. In the following 
extract, we have confirmation that, for the participant, cognitions about her actual self 
serve as expectancy for her behavioural patterns. Talking directly to a 22-year old 
HSM from a Swansea focus group, this 68-year old ‘keen golfer’ provided the 
following comment: 
 
(LSM) “You don’t really know why you’d buy that do you, other 
than it looks good, or your mates have them and that type of thing? 
Would you do that with other things? Yeah, really, I wouldn’t do 
that see? I know you like your friends, but it’s that old thing: if they 
say jump would you say how high? It’s important to be settled with 
your friends, but I don’t think I’d rush out and buy a new MP3 to be 
like my friends. I’m not knocking it, but I wouldn’t do that. You can 
become a little distanced from things and I like to be a little 
different.” 
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Like the other LSM participants, there is evidence of a total self-consistency. The 
participant cannot provide a counter- attitudinal belief and acknowledge the HSM 
participant. In accordance with the available literature, dissonance is evident when the 
product, in this case an MP3, is discussed in a social context. By way of reiteration, 
dissonance is activated when individuals, in this instance the LSM, perceive a 
discrepancy between their behaviour and internal balance; the reduction of such 
dissonance is apparent in the closing sentences. The LSM disposition acts as a 
moderating factor in evaluation. Significantly, there is a desire to reposition 
themselves as still having socially desirable attributes, but without the conviction of 
conforming; a suggestion that they may be innate, not contrived through products. 
 
(LSM 1) “No. If you’re buying a brand, it’s like a man buying 
a brand because you want to have a certain ... people think 
he’s got money, he’s successful.” 
(M) “Yes.” 
(LSM 1) “Well, sorry, I’m not into that; I’m not into it.” 
(LSM 2) “You can have class and look without the brand.” 
(LSM 1) “Yes, yes.” 
(LSM 2) “And you can have an individual who doesn’t buy. You can 
have all the money in the world and buy expensive things, but that 
doesn’t mean you’ve got class, doesn’t mean you’ve got style.” 
 
The LSM’s pre-occupation with her own attributes, “class” here, as a principled 
performer suggests that the product choices are representative. Significantly, the LSM 
is engaging in a process of differentiation in the extract. Visual presentation as a key 
means of expressing and constructing identity is evident, but the most immediate and 
obvious distinguishing factor is again the role she perceives herself playing, that of 
being socially uncommitted. The role adoption in the extract would seem to be 
autonomous and objective, as it is not tailored as a part in the context of the focus 
groups. While this may not be successful communication socially, the product as a 
practicality is clearly a message that is accurate and conveys and sustains the 
individual identity. Also of interest, and defining the LSM interaction, is the 
postulation that “you can have class and look without the brand”. There is no 
evidence of any socially constructed pre purchase anticipation or satisfaction aimed at 
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debouching the real or ideal self-concept. There is an absence of predictive 
performance, and while satisfaction is relative in this is context, we have social 
paucity. As such, and as a consequence of analysis, it is felt the participant has no 
normative expectations, which specify the way in which the product should behave, or 
predictive expectations, which indicate the way in which people think that it will 
behave. It simply needs to do its job. Additionally, we have the initial utterance of the 
andocentric comparison.  
 
6.2. Accept Me as I am  
6.2.1. The Self as “I” 
In this extract from a younger LSM participant in Portishead, the theme of 
individuality and lack of commitment socially are again apparent: 
 
(LSM) “If you’re buying because person ‘A’ has one and you think, 
“Well, it must be ok and fashionable and new”, you’re missing the 
point, and that is: ‘Do I like it?” This telly, computer or whatever it is, 
is going to… going to cost you money, interest and be in your home for 
ages, or at least until you’ve paid it off. You’re gonna [sic] be stuck 
with it because you don’t have a mind of your own .Go and see what 
you can afford and what you like; it’s like that that Harry Enfield 
character, “It’s ok! I saw you coming” and then takes five grand off 
the women because somebody’s told her 1970s furniture is cool 
again.” 
 
 
The notion of ‘I’ in the context of “Do I like it?” is significant in the above. It takes 
the extract back to the genesis of the self-concept and the analysis begins to centre 
directly on socialisation. For Mead (1934), the proposition of ‘I’ denoted the 
unsocialized self, that is, the font of individual desires and needs. In this context, the 
above extracts could not be clearer in the confirmation of LSMBP as apparent in 
women and in the chosen product group. In continuation, the extract again suggests 
that LSMBP may well be congenital; if the self is something that has a development 
and arises out of social experience and activity, why hasn’t the need for social 
integration been evaluated as a norm? Negative evaluations of a collectivist schema 
are palpable and perhaps this serves as a means to marginalize those who encroach on 
a highly developed sense of self. Additionally, within this utterance of ‘I’ there is a 
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strong overtone of a regulatory fit, an increased motivational intensity that results 
when there is a match between the person and the goal.  
 
The goal of being ‘I’ is an actual pursuit that will sustain and provide the appropriate 
result. Additionally, the statement acts as an empirical demonstration, showing that 
she makes a distinction. In continuation, it is felt that this level of personal 
contentment in relation to her regulatory fit would directly lead to a product that fits 
becoming perceived more favourably. This, then, is no different to the HSMs; it is just 
a slight modification in perception and appreciation of what the product does. 
However, the broader concept of regulatory fit is related to the issue of personal 
relevance. There is greater fit when decision strategies are consistent with a person’s 
regulatory orientation, such as LSMBP. This need for fit becomes more polarized and 
intense, resulting in the paradigm of ‘I’. As Mead (1936, p.380-381) continued, the ‘I’ 
is an “inner forum, in which we are the only spectators and the only actors”. 
Subsequently, the LSM is not in search of an identity; there is no imaginary 
companion, listener or “phantom other” (Athens, 1994, p.525). She has found an 
identity and consumption fits in around it. The notion of ‘I’ continues in the following 
extract. Given in relation to an iPod making you a professional, the individualistic 
stance is obvious: 
 
(LSM) “When you strip away those things, you’re still a blank canvas 
and that’s the only important thing. Possessions, ownership … I don’t 
want to be the sum of those parts; it’s incredibly shallow and shows a 
lack of substance.” 
 
 
The term ‘stripping away’ is an appropriate one; in analysis, the researcher believes 
this is a stripping away of the myriad competing self-concepts to purchase what is 
appropriate. In relation to the LSM’s ego or ‘I’, it would seem to be serving as the 
true mediating factor that Freud postulated it to be. His Ich would seem to be 
resolving the social questions posed rather that the superego or uberich developed by 
sociocultural influences manifested by the HSMs. While it is suggested by Freud that 
the uberich is great than the Ich, it would seem that this is not the case in the above 
instance; the self is apparent at a conscious level. In the following extract, the LSM 
indicates a preference that reflects her own self. Common in social situations (Snyder 
and Ickes, 1985), such discourse indicates a self-verification mechanism or, as Park 
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(1998) suggests, a motivation to express distinct traits. Again, the author would 
suggest this is evidence of the independent self with cognitions revolving around 
individual traits, independent from social context and situational constraints (Aaker 
and Angela, 2001). Such independence is again explicit in the next extract.
 
(LSM) “You’re pretending really to be someone else, when we talked 
about buying earlier. I don’t think anybody has really said, “I really 
like it it’s for me”. I don’t think we have, so it must be a sort of 
pretending. If you don’t really want it, what are you getting it for?”  
 
 
Under the heading of ‘I’, the proposition of pretending becomes an interesting 
divulgence. If, as argued by Combs (1962, p.52), the self is “what an individual 
believes he is”, then the LSM can be nothing but her pragmatic self in relation to 
consumption. There is no wider acceptance or the reflected appraisals of others to 
inform. She clearly wants to be defined as a singular, un-chameleon-like entity. To 
paraphrase James (1890), in order to survive, we extract meaning from experience and 
so anticipate and exercise some control over life’s experiences. For the LSM, being 
herself allows her to carry out this survival process. The lack of pretence, front or 
ideal self allows the LSM actually to self complete the process of consumption; she is 
prepared to act in a certain content-specific ‘I am who I am’ paradigm that embodies 
all of the qualities pertaining to her self-definition. The primary symbols of her 
interactions then become utilitarian and pragmatic. In the following extract, the inner 
audience is obvious:  
 
(LSM) “(Exasperated) God! It seems all so painstaking and we’re only 
talking about a telly. I’m not pleading ignorance, and I know things 
can make a little difference, but one telly is just like another and 
there’s no way one can make any difference to you. Am I the only one 
who thinks it’s a black box to entertain you? No? Only me then 
(laughter).”  
 
The finding in this extract reflects the work of Maslow (1954), who believed that all 
individuals have inner lives and free choice. The researcher believes that this inner 
life or inner voice is apparent in the utterance “Am I the only one who thinks it’s a 
black box to entertain you?” The analysis shows there is a self-centred approach by 
the LSM that is of primary importance not only to behaviour in interpersonal 
relationships, but also to consumption: “one telly is just like another” has a powerful 
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impact and the statement will have an influential effect in progression, as this, too, is 
the inner voice. The LSM’s current and future behaviour will be dependent on her 
frame of reference, the power of Ich and internal dialogue. From a marketing 
perspective, this inner voice must be acknowledged with overt cognitive marketing. 
Perhaps it is pertinent in marketing terms to refer to LSMs as “extended problem 
solvers,” as information is sought and evaluated prior to actual purchase. This activity 
engages the cognitive elements to evaluate unfamiliar products (Fill, 1999). 
Information avoids a lack of awareness and appeals directly to the cognitive rationale; 
briefly, it is the capacity to see beyond the “image”.   
 
From the same group, another LSM, who was a university student, provided the 
following view as the conversation progressed and this view was concurred with by 
LSM 1. The use of the ‘job’ by LSM 1 would convey a truly unitary purpose in 
relation to purchase intention. While acknowledging possible ‘other’ uses of items to 
convey social meanings in their younger years, intention and application are arbitrary, 
with the notion of impression management most certainly a thing of the past, with 
self-reflexivity abandoned for practicality    
 
(LSM) “I know what you’re saying, but don’t you feel a lot of pressure 
to, sort of, be out there with the latest thing and that? You know I’ve 
got friends here who all the time, “I’ve got to have this; I’ve got to 
have that”. I mean, it’s really bad for them. I know I sound sort of 
boring, but you know, these things, they’re just not important, are 
they? I mean. I’ve got one friend who went away over Christmas and 
all she went on about was having one of the cameras that do it all, like 
the one you’ve got there (points to Cyber-shot) and what her friends 
would think, as it cost this much. You know, it’s just a camera; stand 
still and take the picture.”  
 
 
(LSM 1) “If it does the job and I like it, so what? So what if somebody 
comes to my house and doesn’t like it? That’s their problem, not mine. 
(Brief pause.) When I was young, yeah, I suppose I was more, more 
conscious of the things, but it all seems like too much hassle know, but 
I do understand. There’s so much pressure for this type of thing.” 
 
 
From another group conducted in Motherwell, this LSM hints at the social hunger 
portrayed by typical HSMs and infers a lack of depth within the individual. 
Interpretively, this stance would suggest an individual ‘comfortable’ without any 
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social appendages, an archetypical response from an LSM. The participant also 
displays a commitment to a social information search predicated on the ‘internal’ 
rather than overt impression management. The brand, or indeed the purchase, then, is 
immediately negated, as there is no apparent susceptibility from the participant in 
their extract. The use of the word “persona” is also of significance, as its direct 
inference has significant connotations, not least the Jungian stance as a ‘mask’ that 
would sit comfortably with the HSM’s persuasion. 
 
(LSM) “It sends off a very needy persona, and if that’s what you 
immediately want people to think, so be it, right? I personally couldn’t 
help but to think, “What’s beyond all the gear?”  
 
 
Similarly, albeit in a comedic sense, an LSM from a Dulverton group provided the 
following opinion. The individual refers to a possible alter ego or another ‘I’ in 
relation to the literature. This postulation of a second self is again derided and seen as 
a personal flaw. Subsequently, the possibility of using the product group as a means 
of social comparison or indeed as a means to communicate represents something of a 
misnomer totally in keeping with the LSM literature.  
 
(LSM) (To an HSM participant) “So, by your rationale, by day you 
can be a mild-mannered janitor and as soon as you go home, and put 
your overpriced telly on, you’re James Bond, licensed to thrill. 
That’s a lot for a TV to do. I’m just happy if Eastenders is on 
(laughter).” 
 
 
From a different participant  
 
(LSM) “I’m not sure if anything can really separate you from who 
you are. I agree people might think differently initially, but that 
won’t last, and even if the things you have belong in a really high-
end glossy magazine, you’re left with you, and only you, and there is 
no real getting away from that. I’ve got to be honest, it’s a little 
dangerous; you’re in some sort of disorder territory there. I don’t 
know what it would be called, but if you’re using a DVD as a means 
of getting noticed, well, that’s a little beyond the pale for me.”  
 
This differentiated outlook within the extract and findings suggests that the 
consumption approach of the LSM is predicated on literally breaking away from 
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many of the socially embedded norms. The denial of the social element - “you’re in 
some sort of disorder territory there” - is significant; this nihilism allowstheLSM to 
think and approach things from different perspectives, which is central to the notion 
of a consistency in approach. Choice for the above LSMs is perhaps predicated on 
conventional knowledge discourses, practices and techniques that work within the 
standard conventions; the LSM follows internal rules and principles more rigorously 
than the external elements of the HSMs, and this is reflected below: 
 
(LSM) “In my house the door is open for everyone and they will 
accept me as I am.” 
 
 
While this is succinct, there is a denotic modality to the extract, as it suggests that this 
social openness is correct, measured and appropriate and has been benchmarked 
against what has been contributed by the other participants, predominately the HSMs. 
Comparison to the normative concept of social integration has been encoded and 
perceived as inappropriate; it is permissible, then, that this would figure in 
consumption practice. That is not to suggest the extract is indicative of the LSM’s 
social abilities, but the lack of concern with status consumption is appropriate to the 
theoretical propositions available. The LSM’s social cognition in the extract lacks 
complexity and therefore is stable and receptive to the right message; the idea of self 
as what the LSM would like to be and possibly to become are inflexible with regard to 
this product category. While this individualistic approach is far from new (see 
Triandis, 1989) in the context of product category, new strategies can be formed.  
 
In relation to the paradigm of the home, a popular choice with the HSMs as a choice 
of possible evaluation, the LSMs above feel no need for the products to be seen in a 
setting. Social atmospheres and ambiences where actors could possibly be present at a 
given time are not required. Possible performance is not contextualised even though 
the extract hints at the construction of wider discourses and of the forces that are 
central to individual self-identities (and perceptions of others), constructed through 
the performance of a role’s integrity. The extract also indicates that the products are 
semi prescribed and semi self-determined in their application to the status quo and fit 
with the principled self, as she states, “In my house, the door is open for everyone and 
they will accept me as I am”. This again is highly influential; behavioural ideologies 
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are quick to be manifest, with no peer pressure or relative other, only the actual self. 
Even at a superficial level, the above extract finds that this is a true representation of 
the extent to which this LSM wants to fit in with the product group, yet the level of 
interaction with the product is limited to functionality: “it’s just to take photos”. Here 
is a level of self cohesion shared as public knowledge and that has been interpreted by 
another LSM as acceptable. There is no vestige of taxonomy of identities with the 
camera; the camera is not even considered in social priorities that could determine 
interactions. Identities of this type are not relevant to participation in discourse; the 
character as practical and functional, as identified through the product, is perceived to 
be legitimate within the context and constraints of socio-cultural forces. The LSM is 
truly principled. The theme is continued in this extract from a 56-year old pastor’s 
wife from Motherwell in a discussion revolving around an Aiptek TV: 
 
(LSM) “I don’t care if nobody else likes it; as long as I like it, it’s 
alright.” 
 
Significant in the above is the lack of social anxiety on the part of the LSM; there is 
no worry, distress or hyper-arousal around possible third party interactions as 
witnessed with the HSMs. This is also relevant, as Turk et al. (1998) suggest that 
women exude greater social anxiety than men and this is not the case with the LSM 
who participated in the research. However, with no eristic element attached to the 
product, there is no fear of being evaluated negatively or excluded, and while this may 
be considered appropriate for a pastor’s wife, the lack of social anxiety results in an 
open appraisal. Not wishing her attitude to be misconstrued as apathy, the LSM stated 
she had bought and would continue to buy within this product category, but for 
herself. Similarly, in a discussion over a Sony Cyber-shot that had been used to 
demonstrate a social status by an HSM, two LSMs offered the following views:   
 
(LSM 1) “You don’t know them, do you? So what does it matter, it’s 
just to take photo.” 
 
(LSM 2) “I’d buy a good make for myself not somebody else.” 
 
(LSM 1) “Buy for what you’d like, not what other people like.”  
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The above resonates with social identity theory (Tajfel, 1982; Tajfel and Turner, 
1979). The LSMs are identifying themselves as members of social categories. The 
context of practicality and sensibility in purchase serves to distance them from the 
perceived id and loquacious meanderings of the HSMs present. This identity 
obviously brings out a bias toward a more sedate (in all its possible connotations) in-
group. With the LSMs perceived as principled, the deviations of the HSMs resulted in 
a rejection of their values and opinions.  

6.2.2. Resisting Herd Behaviour  
The LSM participants certainly conveyed their individualistic stance and a most 
assertive rejection of the possibility of herd behaviour as a common denominator. 
Advice was offered, incredulity expressed and candour given, but succinctly; the 
LSM participants’ behavioural patterns concurred with the literature. In the following 
extract taken from a group in Dulverton, a 57-year old National Trust worker 
provided the following comment: 
 
(LSM) “You’ve said about your friends and you having and wanting 
the same things, like the big TVs and flashy gadgets, but where does 
that stop? If one gets divorced or has an affair, do you all do the same 
(laughter)? I’m only joking but you see what I mean don’t you? If 
you’re constantly on the coat tails of somebody else, where does that 
lead you, because a TV is an expensive item and you can’t carry on a 
whim because you saw number 54 down the road had one?” 
 
 
While the hallmarks of individualistic categorisation are evident, the lack of 
susceptibility to group norms is seen as expedient. However, in relation to the 
paradigm of herd behaviour, the extract negates the essence of obedience and the 
regulation of action by significant or transitory others. The extract displays the need 
for personal authenticity, as the LSM refuses to chase the “coat tails of somebody 
else.” The participant has an almost existentialist approach to the paradigm, as she 
seeks to rise above the opinion of the HSMs; as Kierkegaard (1841/1987), the first 
existentialist, postulated, the authentic self is the personally chosen self, as opposed to 
one's public or ‘herd’ identity. At no point in the extract is there any conveyance of a 
particular reference group, a set of influencers or a significant other; to that end, the 
extract points the research, after analysis, to what Piaget (1965) called ‘autonomous 
morality.’ This suggests that the LSM has rejected, or continues to reject the values, 
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beliefs, and ideas of others that can lead to social submission. There is no suggestion 
of a social cooperation where the product group can instigate and maintain a bond. In 
the extract, social rules have an inward feeling of personal necessity as a defining 
regulatory principle, and while Piaget was concerned with a pedagogical approach, 
the extract indicates that LSMBP may well be congenital and, as such, social 
convictions do not alter regardless of pre-socialisation or interaction over decades. 
	
	

19-year old HSM:
 
(LSM) “You can be convinced to part with £2000 for a TV because 
bloody Sheryl Crow or some other nobody owns one, you need 
professional help! It’s utter lunacy; you’re being conned and that’s 
wrong. These things, like ’Cribs’ that people keep mentioning, should 
not be shown to people your age because you’re too vulnerable for 
starters and obviously can’t make up your own mind. That’s not going 
to change your life (points to image of Samsung plasma TV) being part 
of some impossible scenario or dream.”  
 
While the HSMs advocated aspirational belonging, the LSMs expounded a 
dissociative element: “if you can be convinced to part with £2000 for a TV because 
bloody Sheryl Crow or some other nobody owns one, you need professional help” 
Naturally, this has implications for actual purchase and potential LTV. The LSMs are 
indicating that the selves projected by the HSMs are unwanted and present an 
undesired self. Previous research does indicate that, as individuals, we have a 
preference for in-group activity and, subsequently, we actively avoid and disparage 
out-groups (Arnett, 1998, 2000a, 2000b, 2001) and resist associations with non-
positive elements in relation to the intrinsic self. Products can be aligned with 
negative symbolism (Banister and Hogg, 2004) and this is demonstrated through 
avoidance etiquettes of particular brands and products (Muniz and Hamer, 2001). 
From the LSM perspective, this negativity is still and must continue to be perceived 
as equally motivational as that of their HSM counterparts. By confirming viscerally 
their disdain for celebrity and herd behaviour, the motivation is evident. As Bourne 
(1957), in his original work on group membership suggests, reference groups exert 
greater influence when consumption is more conspicuous; for the LSMs, in a 
differentiated product group, internal reference is of paramount importance. In 
continuation, the thesis indicates that individuals are guided by their knowledge and 
pre-existing beliefs about the social world; subsequently, such schematic thinking and the 
transfer of stereotypes perceived with products are as powerful for the LSMs as for the 
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HSMs. In the following extract, the notion of incredulity and negativity is even more 
pronounced and valuable to RQ1. While group members were not under pressure to 
provide such strong self-definitional evaluations, it does accurately reflect the LSM 
position: the principled self.   
 
(LSM) “Every time you buy for someone else, you lose a little of your 
own identity, and that can only be a bad thing at such a tender age. 
What are you, 19? Yeah. I don’t understand really why intelligent, 
bright young women would feel the need to buy a Samsung TV over a 
Daewoo to fit in or conform to an image. It’s your home and that’s an 
intimate place and should really be for you only.” 
 
 
The following mirrors the above: 
 
(LSM) “You should take pride in bucking a trend, whatever it is. 
There can’t be any real satisfaction in being part of this big crowd 
when the essence of it is fairly fleeting. You know you’re not talking 
about political affiliation here; it’s about cameras, DVDs, and TVs 
that in a year from now are either obsolete or, more importantly, 
nobody cares about. I don’t know why you should, or why we should 
care for that matter. There’s no real substance to that sort of thing. 
Yes, having nice things is important, and always will be if you have the 
means, but being led because we are told to do so, really! Would 
anybody here let Emma Bunton or Madonna tell you how you should 
raise your kids? No. So there you go. It all seems a little desperate and 
there is a greater level of esteem and belonging to be found in one of 
the lesser brands because you’re confident and secure enough to stick 
two fingers up and say, “I don’t need your approval” or anything like 
that.” 
 
 
While in an intergroup situation, we still have the polarized position to the HSM 
extremes and the rejection of arguments contrary to the prototypical LSM self. The 
intuitive element of evaluation, with the statement “Would anybody here let Emma 
Bunton or Madonna tell you how you should raise your kids?” perhaps hints at a 
violation of self norms that would be perceived to be inherent in all women; there is 
the cerebral acknowledgement that such capricious behaviour on the part of the HSMs 
has implications for the female group’s status and performance. The extract also 
suggests, as do all the above, a permanence in values and longevity of feelings in 
what is representational: purchase. The analysis does suggest that these extracts 
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constitute the individual's character or permanent modes of reactions as much as for 
the HSMs and that their development demands self-attained distance from 
heteronomy.  
 
6.3 Social Introversion as a Means of Purchase    
 
6.3.1. Avoiding a show 
 
Pursuant to RQ1 and the establishment of traits, ostentation was discussed. However, 
undesirable ostentation and goal-orientated social motivation were perceived as 
undesirable elements in their own self-concepts. The following extracts from different 
groups convey a similarity in relation to the LSM literature, namely, a principled self. 
The extracts convey a disdain of perceived extraversion (or HSM behaviours) as an 
accepted norm in social behaviour: 
 
(LSM) “I’m not really sure what a shiny pink camera can say about 
you, other than you’re maybe a little immature and not ready to make 
proper decisions about things. It’s obviously a need, maybe to show off, 
but the fact they make them must mean enough people buy them, but 
not for me. It’s all a little over the top.” 
 
 
The LSM denounces the semiotics of the product. Research discussing the semiotics 
of expensive items, such as those discussed, has repeatedly found that the emotional 
responses, such as sensory pleasure, aesthetic beauty, or excitement, as identified by 
the HSMs, are core elements in the evaluation process and, indeed, the affiliation of 
others. The lack of concern with the social or physical environment in relation to 
electrical goods is influenced by a more pragmatic range of influences, many of which 
are related to the task definition dictated by the consumption situations explored. As 
such, the participant would seem to advocate a form of social introversion as an 
appropriate means of purchase while being predominantly concerned with themselves 
and not others. The next extract, while falling into the appropriate category, does 
indicate that the LSM exhibits self-presentation concerns: 
 
(LSM) “We all laugh a little bit when we see somebody is really trying 
hard to be cool, because you know they can’t get a girlfriend (laughter)  
or something, and if you suddenly started producing gadgets left, right 
and centre, I reckon you’d get the same effect. I really do, because all 
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else has failed and you’re now relying on your laptop, or an expensive 
gadget get a little bit of attention.” 
 
 
The sentence “if you suddenly started producing gadgets left, right and centre, I 
reckon you’d get the same effect” suggests a negative association (as witnessed above) 
with somebody using these products in an overt manner. To that end, the author would 
suggest the use of the term “we” in the opening sentence is not inclusive by definition, 
as it cannot be entirely representative; if we believe that all associations are linked in 
memory, we can assume that this has either been witnessed or potentially enacted 
personally. Such an ‘informational node’ (Keller, 1998) cannot be overlooked or 
underestimated, as this is a highly subjective, individual process based on each 
person’s own needs, values, and expectations. As discussed, similarity has been 
recognized as an important variable in assessing behaviours; as such, the assertion that 
“somebody really trying hard to be cool or something like that” is a source or message 
unfamiliar to the individual participant. 
 
The following is from two LSMs, both in their fifties, one retired while one worked as 
a school secretary in the Swansea area; both scored under 10 points on the Snyder 
(1974) scale. The interaction was regarding a bright silver Sony camera. Significantly, 
in the discourse, there is the manifestation of the utilitarian need, with pixels being 
discussed. In addition, there is particular relevance from LSM 1 in relation to question 
twelve of the Snyder Scale (1974) “In a group of people I am rarely the center (sic) of 
attention” 
 
(LSM 1) “I don’t like to think that anything is drawing attention to me. 
Well, I’m wearing red, but I wouldn’t like to buy something and think, 
‘Cor! Look at her coming’, anything that would draw attention to me. I 
would hate it.”  
 
(LSM 2) (To an HSM) “What do you use it for? Hols and stuff? Look 
at this one (to moderator). How many … what’s the pixel on that?” 
 
(M) “5.5 million.” 
 
(LSM 2) “5.5 million? I bet it’s half the price of that one and you’re 
only using it now and again, aren’t you? I don’t really know what the 
difference is. I don’t think anybody looks at a camera, do they? It’s not 
important unless you’re Litchfield or whatever.”   
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6.3.2. Negating Conspicuous Consumption  
Following on from the negation of overt ostentation, the negation of the alter ego, 
further criticism was apparent. LSM 2 takes the context further with the social 
marginalisation of those deemed to engage in ostentation or conspicuous 
consumption. Whether this stems from genuine sentiment or from a cognitive schema 
to promote her self-concept is open to conjecture; however, the need to be gratuitously 
visceral could perhaps indicate a Freudian transference. Retail knowledge is apparent 
and of interest; LSM 2 displays a need to concur quickly with another LSM on what is 
a socially sensitive point, perhaps a behaviour modification normally associated with 
HSMs.  
 
(LSM 1) “Perhaps it’s because we’re Scottish, and you must love all 
this stereotype stuff you’ve heard just now, but spending money for the 
sake of a little attention and acknowledgement. No way! Not around 
here, nobody’s got enough to worry about that.”  
 
 
(LSM 2) “You’re right. The time and money actually spent trying to 
help some stranger try to get their head around your actual place in 
the scheme of things by having a massive TV is absolute nonsense. You 
wouldn’t want to shout that too loudly, would you? “Look at me! 
Please like me because my telly is in the window at Comet’s.”  
 
 
Clearly, the above extracts assert that symbolic processes are far from central in the 
bastion of sense making in the LSMs’ world. Images do not help to rationalise their 
behavioural patterns nor do visible displays of material items supersede other tangible 
clues as to who they are. Subsequently, there is no dyadic influence perceived from 
others’ ownership. While the extract can be linked to a distinct geodemographic and 
subsequent socioeconomic groups, and can become overshadowed by an economic 
bias, the evaluation is made according to the preferences of the two individuals 
involved. From a different group, the following comment was from a 58-year old 
retired police liaison officer and followed the above:  
 
(LSM) “It’s easy to fall into the trap that if it costs more it must be 
better, or if it’s got the right badge it must be better; that draws you in 
to that trap. I watched a programme on, believe it or not, stretch mark 
cream. They had all these various tests with a hundred women and 
they weren’t told what sort or brand they were using until after they’d 
finished a two-week test. It turned out that the one that cost £4.99 from 
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an ordinary chemist was the best for the job! The most expensive one, 
which was over £120, came nearly last. These are the same as that 
sort of consumer test; you can’t possibly say what’s the best one or ‘I 
like that one’ without really trying it. The badge on the front, Sony, LG 
or some of the others, doesn’t really mean that they’re better or worse.  
I bet if we could have some of these things without all the fuss we 
would go for different makes because you have to watch what’s on it, 
not the badge.”  
 
Significantly, and in keeping with the literature on LSMs, the participant is seen to 
pronounce a self affirmation predicated on personal integrity, as such persuasion is 
not predicated on the folly of brand or attitudinal variance of alleged significant 
others, but an internal search predicated on, for the first LSM, utilitarian value and, 
for the second, on personal values. There is a low psychological meaning to 
conspicuous brands; as the LSM states, “Sony, LG or some of the others doesn’t really 
mean that there better or worse”. There is a greater need for self validation as the 
extract continues, with again the emphasis on ensuring an internal equilibrium. From 
the standpoint of conspicuous consumption, the LSM is unwilling to project any false 
image in relation to her actual self; the participant has the opportunity to engage in 
differentiated behavioural patterns, but resolutely does not. 
 
The extract (along with others that follow) indicates that these products, as used by 
the LSMs, are not being sought for purposes of image enhancement with relation to 
the self-concept. The extract also suggests that the products are not seen as giving 
entry into a desired or coveted group. The central theme of the extract is that there is a 
lack of desire among the LSMs to associate themselves with the ‘enhancing’ brand 
or product. Indeed, price is rejected as a common thread of quality and the much 
sought after status with the caveat that “you can’t possibly say what’s the best one or 
I like that one without really trying it”. This is significant, as price was seen to be 
persuasive with the HSM participants and it can be postulated that prestige is not a 
central paradigm for LSM female consumers in this product group. Furthermore, 
studies by Briñol, Petty, Gallardo and DeMarree (2006; 2007) and Briñol,  DeMarree, 
and Petty, (2010) refers to ‘consumers’ attitude-defensive repertoires’ where the 
authors demonstrate that persuasive messages predicated on self, i.e., the hedonic 
value of the Sony brand in relation to the group contest and Moderator questioning 
can by definition be a cognitive threat to self and, by expressing a personally 
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important value, the threat may be diminished (Cohen, Aronson and Steele, 2000). In 
continuation, the author suggests that profound self affirmation provides an intrinsic 
resistance to such social persuasion.   
 
6.3.3. An Inverted Signalling/Attitudinal Synchronicity  
However, in the following extracts, the symbol, in this case Sony, is perceived as and 
provides a building block of the principled self. The participant refers to herself as a 
“Sony person”. To make such a proclamation, the brand or symbol must be perceived 
as a component in relation to self-definitions and requires a commitment on the part 
of the consumer in a social sense. Self presentational skills do not have to be overt 
and, in this instance, while sociability or acceptance are not the key, the essence of the 
Sony brand would hint at a status motive.  
 
While perhaps the self regulation is not conscious in the traditional sphere, it is most 
certainly present. The self-symbolizing takes on a distinct form. The “principled” self 
is still seen outwardly with the adherence to Sony, a definite social statement in the 
context of the group. So far, from an ambivalence predicated on form and function, 
there is intent to communicate to others by statement alone. Indeed, the notion here 
questions previous research that postulates that it is only HSMs that are ‘highly 
skilled’ at controlling their expressive behaviours to suit a given situation (Friedman 
and Miller-Herringer, 1991). This principled self still represents the most generic 
cognitive function about relationships, that is, simple self representation. 
 
(LSM) “I am a Sony person if that’s what you want to call it, but only 
because I believe they’re the best, not because I want you to think I 
can afford the best or anything like that. I really do believe that brand 
is the best; the fact it might cost a little more is neither here nor 
there.” 
 
 
The following extracts, while showing similarity to the above, suggest that the self-
concept pertains to achievement and attainment rather than to social persuasion or 
situational acumen. Below, the reference to the Sony brand would seem to echo that. 
This does not diminish the LSM’s intention, as this too is evident, but the insistence 
on relating to perhaps an instantly recognisable brand is apparent; again, the caveat of 
social ambivalence is present as with the participant above:  
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(LSM) “If it makes you happy, go for it, but I don’t quite get it. I 
would say, I would go for a better brand, but not for that type of over-
the-top reason. Sony, for me, is the best brand here, but I would buy it 
for perhaps quality reasons and not anything else. Nothing wrong with 
that, but I don’t think anything else would enter my head.” 
 
 
In the following extract, there is potential evidence to suggest that, on the LSM side, 
you can eventually arrive at a point where, inevitably, there is a possible capitulation 
to the more hedonic evaluations of a brand. The statement that “if it was anonymous” 
perhaps suggests that principled and utilitarian structures are inadequate for 
explaining some LSM decision making.  
 
 (LSM) “Not for me. I know Sony as a brand and therefore you’ve got 
confidence in it, whereas if it as anonymous; I’d be afraid to give my 
money.” 
 
We have the typical affirmation of self with the negation of the third party evaluation 
at the end, but familiarity as a precursor to purchase is far from tacit. The very brands 
here serve an indicative function and suggest that empirically proven LSMs (in 
relation to this thesis) potentially signal to the social community, and it is this 
indication that strengthens the identity in relation to a principled completeness. As 
with the extract above, there is most certainly a transference of personal information 
taking place in relation to the wider audience. In relation to the self monitoring 
literature, perhaps of relevance is Czellar’s (2003. p.5) proclamation that “Low self-
monitors tend to exert relatively little control over their expressive behavior (sic)”. 
Values, beliefs and attitudes as guides can still be apparent, but the desire to fit may 
have more influence than the literature recognises. 
 
6.4. Fulfilment of an Actual Need   
6.4.1. LSMBP: Functional Congruity 
The next series of extracts focuses on the LSM participant’s functional congruity and 
refers to the direct linkage between them and the product, but in relation to attribute 
alone. What is presented is an avowal, a statement about her present state of mind in 
the first person tense and an accurate account of her psychological state in relation to 
purchasing the product group. The extract comes from a midwife from the Dulverton 
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focus group. The extract was provided after the participant was asked by the 
moderator, in response to an HSM describing the TV as having a wow factor, why she 
would buy a Sony product if it were not for social reasons.  
 
(LSM) “Um (pause), I know it’s going to be reliable, or I certainly 
hope it will be, and I think you get what you pay for. I’ve had a Sony 
for twenty-eight years; it’s still going, and I would be afraid to give my 
money to buy that (points to Beko) because Sony is tried and tested 
and you think ‘good quality for your money’. I’d probably choose a 
Sony because it’s been more reliable, and it’s lasted so long, it hasn’t 
broken-down or anything, and all that is taken into consideration. But 
I wouldn't solely buy it because it’s a Sony because when they come 
into my room its ‘Wow! She's got a Sony.”   
 
As an initial analysis, the notion of the TV having a ‘wow factor’ would seem to lead 
to the LSM seeking to distance herself from that. The situation has prompts her to 
divulge personal attributes that are the most salient. Rejecting the feeling of being 
conspicuous and anxious within an interaction, primary characteristics have come to 
the fore. Additionally, this is a need perhaps to affiliate with the other LSM present to 
create greater levels of rapport with them; subsequently, the product group certainly 
has this relevance. As a consequence of this relevance, the whole extract clearly 
indicates a process of consumer socialization and product-related socialization in the 
broadest sense. The extract reveals that the LSM has had her Sony “for twenty eight 
years” As such, her behaviour, as evident in the above, has been predicated inter alia 
on what has gone before. Oddly, we are privy to only one learning opportunity, albeit 
spanning nearly three decades, but the notion “I think I’d probably choose a Sony 
because it’s been more reliable” would suggest that this one encounter has been 
sufficient and has affected the participant’s decision-making strategies. The 
participant has the mind map and skill set related to consumption of this type; she is, 
by definition, involved. As with the HSMs, it was Sony that brought out this 
involvement. In addition, in the extract, we also witness the underlying value of the 
brand to the LSM; purchase and evaluation is seen in a usage context. Furthermore, 
the LSM exhibits a working memory and is able to reason. The working memory can 
store far more than can true short-term memory; subsequently, the LSM exhibits an 
ability to engage in high involvement processing using the working memory to 
formulate ideas and relate them to actuality. While it is acknowledged that an attitude 
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generated on the basis of direct experience is more likely to be salient in memory, the 
actual use of this schema in practice has not been witnessed in this area previously. 
The construction is far from temporary and the LSM demonstrates the ability to 
differentiate between social needs and a more long-term orientation; the exhibited 
high-involvement processing is manifest over longer periods and indicates a constant 
monitoring of the product. The emphasis on direct experience for the LSM provides a 
confidence, certainty, and clarity with which the attitude about the Sony is held; this, 
in turn, prevents the LSM from turning to artificial social realities or information from 
others. She is a self reliant consumer. Unlike the HSMs, the brand, which has been 
chosen and evaluated, is not fixed on an immediate social response; as Heath (2001) 
asserts, such brand evaluation is a mass of electrical pathways connecting everything 
we (in this case, the LSM) have learned about that brand.  
 
Such an association represents the product’s meaning to the LSM participant and 
represents the basis for purchase decision making; “tested and tried”, “reliable” and 
“didn’t breakdown” all point to a utilitarian schema and distinct personality traits. 
Like an individual, or like the participant involved, the brand (Sony) can be perceived 
as having personality traits (Aaker, 1997). Theoretically, a brand ‘personality’ can 
communicate attributes and impact on assessment, in turn becoming self expressive; 
questions four “I can only argue for ideas which I already believe” and two “My 
behaviour is usually an expression of my true inner feelings, attitudes and beliefs” of 
the Snyder scale (1974) hint at this inflexible stance. Is the reliability of the Sony 
brand too seen as unchanging by the participant? If we take self-concept as “a set of 
knowledge and beliefs about one's self” (Graeff, 1997, p.2), this may be the case as 
similarity has been recognized as an important variable in attitudinal formation 
(McKillop, Berzonsky, and Schlenker, 1992; Park, 1982; Park, Jaworski and 
MacInnis, 1996). Evidence suggests that when individuals perceive the source of a 
message to be similar to them, they are more likely to be influenced by it. Given the 
lack of research, the thesis suggests there are significant implications for marketing to 
this segment.  
 
The LSM in the next extract expresses reliability as a brand characteristic. In 
discussing Samsung and Panasonic, reliability was perceived to be an essential in 
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evaluation and perhaps justifies the relative cost of the item and its previous 
evaluation by the HSM: 
 
(LSM) “The Samsung ranges now are really reliable regardless of all 
the gizmos. They do look really stylish, but for that money, reliability 
would be really important to me.” 
 
 
The LSM’s consumption behaviour is undoubtedly influenced by the mental 
processes that occur within the realm of her actual consciousness; there are no 
environmental features taken into consideration to trigger an automatic approval, 
there is no automatic process itself as the response is considered, and an actual 
practical outcome is also considered by the participant. The competence shown in this 
domain is, it would seem, highly predictive of behaviour in relation to problem 
solving. Indeed, an additional review of the literature suggests that those with 
strong personal convictions tend to display highly analytic thinking in comparison 
with those who are plagued by self doubt (Bandura and Wood, 1989).  
 
Of note, however, is the acknowledged element of “gizmos”, perceived as a 
distraction, but acknowledged nevertheless, as a possible inducement to purchase. 
However, far from the LSM’s attitude being changed, the extract demonstrates a 
resistance to persuasion. When confronted with a majority opinion about the 
effectiveness of the Samsung product socially, the counter-attitudinal message 
formulated by the in-group majority is quickly displaced. If the LSM had capitulated 
at this level, would there have been domino effect at another level? Possibly not; 
however, as demonstrated with the HSMs, ambivalent attitudes are easier to influence 
and, thereby, weaker. Subsequently, this LSM is a brand-insistent consumer with 
considerable LTV. The theme emerges in a discussion surrounding a Panasonic. The 
62-year old, a retired house parent from a private school in Swansea, stated in relation 
to purchase choice and reasons behind them: 
 
(LSM) “Definitely Panasonic or something in that range; you don’t 
get any real worries with something like that. It’s going to be really 
reliable, and pretty good value, and I disagree they’re showy because 
if those type of makes came with that sort of feel, all a bit bling, as 
you said earlier, I wouldn’t go for it.” 
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From the LSM consumer perspective, the extract would suggest that the equity of the 
brands is a utilitarian one and if these elements are the driving force for incremental 
financial gains to the firm, the above should be considered valuable. Comments such 
as “don’t get any real worries” and the term “reliable” indicate that the purchase and 
equity of the brand is conceptualized as consisting of LSM consumers’ practical brand 
associations. Subsequently, the ongoing considerations of quality would indicate an 
actual and potential positive relationship. There is a trust for brands that manifest 
these attributes; there is a more ready acceptance if these elements are in place. In 
addition, if these elements are of paramount importance, perhaps the more 
ostentatious elements previously derided become acceptable as a secondary 
consideration, as witnessed. Importantly, the extract indicates the LSM’s value 
associations, that is, ‘who they think they are, and ‘what they try to do’ (Snyder, 
1984) insofar as the LSM describes the product as she might describe herself; this is 
due to the presence of the others and becomes the affirmation of what she is like, how 
she chooses to behave, and what people might expect of her. The representation of 
personal qualities that the LSM believes she has is used in an almost existential way 
to identify social interactions and impact on their natural conclusions. Such an 
association must represent the true value to the LSM, as there are infinite possible 
associations that can directly affect decision-making, but the one manifested must be 
the most salient. Of interest here is also the LSM’s ability to infer status 
characteristics on the product that are practical rather that superficial. It is felt this 
allows the LSM to predict and have governance over the product. This differentiating 
variable gives relevance to the purchase paradigm and excludes brands/products with 
lesser utilitarian characteristics. The coordination that arises from this perspective and 
its fulfilment will lead to an enhanced motivation.   
 
6.4.2. Practical and Involved Consumers  
Higie and Feick (1989, p.690) postulated that “an examination of the definitions 
indicate that the crux of involvement is personal relevance.” In addition, Muehling et 
al. (1993) interpreted the various definitions as construing involvement either as a 
trait, state or as a process, conceptualizing involvement as an individual characteristic, 
which suggested that “as a result of past experiences, innate abilities, or other 
personal characteristics, some individuals are more likely than others to be 
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‘involved” (Muehling et al., 1993, p.41). In the following extract, the analysis reveals 
evidence of the LSMs’ parti pris to be practical consumers and it is apparent that the 
LSMs exhibit involvement tendencies. The essence of practicality is continued: 
 
(LSM) “I would be drawn to an expensive or popular brand because 
of its ability to do what I want it to do, not because others may want it. 
Lots of people buy these simply because they’re a good make, and that 
can become confused with buying because it’s fashionable. There are 
two types who buy Sony, Samsung and Panasonic. Those, like me, who 
buy because of a quality product that’s been well developed with good 
components, warranty, customer service and those types of things; and 
another type of person: they don’t know much about it; they want it 
because they want and it’s very popular.” 
 
 
The insight of the LSM is that there “are two types who buy Sony, Samsung and 
Panasonic. Those, like me, who buy because of a quality product that’s been well 
developed with good components, warranty.” The inference of her own status as a 
knowledgeable and principled consumer, as distinct from someone who follows 
fashionable opinion, is palpable as she refers to group of potential consumers who 
“don’t know much about it” (Panasonic), elevating herself within the group context. 
This empirical evidence indicates distinct evidence of a desired assimilation to a 
perceived group that, albeit principled, highlights the social contrast paradigm. Unlike 
with the HSMs, the product is used to outline a comparison target directly associated 
with the actual concept and therein lies the positive evaluation: the personally 
accredited status juxtaposed to the external. Consideration of this issue continued. In a 
group discussion involving the moderator, it was the LSM participant who would 
consider buying a Mustek camera as opposed to the ever popular Sony Cyber-shot: 
(LSM 1) “What’s that one?”  
(M) “That’s the Mustek camera. Why particularly would you buy that 
one?”  
(LSM 2) “Definitely for the size.”  
(LSM 1) “Oh I see it looks …” 
(LSM 2) “Ours isn’t big; ours is fairly small, but I had it two years 
ago, but even now they are coming out smaller …” 
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(LSM 1) “That looks a good one in your hand (referring to the 
Mustek).” 
(LSM 2) “Smaller ones are just so handy; you can just put them in 
your bag (general agreement).”  
 
Such intrinsic involvement on the part of the LSM can be considered to be “goal-
directed arousal capacity” (Mittal and Lee, 1989, p.365) in that a consumer’s self-
concept will be aroused when the object or brand of interest is perceived as important 
in meeting goals, needs and values (Foxall,1990) here demonstrated, again, 
practically, with regard to size. While Mustek has been maligned by the HSM 
participants, here, perhaps, the brand finds its raison d’etre; the image that a Mustek 
creates in the mind of the LSM consumer is more important to its success than are its 
semiotic characteristics.  In what is a short extract, there is also present the customer’s 
benefit, or self expressive benefit, of being psychologically rational; this rational 
benefit is linked to the product’s attributes and core qualities. Electrical brand 
acknowledgment, not for affiliation but for functionality, resides within Snyder’s 
observations and is predicted and empirically proven with his Pontiac experiment. 
LSMs will choose consumer items based upon purported quality characteristics 
inherent in the products. Sirgy (1982) states that product images should be classified 
as being both “functional” and “symbolic”, and this is a central construct of SMBP. 
 
As themes progressed in the focus groups, the same participant as above was asked by 
the moderator if brand choice would form part of that decision to buy a new digital set 
top box with the national digitalisation programme due to commence:  
 
(LSM) “I suppose so, but I would want value for money as well. If I 
could get something say for, I don’t know, £850, and that had all I 
wanted, that would be that. I wouldn’t really be suckered into spending 
more just for some flashy Japanese thing; the digi box would be the big 
thing for me.” 
 
Of interest is the marginal waver in the opening statement; brand could be a factor, 
but this is reined in with the use of the term “flashy” in a derogatory manner. On 
deeper investigation, brand/product seems to be multi-dimensional yet there is the 
regulatory self-concept drawing the individual away from hedonic function and 
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purchase to the more important maintained self-concept of principle. From the same 
group, another participant gave a similar response to the same scenario: 
 
(LSM)  “I would weigh the tellies up against the competitors to get 
value for money and that’s cold and calculated, so not so much looks, 
but practicality, and because of the nature of these things changing all 
the time, future protected like the computers are. Because you’re not 
going to spend and spend on these types of things, so try to make the 
right choice there.” 
 
There are no personal influences present in the decision-making process, nor any 
social influences or reference groups mentioned or countenanced. The LSM engages 
more in a personal perceptual learning that is more akin to her perception of reality. 
The stimuli she has previously been exposed to must also have been of this rigid 
reality; while this does infer a social learning at some juncture, the reality is consistent 
for the participant. The motivational elements, a predisposition to behave in a 
purposive manner to achieve specific, unmet needs (Kreitner, 1995), characterises a 
distinct consumption approach. From a consumer typology approach, and the 
characteristics approach (Sproles and Kendall, 1986), we have the rational shopper. 
The theme of rationality is continued, again, with a Mustek camera. The presence of 
this trait means that the consumer is conscious of sale prices and aims to get the best 
value for their money. This demonstrates perfectionism, a style concerned with quality 
and unwillingness to compromise.  
 
In relation to seeking out and making the appropriate choice, the following dialogue 
abounds with the expected traits. 
 
(LSM 1) “I would have done my homework and read (background 
laughter) and seen which was the most practical, and which one came 
out with the best.” 
(M) “From your point of view, it really would be a question of, you’d 
want to find out exactly what it did?” 
(LSM 1) “Yes.”  
 (M) “So, on that basis alone, if the Mustek camera...” 
(LSM 1) “…came out best, I would buy it. There’s no reason not to if 
it does the best job. What the hell do you want to pay, I don’t know, 
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£350 for something that does exactly the same job as something that’s 
100 quid? You’ve got to be mad. All these things are the same; get the 
best for your money; God, don’t give it away.”  
(M) “You would disregard that (points to the Sony product) the more 
branded camera?” 
(LSM 1) “Yes.”   
(M) “And A. N. Other, you would agree with that?” 
(LSM 2) “Yip.” 
 
Again, this rationale, that is, price and value consciousness, is manifest; subsequent to 
analysis, the advice to the marketer would be “so when you're tailoring your products 
for women—a cell phone, for example—think “tool” not “cool”. Save money on the 
fancy features and put it into warranties, guarantees, and hotlines”. The theme of 
practicality and rationality is continued in the next extract. The LSM had been asked to 
describe her process of decision making: 
 
(LSM) “I’d look at the brands, read all the different specifications, 
and heck, because they’re all different, and maybe the only difference 
might be a few shiny knobs, I would want to be more astute about 
where my money’s going. Sony may charge you a lot more than LG for 
the same thing ,or that’s the consensus anyway, but I would definitely 
want more value for money, more than all the extras that are not really 
important like stainless steel legs or something stupid like that.” 
 
The LSM is seeking distinct attributes; she is looking for quality and displaying price 
consciousness: “but I would definitely want more value for money, more than all the 
extras that are not really important.” It would seem the LSM does fit this style and 
seeks for offers and plans very carefully .What is presented is a practical spending, 
but conversely, there are elements within the extracts that point to these LSM 
participants being potential innovators in their purchase patterns.  
 
6.4.3. Traditional Involvement and a Prolonged Search 
While the adoption of an innovation is partly dependent on the consumers’ perception 
of a product’s attributes, if a non branded item provided these innovations it may well 
promote purchase intention within the LSM sphere. There is evidence to suggest that 
the participants have multiple roles as electrical goods consumers. We have 
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established that the participants have an associated LSM self-concept and the need to 
express that self-concept in perhaps newer ways; “future protected” and appropriate 
“specifications” would hint at more of an evolutionary process. Throughout the 
following extract there is substantive evidence that the LSM participants saw high 
involvement as a rational element of a purchase, again linked to cost: 
 
(LSM) “You’re all talking about nipping out to buy things for 
thousands of pounds but when I finally got around to buying a PC for 
the house I had a good look around because I need certain things as 
I was working from home. I shopped around, had a good look, and 
ended up buying in Aldi. It had everything I needed, and it was less 
than £400, and I know that you’re thinking “Aldi’s!”, but the deal 
was great. I got what I needed without spending a fortune, the kids 
use it, and I know what I’m doing.”  
 
The theme is continued: 
 
LSM) “You’d have to do a little bit of searching because this is a lot 
of money and you’d have to be really sure about making the best 
possible choice. You’d ask around, the guys in the stores, maybe the 
internet, but once you’re over a certain amount of money you really 
have to be positive it’s right for you.” 
 
 
In this extract, the probability of a poor choice is all pervading as the importance of 
the product with the postulation that such items cannot end in the ‘bin’: 
 
(LSM) “I don’t believe for a minute these things are snap decisions. 
They can’t be; they simply cost too much. It’s not a cheapy pair of 
sandals in Faith that you’ll bin after your holidays. If you intend to 
splash out like that, you’d at least do a bit of hunting around.” 
 
 
6.5. Perceiving HSM as the Preserve of the Young Consumer  
The following section centres on the evaluations of some, though not all, of the LSM 
participants that “one buys luxury goods primarily for one's pleasure and self 
presentation” (Dubois and Laurent, 1994, p.275). The extract, from a Scottish group, 
hints at HSMBP having a place in the socially formative years of life.  
 
(LSM 1) “You can try to get the energy from somewhere to get 
involved in this sort of thing and it’s bloody clear that some of us have, 
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and it happens from dawn to dusk, but you hit a mental brick wall and 
think, “No more, that’s enough of that”. I’d have to say now it’s all a 
bit too much and I can’t be bothered or persuaded anymore; I suppose 
I don’t want to be. I admire those who can give the energy and go 
along with it all because that’s what it takes. But all this stuff, I reckon 
I’m past it.” 
 
 
(LSM 2) “All of us want to get on as we get better jobs and things like 
that, but as you grow older, more responsibility, kids, bigger mortgage; 
whatever it might be, the small mundane decisions are in that 
‘whatever’ bracket. You’re not really concerned with all this back-to-
the-future technology stuff.”  
 
 
The extract would seem to confirm research carried out in “Cotton Incorporated 
Lifestyle Monitor 2004” regarding female consumers, which indicated that “the largest 
demographic to cite that a brand was important when making a purchase was 16- to 
24-year-old females; a strong 36% indicated its importance.” In the above extracts, 
there is the implication that HSMBP and the associated purchase can provide only 
short-term benefit, with the acknowledgement that at some juncture, psychologically, 
the individual says, “No more; that’s enough of that.” Subsequently, the extract 
suggests that as a long-term activity, HSM activity cannot provide a sound basis for 
identity development and might have a detrimental effect. The extract indicates that 
as the LSMs have progressed through several self development stages, the association 
with the latest style or ‘right brand’ is not seen as being linked with being ostracized 
from the peer group; as LSM 2 suggests, as you grow older, you become less 
concerned with “all this back-to-the-future technology stuff.” The premise was 
continued in a Treforest based group; the participant was a retired primary school 
teacher: 
 
(LSM 1) “I tell you what I like though, Rob, and it’s stupid to say, but 
I like that I don’t follow everybody else. I listen to this and it must be 
I’m getting old or something, although I won’t let on about my age 
(laughter). I find it really frustrating listening to this because none of 
this matters. Does it? Come on, who cares Bravia, bloody Fujitsu, 
what’s that I can’t pronounce?” 
 
(M) “Novatech.” 
 
(LSM 1) “What? Novatech! What the hell is Novatech anyway? Go 
home, get a cup of tea and watch Holby! As long as I can see it and 
hear it and haven’t paid two bloody grand for it; I’m ok (laughter).”  
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(LSM 2) “You’re laughing, but I think that’s mature; we all go 
through this when we’re your age, don’t we? Trust me, when you’re in 
your forties, three kids and, Oh my God, forgetting it. You just want 
peace and quiet for two minutes, never mind a TV that looks like a 
bloody dinner table (laughter).” 
 
 
From the group conducted in Bristol, the theme regarding age and perhaps hedonic 
desires and indeed such overt HSM behaviour being the domain of the young was 
repeated. In this there is certainly an adherence to Allen, Moffit and Weeks’ (2005) 
claim that LSMs express what they think with no attempt at conformity. The LSM 
was part of a party of three who attended the focus group and the comments were 
directed at her daughter and accompanying friend. 
 
(LSM) “I can’t believe that you would actually get something you 
can’t afford just because of the name or something that’s fairly trivial. 
I don’t want to be rude, but in relation to what has been said tonight, 
at your age, just get the best you can; that’s what you should be doing 
at your age.  I’m not dismissing your drive and ambitions, but in a few 
years you will think ‘I’m still in up to my neck for that system’ There 
will be another one of these groups one day and no doubt the younger 
ones like you will still want the same things. Look, there’s nothing 
wrong with wanting things, but having them for crazy reasons? I mean 
who’s going to be in your home? You, your boyfriend and maybe the 
kids; when the kids come, you will regret spending the money.”  
 
 
Naturally, the HSM participants did not adhere to or acknowledge what might be 
considered an overly pessimistic analysis, but the above is imbued with potential 
reality and is representative of a pneumatic approach not uncommon among the LSM 
participants.  
 
6.6. Gender Schema and Spousal Deferment   
As a concurrent theme, it is noteworthy that all participants extended and manifested 
electrical brand knowledge that in many instances exceeded the author’s own 
knowledge. Within the literature, it is asserted that children gradually form a gender 
schema as they learn their culture's network of associations related to gender. 
Subsequently, the gender schema becomes linked to the self-concept so that children, 
as part of their motivation to become “good” girls or boys, engage in the gender-
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appropriate behaviour specified by the gender schema. Thus, women would not buy 
items outside of their range. While the criticisms of gender schema are apparent 
within the literature review, it is pertinent to establish that the groups consisted of 
different age groups, different occupations, ages, marital status and income; none 
seemed shackled by their gender in accordance with RQ4 (for further studies on 
gender and sex role orientation, see appendices for an ancillary table of significant 
works). However, there was evidence of spousal deferment. The following, then, was 
from a participant who was marked as an HSM on the Snyder scale; she was 51-years 
old, and was married. 
 
(HSM) “Yeah I would tell Anthony to go and buy a nice telly because 
he knows about the technical side of it, but I’d know what look I’d 
want.”  
 
And a video camera: 
 
(HSM) “If I was going to buy something like that I wouldn’t actually 
buy. I would tell Anthony to find out about it and he’d get the Which 
magazine and he’d look into it, and do some research and I’d 
probably go along with what he said regardless really of what it 
looked like.” 
 
 
Similarly, there was additional evidence from different groups to confirm the gender 
schematic female (Bem, 1981) and a distinct lack of an androgynous self-concept 
with the traditional view that masculinity and femininity are at opposite ends of a 
continuum. In the following, there is clear evidence that the cognitive ability of the 
self-concept is distinctly feminine and, in this instance, comes from individuals who 
scored as an HSM on the Snyder scale and from an LSM. The initial dialogue is 
directed towards the moderator and there is no desire even to consider the product 
group. 
 
  
(LSM) “What does your girlfriend think of all this?” 
 
(M) “I’m actually married.” 
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(LSM) “Well, is your wife interested in these sorts of things? Phil, my 
husband, spends hours trawling his computer, writing prices down, 
this and that, and he comes in to tell me, “I’ve seen this deal, that 
deal” and “Oh it’s really new”. It’s so boring. Poor man drives me 
mad; he’s been the same since that fateful day in 1966 when I took pity 
on him and married him (laughter). I say he’s in ‘Philip world’, 
computers, TVs, DVDs… we’ve got more than I care to remember, but 
he’s like that, and I really have no interest. I’m busy and don’t have 
the time to worry about pixels and mega bytes or God knows what. I 
just nod and say ‘yes’ then he goes back to Philip world and I can look 
forward to another gadget turning up; actually, he’d love this; he 
could bore us all to death (laughs).”  
 
 
From the same group, a retired participant, aged 62, provided the following as a 
continuation:  
 
(LSM) “Frank’s the same: golf and gadgets. We’ve been together for 
over twenty years, and like yours, no sense at all. He leaves me to do 
everything. He spent £1500 just to watch golf! I went bananas! Fifteen 
hundred, I thought it was bloody selfish. If I spent that on clothes, 
perfume or a holiday for myself he would divorce me; mind you, maybe I 
should (laughter). But I couldn’t tell you the difference between some of 
the things you’ve got there. It’s not really me.” 
 
 
The LSM is certainly explicit and gives credence to the traditional viewpoint of 
spousal deferment on such consumption matters. In the extract, there is evidence of 
what Schwalbe et al. (2000, p.419) suggested is a “generic interactive processes 
through which inequalities are created and reproduced in everyday life.” In both 
extracts, there is evidence of a degree of subordinate behaviour with the major 
purchase decisions being made by the husband, and with no evidence to indicate a 
joint purchasing unit. The second LSM continued: 
 
(LSM) “Harry, my first husband, was exactly the same, and we actually 
had an aerial business in the sixties when TVs first came out over in 
Llansamlet. But when we had the business, Harry made those decisions; 
I had the three boys and we had the B and B in Norton, so I was always 
on a different wavelength to him. He would come home with things and 
that was that really.” 
 
In the extract, purchase has been attributed according to commonly accepted gender 
roles (e.g., the husband/male partner as the party who takes care of purchases of cars 
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and electrical goods and the wife/female partner as responsible for purchases of 
furniture and children's clothing). From a generational perspective, the extracts 
indicate a perceived social norm and the LSM has sought and accepted those social 
norms to gain an accurate understanding of and effectively respond to social 
situations; subsequently, this has influenced her behavioural patterns and predisposed 
assumptions. The notion of “that’s the way it was” would have warranted additional 
questioning, but the obviously sensitive issue of partners and relationships was not 
appropriate to what was taking place.   
 
From a group in the South Wales area, the following was provided by an LSM, a 28-
year old mother of two. The initial extract follows almost the bipolar notion of gender 
schema in so far as it is “a prescriptive standard or guide” (Bem, 1981, p.355) for the 
self-concept in relation to masculinity and femininity and specific purchase patterns. 
There would seem to be conformity in the statement that supports the traditional 
essentialist perspective, but significantly, the LSM makes a specific purchase demand 
with relation to a Sky plus box. This item did not form part of the images, or products 
presented to the participant, but is representative of a search on the part of the LSM to 
find the best product to suit her husband’s specific needs as well as her own 
marginalised concerns for the children: 
 
(LSM 1) “To be honest, Kerry buys everything like that. He’s really 
particular about what he buys and does spend the time finding out 
what’s about, but personally, all day long, I have to watch Pepper Pig 
and Shaun the Sheep (laughs) and only really watch the TV at night. 
But Kerry’s away so I can watch what I like, but to be honest, if it 
looks nice, goes with the house and I can get Pepper Pig to keep the 
little one happy, I’m happy, although (hurriedly) I did say we had to 
have Sky plus to record for the kids; that’s been a Godsend.” 
 
 
The LSM was then asked by the moderator how she had come to the purchase decision 
regarding the Sky plus box:  
 
(LSM 1) “We’ve had Sky for ages since we lived in Manselton, but I 
saw the plus box in Hello magazine; it had a simple ‘this is what it 
does section’ and it was so much easier and cheaper than buying 
DVDs for the girls and taping things all the time. It’s easier for me 
because my six-year old can programme it herself and her sister so it’s 
nice and easy, best £100 we spent on the girls. I wouldn’t keep my 
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sanity if that went, but the girls love having their programmes 
whenever they want them.”  
 
While the initial comments denote what might be a ‘traditional’ response with regard 
to the male-female dynamic, without apparent consciousness, the respondent gave an 
articulation that placed her at the centre of the purchase decision of what would be 
deemed a high involvement product, but with a distinctly utilitarian value and 
ultimately a male product. In this, the insistence on purchasing the Sky box, she 
showed asserted masculine, or agentic, characteristics: assertive, controlling and 
confident (Eagly and Karau, 2002). Interpretively, however, there is certainly 
conjecture that the positioning of the product was a salient feature in so far as it was 
in a typically female-orientated ‘glossy’ magazine, a reoccurring theme that gave the 
product some resonance, but the intention cannot be denied.  
 
6.7. Summary 
The chapter has indicated that LSMBP are present, active and significant within a 
gendered sphere and a gender-assigned product group. The LSMs appeared less 
concerned with their social or physical environment in relation to the technological 
goods. They reported being susceptible to a more pragmatic range of influences, many 
of which related to the task definition dictated by the consumption situations 
explored. Subjects in the LSM groups also reported that they might avoid situations 
that required them to project a different self-image. This would seem to support 
Snyder's (1979) view of the pragmatic self. The empirical evidence demonstrates the 
LSMs’ desire for utilitarian function (Snyder, 1984), with certain parties expressing 
revulsion at the possibility of projecting themselves socially. This revulsion stemmed 
from incredulity at the HSM participants’ desire to be seen and acknowledged by their 
purchases. The intention to purchase for the self was a central theme and, contrary to 
views expressed within the literature review, the LSM participants expressed greater 
brand awareness than did the HSM in terms of function, price, warranty issues, 
availability and so on. Indeed, several LSM participants referred to the need for 
investigation prior to purchase. The findings correspond directly with Snyder’s 
evaluation of LSMs. They evaluated products on the basis of how well the products 
reflected, expressed, and communicated more fundamental, underlying values.   
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      Chapter 7: HSM Discussion and Conceptualisation  
 
7.0. Chapter overview 
 
This chapter will present discussion and a conceptual model based on the findings 
presented in chapter five. The chapter structure will follow that of the model, a 
distinct process conceptualised via the consumption processes of the HSM 
participants. The model will be evaluated in distinct sections, with each element of the 
consumption process given an alpha numeric heading that correlates directly to an 
appropriate sub heading in the text. Prior to the presentation and evaluation of the 
model, a brief synopsis of the findings in chapter five will be given.   
 
7.1. The HSMs  
The central finding of this research suggests that female HSMs consciously engage in 
impression management, image enhancement, self-promotion and personal 
embellishments in relation to technological goods. Contrary to the work of Nesler, 
Tedeschi, and Storr, (1995); Snyder, (1987), and Snyder, Simpson, and Gangestad, 
(1986) who’s research suggested that females do not exhibit high self monitoring, 
there was strong evidence that certain technological brands resonated as a non-verbal 
communication tools supporting the individual’s self perception, and determining 
their social identity (Solomon, Bamossy and Askegaard 1999).  
 
7.2. The HSM Conceptual Model 
The following model (Figure 4) maps the buying process from initial stimuli to 
decision making, problem recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, and 
post-purchase behaviour. The model represents a cycle of acceptance for the HSM 
participants, with social fit and belonging being primary elements in their cognitions. 
To that end cognitive reinforcement and intention to buy are conceptualised as a 
unitary construct in the model as the HSM participants revealed that both positive and 
negative social experiences impacted heavily on decision making, with these 
experiences in turn acting as procedural learning tasks; essentially the participants 
denoted that they learnt by their consumption successes and failures and this is 
replicated in the model.    
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                                                  FIGURE 4: HSM CONSUMPTION STIMULI FOR TECHNOLOGICAL GOODS  
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7.2.1. Social Interactions and Interpersonal Influence:  
          Stimulus to Purchase   
The first element of the model presents the stimuli to purchase as revealed by the 
participants. This is the genesis of the consumption pattern, and is denoted as section 
A in the model. Consisting of eight correlate sub sections relating to normative 
influence, these elements have been revealed to be the antecedents of HSM purchase. 
The findings suggest that for the HSM participants significant others provided initial 
influence and stimuli for product evaluation. The participants presented a collective 
desire to look toward others for their consumption clues and informational influence. 
Put succinctly, the participants sought to gain reward, and avoid social punishment 
through this active search. In disclosure the HSMs conveyed that social interactions 
provided the most salient information used in making choices and forming attitudes, 
providing a direct correlation with the early works on SM by Snyder and Monson 
(1975) and Berscheid, Graziano, Monson, and Dermer (1976) and more recent works 
by Czellar, (2006, 2005, 2003), O’Cass, (2001), Gangestad and Snyder (2000), and 
DeBono (2000). With reference to initial stimuli there is evidence to suggest that 
information was sought to initiate a more socially pragmatic choice, suggesting that 
the participants were socially susceptible and willing to accept clues about the 
products and their social fit, concurring with previous research carried out by 
Spangenberg and Sprott (2006).  
Furthermore the array of advisors revealed in the findings provides a broader 
understanding of the cultural contexts in which gender is now located. Despite 
research that illustrates ongoing traditional gendered roles in consumption, the HSM 
findings do not indicate an ongoing paradigm. From the findings it would seem that 
gender as an antecedent to consumption is ultimately subjective, and can vary 
greatly depending on the individual, context, pervasive social structure, and 
the individual’s financial status implied or actual. Gender was not conceptualised as 
homogeneous by the participants and subsequently a universal definition of what it is 
proves impossible in this discussion and study but the model might indicate that 
biology and psychology are not as pervasive as some researchers might suggest.   
 
7.2.1.1. Family (A1)  
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While not an omnipresent element during the course of the study, several HSMs made 
reference to family, and accounts of family consumption that had impacted on their 
own decision making process (see section 5.8.1). These processes had in turn become 
internalised, and seen as an axis for making the right choice. This was viscerally 
demonstrated as one participant disclosed that her parents had bought her “the best of 
everything” with that choice being made on “brand and price”. This particular 
participant went on to state that these parental antecedents ran “very deeply” and that 
she could not “shake that off” as it was “ingrained”. While these elements are salient 
to stimulus, the HSMs who discussed family made no mention of a parental tendency 
to expose them to what it meant to be male or female. Additionally there was no 
suggestion of an attempt to generalize gender stereotypes, or engender objects 
activities or occupations. Significantly it would seem the participants were not imbued 
with an ability to encode or recall information that was consistent with gendered 
beliefs. While the literature denotes that by middle childhood children have acquired 
extensive, adult like knowledge about gender, and its stereotypical traits (Powlishta, 
Sen, Serbin, Poulin-Dubois, and Eichstedt, 1995), the HSM participants were 
expressing a socialisation that offered a differentiated approach to consumerism; an 
inclusive approach unfettered by gendered norms. The after effect of such an 
approach it would seem was that of a social egalitarianism in relation to what might 
be right for them as individuals and not what was right for them as female consumers. 
With this in place the family, regarded as the organisational structure for daily life, 
came to define, at least for some of the HSMs, a means of evaluating goods in a 
far broader, socially aware context. As a stimulus, and contrary to what has gone 
before, there was no evidence of a generic knowledge that “…traditionally reinforces 
domesticity, urging women to buy washing machines and to prepare meals” (Scanlon, 
2000, p. 13).  
 
7.2.1.2. Friends (A2)  
Through evaluation of the focus group transcripts it was determined that many of the 
respondents referred to friends as active stimuli, and ultimately as a motivational 
element in their purchase behaviour (see sections 5.1.3.4, 5.2.1, 5.1.4.2, 5.4.1 and 
5.6.2).  Friendships, and their pervasive influence in this study, seemed to provide 
important information used in making choices, forming attitudes and eventual 
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purchase. This element is clearly demonstrated in section 5.6.1 as a HSM clarifies that 
“there’s is a real value in people telling you what’s what, and learning from a friend. 
I wouldn’t have bought a HD TV if a friend hadn’t had one”.  This is significant as it 
is through this type of interaction that Oosterwegel and Oppenheimer (1993) suggest 
that individuals become multidimensional in their beliefs and standards and through 
social trial and error individuals elicit a persona and belief system that is personally 
expressive. This is certainly the case with the above participants and the notion of 
friends as again gendered norms are not apparent. 
 
It is in the context of these personal relationships that several of the HSMs conveyed 
that had learnt not only how to consume, but what to consume.  As many of the HSMs 
were between 18-35 it can be suggested, although unsubstantiated, that such influence 
would have begun at the time of adolescence. The literature denotes that adolescents 
are highly attracted to high-status consumption symbols, regardless of gendered 
values (Pechmann and Knight, 2002), and are highly attuned to image advertising 
(Csikszentmihalyi and Schneider, 2000). The former is highlighted in section 5.4.1 as 
a HSM expounds “that if the popular kid in school had something it made it 
desirable, and you stupidly think “if I had that walkman I might be like that” or get 
the attention. And that won’t leave you because of the sort of positive characteristics 
around that”. The inclusion of the term positive is a salient one. As stimuli the 
emotion, and extended feeling that the ‘popular kid’ got from something as mundane 
and readily available as a walkman, was, and continues to be actively, sought by the 
HSM. Likewise in section 5.6.1 a HSM revealed that she had “always, even from 
school days, looked at the most fashionable peers, like those in the sixth form or 
something, and from that you found out what was fashionable, or in at that moment.”  
 
Of additional significance here is that even the participant’s broader social groups 
exhibited a robust knowledge of technological goods. Both gender schema theory 
(Bem 1981) and self-schema theory (Markus et al. 1982) proposed that psychological 
gender’s impact on cognition depends on the assimilation of gender schemata to the 
individual’s self-concept but this was not apparent in the findings. The stimulus of 
friends has negated a greater readiness to be gender schematic, and to process 
information on the basis of gender. That is not to say in is nonexistent, on the contrary 
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but gender based on this thesis is an evolving, flexible process that develops and 
interchanges with the social environment and can be salient strategically.  
 
7.2.1.3. Professional Colleagues/ Rivals (A3)    
                                                                              
Continuing with the focal points of stimuli the findings suggested a correlation 
between the work place and consumption behaviour for many of the participants. 
Significantly the participants revealed the pressures of conforming to the demands of 
the work place (see section 5.1.3.5, 5.1.4.2 and 5.6.2). This paradigm was 
encapsulated by a number of participants outlined in section 5.6.2 who disclosed that 
“if we go out from work, conversations are all about “I’m getting or I have that” and 
it’s pressurized, really awkward. You feel, or can feel, a little on the outside if you’re 
not part of that being the same” and from the same section another participant offered 
“I tell you what, I bought an all singing all dancing state of the art phone, I didn’t 
need it, actually I didn’t want it, and more to the point I probably can’t afford it 
(laughs) but I bought it to impress somebody in the office.” As with the other outlined 
stimuli the work environment presented another social environment where the need to 
belong, or the lack of belonging, was highlighted by brand and product ownership. 
While the first participant did not disclose the product or brand discussed by her 
colleagues the second participant explicitly stated that need and want, the tenet of 
marketing, were are all socially constructed. There was no evaluation of any other 
context other than the pressure to conform, and the phone was bought.  
 
Again this stimulus is presented in the following extract. Taken from section 5.8.1.2 
the participant revealed that she worked “with two men in the PE department and it 
has become a competition. They’re always going on about their new console or XBOX 
or something new on the market so anyway I bought a brand new white PSP2, and 
more recently an LDC, state of the art thing all singing and dancing. God knows why 
but anyway the thing is they involve me more know”. She continued “I take an  
interest in these items because I’m single and have had to get them myself but I work 
with men and it  does help to have a working knowledge and show interest otherwise 
all I’m left with is if Ipswich have won on the weekend”. Theoretically it would seem 
that the workplace offered the opportunity for a collectivist orientation, not a 
gendered one, and experience, vitally important for the manifestation of social 
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identity. As Kaufman (1995) states it is in these environments that social structures 
and boundaries are eradicated. The work place, and colleagues, in relation to this 
research forced participants to engage in the game of “material rewards” (Bauman, 
1976, p.94-95). The process allowed the participants self concept to emerge into 
anything it choose, a process where the biological and psychological are negated. 
Undoubtedly, at least in the context of this thesis, exposure to this masculine domain 
resulted in the transference of social ideas and non gendered norms on a purely 
cognitive basis. The findings indicate that group inclusion and personal characteristics 
such as attitudes, values, interest and goals, as more common place than gender for 
the HSM participants. This is not intended as a generalisation as the sample and 
methodological choice would not sustain it. However, this essence of belonging to 
such a group provides the transference of individuality into majority status. This 
alteration in consumption pattern, with individuals categorizing themselves as group 
members, was sufficient to gain an in-group acceptance, and as a stimulus its place is 
a significant one.  
 
7.2.1.4. Potential Third Party Evaluations (A4) 
Also revealed was a contextual difference between the HSMs and LSMs in relation to 
brand evaluations. Brand evaluation was predominately conceptualised as the process 
of a third party looking in and making either a positive or negative assessment of the 
individual (see sections 5.1.3, 5.1.3.1, 51.3.2, 5.1.3.3; 5.1.3.4 and 5.2.1). As an 
affirmation of question three of the Snyder Scale (1974), “At parties and social 
gatherings, I do not attempt to do or say things that others will like”, the following is 
important as a stimuli. The predisposition of the HSMs to negate their consumption 
related freedom and behave in a preconceived socially desirable manner fits with the 
available literature. The motivational state, that is the need to purchase, consisted of 
deferment to others expectations. The situational factors were of interest in the study 
as they were seen in a localized fashion by the HSMs. This would infer a collective, 
culturally and sociologically bound internal programming. Statements such as “Living 
down here there is a real pressure to be seen with the right things and be the right 
way, I suppose this is an affluent area”, and “It’s hard not to be aware or to be really 
conscious of what’s around you. I would actually go as far to say that it’s impossible” 
suggest these norms. As Van Gennep, (1960) purported, society allows for a process 
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of separation from the norm, a transition and ultimately incorporation where the self is 
linked to the new role within society. Further as Belk, (1991, p. 31) notes, “this phase 
includes symbolic phenomena and actions that represent the individual’s entrance 
into a new, well- defined position”.  Subsequently the participants are conceptualised 
as the product of several social structures, shaping them and their own social spheres.  
 
7.2.1.5. Fear of Social Rejection (A5)  
Fear of rejection here is conceptualized socially, and is seen as a powerful mechanism 
to buy, and a direct link to the particiants self esteem needs. While attached 
conceptually to the above, this stimulus takes on a much wider context, and is not 
geographically bound as with section 7.2.1.4. Here the HSMs hint at the need to fit in 
with total strangers with products and scenarios envisaged that almost have an 
ethereal context. Contacts are superimposed onto their domestic situation and 
anxieties and counter measures considered to ensure the right response. The themes 
were evident throughout, and commonality was witnessed in the HSM participants, 
statements such as  “They may not be to everybody’s taste but I do have a large LCD 
and from what everybody’s saying about owning that type of thing I could be 
confident in thinking at least some of you would see me in a certain way” and “I’m 
not going tell you what make my telly is because, hypothetically, if its not one of 
the better ones we’ve talked about I would be embarrassed” and more explicitly 
“if you or one of you went into my house without knowing me like a ‘through the 
keyhole’ sort of thing; depending on what you saw and what I’ve got you would 
definitely make an decision about me” bear witness to this. Subsequently such 
profound social anxiety plays a significant part in the findings revealed in this study.  
Anxiety here is a regulatory mechanism that ensures, or hopes to ensure, a positive 
social interaction, and, as with the other stimuli, ensure acceptance. Significantly 
these overt opinions directly contribute to, and are consistent with, the work of 
Dittmar and Drury (2000) who sought to establish that female consumption 
preferences were predicated on projecting their perceived self. Personal salience then 
pervaded the attitudes of the HSM participants. The findings suggest that personal 
salience, and the salience derived from evaluative responses from third parties, 
formed a central part of the HSM’s decision making process (Snyder 1984; Bannister, 
2001).  
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7.3. Symbolism as Stimuli (B) 
7.3.1. Prestige Pricing (B1) 
Concurrent with much of the previous research in this area, the HSM participants 
demonstrated a collective element of selective attention, based on price, to 
product relevance. Favourite brands denoted by the participants bore no utilitarian 
analysis, concurrent with the findings of Bono and Vey (2007), and Spangenberg and 
Sprott (2006), and were identified on the basis of cost. Purchase triggers such as price 
were perceived to be of sole importance on occasion as no HSM participant made a 
claim to have engaged in a traditional information search associated with high 
involvement products. Additionally price played a significant part with image 
congruency. HSM participants were keen to associate brands such as Sony, Apple and 
Panasonic with affluence, professionalism and a distinctly better lifestyle as a 
consequence of their higher price tag. When respondents were asked to define the 
images they associated with certain technological goods in terms of a stereotypical 
consumer, all HSM subjects declared the above to be associated with affluent people, 
referring to financial status and deferred to this stereotype without variance. The 
element of price would seem to have been as acting as a cognitive filter for them, for 
what the participants believed to be socially acceptable traits, “You’re expected now 
to have certain things,  you look at the back of Heat,  Cosmo  any of those magazines 
and there are ‘ must have lists’ for nearly everything”. What they did not want to 
acknowledge was filtered out, but ‘triggers’ such as prestige pricing, “when you stand 
in line with the Panasonic and £900.00 comes up on the till people around will know 
what is all about and know you are at the business end of things like that”. 
Additionally the terms ‘money’, ‘expensive’ and ‘bling’ were revealed on several 
occasions during the focus group process suggesting an additional synergy with 
recent work on the SM paradigm and consumption based lifestyles (see Rose and 
DeJesus, 2007, Roberts, Manolis, and Tanner, 2003; Rindfleisch and Burroughs, 
2004).   
Significantly, as mentioned earlier, price conjured up stereotypic images of a certain 
type of consumer who might own a branded product. Ashmore and DelBoca (1981, p. 
161) suggested that stereotypes can be seen as “a set of beliefs about the personal 
attributes of a group of people.” And this was clearly visible with the HSM 
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participants.  These types of results can be attributed to what Cohen (1983) referred to 
as the differential accessibility of stereotypic attributes. As stereotypes are 
encountered more frequently, stereotype judgements are more readily available for 
use in social encounters. Furthermore, social identity theory suggests that people seek 
to establish a social identity by making categorizations that positively distinguish 
their own group from other groups (Taylor and Moghaddam, 1994). The Sony brand 
for the HSMs was a clear manifestation of this process, and the willingness to label 
and accept labelling with regard to the products formed an integral part of the 
consumption process. This correlates with Snyder (1984. p. 211 -212) who suggested 
that “one person's preconceived notions about another can exert powerful 
channelling influences on his or her subsequent interactions with that person, to the 
extent that the other's behavior[sic] actually confirms these preconception.”  
This point is pursuant with the work of Veblen (1899) who suggested that price 
particularly can infer social status and the positioning of the individual consumer as 
they wanted to be perceived. Additionally research discussing the semiotics of 
expensive items, such as those discussed above, have repeatedly found that the 
emotional responses such as sensory pleasure, aesthetic beauty, or excitement as 
identified by the above are core elements in the evaluation process and indeed the 
affiliation of others (Roux and Floch 1996). Furthermore this concurs with Greenwald 
and Banaji, (1985) Greenwald and Breckler, (1985) and Greenwald and Pratkanis, 
(1984) who suggested that the ego task of social accreditation and the evaluation of 
the self based on reactions from external audiences are facets of the HSMs.  Like wise 
Hirschman and Holbrook (1980), McCracken (1988) and Belk (1988) all recognised 
the importance of symbolic consumption within the realm of SM to express a 
consumer’s sense of self, as well as to communicate that identity to others. It would 
seem that the price itself acted as an incentive to buy, and continue to buy. The item 
then it would seem propels the HSM into a higher socioeconomic category, at least on 
face value.  
 
7.3.1.2. Celebrity Endorsement (B2) 
 For many of the HSMs there was a direct correlation with the product group and the 
celebrities who use them, with the celebrity directly influencing choice and becoming 
a focus for possible consumption (Till, 1998a; 1998b; Till and Busler, 1998; Till and 
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Shimp, 1998; Till and Nowak, 2000; Till and Priluck, 2000; and Boon and Lomore, 
2001). The utilization of media figures as ‘role models’ was a significant theme in the 
findings. Such ‘role models’ were important to the participants as they seemed to 
“inspire observers to want to learn to behave in certain ways or to assume certain 
roles” (Jung, 1986, p. 533). As such these figures not only provided ‘learning 
function’ (Jung, 1986, p. 526) but allowed the participant to see self related 
possibilities in that person’ (Anderson and Cavallaro, 2002). Utterances such as “I can 
name you all the people who wear the right brand, Nichole Ritchie, Paris Hilton, 
Lindsay Lohan, they create that image they create an up to date image. I can’t afford 
a two grand Chloe handbag but I can I can be seen with the same ipod as Paris for 
two hundred and fifty pounds” were common place.  
 
To the point of saturation the HSMs gave unconditional credibility to their chosen 
celebrity. The sphere of influence was an overriding element in purchase evaluation. 
There was evidence of instant brand awareness and recall in this context with this 
element framing familiarity and proven reliability socially. For the HSMs acquiring 
the endorsees image or traits was paramount; images and associations of success was 
the predominant association. Typical responses about buying an ipod saw celebrity 
factored in as stimuli; credence was given to Kate Moss and Geri Halliwell and Tyra 
Banks all with an overt desire to become associated. As an ancillary point all the 
celebrities mentioned, other than Jay Z and David Beckham, were females. However, 
none were discussed in stereotypical fashion, just the products they owned. 
Technological products were not deemed to be overtly feminine or masculine by 
association, but provided social hierarchy indicating as Bohan (1993, p. 8) suggested 
that the “social construction of gender is often confused with the socialization of 
gender.... Gender ... is not resident in the person but exists in those interactions that 
are socially construed”. This is clear in the celebrity manifestations as the elements 
around them are not linked with gender. Referring back to Scanzony (1975), and 
distinct gendered roles (the husband/male partner as the party who takes care of 
purchases of cars and electrical goods, and the wife/female partner as responsible for 
purchases of furniture and children's clothing), and Eagly’s (1987) social role theory 
(where women engage in more domestic tasks, have different occupational roles, and 
often have lower status than men do), as well as the work of Bem, (1974), Spence, 
Helmreich and Stapp, (1974), Deaux and LaFrance, (1998) and Eagly et al., (2000),  
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the celebrity portrayals were all devoid of gendered inference, and the participants 
were not learning gendered consumption patterns.   
 
In continuation, the willingness to modify choice and behaviour as a consequence of 
celebrity exposure, gave the individual HSMs a desired symbolism. This corresponds 
directly with the work of Forehand  (2001) who stated that a consumer’s sense of self 
is the sum total of his or her social identities and at any given moment a particular 
social identity can be activated by a variety of social, contextual and individual 
occurrences. Supporting the above there was a direct correlation between social 
anxieties and not belonging that the celebrities seemed to bridge. The participants 
invariably deferred to socially accepted gestalts (celebrities) as a direct 
communication tool.  Within the literature based on celebrity influence it is suggested 
that for technical products the expertise factor of the celebrity is significant, insofar as 
in can influence choice (Till and Busler, 1998). However, no optimal match was 
witnessed within the HSM accounts, there was no detriment to the effectiveness of a 
possible and often sought relationship, if that celebrity (Kate Moss et al) conveyed no 
expertise other than a social one. The association was simply systematic of the HSMs 
desire to “tailor and fashion an image that others find [found] appealing” (Snyder 
and Copeland, 1989, p. 16). The essence of celebrity as stimuli was centred on social 
identity. Purchase then was motivated by the consumer’s envisaged social identity and 
the need to hold those identity-oriented beliefs (Shavitt 1990).  
 
7.3.1.3. Product placement (B3)  
This particular part of the marketing communications paradigm found resonance with 
many of the HSMs who saw product placement as stimuli to purchase, although no 
images of this kind were presented during the focus group process, many participants 
revealed the impact it had on consumption choice. Concurrent with the media and 
consumer based literature, research demonstrates that consumers actively seek 
marketing communications that fulfill inherent needs (Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch, 
1974). However, to date this has not been witnessed with female consumers and the 
product group. Previous works have concentrated on motivations for viewing at the 
individual level (seeking relevant information) or at the interpersonal level (providing 
conversation with significant others). In this study product placements were evaluated 
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in relation to sole and collective social identity and as a means of initiating discourse, 
with the HSM participants actively seeking any positive portrayal to strengthen their 
identification with a particular social group and make their own identification more 
positive.  This was clearly demonstrated in section 5.5.1, a HSM animatedly asked 
“…have you seen that Gwen Stefani video for ‘sweet escape’? Yea... its excellent isn’t 
it? All that fabulous gold stuff in who wouldn’t want a Gold LCD everything is so 
beautifully coordinated its all so OTT, so shiny it’s just so expensive and out of reach 
for the average scmoo (sic) is, some of the things have obviously been custom made 
and that’s what money gives you. The rest of us sit there opened mouthed thinking 
“what if I could have that”. It is in this last sentence that perhaps the modern 
consumption paradigm is encapsulated “what if I could have that”. In this isolated 
statement the participant moves her consumption patterns to a paradigm from a 
means of sustaining her to an end in its own right Gabriel and Lang (1995). 
 
7.4. Product / Brand Knowledge Acquisition (C)  
Section C of the model is arrived at by means of both sets of stimuli, A and B, being 
encoded, substantiated, and reinforced socially. As the model flow suggests, section C 
is arrived at as a consequence of the transference of relevant information being sought 
and encoded through the process of personal discourse and social interaction. 
Additionally section C represented for several HSMs a point where they had sufficient 
cognitive reinforcement to engage in an actual purchase. However, it is important to 
suggest that point C was not reached by the majority of the participants until these 
relevant opinions have been sought. While it is acknowledged that individuals learn 
progressively through multiple networks the, HSMs divulged a prescriptive set of 
contemporaries (see A1-A4) as they sought knowledge of the brands. These nominees 
were granted the privileged position of (perceived) opinion leaders (A1-A4) within 
the HSM’s social sphere “I’ve always even from school days looked at the most 
fashionable peers like those in the sixth form or something and from that you found 
out what was fashionable or in at that moment”.  Unlike many of the theoretical 
propositions about traditional consumer patterns of engagement with high 
involvement products, the search by the HSMs was limited and restricted with only 
socially positive opinion being sought. Additionally this decision-making style did not 
reveal any variance amongst the HSM subset. In continuation at point C there was no 
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evidence from any focus group of a prolonged search to evaluate the products as a 
whole.   
 
While the above represents a remarkable adherence to the dialogical self, the seeking 
out of opinion leaders also presents a new element to the available literature on female 
consumption. In referring back to the findings a HSM stated that “If I saw for 
instance somebody with the new iphone there are a number of things that would go 
through your head automatically and all positive. I wouldn’t see a negative in that 
because it’s cutting edge, they must know what’s good or new”. This is perhaps the 
true essence of SM, a socially strategic outlook to integrate and identify those with 
similarities rather than simple outward gesticulations.  In this, and congruent with the 
findings, the HSM participants sought to join the herd who were accepting of the 
chosen brand and who shared beliefs on relevant issues. However, from the 
proposition of purchase it would seem that word-of-mouth communication was more 
effective on occasion than actual advertising (despite product placement holding a 
place). Additionally it was clear from the focus group process that these opinion 
seeking behavioural patterns were constant and consistent. As the model denotes, with 
its lines relating to relevant information transference, elements A, B and C were 
interdependent for the majority of the HSMs, with element C solely dependent on the 
elements outlined in sections A and B.  Due to the overt social nature of the 
interactions, it was apparent that perpetually up to date information was being sought 
from the set of stimuli in the two initial sections. While family and friends can remain 
consistent, the whim of celebrity can be ephemeral; requiring a constant search for 
appropriate clues and this was evident.  
 
7.5. Attitudinal Synchronization (D)  
As the model indicates point D was reached through a process of cognitive 
reinforcement found at points A, B and C. However, at this point in the model the 
HSMs were still looking for, and being fed by others, in relation to salient product 
information. This process started with an act defined by Goffman (1969, p1) who 
stated that when “an individual enters the presence of others; they commonly seek to 
acquire information about him [them].” This element of the consumption process 
represented a need for validation, an assurance that the perceived audience was aware 
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of the possible choice. This acceptance or rejection was once again socially defined. 
Without this assurance of the perceived audience, the proposition of purchase was 
challenged cognitively, and manifested practically by rejection of a product. 
However, because the findings do not provide any evidence of a traditional process of 
true involvement ‘Attitudinal Synchronization’ is at best capricious, as it is within this 
element that product knowledge (limited as it is) acquisition took place; if the 
feedback (such as it is) is negative the process is emasculated as witnessed in the 
following extract “but I remember shortly after that Betamax were seen as a bit of a 
joke and a poor man’s  VHS and  I know my brother was teased about it in school if 
you can believe that and that has sort of stayed with me”. Even the bullying of a 
sibling resulted in an altered synchronisation (the participant does not reflect 
remorsefully at the incident during the course of the focus group). It is of note that 
while such credibility is given to these third parties (A1- A5) there is no notion of per-
ceived expertise, or reliability as an actual source.  
 
The attractiveness of a product is almost narcissistic, insofar as there is a 
consciousness of the probable reflection being evaluated. A metaphor of this 
reflection is encapsulated “Within my little clique we have similar TVs, we have blue 
ray, cyber shots and that’s part of us”. This element was particularly prevalent when 
celebrities were mentioned. While such elements are not new in relation to the 
available literature the almost inexorable influence on the HSMs was palpable. The 
notion of fit between the individual and an almost tenuous lifestyle of the given 
celebrity was evident with real claims of ownership denoting possible evaluation as 
one of their idols. From this perspective there could be no negative outcome as the 
celebrities already represent a social norm that would not generate negativity within 
the participant’s social groups.    
 
7.6. Intention/ Limited Search (D1) 
Already accelerated by ongoing social reinforcement (see section C) intention was 
predicated on the fulfilment of distinct social norms and centered on appropriate 
projection. However, there was similarity in the HSMs outlook to that of Krugman 
(1965). He argued that consumers either lacked personal involvement or they 
manifested a high degree in relation to a “number of ‘conscious bridging’ 
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experiences, connections, or personal references” (Krugman, 1965, p.355) and also 
the work of Higie and Feick, (1989, p.690) who stated that “an examination of the 
definitions indicate that the crux of involvement is personal relevance”. Statements 
such as “Closer and the magazines, it’s all about the brand, it’s about being seen with 
the right brands”, and “the reason I actually bought it was because it was in Stella 
Magazine” in relation to high involvement product such a Sony Laptop, indicate this 
arbitrary internal and nominal external search, and displays a lack of concern with 
product utility or its core values. This it would seem simplified the participants search 
mode to self esteem enhancement with intention to purchase brought down to an 
individual level and omnipresent social goal.  
 
7.7. Actual Purchase (D2) 
Actual purchase saw the HSMs concern with the dramaturgical effect, with the 
seeking of a social confirmation of status that was revealed in sections A, B and C.  
Point of purchase presented an opportunity for the HSM participants to engage in 
symbolic interactionism, with the product itself taking a sedentary role in the process. 
While it is acknowledged that shopping can provide excitement and potential pleasure 
(Gabriel and Lang 1995) and the retail environment can create an atmosphere to suit 
the appropriate demographic and physiographic disposition, the HSMs conceptualise 
it as open arena where brands encourage the consumer to become both active 
participant and potential spectator. The environment simply presents another way for 
the participants to project and engage in identity construction (Miller 1998a; 1998b). 
Even after product evaluation the HSMs are still looking for opportunities for self 
projection. This is another clear revelation that the participants self was embedded in 
social practices. The actions of purchase saw the HSM’s engaging in active 
impression management with concern about  a possible audience. This element is 
explicit in the following extract, the partipant stated that in “Currys and places like 
that can be so condescending and rude and I swear to God the moment they thought I 
had money and was thinking about getting something better a little more expensive 
they were all over me” and “ They are no longer dismissive or disinterested. Nearly 
every person perks up when the customer wants to spend a large amount of money or 
credit on a massive LCD. Buying these things is a simple equation; money equals 
importance.”  
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For the HSMs a gratification principle, even at the point of purchase, was still 
providing navigation. For this the best source of description would be the Freudian Id, 
predicated on the notion that the inherent processes of the id is to gain pleasure (social 
acceptance) and reduce unpleasure (social rejection). The HSMs consciousness was 
associated with attitudes and behaviour that were being encouraged and rewarded 
socially, and conversely actions that have been discouraged and punished (rejection) 
socially. The HSM who disclosed their shopping experiences described a need for 
immediate social gratification through recognition and acceptance. Subsequently 
purchase as an act in the consumption process ceases to be a mundane act of 
exchange. 
 
7.8. Third Party Acceptance (D3) 
With it genesis in section A of the model, but conceptually linked to sections D and 
D1, this element was again reliant on the HSM’s ability to gauge the social flux 
surrounding their immediate and peripheral reference groups (see sections 5.1.3, 
5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2). As demonstrated in the model, opinion seeking behaviour 
continued to be sought even after purchase. Post purchase evaluation was not 
concerned with the products core competencies, but evaluated in relation to its 
augmented nature.  Third parties, ethereal or actual (as outlined is section A), were 
still undoubtedly a critical source of product / brand meaning this far into the 
consumption process. This one dimensional thinking on the part of the HSMs buying 
behaviour may well be down to a socially produced false consciousness, but the capacity 
to remain centered is astonishing. The need for congruency is the nexus of the model 
and the section serves to illustrate that this is an ongoing, evolving process and linked 
to the section below. Intriguingly it is suggested by Snyder (1974) that consistency as 
a hallmark of SMB is the preserve of the LSM and never conceptualised as a domain 
of the HSM. With regard to this research section D3 represents the validation and 
revelation of the depth of conciseness of the participants. Far from the self being 
esoteric it is comprised and evolves from considered and deliberate actions, with 
each participant demonstrating a familiarity with their actions and a capacity to set 
goals around the product category.     
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7.9. Negative Response (D3a)  
Dissatisfaction, or known in the model as ‘Negative Response’ may traditionally be 
experienced by consumers if the product falls below their expectations. 
Dissatisfaction for the HSMs, like satisfaction, was predicated on a third party 
response. In evaluation it is thought that such disdain was expressed for the lesser 
brands as there was the cognitive acknowledgement that no reward or satisfaction 
could be found in them. The HSM’s seemed to set themselves goals, from a purchase 
perspective at least, that were likely to anticipate the consequences of the relevant 
third parties and correspondingly chose patterns that were likely to produce desired 
outcomes and avoid detrimental ones. Because of the huge emotional commitment to 
these products, rejection was conceptualised and evaluated in pre-purchase 
cognitions, but it would seem that this was the only element evaluated. For marketers 
this surely presents good news as simple positioning can conceivably make all the 
difference.  
 
7.10. Positive Response (D3b)  
As is traditional, the consumer decision-making process is not completed by taking 
possession of the object acquired. The purchase theoretically will lead to a series of 
reactions which, in turn, can affect later purchase decisions. Satisfaction or as referred 
to in the model as ‘Positive Response’ is regarded as being psychologically induced 
when the product and self concept are congruent; but here we have a concern for 
satisfaction only through the products augmented element in the context of third 
party evaluation. To this end we have a normative element surrounding the 
product purely based on its social worth as encapsulated in the following extract 
“I don’t think you can buy anything without it saying something about you 
especially expensive things like these can you?”. While this in essence is not 
revelatory, there is no concern whatsoever for any core element or function of the 
product choice. Additionally the predicative element is also centred on third party 
response “ It’s the same if you spoke about what you had and you said “I’ve got a 
Acer” or something like that they would make a decision about you and maybe 
what you could afford and things like that.” If the satisfaction criteria is met through 
the third party there is the tacit intention to repurchase the same product or brand, but 
this is dependent on the nature and amount of satisfaction gleaned from acceptance.  
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7.11. Diminished Intention (E)  
If there was a negative response (see section D3a) the HSMs were drawn back into 
the process of opinion seeking and a reassessment of what might be the best socially 
orientated purchase. The schematic element cannot, and will not, be satisfied by a 
poor brand choice. The brands themselves were linked directly to self-expression 
needs, and served as a means of social integration; non fulfillment resulted in 
diminished intention. Clearly the HSM self in this research was far from independent 
and could not be considered distinct from others. This HSM nuance of 
interdependency was a strong characteristic, it became a key process in information 
management for the HSM participants, and it was only a sufficient social formalism 
within the brand / product that could guarantee ongoing social success; as such this 
interdependency (or referral) proved indispensable. 
 
7.12. Fulfillment of Self Schemata (F)  
Linked to D3b Markus (1977) suggested that self-schemas are cognitive ideas and 
generalities that organize us. It is this information processing approach that suggested 
that the participants were active agents in the constructing of their particular reality. 
Subsequently, self-schema provided incentives and standards for individual 
behavioural characteristics (Markus and Oyserman, 1993). The findings were full of 
participants making reference and providing suitable scenarios and associations about 
pre and post purchase behaviour pursuant with a perceived HSM characteristics. 
Schema conceptualised by Bem (1974) as a person’s knowledge framework about 
gender is not apparent at any stage. There was however, a neurosis about being female 
in a male environment on occasion but no more than that. Schema here is the broader 
knowledge framework about what is socially acceptable and what is not. And while the 
research was not predicated on establishing a female norm it is noteworthy that gender 
labelling and gender-linked preferences are absent from all HSM observations. The 
schema was clearly a product of a modern consumerist culture. Schema then is linked 
directly to interpersonal attraction and a relational schema (Fiske, 1992). The findings 
suggest a communal sharing, where individuals segment situations and differentiate 
between desired in-groups and out-groups.  The perpetual use of terms such as “puts 
you into a certain group”, “they must have money” and “but I know the type of 
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person” indicate a need for development but with a defined purpose. In this research 
context the above may well be the root cause for the constant need for validation 
among the HSMs as affirmation of an actual or imagined relationship. This suggests 
that the HSMs could and did recognize cognitive representations of themselves. This 
process may take many forms, but it would seem the brands and products for these 
female consumers are the manifestation of their own consistent patterns of behaviour, 
and continuing schematic development. However, this element raises a possible 
scenario where such interaction is not necessarily concerned with the establishment of 
a ‘new identity’ but the maintenance of an already well established, possibly 
congenital HSM disposition. The following indicates this as a participant states “The 
trouble is you can’t let that slip otherwise the façade will crumple. That sort of thing 
has to be everywhere if you cant maintain it don’t even bother because if you can’t 
carry it off your going to feel like a fraud or people are going to think you’re a fraud” 
and “When I was a kid I had to have a Swatch watch, a walkman you know all those 
sort of things… I feel I work and deserve them and that’s who I am, that’s the way I 
feel anyway”. Does this denote a cerebral insight? Possibly, but the ability to 
acknowledge potential materialism is almost fatalistic and to that end congruent.   
 
7.13. Summary  
This chapter has discussed the salient elements surrounding the manifestation that 
female consumers do exhibit HSMBP with respect to male orientated products. 
Furthermore the above denotes a consistency that a product and brands worth were 
evaluated in a social context.  Consequently, this presents a salient motivational 
element in relation to purchase. In addition key elements were extracted and 
conceptualised into a model to encapsulate the HSM. The following chapter will 
discuss the LSM findings and present an additional model that represents the 
consumption process.  

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          Chapter 8: LSM Discussion and Conceptualisation  
 
8.0. Chapter Overview 
 
This chapter will present discussion and a conceptual model based on the findings 
presented in chapter six. The chapter structure will follow that of the model, a distinct 
process conceptualised via the consumption processes of the LSM participants. The 
model will be evaluated in distinct sections, with each element of the consumption 
process given an alpha numeric heading that correlates directly to an appropriate sub 
heading in the text. Prior to the presentation and evaluation of the model, a brief 
synopsis of the findings in chapter six will be given.   
 
8.1. The LSMs 
The LSM participants did not act on abstract beliefs, social goals or aspirations, and 
concurrent with Snyder’s (1984, p.34) suggestion that LSMs demonstrate “substantial 
consistency across situations” the LSMs as consumers of technological goods 
engaged in a significant information search, applicable to an actual need. For these 
participants purchase and its processes were based on an individualistic need 
fulfillment without concern for the augmented elements of the product and possible 
social scenarios. The cerebral systems of evaluation for the LSMs simply gave 
meaning, direction, and satisfaction to a distinct utilitarian outcome. The greater the 
actual need, the higher the possibility of a robust and extended traditional pre-
purchase search. 
 
8.2. The LSM Conceptual Model 
The model (Figure 5) demonstrates simplicity, sincerity and personal sensibility 
throughout on the part of the LSMs, and acts as a counterpoint to the social needs of 
the HSMs. The model represents the gathering and use of pertinent information and 
presents a consistency between the individual’s attitudes and actions. Subsequently,   
and as with the HSM model, cognitive reinforcement and intention to buy are 
conceptualised as a single element as for the LSM participants self censure resulted in 
intention to buy with a constant reinforcement of who they were intrinsically.   
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8.3. Fulfillment of a Need (A1)  
The findings provided a consistency in relation to the LSMs making choices 
predicated on appeals made to functionally, values and value-expressive functions 
(Bono and Vey 2007, Spangenberg and Sprott 2006), with this representing a key 
finding in relation to the LSM participant accounts, and presenting an 
acknowledgement of a formative decision making process (see section 6.4.1, 6.4.1.1 
and 6.4.1.2). Distinctly, the buying process began with need recognition as opposed to 
the “appropriateness of their self-presentation” (Snyder, 1974, p. 527). Having 
recognized a need, for example a laptop or TV, the LSMs went through a process of 
evaluation of alternatives in relation to a desired outcome. In contrast to the HSM 
participants, the LSMs sought information categorized on both the actual and core 
product, as opposed to a concern with the augmented elements, with the essential 
utility of the product the defining element in relation to stimulus. This is categorised 
in the following extract: “so by your rationale, by day you can be a mild mannered 
janitor and as soon as you go home and put your overpriced telly on you’re James 
Bond license to thrill; that’s a lot for a TV to do, I’m just happy if Eastenders is on”. 
For the participants the product had to offer a certain quality, a practical design and 
sometimes a brand and these were the characteristics which the LSMs felt gave a 
product its tangible identity. It was the core product that was appealing, a clear 
demonstration that for the LSMs the self system is not merely a vessel for 
sociostructural influences as clearly defined in the following: “you’ll have to explain 
again why the iphone is such a positive to you, it’s a phone and no more”. To this end 
no LSM participant exuded a paradigm of ‘want’, just need. This was a rich vein as 
many of the LSMs were in the ABC1 segment of consumer society but still made 
evaluations almost on a purely discretionary basis. 

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Warshaw (1980) stated that consumer behaviour is a simple proposition of a variable 
between formed attitudes and choice, with the subsequent rationale that intentions 
outperform beliefs or other cognitive measures as behavioural correlates. For the 
LSMs ‘intention to purchase was predicated on expected function. What the model 
indicates is a positive relationship between intent and behaviour and a synergy in the 
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cognitive process (see section 6.4.1, 6.4.1.1 and 6.4.1.2). In the quest for function the 
LSMs are not differentiated a priori by constraints such as social norms. The 
principled self is seen in statements such as “I would want one that could receive new 
programmes and updates through the digi box...”, and “I would weigh the telly’s up 
against the competitors to get value for money and that’s cold and calculated so not 
so much looks but practicality.” and “I don’t know, three hundred and fifty pound for 
something that does exactly the same job as something that’s a hundred quid; you’ve 
got to be mad.” Subsequently several LSMs expressed an intention to buy Mustek as 
apposed to Sony, with Mustek’s functional superiority based on internal subjective 
criteria. Value, motive and past experience provided the basis for decision making 
(Hawkins et al, 2001). To this end perception was pragmatic and from the brands 
perspective these elements enhanced what was an unknown brand. However, the cues 
of function and durability were deemed to be associated with the brand. Perception 
here is incontestably a product of the cognitive and the LSMs are prepared to see what 
they want to see in a brand leading to purchase and loyalty. The significance of this 
rationale is seen from the cognitive perspective. The LSMs, while using function as a 
tool to discriminate, did not present any divergence in choice. Once a product was 
acknowledged as the ‘best’ in this category, the product/brand would be chosen 
without further analysis.  
 
From the perspective of durability it was concluded that the LSMs sought to purchase 
beyond the ephemeral symbolism of the HSMs. The LSMs almost exacted a gestation 
period with the products where a slow burning evaluation took place; “I’ve had a 
Sony for twenty eight years... It’s still going I would be afraid to give my money to buy 
that (points to Beko).”  This is particularly important element in the findings as the 
research provides distinct evidence of  interaction “as a result of past experiences, 
innate abilities, or other personal characteristics, some individuals are more likely 
than others to be ‘involved” (Muehling et al., 1993, p. 41) and perhaps more 
importantly there is evidence of these LSMs manifesting consistency in choice 
(Snyder, 1987). The findings suggest that the prospect of buying without this 
reassurance would induce cognitive dissonance. In relation to Samsung’s now 
perceived durability a participant commented “They haven’t always been like that and 
because of that I wouldn’t have considered one with better makes about”. With 
product replacement forming part of many ongoing strategic choices for several large 
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technological companies the implications could be linked to LSM personality traits 
and characteristics that are subjectively important to the individual self concept.  
Significantly the need for such durability had an impact on price elasticity with the 
LSMs willing to pay for more for product durability. This element of the consumption 
model also reveals schema development on the LSMs part. The greater involvement 
exhibited by the LSMs indicated a substantive difference in processing and eventual 
recall. If a brand such as Mustek with all its positive connotations regarding form and 
function is compared with the consumer’s schema, there is a correlation. The brand is 
functional, dependable and above all able to provide the service it was bought for, 
reflecting the overt traits of the LSM. When the moderator attempted to take this 
scenario further it was established that inner characteristics held the key; it was the 
actual self that was expressed in a consistent fashion from situation to situation 
within each product range. It was felt in relation to purchase they could not 
compromise their identities for other people and would not bend to the will of 
circumstance. However, it was only the Sony brand (a HSM favourite) that was 
actually evaluated both for its functionality and its brand resonance, but with the 
resonance indelibly linked to its durability.  
 
8.5. Price (A3) 
For the LSM participants price had a direct influence on product purchase. It provided 
a moderating role in the consumption process (see section 6.4.1.2) but not the direct 
theoretical proposition that a high price equates to quality. There was evidence of 
enhanced price sensitivity after searching for viable alternatives, mirroring the work 
completed by Bono and Vey (2007), Fuller, Barnet, Hester, Relyea and Frey (2007), 
and Spangenberg and Sprott (2006). For the LSMs price sensitivity was based on the 
basic tenet of perceived risk, insofar as most branded goods were not deemed to be 
worth their inflated price tags, and the fear that paying over the odds some how 
constituted a formulated norm as categorised in the following ,“you let yourself down 
with jumping on the bandwagon, it shows you don’t have a mind of your own” and “ 
This telly, computer or whatever it is, is going to going to cost you money, interest 
and be in your home for ages or at least until you paid it off and you’re gonna [sic] 
be stuck with it because you don’t have a mind of your own and go to see what you 
can afford and what you like.” These extracts would suggest that the LSMs were 
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sensitive to both the probability and the extent of potential loss of self associated with 
having a socially orientated self.  
 
Furthermore this corresponds with research carried out by Diamond and Leland 
(1989) who suggest that modern consumers exhibit a ‘latitude of acceptance’ toward 
price and that evaluation becomes a cognitive process. If a product falls below a 
certain price (or goes above) regardless of incentive, suspicions are raised and 
ultimately brand perceptions and equity are eroded. Of significance then is the fact 
that for the LSMs the positioning of certain brands outside of a certain fiscal sphere 
actually resulted in negative equity, at least cognitively. Significantly the issue of self 
monitoring as a personality trait is given additional credence. Differences in 
personality as a moderator regarding cognitive and experiential purchase are not new, 
(Fazio and Zanna, 1978a; 1978b), but the LSMs certainly see these purchases as 
purely cognitive. Therefore value for money was deemed to be a prerequisite of the 
consumption process. This was conveyed in the following “I would want value for 
money as well as if I could get something say for, I don’t know £850.00, and that had 
all I wanted; that would be that. I wouldn’t really be suckered in to spending more 
just for some flashy Japanese thing” and “I would definitely want more value for 
money, more than all the extras that are not really important like stainless steel legs 
or something stupid like that.” While this seems to negate the proposition of high 
price as a means to dissuade the LSM, price in relation to fulfilling a need was an 
equation that was given countenance. This predisposition, while concurring with the 
work of Gangestad and Snyder (2000), Snyder (1974; 1979; 1987; 1995) and Snyder 
and DeBono (1985) in relation to purchase, may be however as a consequence of the 
LSMs being around other LSMs who have exacted similar opinions previously.  This 
hoped for mirroring of frugality may well be a social norm of these ‘generational’ 
LSMs but it is still reflected in purchase intention giving it wider credibility as a 
source of differention.  
 
8.6. Prolonged Search and Knowledge 
        Acquisition (B1)  
 
The traditional consumer role of seeking out product / brand information for a high 
involvement product was evident as one suggested that “you’d have to read up on 
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things like this. Is ‘Which’ magazine the good one for finding out stuff? Yes. Yea I 
thought so, so you need to be armed with the right sort of information” and “I would 
have done my homework and read and seen which was the most practical and which 
one came out with the best.” The statements point to an evolving product class and 
subsequently decisions were not arbitrary as “involvement is an antecedent of 
purchase-decision involvement” (Houston and Rothschild, 1978, p.365). For the 
LSM’s it was accepted that product involvement was associated with awareness and 
knowledge of the product attributes. What is witnessed is a correlation with the work 
of Krugman. It was Krugman (1965) who introduced the involvement concept into the 
consumer behaviour field. Krugman (1965) provided a transparent evaluation of the 
process, and he interestingly defined involvement as “the number of ‘experiences, 
connections, or personal references per minute that the viewer makes between his 
(her) own life and the stimulus” (Krugman, 1965, p.355). Krugman seems to be right 
as many of the LSMs indicated an actual need and spoke actively about previous 
purchases and how they could influence future purchases.  
 
Of interest here is that the female participants have taken on what has been suggested 
is a male role (Mohr, Sengupta, and Slater, 2009), that of technological involvement. 
Contrary to the work of Pugh and Wahrman (1983, p. 755) who suggested that “women 
deferred (tasks) to men more often than men deferred to women” few LSMs indicated 
any masculine interference when it came to purchase, and despite being considerably 
older that the HSMs, and potentially bound in generational norms, there was no 
evidence of these participants engaging in stereotypical behaviors of their own gender. 
Interestingly Burns (1979) found that, when one spouse indicates a high involvement 
with a product there is invariably a deferment from the partner, and perhaps this is the 
case here. In line with this view many sociologists reject the dichotomous view of 
gender, in that the similarities between men and women in how they think and behave 
far exceed the differences between them (Epstein, 1973), and although not the crux of 
this thesis the findings support this and the work of Zaichkowsky (1985) and the 
proposition that involvement is “a person’s perceived relevance of the object based in 
inherent needs, values and interests” (p.342).  
 
8.7. Perceptual Reinforcement (B2)  
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Brucks (1985) categorized product knowledge into three types: objective, subjective, 
and prior. Objective knowledge refers to actual knowledge; subjective refers to what a 
consumer thinks they might know, while prior is as a consequence of information 
seeking. All three were evident in the LSM findings with all adding to a perceptual 
reinforcement of what a product truly represented. What was of particular interest was 
the ongoing subjective knowledge that was closely related to the individual’s 
behavioural motivation. Unlike the HSMs, the LSMs indicated actual ownership in 
evaluation. This is important as consumers acquire experience and familiarity from 
purchase, and express preference equilibrium which would suggest a process of 
operant conditioning indicating that the chosen brand will bring reward. The LSMs 
suggest that an unfamiliar brand would bring an element of risk; the buyer has little or 
no experience of products or its performance and it is avoided. To avoid risk it would 
seem the LSMs concentrate on the purpose and benefit of the product to elevate the 
brand and ignite cognition.   
 
The mapping of their internal needs, with external availability, demonstrated 
consistent purchase behaviour predicated on constant incoming, personal associations. 
The reinforcement of buying decisions was not capricious but contextualised on 
previous interaction. Simple, sustainable messages, such as reliability are important as 
the finer points of the decision making process for the LSMs can be emasculated as 
the LSMs seemed to seek to retrieve relevant information from the long–term 
memory. A stimulus that has been countenanced previously such as reliability, 
appropriate price and function were sought for replication and expressed in the 
following “I think I’d probably choose a Sony cause [sic] it’s been more reliable 
before and it’s lasted so long it didn’t breakdown or anything”. Significantly 
Gronroos (2001) refers to this as the marketing communications gap and states that 
marketers should move away from the superlatives to attract and simply provide as 
promised. 
 
8.8. Attitudinal Synchronisation (C)  
 
Supported by the process described in section B1, unlike the HSM participants, choice 
and evaluation did not represent a need for external validation, and while it is 
purported that consumers are “multidimensional configurations” (Cattel, 1946 as cited 
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in Hamel 1999, pp. 14) exhibiting cognitive, affective and conative components, 
importantly the LSMs maintained their attitudes, irrespective of the HSMs 
protestations. If, as Sarup, (1996, p.120) suggests “our identity is moulded as 
consumers”, what the LSMs don’t buy becomes as important as what they do buy. 
Subsequently, acceptance or rejection was fixed internally and the participants 
Attitudinal Synchronization, or confirmation that the right choice has been made, was 
steadfast. Statements such as “If people don’t like you then that’s that, don’t conform 
to that and sell yourself”, convey this and offer differentiation with the HSM 
participants. With seeking assurance that the purchase was right the LSM looks to the 
internal self as one stated “to buy deliberately the same as someone else shows a real 
weakness and, as I said, no mind of your own.”  
 
8.9. Fulfilment of Actual Need (D)  
Linked to section A, B1 and B3, the LSMs exhibited a utilitarian rationale throughout 
the decision making process as suggested by Snyder (1974). While these elements 
have been discussed it is important to stress that the findings do not reflect a paradigm 
shift as seen by the HSM’s. There is a singular determination of outcome without 
alignment to social pressure confirming that they know a great deal about themselves 
and to use this knowledge to be themselves (Snyder and Cantor, 1980, Snyder and 
Tanke 1976), and engage in self protected presentations (Arkin, 1981; Lennox and 
Wolfe, 1984; Wolfe, Lennox, and Cutler, 1986). 
 
8.10. Fulfilment of Self Schema (E)  
Throughout this buying process the research did not reveal LSMs engaging in any 
unrealistic or socially orientated behaviour, with the findings explicitly denoting a 
lack of self-presentation and flamboyant behaviours. The LSM consumer schema was 
revealed as consistent. The LSMs personal knowledge and understanding of this 
paradigm was certainly manifest, and represented a system of beliefs. The LSM’s 
actively pursued a particular identity that controlled their behaviour both 
psychological, and social. This dimension, while self-oriented, can be perceived as a 
means for receiving emotional fulfilment as the self is completed in the transaction, 
and not seen as a social obligation as witnessed in the following: “You don’t want the 
same as everybody else, if you do that’s just coincidence, but to buy deliberately the 
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same as someone else shows a real weakness and as I said no mind of your own”. 
This is a clear indication of the reluctance to surrender the essence of individuality for 
the benefit of a merged identity and the restriction of a ‘principled’ autonomy. Such 
action is conceptualised as a process of “letting yourself down with jumping on the 
bandwagon” and indicates that “you don’t have a mind of your own”. The schema 
development is also situated in the suspension of hierarchical roles and for LSMs we 
have evidence of agentic behaviour.  
 
While this behaviour may be predicated on the LSM age and their sociomoral 
development, assertiveness is a distinct element for the LSMs. These abundant 
agentic motives emphasize that the self is a distinct unit, linked to the inner principled 
self. Additionally this schematic fulfillment may have been simple herd behaviour, 
associated with HSMs. As Moreland (1987) asserts herd behaviour will form when 
people a) have acknowledged their shared characteristics before, or b) have done so 
recently, c) have found it useful to think of themselves in that way or form when d) 
people are reminded of shared characteristics and the focus groups provided that 
opportunity. Intriguingly in the individualist-collectivist dichotomy that provides 
the antecedent for herd behaviour Markus and Kitayama (1991) proposed that men 
tend to have an independent self-construal, and women have an interdependent 
self-construal. While this is evident with the HSM it is also appropriate to consider 
this with the LSMs. 
 
However, agentic behaviour, according to the literature should not be present as such 
products should have provoked a ‘gender trigger’, a contextual factors that, in Snyder 
and Ickes’s (1985) words, “precipitate” gender effects in relation to behavioural 
responses. However such triggers were absent and the product group was embraced. 
Subsequently the thesis assists in the focus of a new symbolic codes created by groups 
that challenge the status quo, and are expressed through different forms of 
consumption discourse. Additionally there was no evidence of any of the LSMs 
participants conveying any ‘role conflict’ whereby their self perception was 
inconsistent with the individual's own expectations.  
 
8.11. Summary  
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This chapter has discussed the salient elements surrounding the manifestation that 
female consumers do exhibit LSMBP patterns with respect to male orientated 
products. In addition key elements were extracted and conceptualised into a model to 
encapsulate the process of LSM consumption. The following chapter will discuss the 
practical implications and future research predicated on the above. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion, Contribution, Limitations 
and Future Research 
 
9.0. Chapter Overview  
    
This final chapter will present the significant elements of the thesis and consider its 
contribution to the body of knowledge relating to SM and its addition to the scholarly 
work instigated by Snyder (1974). In closing, there will be a reflection on the research 
process, its implications and limitations, and a reflection on the methodological 
choices. The practical implications will be discussed and, finally, avenues for future 
research, in the light of the outcomes and processes, will be considered.  
 
9.1. Contribution of the Thesis  
 
As stated in the introductory chapter, no prior research exists in the consumer 
behaviour field relating to self monitoring behavioural patterns (SMBP), gender and 
technological goods. The study's theoretical contribution lies in it being the first study 
to confirm that SM is not bound by gendered norms and gendered products. The 
thesis expands the limited understanding of perceived gendered differences and 
provides clarification that, as consumers, women have situational and dispositional 
awareness outside of gendered product categories, and inherent personality traits, not 
gendered pre-dispositions, were paramount in consumption choices. Two self-concept 
motives, namely, self-enhancement and self-verification, are evident throughout, in 
accordance with Snyder’s (1974) original theories, and these elements are witnessed 
for the first time underpinning the individual’s connection between her self-image and 
the product group. This is significant, as previous research has applied SM 
dimensions to explain how absolutes might be understood, with authors like Becherer 
and Richard (1978); Shavitt, Lowery and Han (1992); Browne and Kaldenberg 
(1997); Hogg, Cox and Keeling (2000); O’Cass and McEwen (2004); Yates and 
Noyes (2007); and Snyder (1974) himself all utilising predetermined socially 
acceptable products, pre-determined advertising campaigns, or items that were 
already perceived as utilitarian or experiential by their respective samples. With a 
product category that had no gendered overtones or empirical evidence to support 
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significant consumption by female consumers, the research concludes that women as 
contemporary consumers have multiple identities, which are differentially salient 
depending upon the context and situation. This concurs with the fundamental 
proposition of SMBP that goods are used as a means of social navigation, with their 
consumption providing the individual with the opportunity to contrive appropriate 
signs for appropriate social contexts (Puccinelli, Deshpande, and Isen 2007; 
Moisander and Eriksson 2006; Body and Grace, 2006; Czellar, 2005 and 2006; 
Wattanasuwan, 2005; Lindridge, Hogg and Shah, 2004; Campbell, 2003; Fazio and 
Olson, 2003; Ariely and Levav, 2000; Snyder and Gangestad 2000).  
 
Applying this concept of an individual possessing multiple identities is crucial and 
this thesis’s detailed understanding of the process is a significant one. Additionally, 
the thesis presents the combined effect of self-congruity, brand trust, brand attitude 
and brand loyalty from the female perspective in a differentiated product category. 
While investigations in the SM field have demonstrated how brands might be used to 
form part of the individual’s mental representations (Czellar, 2006; Gangestad and 
Snyder, 2000; DeBono, 1987; DeBono, 2000; Aaker, 1999; DeBono and Harnish, 
1988), this issue has never before been revealed in this context, and so this research 
constitutes a significant move forward from both academic and practitioner 
perspectives, as it was shown that utilitarian and value-expressive elements have a 
positive effect on self-congruity for the participants in this research.  
 
9.1.2. The Contribution of two Conceptual Models 
Prior to this study, no conceptual map had been created for SM behaviour and 
consumption in the consumer field despite the field having existed for four decades. 
Corral and Calvette (2000) provided a structural model between Machiavellianism 
and SM, while Hogg, Cox and Keeling (1998) provided a model derived from theory 
as opposed to primary research with their work predicated on the work of Eagly, 
Chaiken, and Snyder (1974), Schnek and Holman (1980), and Grubb and Grathwohl 
(1967). However, as a consequence of the findings of the current work two conceptual 
models are presented with each element of the consumption process accounted for, 
and providing additional insight. This is important, as not only do they present a 
visual account of a complex process, but they also act as an apperception, the 
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assimilation of a new idea into the field itself. The presented models delineate female 
SMBP in the technological product category as contingency-shaped with social/ 
situational and personal/ dispositional (De Cremer, Snyder and Dewitte, 2001; De 
Cremer, 1999; Messick, Wilke, Brewer, Kramer, Zemke, and Lui 1983; elements 
serving as antecedents for the whole process. The conceptual models and supporting 
empirical evidence serve as guiding parameters for a greater understanding of the 
SM construct and it is considered that both models might assist future understanding 
and the additional generation of research. The research acknowledges the limitations 
of such models, and is aware that not all SMBP will emerge in such a systematic 
manner; however, they can and do assist in the clear presentation of the SM construct 
and explicitly formalise the human element as opposed to the theoretical and 
hypothesized elements. Furthermore, as the models are empirically aligned, there is 
the opportunity for marketers and retailers to exploit both models strategically, 
providing a mind map for potential market segmentation, positioning, research and 
design, and tangible and intangible claims of a whole host of technological products.  
 
9.1.3. Theoretical Contribution  
9.1.3.1 HSMs 
The empirical elements of this thesis add significantly to the SM literature.  Unseen 
until this thesis, female HSM participants displayed HSMBP in relation to 
technological goods. The HSM participants, in synergy with previous SM research 
undertaken by Snyder and DeBono, (1985); DeBono and Harnish, (1988), Shavitt, 
Lowrey and Han, (1992); Gangestad and Snyder, (2000); Day and Kilduff, (2003); 
Sharma, Sivakumaran and Marshall (2006); Yates and Noyes, (2007) and Puntoni and 
Tavassoli, (2007); revealed the social elasticity associated with HSMBP as 
participants sought to monitor and control images of their intrinsic self by 
constructing patterns of behaviour they felt were appropriate for the given context. 
Perhaps most telling, they adhered to the aphorism that inspired the original work on 
SM from Auden (1965, p. 104), who said, “The image of myself which I try to create 
in my own mind in order that I may love myself is very different from the image which 
I try to create in the minds of others in order that they may love me”. To that end, the 
findings denote individualism. While the very essence of situational awareness seems 
at odds with the proposition of individualism, individualism is conceptualised in this 
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thesis as the removal of gendered expectation without the caveat of being socially 
ostracized. Male and female consumers may be perceived to act differently because of 
social pressures, but this thesis does not support that proposition. The theoretical 
element that reverberates through the thesis is one of consumers as social creatures 
without permanent or natural features pertaining to a pre-determined biological order. 
From a purely consumer behaviourist standpoint, the thesis offers confirmation that 
gender as a construct for segmentation and positioning is at best vague and at worst 
redundant; at no point did any participant make reference to the product group being 
male dominated.    
 
9.1.3.2. LSMs 
In accordance with the research aims and objectives, it was apparent that the LSM 
participants were, as predicted in the literature, “less concerned with the images they 
project to others in social situations; instead, they are more concerned that their 
behavior in social contexts be an accurate reflection of their underlying attitudes, 
values and dispositions” (Snyder and DeBono, 1985, p. 588). It was revealed that the 
LSMs were not aware of or concerned with a situationally appropriate self-presentation 
tailored to fit a specific situation (Snyder, 1979); this view corresponds with the 
works of Day, Schleicher, Unckless, and Hiller, (2002); Ratner and Kahn, (2002); and 
Turnley and Bolino, (2001).  
 
Like the HSM participants, the majority of LSMs were far from passive gendered 
vessels shackled by a gendered role or social position, and gave no intimation that 
they were expected to conform to a uniform pattern of behaviour. No patriarchy was 
intimated and despite many of the LSMs being married, there was little or no 
evidence of the spousal deference and gendered subservience as purported by Eagly 
(2000); Bem (1974); Spence, Helmreich, and Stapp (1974); and Deaux and LaFrance 
(1998); or gendered consumption patterns outlined in research by Nam, Hamlin Gam, 
Kang, Kim, Kumphai, Starr, and Richard (2007); Belleau, Haney, Summers, Xu, and 
Garrison (2008); Visser, Du Preez and Van Noordwyk (2006); and Anderson, 
Brannon, Ulrich, Presley, Woronka, Grasso, and Gray (1999); indeed, it was the 
LSMs who projected explicit masculine norms with questions throughout the focus 
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groups relating to product function and who demonstrated an extensive knowledge 
base.   
 
9.1.3.3. Buying for the Intrinsic Self 
The thesis supports the theory that the self is volitional and presents a paradigm where 
gender is considered an ethereal concept in relation to the consumption of 
technological goods. 	


	De Fraja (2009); Schertzer, Laufer, 
Silvera, and McBride (2008); McIntosh (2007); Kwon (2006); and Andsager, 
Weintraub, and Pinkleton (2002) the thesis does not support gender as a consumption 
variable and questions its place as an element that controls the sexes to buy gender 
specific products. While the limited nature of the study is acknowledged, and in 
keeping with the inductive/ interpretative stance, the work does not present a 
consensus as to what clearly identifies the characteristics of the modern female 
consumer group. However, the research 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and Sung (2010); Feiereisen, Broderick, and Douglas (2009); Brett and Juergen 
(2009); Berg and Teigen (2009); and Zang and Khare (2009) that cultural change has 
affected consumption habits with socio-cultural practice, removing the symbolic 
boundaries that used to construct personal and group identities. If the salience of the 
intrinsic self and that of the sociological self are seen as bona fide starting points for 
consumption, it is suggested that such a stance might provide the practical and 
academic communities with additional insight that the term consumer “does not refer 
to a single homogenized category” (Beetles and Harris, 2005, p. 207). Consequently, 
HSM and LSM characteristics and inclinations cannot be said to be the reserve of a 
gender type, and as such, SMBP patterns permeate purchase decisions regardless of 
the associated female and male distinctions. Significantly, the thesis demonstrates that 
traditional products and brands associated with a male demographic can make the 
transition to encompass a female demographic.  
 
9.2. Methodological Contribution 
There has been a tendency to adopt a feminist methodology when approaching gender 
issues, with the suggestion that any other approach would result in a probable 
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distortion in the evaluation of the female experience. However, the application of an 
interpretivist approach sought to depoliticise female consumption habits to actuality 
rather than an ongoing manifesto. Subsequently, the thesis is not intended to add to 
the ever growing field of feministic thought, but serves simply to provide a practical 
insight into needs and wants; in this, it supports Oakley (1972 p. 9), who suggested 
that “everybody knows that men and women are different. In short, whether or not 
differences exist is not in question ….but behind that knowledge lies certain 
uneasiness about how different are they?” Furthermore, the thesis rejects the 
feministic perspective that only through feminist inquiry can the perspective of 
women be understood. Without taking a positivistic approach to the work, the thesis 
has still been able to examine the cultural and social processes by which the 
participants’ gendered or non gendered identities are reproduced. While the work is 
aware of social experience, it does not stem from an empathetic or lived perspective; 
subsequently, the work does not have the traditional feminist internal validation.  
 
The thesis holds that objectivism is relevant for an interpretivist methodology and can 
be conducted without the visceral and subjective undercurrent of affiliation. Feminism 
seeks to understand the unequal hierarchies, which allegedly exist in all societies, with 
the goal of changing them, but this can be accomplished without intent. The world is 
as it is, and the focus groups revealed that few of the HSM participants categorised 
themselves in relation to an atavistic culture; there were no other misgivings of 
emasculation or misogyny socially, and there was no inherent indication to confirm 
their cultural knowledge and to demonstrate the compatibility of their identity within 
their gender. Subsequently, the very fractionalisation of society should demand that 
researchers become imbued with unconventional norms and values rather than a 
political backdrop (Reinharz, 1992).  
 
9.2.1. Use of the Full Snyder (1974) Scale   
Moving away from current trends in SM, the thesis re-establishes the validity of the 
unexpurgated Snyder scale (1974) in conjunction with the work of Rose and DeJesus 
(2007). While the scale usage has resulted in a very sizable amount of literature, 
recent trends and academic conjecture, emanating from Snyder himself, have seen it 
modified and expurgated to reduce the number of questions that refer to theoretical 
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acting, sociability, confidence, poise, and conformity. However, contrary to the above, 
and as the research presented a new exploration, it was the intention to use Snyder’s 
(1974) original 25 true-false question scale and original marking scheme to denote 
differentiation with HSMs = 15+; Intermediate = 9-14; and LSMs = <8. This was 
contrary to the accepted norm as advocated by Lennox (1988) and utilised recently by 
Rose and Dejesus (2007) who suggested that it was the expurgated 18 question scale 
(with questions 2, 7, 9, 10, 11, 15, and 19 omitted) that was more appropriate for social 
comparison research. While it was not a research objective to test validity, openness 
and an uncontrived approach were deemed to be the most appropriate.  
 
The participants in the research did not present any anomalies with regard to the 
norms, values and inherent ideas of the scale, contrary to previous research. Indeed 
questions such as 8) I would probably make a good actor, 16) I’m not always the 
person I appear to be; 19) In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what people 
expect me to be rather than anything else; 25) I may deceive people by being friendly 
when I really dislike them, and 6) I guess I put on a show to impress or entertain 
people appeared to tap into social and acceptable norms that bore relevance to 
indicative lifestyle choices. From the evaluation of the transcripts, it would seem the 
media, particularly the popularity of ‘reality shows’, music stations and the plethora 
of celebrity magazines available have contributed to the revalidation of the scale. Of 
the sub scales outlined by Snyder (1974), the willingness to be the centre of attention 
or a tendency to behave in outgoing, extroverted ways were compliant with the 
profusion of media references and desired ostentation. The second subscale regarding 
sensitivity to the reactions of others was also embraced and the third subscale 
denoting participants' ability and willingness to adjust to behaviour to induce positive 
reactions was again manifest as acceptable. To that end, regarding the researcher’s 
desire to use the scale in its original format, the thesis stands as an exemplar of its true 
potential (although that is not to negate the criticisms levelled at it). 
 
9.2.2. Using Wider Demographics 
Historically, many SM studies have utilised student samples in evaluations (Snyder, 
Bersheid, and Tanke 1977; Becherer and Richard, 1978; Snyder and Cantor, 1980; 
Lennox, 1988; Bearden, Shuptine, and Teel, 1989; Shavitt, Lowery, and Han, 1992; 
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Anderson and Randlet, 1993; Browne and Kaldenberg, 1997; Levine and Feldman, 
1997; Snyder and Gangestad, 2000; Bell, Schoenrock, and O’Neal 2000; De Cremer, 
Snyder, and Dewitte, 2001; Cheng and Chartrand, 2003; Kjeldal 2003; Eby, Cader, 
and Noble, 2003; O’Cass and McEwen, 2004; Klien, Snyder, and Livingston 2004; 
Parks and Mount, 2005; DeMarree, Petty and Wheeler, 2005; Jawahar and Mattsson, 
2005; Flynn and Ames; 2006); therefore, very little research exists where a broader 
and less symmetric range of participants has been used. From the standpoint of 
contribution, unlike many studies surrounding SM, no students were used, despite 
Snyder (1974) himself advocating the use of students for this type of undertaking. 
Consequently, broader and less socially isolated opinions were presented from those 
actually in the consumption sphere as opposed to those potentially on the financial 
limits of it.  
 
Additionally, and as a consequence of this broader approach, a more realistic return 
rate was achieved, as apposed to a captive student sample, that was favourable with 
the most recent works carried out by O’Cass (2007) who administered 315 surveys; 
Yates and Noyes (2007) with 80; Sharma, Sivakumaran and Marshall (2007) with 
309; Rose and Dejesus (2007) with 106; and Bodey and Grace (2006) with 200. In 
relation to the originator of the field, Snyder’s own more recent contributions have 
involved numbers ranging from 90-282, with all of the above comprising readily 
available undergraduate classes. Snyder (1984, p. 129) himself raised the point that 
researchers should look to larger demographic variables in an attempt to eradicate 
“social class, economic status, religious affiliation and geographical location”. 
Therefore, the current work addresses a significant gap in the extant research by 
attempting to overcome social class and the variables outlined by Snyder (1984). The 
work avoids the inherent bias that could be attributed to samples that comprise solely 
student groups. 
 
9.3. Contribution of the Thesis to Practice 
It has been suggested that the marketing community was persisting with a consumer 
culture that reinforced domesticity, “urging women to buy washing machines and to 
prepare meals” (Scanlon, 2000, p. 13). However, it would seem that, although a 
decade has passed since that research, gender is still seen as a distinct variable in the 
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consumer sphere. Aforementioned works by Nam, Hamlin Gam, Kang, Kim, 
Kumphai, Starr, and Richard (2007); Belleau, Haney, Summers, Xu, and Garrison, 
(2008); Visser, Du Preez and Van Noordwyk, (2006); and Anderson, Brannon, Ulrich, 
Presley, Woronka, Grasso, and Gray, (1999); still seek to ascertain a difference and it 
is that difference that still permeates. However, this thesis provides insight as to why 
females buy technological goods, the effects on their satisfaction and loyalty, why 
they might continue to purchase, and the importance of image and function in the 
satisfaction and loyalty relationship. The rationale for this is that in such prescriptive 
consumption patterns “we attempt to construct an intelligible universe” (Douglas and 
Isherwood, 1979, p. 65) that allows us relate to one another. That is salient for 
practitioners; these products are communicative tools, and the conceptual ideas and 
supporting empirical evidence revealed in this thesis serve as guiding parameters 
for selecting and developing marketing strategies that reflect the customer.  
 
9.3.1. The Need to Communicate  
In continuation of the above practical implications, the thesis also provides the 
marketing and retailing communities with a better understanding of how to 
communicate with this consumer group in both deliberate and unconscious ways. 
Traditional products and brands associated with a male demographic can make the 
transition to encompass a female demographic. Maleness is the 'default' value for 
many social categories, but no longer for technological goods; however, retailers need 
to do more. The thesis has highlighted how impressions are formed and has offered an 
insight into the prevailing discourse that takes place post evaluation of a product. The 
individual's experiences, beliefs, attitudes, feelings, knowledge, and impressions must 
form part of a centred and consistent marketing communication strategy. Greater 
emphasis on marketing and branding strategies, for those companies that do not 
already do so, that encompass social resonance, status, and belonging could prove 
instrumental in attracting and retaining what is a significant consumer group. By way 
of emphasis, authors such as Bartos (1982) have been suggesting that brands and 
firms that did not look at the prevailing social norms would experience “marketing 
underachievement” while those who re-examined “outmoded assumptions” would 
“reap the benefits of discovering new opportunity markets” (p.  66-67). The thesis has 
clearly identified the pre-determinants of purchase and a salient implication that can 
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be drawn from these results is that female consumers will continue to purchase should 
their needs be met. Both the core and augmented product have to communicate with a 
specific consumer and, to that end, it is critical for industry practitioners to develop 
realistic marketing communications strategies.  
 
The findings of this study also make it possible to identify what customers value in 
their consumption experience as opposed to what practitioners think they want from 
their consumption process. Perceived values, both socially and functionally, are of 
equal importance, and if this is embraced it could develop into a value enhancing 
strategy for sustaining and expanding market growth in a competitive business 
environment. The empirical evidence has strong implications for the readdressing of 
traditional views and perceptions of female purchasing habits. Marketing 
communications that attempt to connect a brand to a potential customer and their 
perceived social identity must understand the resonance of such a social identity. 
Additionally of benefit to this paradigm is the research stemming from the LSMs. 
From this perspective, the research illustrates how a consumer constructs purchase 
patterns predicated on quality, value, satisfaction, emotion, and behavioural and 
attitudinal outcomes.  
 
When the marketer considers the nature of the LSM orientation, it is imperative to 
remember that their quest for consistency has a self-presentational element as potent 
as that of the HSM. There is an inner audience (Snyder, 1984) for self-presentation 
(namely, oneself) that evaluates how a product is presented with reference to personal 
standards. In this regard, just as the activities of HSMs may be regarded as 
presentations to outer audiences, the consistency-seeking behaviour of LSMs may be 
regarded as presentations to this inner audience. From a marketing perspective, this 
inner voice must be acknowledged with overt cognitive marketing. All results were 
obtained without the dressage of formal marketing communications; hence, this 
makes it more likely that the choices were a consequence of self perception. The 
evidence demonstrates that LSMs do not require an enticement to consider a brand 
nor do they require overt feminine traits to be manifest in accordance with their 
gender. It is imperative to acknowledge that the essence of SM behaviour in relation 
to brand alone was the significant factor in this research. In this context, the research 
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provides a strategy for the marketers in the technological market that self salience is 
evident in both HSMs and LSMs.  
 
9.4. Limitations 
For ethical reasons, no participants under the age of eighteen were included in the 
focus groups in compliance with social research mandates, although their opinions 
could have provided additional insight. In addition, in relation to the participants, 
there were no representatives of any minority community group with all participants 
declaring themselves white and British. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that the 
technological field is in perpetual motion as a consequence of innovation and 
ephemeral product lifecycles. Like other works prior to this involving brands and 
products, not every category could be accommodated. Subsequently, future research 
will look to include new areas of technology, such as the constantly evolving game 
console market, PDAs, satellite navigation equipment, Blue Ray recorders, 3D 
televisions, and compact HD cameras.  
 
In addition, there are the perceived limitations of the chosen measurement instrument. 
As discussed in the methodological chapter, the researcher would denote that because 
of the ubiquity of SM constructs, the question of whether Snyder’s scale (1974) is an 
adequate measure is an important one. Snyder (1974) suggested that the scale measures 
provide the basic components of behaviour that make up the SM process. From this we 
can conclude that Snyder himself was aware of and fully appreciated the variables that 
would gain academic weight as time passed. Indeed, writing at the same time as 
Snyder, Gorsuch (1974) stated that the “major goal of the exploratory nature of the 
scale is to establish the initial psychometric dimensions measured by the instrument.” 
More recently, Leone (2006, p. 634) has stated that it is simply a construct “designed 
to capture individual differences in the control of expressive behavior and self-
presentation.” Subsequently, limitations can be exacted as a consequence of the 
participants themselves.  
9.5. Potential Avenues for Further Research 
This final section will deal with the implications of this thesis for future research, 
identifying how the areas tackled within this research project can be extended. It is 
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believed that a systematic study of the self in a myriad of social situations including 
the situations that initiate consumption will provide a basis for the advancement of 
the modern female consumption-orientated self. With this in mind, it is acknowledged 
that consumption is a global norm, with tradition, religion, indigenous culture, 
specific expectations and multifaceted manifestations all providing a potential 
influence. Therefore, there is a need to evaluate the SM paradigm outside of the 
confines of Caucasian, western culture, as cross-cultural research may reveal 
different types of consumer choices and price responsiveness in different cultures. 
Additionally this research was undertaken prior to the economic downturn, and from 
the findings it was apparent that consumption was an active paradigm with 
consideration given to products costing four figures and above. To that end an 
evaluation of the SM construct in a very different socio-economic could be of value. 
Such credible information is paramount, and marketers should have the awareness to 
capture the female demographic in accordance with their self relevance whether that 
is actual, ideal, or social.  
 
9.6. Summary   
This final chapter has evaluated the study’s contributions to literature, methodology 
and the wider marketing field. It has been concluded that the empirical evidence has 
strong implications for readdressing the traditional views and perceptions of female 
purchasing habits.  
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                       Snyder’s Self –Monitoring Scale with Marking                       
                        Instructions not made Available to Participants   
 
The statements that follow concern your personal reactions to a number of different situations. No two 
statements are exactly alike, so consider each statement carefully before answering. If a statement is true 
or mostly true as applied to you, mark T to the left of the statements. If a statement is false or not usually 
true as applied to you, mark an F 
 
           1.  I find it hard to imitate the behavior of other people.  
           2.  My behavior is usually an expression of my true inner feelings, attitudes and beliefs. 
           3.  At parties and social gatherings, I do not attempt to do or say things that others will like. 
           4.  I can only argue for ideas which I already believe. 
           5.  I can make impromptu speeches even on topics about which I have almost no information  
           6.  I guess I put on a show to impress or entertain people. 
           7.  When I am uncertain how to act in a social situation, I look to the behavior of the others for cues. 
          8.  I would probably make a good actor. 
          9.  I rarely seek the advice of my friends to choose movies, books, or music. 
         10. I sometimes appear to others to be experiencing deeper emotions than I actually am. 
         11. I laugh more when I watch a comedy with others than when alone. 
         12. In a group of people I am rarely the center of attention. 
         13. In different situations and with different people, I often act like very different persons. 
         14. I am not particularly good at making other people like me. 
         15. Even if I am not enjoying myself, I often pretend to be having a good time. 
         16. I'm not always the person I appear to be. 
          17. I would not change my opinions (or the way I do things) in order to please someone else or win their favor. 
          18. I have considered being an entertainer. 
          19. In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what people expect me to be rather than anything else. 
          20. I have never been good at games like charades or improvisational acting. 
          21. I have trouble changing my behavior to suit different people and different situations. 
          22. At a party I let others keep the jokes and stories going. 
         23. I feel a bit awkward in company and do not show up quite as well as I should. 
         24. I can look anyone in the eye and tell a lie with a straight face (if for a right end). 
         25. I may deceive people by being friendly when I really dislike them. 
To score the scale you should circle your response of true or false each time it corresponds to the keyed response 
below. Add up the total number of responses you circle. 
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
 1. False  2. False  3. False  4. False  5.  True  6. True  7. True 
  8. True  9. False 10. True 11. True 12. False 13. True 14. False 
15. True 16. True 17. False 18. True 19. True 20. False 21. False 
22. False 23. False 24. True 25. True  
 
High = 15+; Intermediate = 9-14; and Low = <8. 
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